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Summary of Thesis submitted for Ph.D degree

by John Francis Saltford

on

UNTEA and UNRWI: United Nations Involvement in
West New Guinea During the 1960’s

This thesis examines the role played by the United Nations in the
implementation of the August 1962 New York Agreement. The Agreement ended a
thirteen year dispute between the Netherlands and Indonesia concerning the future of
West New Guinea and its Papuan inhabitants (or Irianese as they were known by
Indonesia).

Under the terms of the Agreement, the territory’s administration was
transferred to a temporary UN authority (UNTEA) which remained from 1 October

ii

1962 until 1 May 1963. Following this, control of West New Guinea was handed over
to Indonesia which renamed it West Irian (later Irian Jaya, now Papua).

In 1968, a small UN team returned, led by Fernando Ortiz Sanz, the UN
Secretary-General’s Special Representative for West Irian (UNRWI). The team’s
responsibility was to “advise, assist and participate” in Indonesian preparations for an
act of Papuan self-determination planned for 1969. This ‘Act of Free Choice’ (or
Pepera as it was known by Indonesia), and the UN’s involvement, were central to the
Agreement and its fulfillment.

Following the Introduction and a short chapter on the background to the
dispute, chapters two to four look at the UNTEA administration. Chapter five
examines briefly the first years of Indonesian rule in West Irian between 1963 and
1967. The arrival of the UN team in 1968 and Ortiz Sanz’s first two tours of the
territory are discussed in Chapters Six and Seven. Preparations for the Act in 1969,
including the selection of the 1022 Papuan representatives who took part in it, are
examined in Chapters Eight and Nine. Chapter Ten looks at the conduct of the Act
itself and international reaction culminating in the UNGA vote of November 1969.
The thesis ends with a conclusion in Chapter Eleven.
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ABBREVIATIONS

DPRD

Dewan Perwakilan Rakyat Daerah. Peoples’ Regional
Representative Council. Indonesian appointed
replacement for the West New Guinea Council (Nieuw
Guinea Raad) after May 1963.

DVP

Democratische Volkspartij. Democratic People’s party. A
Papuan national party banned by the Indonesians along
with
all other existing Papuan parties in 1963.

FCO

British Foreign and Commonwealth Office name given to
merger of Foreign Office and Commonwealth Office in
1967.

FO

British Foreign Office. Became FCO in 1967.

FUNDWI

United Nations Fund for West Irian. Set up following 1962
New York Agreement.

MPRS

Madjelis Perwakilan Rakyat Sementara (Indonesian
Provisional Peoples’ Consultative Congress). Formed in
1960, its official functions were to choose the President and
Vice-President and to determine the main lines of state
policy.

NAA

National Archives of Australia

OPM

Organisasi Papua Merdeka. Free Papua Movement.

OPSUS

Special Operations Section of Indonesian military.

PNG

Papua New Guinea. Name of the eastern part
of New Guinea since its independence in 1975.

PRO

Public Record Office. The national archives for England
and Wales.

PVK

Papua Vrijwilligers Korps. Papua Volunteer Corps.
Military force of around 450 West Papuans formed and led
by the Dutch in 1960. Disbanded by Indonesia when
it took control of West New Guinea

SEAD

South East Asian Department of the FO and later FCO.

SWPD

South West Pacific Department of the FO and later FCO.
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TPNG

Territory of Papua and New Guinea. Name of the eastern
half of New Guinea during its administration by Australia.
Became independent in 1975.

UNA

United Nations Association.

UNGA

United Nations General Assembly.

UNMO

United Nations Military Observers. Deployed in West New
Guinea August to September 1962.

UNRWI

United Nations Representative in West Irian. Position held
by Ortiz Sanz during the Act of Free Choice.

UNSF

United Nations Security Force in West New Guinea during
UNTEA.

UNTAB

United Nations Technical Assistance Board.

UNTEA

United Nations Temporary Executive Authority.
Administered West New Guinea 1 October 1962 to 1 May
1963.
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KEY INDIVIDUALS

Abdoh, Djalal

UNTEA Administrator 15 November 1962 to 1 May
1963.

Abdulgani, Hadj Roeslan.

Indonesian Ambassador to the UN during the Act of
Free Choice. Indonesian Foreign Minister 1956-57.

Ariks, Johan

Local Papuan leader from Arfak region who led a
rebellion against the Indonesians in the mid-1960’s.
Captured in 1967 and died in prison in 1969.

Awom, Frits

Sergeant in PVK and ring leader of February 1963
PVK mutiny. From 1965, led an armed Papuan
rebellion against Indonesia in the Birds Head
Peninsula of Papua.

Bunker, Ellsworth

US diplomat and mediator in UN brokered
Dutch/Indonesian talks on West New Guinea, 1962.
In March 1965 acted as US Special Representative
to Indonesia and in April 1967 became US
Ambassador to Vietnam.

Bonay, Eliezer

Spokesperson for the Papuan party Parna (the
National Party) in 1962. In May 1963 was
appointed
first governor of West Irian by President Sukarno.
Dismissed in 1965, later imprisoned and released in
January 1969. Fled to PNG in the 1980’s.

Barwick, Garfield

Australian External Affairs Minister until
April 1964

Cameron, Peter.

UNTEA Divisional Commissioner, Manokwari
(Western Division).

Carter, G.S.

UNTEA Divisional Commissioner, Central
Highlands.

Freeth, Gordon

Australian External Affairs Minister, 1969.

Gilchrist, Sir Andrew

British Ambassador, Jakarta, 1963.

Goedhart, Louis J.

Head of Dutch liaison Mission to UNTEA.

Gore-Booth, Sir Paul

Permanent Under-Secretary to the Foreign Office,
1965.
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Hokujoku, The Reverend

A Jayapura representative in the Act of Free Choice.
Now living in the Netherlands.

Hasluck, Sir Paul

Australian Minister for Territories, 1962. Head of
Australian Mission to UN 1964-1969.

Indey, Martin

Prominent Papuan pro-Indonesian militia leader
during UNTEA period. Fled to PNG during 1970’s.

Jani (Yani), General

Indonesian Army Chief of Staff until 1966.

Jockel, Gordon

Australian Ambassador, Jakarta, 1969.

Joku, Hendrik

Member of West New Guinea Council, 1961-63.
Fled to PNG in 1975 and became a senior figure in
the OPM.

Jones, Howard P.

US Ambassador to Jakarta from 1958 until
May 1965.

Jouwe, Nicolas

Member of West New Guinea Council 1961-62.
Went into exile in the Netherlands in 1962 and
formed the ‘Freedom Committee for West Papua’.
Was a leading Papuan nationalist campaigner
throughout the 1960’s and subsequently.

Kaisiepo, Franz

Governor of West Irian during Act of Free Choice.
Replaced Eliezer Bonay in 1965.

Kaisiepo, Markus

Member of West New Guinea Council 1961-1962.
Went into exile in the Netherlands in 1962 and
formed the ‘High Court of the Chamber of
Representatives of West Papua/Melanesia’. Was a
leading Papuan nationalist campaigner throughout
the 1960’s and subsequently.

Khalil, Aly

Head of UNTEA’s Information Section.

Khan, Said-Uddin

Pakistani Brigadier-general. Commanding officer of
Pakistani UNSF troops during UNTEA

Komer, Robert

U.S. National Security Council staff during 1962
Dutch/Indonesian talks on West New Guinea.

Le Breton, David F.

First Secretary, SWPD, Foreign Office (later
Foreign and Commonwealth Office) during the Act
of Free Choice.
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Leimana, Johannes

Second Vice-Prime Minister of Indonesia until
July 1966

Luckham, Harold

UNTEA Divisional Commissioner in Fak Fak.

Lunn, Hugh

Australian journalist in West Irian during the Act of
Free Choice.

Luns, Joseph

Dutch Foreign Minister from 12 October 1956 until
6 July 1971. Became Secretary-General
of NATO from 1971-1984.

Malik, Adam

Indonesian negotiator at talks leading up to the 1962
New York Agreement. Indonesian Foreign Minister
1966-1977.

Mandatjan, Lodewijk

Led a rebellion with his brother Barens against the
Indonesians on the Bird’s Head Peninsula from May
1967 until December 1968. Surrendered in January
1969. In July 1969 spoke in favour of Indonesia as a
representative for Manokwari during the Act
of Free Choice.

Mandatjan, Barens

Brother of Lodewijk and Papuan rebel leader (see
above).

Maramis, Max

Member of Indonesian Mission to UNTEA

May, Brian.

Journalist with Agence France Presse in West Irian
during the Act of Free Choice.

Melin O.W.

Swedish naval commander. In August and
September 1962 he led a team of 21 UN
military personnel (UNMO) to observe the
implementation of the ceasefire arrangements
following the signing of the New York Agreement.

Meset, Thontje

Chairman of West New Guinea Council when it was
dissolved in 1963.

Middelburg Duco G.

Dutch Representative to the UN in New York
During the Act of Free Choice.

Morgan, Ian
1969.

Third secretary British Embassy, Jakarta 1967-

Murtopo, Ali

Brigadier-general in Indonesian army. Commander
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of the army’s OPSUS (Special operations section)
in
West Irian during the Act of Free Choice.
Myit, Mo

Burmese UNTEA Divisional Commissioner in
Hollandia.

Narasimhan, Chakravarthi

Indian UN Under Secretary-General and UN
Secretary-General U Thant’s chef de cabinet
throughout 1960’s.

Nasution, General Adul

Indonesian Minister Coordinator for Defence and
Security until July 1966, then Chief of Staff of the
Armed Forces.

Nekunam, Ali

Senior adviser in Ortiz Sanz’s UN team during the
Act of Free Choice.

Ortiz Sanz, Fernando

Bolivian UN Secretary-General U Thant’s
Representative for West Irian (UNRWI) during the
Act of Free Choice.

Pavicic, Vojko P.

UNTEA Representative UNTAB Resident
Representative in Indonesia.

Platteel, Pieter J.

Last Dutch Governor of West New Guinea.

Plimsoll, James

Australian permanent representative to the UN
1959-1963.

Prai, Jacob

Ex-law student who joined the OPM in 1968 and
became one of its two main leaders in the 1970’s. In
1979 he went into exile in Sweden.

Rawlings, G.

UNTEA Divisional Commissioner in Biak.

Rikhye Jit, Indar,

Indian Brigadier and military adviser to U Thant.
Overall head of UNMO in West New Guinea
August to September 1962.

Rolz-Bennett, Jose

Guatemalan UN Under Secretary-General.
Temporary UNTEA Administrator 1 October to 15
November 1962. U Thant’s Special Representative
in West New Guinea during 1960’s.

Robertson, James

British UNTEA Chief of Police.

Rusk, Dean

US Secretary of State during Dutch/Indonesian
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negotiations on West New Guinea and throughout
UNTEA period.
Rooerd, Stein

Norwegian official with FUNDWI in 1968.

Rotty, Joost

Indonesian Ambassador Sudjarwo Tjondronegoro’s
representative in West Irian during the Act of Free
Choice.

Sani, Chaider Anwar

Indonesian diplomat at the UN during the Act
of Free Choice.

Scheltema, Hugo

Dutch Ambassador in Jakarta during the Act of Free
Choice

Schiff, Emile

Dutch Ambassador, Jakarta, 1965.

Schurmann, C.W.A

Dutch Ambassador to the UN, 1963.

Sevan, Benon

UN observer with Ortiz Sanz during Act of Free
Choice. Assistant resident representative with
FUNDWI in West Irian, 1970-1972. Has since held
several senior positions with the UN Secretariat
including Assistant Secretary-General for Political
Affairs from 1994.

Shaw, Sir Patrick

Australian Ambassador to the UN during the Act of
Free Choice.

Soedarto

Indonesian Colonel, commanding officer of
Indonesian UNSF troops during UNTEA.

Sommerville, David A.

UNTEA’s Director of Internal Affairs.

Stravopoulos, Constantin

UN Legal Counsel during the 1960’s. Advised
U Thant on issue of West New Guinea/West Irian.

Subandrio

Indonesian First Deputy Prime Minister and
Foreign Minister until July 1966.

Sudjarwo Tjondronegoro

Chief of the Indonesian Liaison Mission with
UNTEA. During the Act of Free Choice acted as
Foreign Minister Malik’s special assistant for West
Irian affairs. Was the main Indonesian official point
of contact for Ortiz Sanz during his period as
UNRWI.

Suharto, Raden

Indonesian officer in charge of operation ‘Mandela’
to ‘liberate’ West New Guinea from Dutch rule

x

1961-1962. Became acting President of Indonesia in
1967 following his removal from power of
President
Sukarno. Officially instated as President in 1968.
Forced from power in 1998 following popular
unrest. Alleged to have illegally amassed upto $45
billion whilst in office.
Sukarno, Achmed

Led Indonesia to independence in 1949. President
until 1966 when he was removed from power by
General Suharto, following a failed coup allegedly
backed by the Indonesia Communist Party (PKI).
He
remained under house arrest until his death in 1970.

Sutherland Iain, J.

Counsellor and Consul General, British Embassy,
Jakarta 1967 to October 1969.

Tanggahma, Ben

Member of the West New Guinea Council until
1962. Papuan nationalist, went into exile following
Indonesian takeover. In 1975 opened an information
office in Dakar, Senegal on behalf of the
“Provisional Government of West Papua’ in which
he was Minister for Foreign Affairs.

U Thant

UN Secretary-General 1961-1971.

Van Diest

Head of the Police branch of the Indonesian Mission
to UNTEA.

Van Roijen, CH.

Dutch Ambassador to the UN and negotiator during
the Dutch/Indonesian negotiations in 1962.

Vickers, D.

UNTEA’s legal adviser.

Wajoi, Herman

Leader of moderate Papuan nationalist party Parna
in early 1960’s before Dutch departure. During
UNTEA became a pro-Indonesian activist. In 1963,
following the Indonesian takeover, became leader of
the Indonesian nationalist party (PNI) in West Irian.

Werror Moses

Papuan junior official at Indonesian Embassy,
Canberra during 1960’s. Returned to West Irian in
1969 to campaign for a referendum. Later became a
leading figure in the OPM.

Wilson, D.

Australian UNTEA Divisional Commissioner in
Merauke.

xi

Wibowo, Sarwo, Edhie.

Indonesian Brigadier-General paratroop
commander. Closely involved in suppression of
those considered to be enemies of Suharto following
the fall of Sukarno. West Irian military commander
during the Act of Free Choice.
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CHRONOLOGY 1945 TO 1969

17 August 1945

Following the Japanese surrender at the end of the
Second World War, Sukarno proclaims the
inauguration of the Republic of Indonesia. Soon
afterwards, British forces arrive to assume control
until the Dutch return.

15 November 1946

Linggadjati Agreement signed between the Dutch
and representatives of the Indonesian Republic.
Under the agreement, the republicans have
sovereignty over Java, Madura and Sumatra while
the Dutch retain sovereignty over the rest of the
Netherlands East Indies including West New
Guinea. Both sides pledge to cooperate to create a
federal United States of Indonesia by 1 January
1949 in which the Indonesian Republic and the
Dutch-controlled territories would be sovereign
states with the Dutch queen as head.

20 July 1947

Dutch launch a ‘police action’ involving 100,000
troops. They make substantial territorial gains in
Java and Sumatra. However there is strong
international condemnation of the Dutch action in
the UN and elsewhere.

4 August 1947

Dutch agree to a ceasefire.

January 1948

Dutch and Indonesians sign the Renville agreement
recognising as a ceasefire line the furthest advance
of Dutch forces into Republican territory.

September 1948

PKI uprising in Madiun against Republican
government is put down.

18 December 1948

Dutch launch second ‘police action’. While the
Dutch make further military gains, the Indonesian
army is not destroyed and international protest
against the Netherlands grows.

11 August 1949

Under pressure from the US, the Dutch agree to
another ceasefire.
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23 August to
2 November 1949

Round table conference between the Dutch and
Indonesians held at The Hague. Both sides agree to
the establishment of a Republic of the United States
of Indonesia (USI) with the Dutch queen as titular
head, and Sukarno as President.

27 November 1949

The Hague Agreement. The Netherlands cedes
sovereignty of the Netherlands East Indies to the
Indonesian Republic, but keeps West New Guinea.
The Netherlands together with the new Republic
establish a Netherlands-Indonesian Union which is
intended to work for the common interest. It is
agreed that the status of West New Guinea will be
decided in further talks to take place within a year.

August 1950

Sukarno announces the formation of the unitary
Indonesian Republic to replace the Indonesian
Republic of the USI.

December 1950

Netherlands-Indonesian Union talks at The Hague
fail to resolve the question of West New Guinea’s
final status.

16 May 1951

The Hague issues a decree to set up 3 advisory
councils in West New Guinea (mainly made up of
Papuans) to advise the Governor. The declared
purpose is to help educate the Papuans to prepare
for autonomy.

January 1952

Dutch constitution amended to include West New
Guinea.

30 November 1954

UNGA rejects an Indonesian sponsored
resolution on West New Guinea.

December 1955

Dutch/Indonesian talks at The Hague fail to resolve
their dispute over West New Guinea’s future status.

February 1956

Further Dutch/Indonesian talks held in Geneva fail
to resolve the West New Guinea dispute.

13 February 1956

Indonesian government announces that it is
unilaterally dissolving the Netherlands-Indonesian
Union.

21 April 1956

Indonesian parliament revokes the 1949 Hague
Agreement.
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October 1956

UNGA rejects Indonesian sponsored resolution on
West New Guinea.

January 1957

A petition signed by 400 Dutch citizens living in
Indonesia is sent to the Dutch States-General calling
for a rapid negotiated settlement of the West New
Guinea dispute.

6 November 1957

Canberra and The Hague issue a joint statement on
future cooperation in the development of both sides
of New Guinea.

29 November 1957

The UNGA votes again not to adopt an Indonesian
sponsored resolution on West New Guinea.

2 December 1957

National twenty-four hour strike takes place in
Indonesia protest at Dutch control of West New
Guinea.

6 December 1957

Most of the 50,000 Dutch nationals living in
Indonesia told to leave the country by the
authorities.

1958

A series of (US backed) regional rebellions break
out in Sumatra and the Celebes against the central
government in Jakarta. Government forces succeed
in ending most of the rebellions by the end of 1958.

1959

Elected regional councils begin to be set up by the
Dutch in West New Guinea.

August 1960

Dutch embassy in Jakarta closes and official
Dutch/Indonesian diplomatic ties are severed.

January 1961

John F Kennedy becomes US President

February 1961

Elections are held for 16 members of the West New
Guinea Council. A further 12 are selected by the
Dutch for areas considered not yet ready for
meaningful elections.

5 April 1961

Inauguration of the West New Guinea Council.
Britain and Australia send representatives, the US
does not.

September 1961

A number of armed Indonesian infiltrators are
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rounded up by Dutch forces and local Papuans.

26 September 1961

Dutch Foreign Minister Luns presents a proposal to
the UNGA on West New Guinea’s future. The
‘Luns Plan’ proposes an end to Dutch sovereignty
and the establishment of a UN administration in
West New Guinea to supervise and organise a
plebiscite to decide the territory’s final status.

24 November 1961

UNGA votes on a Dutch backed ‘compromise’
proposal on West New Guinea which recognises the
Papuan’s right to self-determination and calls for
direct Dutch/Indonesian negotiations on the issue.
Although it is supported by 53 votes to 41, it does
not receive the necessary two-thirds majority to be
passed. Another Indonesian-backed resolution
which makes no mention of self-determination
receives 41 votes for and 40 against. Following this
the Dutch announce that they will not pursue the
Luns plan in the UNGA any further.

1 December 1961

Following a vote by the West New Guinea Council,
the territory is renamed West Papua and given a
national anthem and a flag which flies alongside the
Dutch tricolour. In addition to these measures, the
West New Guinea Council responds to the recent UN
vote by passing a series of resolutions supporting the
Luns Plan and calling on all nations to respect the
right of the Papuans to self-determination

19 December 1961

Sukarno issues the ‘peoples’ Triple Command’
(TRIKORA) calling for the total mobilization of the
Indonesian people to ‘liberate’ West Irian.

15 January 1962

‘Battle of Arufura sea’, Dutch/Indonesian naval
clash off coast of West New Guinea results in the
sinking of an Indonesian naval patrol boat and the
death of Commodore Yosophat Soedarso, Deputy
Chief of the Indonesian naval staff.

17 January 1962

Dutch and Indonesians accept a public invitation by
U Thant for their New York representatives to meet
with him to discuss the possibility of direct
negotiations on West New Guinea. The talks stall
on
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Indonesian insistence that any negotiations have to
be based upon pre-condition that West New Guinea
will eventually pass to their control.

February 1962

President Kennedy’s brother, US Attorney General
Robert Kennedy visits Jakarta and The Hague in an
effort to persuade both sides to begin direct
negotiations. His visits are a success.

11 March 1962

On US instructions, U Thant appoints American
diplomat Ellsworth Bunker as mediator for
forthcoming Dutch/Indonesian talks.

20 March 1962

Preliminary Dutch/Indonesian talks begin in
Middelburg Virginia without pre-conditions.

24 March 1962

Indonesians announce that they are withdrawing
from the talks.

24 March 1962

Indonesian naval vessel, possibly a Russian built
Skoryi destroyer, is sunk by the Dutch near the
south coast of West New Guinea.

25 March 1962
vessel

Indonesian aircraft attack a small Dutch naval
injuring three crew.

2 April 1962

US inform Dutch of their proposals to resolve the
West New Guinea dispute. Known as the ‘Bunker
plan’ a key provision allows the transfer of the
territory to Indonesia before any act of Papuan selfdetermination. Dutch Foreign Minister Luns
condemns the plan while the Indonesians accept it
as a basis for negotiation.

13 April 1962

Twelve hour Dutch Cabinet meeting to discuss the
Bunker plan. The Cabinet reluctantly agrees not to
reject the plan outright.

14 April 1962

Dutch Labour Party organises a 15,000 strong
march in Amsterdam to protest at the dispatch of
Dutch troop reinforcements to West New Guinea.

25 May 1962

UN makes public details of the Bunker plan.

26 May 1962

Dutch agree to restart talks based upon the Bunker
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plan but on going disagreements between them and
the Indonesians prevent talks from taking place.
July/August 1962

The UN’s Trusteeship Council produces a report on
Australian New Guinea. Among its
recommendations it calls for Australia to establish a
national parliament in the territory of around 100
members to be elected on the basis of direct election
by adult suffrage under a system of single member
constituencies.

29 June 1962

Constantin Stavropoulos, the UN legal counsel
advises Secretary General U Thant that ‘there
appears to emerge a strong presumption in favour of
self-determination in situations such as that of West
New Guinea on the basis of the wishes of the
peoples of the territory concerned, irrespective of
the legal stands or interests of other parties to the
question’.

12 July 1962

Talks reconvene.

28 July 1962

Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio threatens to
pull out of the talks but is persuaded to stay by
President Kennedy.

30 July 1962

Further talks held.

14 August 1962

Talks suspended following the dropping of
hundreds of Indonesian paratroops into West New
Guinea.

15 August 1962

New York Agreement signed by Indonesia and the
Netherlands.

18 August 1962

0001 GMT Ceasefire in West New Guinea comes
into force.

20 August 1962

First UN military observers (UNMO’s) arrive under
command of Swedish naval officer OW Melin.

21 August 1962

In a breech of the New York Agreement, 14
Indonesian troops landed near the West New
Guinea
capital Hollandia by submarine.

1 September 1962

Only nine of the twenty-eight West New Guinea
Council members vote to endorse the New York
Agreement. In a second vote, half the council walk
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out leaving the remaining fourteen to vote in favour
by twelve to two.
19 September 1962

‘Papuan National Congress’ organised by Herman
Wajoi and Nicholas Tanggahma ends with a call for
a plebiscite on West new Guinea to be held under
UN auspices.

21 September 1962

Repatriation completed of all Indonesian troops not
assigned to remain in West New Guinea.

21 September 1962

UNGA debate the New York Agreement and vote to
pass a Dutch/Indonesian resolution on it by 89 votes
to none with 14 abstentions. Dahomey later requests
that its vote be changed to against.

28 September 1962

Dr. Pieter J Platteel, the last Dutch Governor of
West New Guinea, leaves the territory.

1 October 1962

UNTEA administration begins with Jose RolzBennett as temporary administrator.

15 November 1962

Djalal Abdoh becomes UNTEA administrator.

15 November 1962

Indonesian troops take over a stretch of road near
Sorong and beat up several Papuan policemen.

20 November 1962

Indonesian troops surround Sentani airstrip near
Hollandia and hold several policemen at gunpoint
preventing them from carrying out their assigned
task of guarding the facility.

22 November 1962

Last Dutch troops depart from West New Guinea.

1 December 1962

Papuan nationalist march cancelled after being
banned by UNTEA.

2 December 1962

Biak Numfor Council draft a resolution calling for a
free plebiscite in 1964 under UN auspices. The
resolution also condemns UN plans to handover the
territory to a ‘ruthless colonial power’.

10 December 1962

Indonesian troops open fire on Papuan
demonstrators in Merauke injuring two.

13 December 1962

Indonesian troops launch a mortar attack on a police
station in Sorong. One Papuan policeman is killed.
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18 December 1962

Letter sent to all Indonesian police commissioners
working with UNTEA from Van Diest the head of
the police branch of the Indonesian mission to
UNTEA. The confidential letter orders them to
ensure that police under their command sign proIndonesian statements calling for the early departure
of UNTEA and the abandonment of any act of selfdetermination.

1 January 1963

Indonesian flag officially flown alongside UN flag.

13 January 1963

Violence between pro and anti-Indonesian Papuans
breaks out in Kaimana.

Mid January 1963

A series of pro-Indonesian marches involving
Papuans takes place in Biak, Hollandia and
Manokwari. No forewarning given to UNTEA
despite the legal requirement to do so.

17 January 1963

A Papuan student is beaten up after pro-Indonesian
Papuans enter the Government School of
Administration in Hollandia looking for Papuan
flags.

17 January 1963

Several Papuan nurses beaten up by Indonesian
paratroops at Hollandia hospital.

21 January 1963

Forty-four Papuan students who had fled to
Australian New Guinea return to West New Guinea
following assurances given by UNTEA regarding
their safety. That evening they are attacked in their
dormitories by around thirty pro-Indonesian
Papuans armed with knives. Two students need
hospital treatment.

6 February 1963

Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio announces
that Jakarta accepts the date of 1 May 1963 for the
transfer of power from UNTEA to Indonesia.

9-12 February 1963

Under Secretary General Narasimhan pays a visit to
West New Guinea. In a speech he confirms the 1
May 1963 handover date.

17-18 February 1963

Led by Sergeant Frits Awom, the Papuan Volunteer
Corps (PVK) in Manokwari mutiny. The Indonesian
army retreats to its barracks. On the morning of 18
February, the PVK returns to barracks but not all
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weapons are handed back.
20 February 1963

UN officials trick the PVK into disarming. Their
arms are then removed by Pakistani UNSF troops.

13 March 1963

Indonesia reestablishes diplomatic relations with the
Netherlands.

10 April 1963

Following increasing pressure from Indonesian
UNTEA officials, the Biak Numfor Council
repudiate their December resolution and sign
another one praising Jakarta and pledging loyalty to
Indonesia.

23 April 1963

UNTEA administrator Abdoh formally opens the
new West New Guinea Council building in
Hollandia.

1 May 1963

UNTEA transfers administration of West New
Guinea to Indonesia.

4 May 1963

Indonesian President Sukarno arrives in West New
Guinea (West Irian) for a visit. Appoints Papuan
politician Eliezer Bonay as Governor. Soon
afterwards, Sukarno orders the banning of all
existing Papuan political parties and all unofficial
political activity.

14 May 1963

UN Under Secretary-General Narasimhan writes to
the Indonesian government announcing the
Secretary General’s intention to send a number of
‘experts’ to West Irian as specified in article XVI of
the New York Agreement. In the event none are
ever deployed.

21 May 1963

Confidential Australian communication reports that
the Dutch and UN Under Secretary General
Narasimhan have agreed that a Papuan act of selfdetermination need not involve any direct voting on
the issue by the Papuan population. Instead, some
form of ‘representative’ assembly could decide on
behalf of the people.

May/June 1963

220 West Papuan refugees from the Merauke region
cross the border into Australian New Guinea.

November 1963

The United Nations Fund for West Irian (FUNDWI)
is established.
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May 1964

UN Under Secretary-General Rolz-Bennett arrives
in Jakarta for talks with Sukarno. He privately
repeats Narasimhan’s view that the Papuan act of
self-determination need not include any direct
voting by the West Irian population on the issue. He
then briefly travels to West Irian visiting Biak,
Sukarnapura (Jayapura) and Manokwari.

August 1964

After waiting a year, two US embassy officials are
given official permission to make a ten day visit to
West Irian.

7 January 1965

Indonesia withdraws from the UN in protest at the
appointment of Malaysia as a non-permanent
member of the UN Security Council. This is part of
Sukarno’s on-going ‘Confrontation’ with Britain
and Malaysia.

1965

OPM founded in Bird’s Head region. Sporadic
rebellions on-going in the area since 1963.

May 1965

Sukarno rules out any act of self-determination for
West Irian. He claims that the Irianese (Papuans) do
not want it.

May 1965

OPM members arrested in Bird’s Head region
following attempted raisings of the Papuan flag. In
Biak, Papuan rebels are reported to have attacked
Shell Oil Company installations.

26 July 1965

Papuan government employees attack and kill a
number of Indonesian soldiers during an illegal
Papuan flag raising ceremony.

28 July 1965

Frits Awom leads an attack of ‘several hundred’
Papuans against army barracks in the Manokwari.

4 August 1965

Indonesia launches Operation Sadar - the first
Indonesian military counter-insurgency operation.

12 August 1965

A battalion of the Indonesian army parachute
commando regiment is flown to Biak from Jakarta
in response to Papuan unrest.

30 September-

Unsuccessful coup attempt in which the Indonesian
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2 October 1965

Communist Party (PKI) is implicated. As a result,
thousands of Indonesians, accused of being leftwing, are killed. Over the next two years Sukarno
loses power and is replaced by the pro-Western
President Suharto.

August 1966

Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik visits West Irian
accompanied by a number of foreign journalists.

30 September 1966

During a visit to the UN in New York to arrange
Indonesia’s re-entry to the organisation, Foreign
Minister Malik announces that Jakarta will permit a
Papuan act of self-determination.

January 1967

Indonesian military aircraft strafe Manokwari town.
The Indonesian government later explains that this
was in response to Frits Awom declaring a ‘free
Papuan state’. Indonesia also admits that forty
Papuans were killed in the attack.

1967

Throughout the year Papuan armed rebellion
continues, particularly in the Bird’s Head region.

1967

Freeport Sulphur granted a license to begin mining
operations in West Irian.

1 April 1968

Ortiz Sanz appointed UN Representative for West
Irian (UNRWI).

May 1968

Indonesian ministerial delegation visits West Irian
led by the Sultan of Jogjakarta. Members are
privately appalled at the scale of the economic
problems in the territory and the level of
unpopularity of the Indonesians among the Papuan
population.

Mid-June 1968

An Indonesian combat force is sent to West Irian
from South Celebes in response to continued armed
Papuan rebellion.

June 1968

Six Indonesian military generals visit West Irian to
assess the security situation.

29 June 1968

Brigadier-General Sarwo Edhie Wibowo is
appointed military commander for West Irian.

12 August 1968
12 August 1968

Ortiz Sanz arrives in Indonesia.
Jakarta announces that in recent military operations
in West Irian 162 Papuan rebels have been killed
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and 3,200 surrendered.
20 August 1968

An Indonesian government team led by Foreign
Minister Malik make a four day tour of West Irian
accompanied by a number of foreign journalists.

23 August 1968

Ortiz Sanz arrives in West Irian.

26 August 1968

Ortiz Sanz and three of his staff begin a ten day tour
of West Irian accompanied by Indonesian officials.

Late September 1968

Ian Morgan, a British diplomat based in Jakarta
makes a brief tour of West Irian in the company of a
number of Australian officials.

1 November 1968

Leaflets signed by Sarwo Edhie are distributed
around the Bird’s Head peninsula calling for rebels
to surrender by 1 December.

14 November 1968

Ortiz Sanz suggests a ‘mixed method’ for the Act in
a meeting with Sudjarwo.

18 November14 December 1968

Ortiz Sanz and members of his team embark on a
second tour of West Irian

1 December 1968

Indonesian military launches another offensive in
the Bird’s Head Peninsula.

18 December 1968

UNGA passes a resolution on Australian New
Guinea calling for Australia to fix an early date for
self-determination and independence in accordance
with the freely expressed wishes of the people. It
also calls for Australia to hold free elections under
UN supervision on the basis of universal suffrage in
order to transfer power to the representatives of the
TPNG people.

1 January 1969

Papuan Bird’s Head rebel leaders the Mandatjan
brothers surrender to Indonesian forces.

7 January 1969

Mandatjan brothers flown to Jakarta on the same
plane as ex-West Irian governor Eliezer Bonay
(recently released from prison), Ortiz Sanz and
wife.

Mid-January 1969
30 January 1969

Rebellion on Bird’s Head erupts again under the
leadership of Frits Awom.
Rolz Bennett writes to Ortiz Sanz informing him of
Indonesia’s rejection of his ‘mixed method’
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suggestion for the Act.
February 1969

In his first speech as Australian External Affairs
Minister, Gordon Freeth indicates that Australia
would accept the results of an act of selfdetermination in West Irian which consisted of a
polling of 1000 representatives.

10-12 February 1969

Ortiz Sanz holds a series of meetings with Sudjarwo
and other Indonesian officials. Sudjarwo gives him
some details of Indonesian plans for the Act.

March 1969

The Dutch privately ask U Thant to consider
sending an ‘expeditionary force’ to West Irian to
guarantee that the Indonesian military would not
threaten or coerce the Papuans during the vote.
U Thant declines to do so.

18 March 1969

Ortiz Sanz issues a press release commenting on
Indonesian plans for the Act. To be acceptable he
states that the Assemblies would have to be
sufficiently large and represent all sectors of the
community. He also insists that all additional
members would have to be clearly elected by the
people. Indonesia he declared had given him
assurances on all these issues.

22 March11 April 1969

Eight regional councils meet to consider Indonesian
proposals for the Act. Indonesian and UN reports
say that the councils all accept while emphasising
that the Act is unnecessary. In contrast, British
journalist Garth Alexander claims that at the council
meeting he witnessed in Merauke most members
called for a more democratic method for the Act.

11 April 1969

Demonstration by Papuans in front of Ortiz Sanz’s
Jayapura residence calling for a referendum on selfdetermination. Dispersed by Indonesian troops who
arrest many demonstrators despite military
assurances to Ortiz Sanz that they would take no
action.

16 April 1969

Five armed Indonesian soldiers force their way into
Ortiz Sanz’s Jayapura residence and try to arrest
Marshal Williams, UNRWI’s black American Chief
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Administrative Officer mistaking him for a Papuan.
Mid-April 1969

Widescale rebellions erupt in Western Central
Highlands. Ninety armed Papuan policemen mutiny
and join the rebels.

20 April 1969

The selection process begins without any UN
involvement for additional Assembly members for
the Act.

27 April 1969

Plane carrying Brig. Gen. Sarwo Edhie hit by
groundfire while trying unsuccessfully to land at
Enarotali.

27 April 1969

Muju tribesmen attack an army camp near Merauke
killing three Indonesian soldiers.

30 April 1969

Indonesian paratroops dropped into rebel held areas.
Approximately 14,000 locals are reported to have
fled into the bush.

April/May 1969

Indonesian troops cross into TPNG in pursuit of
West Papuan refugees killing two.

1 May 1969

300 Papuans demonstrate in Arso and raise the West
Papuan flag. Two demonstrators are shot by
Indonesian security forces.

12 May 1969

Ortiz Sanz writes to Rolz Bennett saying that he
wishes to ask the Indonesians to postpone the Act
for several months in order to give enough time for
the democratic conditions in the territory to be
improved. The request is never made.

12 - 18 May 1969

In response to the rebellions, Ortiz Sanz flies from
Jakarta for a week long visit to West Irian. On his
return, he issues a press statement (which was
written before the trip took place) announcing that
the situation is quiet but tense and that foreign press
reports have been exaggerated.

21 May 1969

Indonesian and Dutch Foreign Minister’s Malik and
Luns issue a joint statement following a meeting in
Rome in which they pledge to fully implement the
New York Agreement.
Six weeks after the process has commenced, the
UNRWI team receive a timetable for ‘elections’ of
additional assembly members for the Act.

30 May 1969
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4 June 1969

In Biak, UN officials witness their first selection
process for additional assembly members.

6 June 1969

Original date given by Indonesia for the end of the
Assembly selection process.

13 June 1969

Ortiz Sanz writes to Sudjarwo requesting that he
hold some fresh elections in areas where no UN
officials were present during the original selection
process for the Act.

14 June 1969

Ortiz Sanz writes to Rolz Bennett informing him
that he has urged the Indonesians to obtain
assurances from the Dutch that they won’t challenge
the result of the Act. He also reveals that he has
offered to show Sudjarwo ‘on a personal basis’
those parts of his planned report to the UNGA
which ‘might be controversial’.

23 June 1969

Indonesia sends Ortiz Sanz a timetable for nine
fresh elections. In the end the UN witnesses six. In
total the UN witnesses the selection of 195 of the
1022 representatives who eventually take part in the
Act.

28 June 1969

TPNG Assembly adopts a resolution criticising
Indonesia and the UN for neglecting the political
and human rights of the Papuans.

1 July 1969

Renewed rebellion in Western Central Highlands
involving Ekari tribesmen.

Early July 1969

Representatives for the Act are reportedly
isolated from the rest of the population by the
Indonesians.

14 July 1969

The Act of Free Choice begins with a unanimous
vote by the Merauke Assembly to remain with
Indonesia. Among the guests at the event are
various foreign ambassadors including those from
Australia and the Netherlands.

15 July 1969

Ortiz Sanz gives a press conference and defends the
Indonesian method adopted for the Act as
‘practical’.

17 July 1969

The Wamena Assembly votes unanimously to
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remain with Indonesia.
19 July 1969

The Nabire Assembly votes unanimously to remain
with Indonesia. Scheltema, the Dutch Ambassador
leaves the territory and does not witness the
remaining Assembly votes.

23 July 1969

The Fak Fak Assembly votes unanimously to
remain with Indonesia.

26 July 1969

The Sorong Assembly votes unanimously to remain
with Indonesia.

29 July 1969

The Manokwari Assembly votes unanimously to
remain with Indonesia. Australian journalist Hugh
Lunn witnesses Papuan demonstrators outside the
Assembly hall thrown into trucks and driven away
by Indonesian security forces. He goes inside and
tells Ortiz Sanz who reportedly refuses to
intervene.

31 July 1969

The Biak Assembly votes unanimously to remain
with Indonesia.

2 August 1969

The final assembly meeting takes place in Jayapura
with a unanimous vote to remain with Indonesia.
The authorities organise celebrations to mark the
end of the Act.

17 August 1969

Ortiz Sanz attends celebrations in Jakarta to mark
the twenty-fourth anniversary of the 1945
proclamation of Indonesian independence.

18 August 1969

Ortiz Sanz leaves Indonesia

4 September 1969

Duco Middelburg (Netherlands Ambassador to the
UN) comments privately to his Australian
counterpart, Patrick Shaw, that he ‘hopes that the
handling of the Act in the UNGA will go quietly’.

September/October 1969

Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik tours a number
of African countries to argue the Indonesian
position over the Act. Papuan nationalist Nicholas
Jouwe also tours Africa lobbying against Indonesia.
Confidential FCO briefing to the UK Mission to the
UN in New York advises them to ‘steer clear’ of the
West Irian issue but adds ‘privately however, we
recognise that the people of West Irian have no
desire to be ruled by the Indonesians…and that the

10 September 1969
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process of consultation did not allow a genuinely
free choice to be made’.
6 November 1969

UN Secretary General U Thant presents his report
on the Act to the UNGA. It consists of a summary
by himself followed by reports from Ortiz Sanz and
the Indonesians.

13-19 November 1969

Series of plenary meetings held at the UNGA to
discuss a resolution which ‘takes note’ of the results
of the Act and the UN’s fulfillment of its role in the
procedure. The resolution is sponsored by Belgium,
Indonesia, Luxembourg, Malaysia, the Netherlands
and Thailand.

18 November 1969

A number of African representatives at the UN hold
a ‘stormy’ meeting on the Act and refuse to receive
the Indonesian permanent representative.

19 November 1969

UNGA votes by 58 to 31 with 24 abstentions to
reject a move by Dahomey for an adjournment for
further consultations on the Act. It then votes by 60
to 15, with 39 abstentions, to reject a Ghanian
amendment to the resolution on the Act which calls
for a further act of free choice in West Irian by the
end of 1975. Finally, the UNGA votes by 84 to none
with 30 abstentions to pass
the unamended resolution on the Act.
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INTRODUCTION

The Indonesian province of Papua (Irian Jaya) differs markedly from the
rest of the Republic. As the western half of the island of New Guinea, its flora,
fauna and geography are closely linked with Papua New Guinea, the independent
state on the eastern half of the island. New Guinea as a whole is a diverse land of
tropical jungles, lakes, swamps, highlands and snow capped mountains. It is the
second largest island in the world and covers a total of 792,540 square kilometres.

Although some coastal populations have inter-mixed to a degree with
Indonesians from elsewhere, the vast majority of the indigenous people of Papua,
who commonly describe themselves as Papuans, are ethnically and culturally very
different to the Asian populations of Indonesia. Instead, their ethnic and cultural
links lie primarily with the neighbouring people of Papua New Guinea. They are
also similarly connected with the inhabitants of other islands such as Fiji,
Vanuatu, the Solomons and to a lesser extent the aborigines of Australia1.
Nonetheless, there is much cultural diversity among these people. In Irian Jaya
alone, over 250 different languages are spoken.

Despite the affinity between the two sides of New Guinea, they were
officially separated by a border drawn down the middle by European colonialists
in 1895 and 1910. Although the British and Germans claimed the eastern half and
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the Dutch the west, it made little difference to the indigenous inhabitants, few of
whom outside the coastal settlements had even seen a European. However, this
border was to have a profound effect on the people in the Dutch territory
following the independence of Indonesia in 1949.

Papua had been nominally administered by the Netherlands from Batavia
(Jakarta), because the negligible Dutch presence did not warrant a separate
governor and administration. But this arrangement led Indonesia to claim that the
territory was an integral part of the Republic. Following a Dutch refusal to hand it
over, it became a source of growing tension between the two countries throughout
the 1950’s and early 1960’s. Eventually, under threat of Indonesian attack and
pressure from the United States, the Netherlands agreed to withdraw from the
territory and hand it over to a temporary United Nations administration. In the
New York Agreement signed by the Dutch and Indonesians on 15 August 1962, it
was agreed that the UN would subsequently transfer administration of West New
Guinea to Indonesia. Within five years of this, a UN team was to return to assist
Jakarta in organising an act of self-determination in the territory. Its purpose was
to determine whether the Papuans wished to become part of Indonesia, or choose
independence.

The subject of this thesis is the UN’s political involvement in West New
Guinea from the signing of the agreement in 1962, until the aftermath of the act of
self-determination in 1969. Specifically, it involves an examination of two UN
operations. The first is the UN Temporary Executive Authority (UNTEA) which
administered the territory from October 1962 until May 1963. The second is the
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mission of the Secretary-General’s Representative, Fernando Ortiz-Sanz.. This
mission spent a year in West New Guinea, beginning August 1968, and was
responsible for “advising, assisting and participating” in the Indonesian organised
act of Papuan self-determination, known as the “Act of Free Choice”.

In particular, I will consider whether the terms of the New York
Agreement were fulfilled, and if not, the extent to which the UN was responsible.
As part of this, I will look at the relationship between the UN and Jakarta,
particularly during the period of Ortiz Sanz’s mission.

In order to put this study of the UN into some context, I will also discuss
the role of other countries and their attitudes towards the territory during the
1960’s. Primarily this will concern Australia, which as the administering power in
East New Guinea, had a direct interest in developments over the border. In
addition, British attitudes towards the territory will be considered. Although
Britain did not have a direct interest in New Guinea, it was involved in the region
for much of this period due to its conflict with Jakarta over Malaysia.
Furthermore, traditional links with Canberra ensured that British contemporary
reports provide an alternative, but informed, viewpoint on Australian policy and
events in West New Guinea generally. The attitudes of other countries, including
the United States and the Netherlands, will be discussed as well.

I do not contend, however, that it is necessary to conduct a detailed study
of this issue to identify serious concerns about the legitimacy of the Act of Free
Choice. The factual accounts given in the 1969 UN Secretary-General’s report
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describe clearly how, under conditions of tight political control, 1022 Papuans
decided unanimously, on behalf of the entire population, to join Indonesia. In
particular, Indonesia’s own account, which formed part of the Secretary-General’s
report, portrays a situation in which it is difficult to identify much evidence of
genuine participation in the Act.

But at the time of writing, the official position of Indonesia, the UN and
the international community as a whole, is that the Act fulfilled the requirements
of the Agreement with regard to Papuan self-determination. Challenging this
position are many Papuans and their supporters who point to the UN report and
eyewitness accounts as evidence that genuine self-determination did not take
place in 1969.

However, to come to an informed conclusion on this issue, it is necessary
to examine comprehensively the relevant material, particularly that which is
contained in official documents only recently made available for research. The
main objective of this thesis is to provide such a study. Interestingly, in December
1999, Dutch Foreign Minister Van Aartson agreed to authorise a historical reexamination of the Agreement and the Act.

Much of the material on which this thesis is based is taken from
documents which were de-classified at my request by the UN Archives in New
York. The other major sources of information have come from British and
Australian Government documents, the most recent of which were released in
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January 2000. Additional material has come from United States and Dutch
Government records.

In preparing this study, I also undertook research into other aspects of the
subject, specifically the Dutch/Indonesian dispute and settlement. But ultimately,
I chose to concentrate on the period where no recent academic work had been
done. I hope therefore that this thesis will, among other things, significantly
broaden the current understanding of Papua’s recent history.

Of the existing academic work on the subject, a number deal with the
dispute and settlement. Frederick Bunnell’s 1969 Ph.D thesis concerns the
“Kennedy initiatives in Indonesia 1962-1963.” In 1973, William Henderson’s
book on the dispute and settlement was published, and in 1981, Christopher
McMullen produced a book examining the mediation process involved. More
recently, Terrence Markin’s Ph.D thesis was submitted in 1996. In addition to
interviewing all the surviving participants, Markin was able to make extensive use
of previously classified US Government documents.

Australian policy towards West New Guinea is examined in Ph.D theses
by Margaret Haupt and June Verrier. Haupt’s study from 1971 examines the
period 1945 to 1962, and Verrier looks at the the years 1949 to 1969 in a thesis
completed in 1976. Other theses on Irian Jaya include Beverley Blaskett’s 1989
Ph.D on PNG-Indonesian relations and the border conflict. Although mainly
concerned with the post-1975 period, she also examines earlier material.
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There are also a number of MA dissertations relating to the subject,
including my own 1990 study on international involvement during and following
the dispute. A 1965 dissertation by James Hermanson looks at the role of the
mediator in the 1963 Dutch/Indonesians negotiations. Furthermore, a different
area is covered in Yuriko Yamakawa’s 1995 study which examines the
transmigration programme in Papua and its impact on national integration and
development in Indonesia generally.

Various academics and journalists have also written on Papua during the
1960’s. Again, much of this deals with the dispute, but valuable material on the
post-1963 period was published at the time by academics such as Paul Van der
Veur, and Justus Van der Kroef. Of the journalistic material, eyewitnesses such as
Hugh Lunn have written about their coverage of the Act. Another eyewitness was
Brian May, whose 1978 book The Indonesian Tragedy has a detailed chapter on
the same period. Finally, a comprehensive history of the Papuan nationalist
guerilla struggle beginning in the mid-1960’s was written by Robin Osborne in
1985.

I hope that future studies of Papuan history will carry out research using
Indonesia material from the period, including memoirs and any government
documents which might become available. In particular, a detailed examination of
the role of Ali Murtopo and OPSUS during the Act would be valuable.

I also hope that my work will be of value to the study of international
organisations and international relations in more general terms. Although it is
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beyond the remit of this thesis to consider how it relates to the UN in a wider
context, it should, as an examination of the first UN administration of a territory,
be of interest to those concerned with more recent examples, such as the
operations in Kosovo or East Timor. Furthermore, my research on the UN’s
conduct before and during the Act will have some relevance for any work carried
out on other UN-organised, or -monitored, elections and referendums. Examples
of this might include the 1999 referendum in East Timor, the UN organised
elections in Cambodia in the early 1990’s, or the much delayed referendum
planned for the Western Sahara.

Finally, a clearer understanding of the events and politics surrounding the
Papuan act of self-determination will assist in evaluating the current political
situation in Indonesia as a whole. This will be particularly relevant as Indonesia
attempts to address the growing demands from its regions for greater autonomy or
even separation.

In a recent article on the subject, the Indonesian political analyst Soedjati
Djiwandono considers some possible solutions which, although controversial,
may become less so in the near future. He argues that the younger generation in
Indonesia are questioning many of the old values, including the merits of national
unity. He further contends that the forceful maintenance of national unity by
uniformity, slogans, and rhetoric, is counter-productive. While advocating broad
regional autonomy as a possible solution for the regions, he warns that, after so
many years of injustice from Jakarta, the people involved may no longer believe
any such offer. To conclude, he broaches the ‘taboo’ subject:
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Would we prefer to have a single nation-state out of this huge but
almost unmanageable archipelago...marked by abject poverty
among the majority of people, by continued injustice, continuous
tension and conflicts because of seemingly irreconcilable
differences in ethnic, religious and cultural terms? Or at the risk of
being dubbed “blasphemous”, to split peacefully into two, three,
four or even five smaller nation-states with a greater chance and
hope for peace, greater prosperity, equality and justice for all?2
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Notes
1. J.M. Roberts-Thomson et al, “An Ancient Common Origin of Aboriginal
Australians and New Guinea Highlanders is Supported by a α-Globin Haplotype
Analysis.” American Journal of Human Genetics 58, 1996. pp. 1017-1024.
2. J. Soedjati Djiwandono, Jakarta Post, 9 November 1999.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND. 1949 TO 1962

The 1950’s
The origins of United Nations involvement in West New Guinea began with
the formation in 1949 of the UN Commission on Indonesia. This established the
‘Round Table Conference’ at The Hague, resulting in an agreement to transfer
sovereignty of the Dutch East Indies from the Dutch to an Indonesian federation
led by President Sukarno. It was the end of a bitter four year-struggle for
independence by the Indonesians.

During the negotiations, the Netherlands had insisted on retaining
sovereignty of West New Guinea, a position condemned by Indonesia as the
continuance of Dutch colonialism and a “troublemaking anachronism.”1 Eventually
it was agreed that further negotiations would take place to settle the matter within
a year. Initial willingness by the Dutch to consider the Indonesian claim,2 ceased
with the formation of a unitary Indonesian Republic in August 1950. At talks with
Jakarta four months later, the Netherlands were unprepared to hand the Papuans
over to a centralised Javanese regime.

This decision was welcomed by other Western powers, particularly
Australia. In 1950 Percy Spender, Canberra’s Minister for External Affairs, made
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plain that Indonesian control of West New Guinea would be an unwelcome move.
He predicted that they would make “hostile and aggressive neighbours” and
threaten Australian East New Guinea. He also considered any Asian expansion into
New Guinea as an aid to the spread of communism on the island.3 The British also
favoured Dutch retention of the territory for strategic reasons, since “its transfer to
the Indonesian Government might be used as a precedent for a subsequent claim to
British territory in Borneo.”4

Between 1954 and 1957, Indonesia submitted four draft resolutions on the
issue to the UN General Assembly, but none were adopted. Privately, some Dutch
officials were prepared in 1955 to consider a proposal by the Secretary-General to
place West New Guinea under an internationally agreed trusteeship. This was seen
as a solution which would avoid transferring the territory to Indonesia. At the time,
though, there was little enthusiasm for this among politicians in The Hague.5

Disillusioned with the UNGA, in late 1957 Jakarta launched a campaign
against the Dutch in Indonesia, expelling thousands and nationalising their
businesses. These events marked the beginning of what Jon Reinhardt describes as
the “third and final phase of the West Irian dispute, a skilful mixture of diplomacy
and threats of military force.”6 It also coincided with an outbreak of regional
rebellions against the government in Jakarta, which Washington exploited in an
effort to move Indonesia into an anti-Communist alignment with the United States.
The immediate objective was to “eliminate the Communist party [P.K.I], weaken
the army’s strength in Java, and drastically clip the wings of, if not fully remove,
President Sukarno.”7
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Despite the domestic crisis, “deeply rooted support for national claims to
West Irian existed throughout Indonesia, stretching all across the political
spectrum.” 8 The Indonesians were also convinced throughout the dispute that the
Papuans shared their enthusiasm. Harper and Greenwood note:
Publicity in Indonesia about alleged Papuan uprisings against the
Dutch oppression seems to have convinced even quite senior
Indonesian officials that the Dutch grip was weakening.9

During this period, Canberra still favoured Dutch rule in New Guinea. On 6
November 1957, the two countries issued a joint statement concerning future
development of the whole island. Although not said explicitly, the ultimate goal
was to create a political association between the two halves. However, to avoid
antagonising Jakarta, the policy had to be pursued on a completely confidential
basis, and portrayed publicly as cooperation, rather than coordination.10 This was
also the solution favoured by the British.11 In Washington at this time, the policy
was to “oppose, by appropriate measures, any attempt by a Communist-orientated
Indonesia to seize West New Guinea.”12

However, following the failure of the regional rebellions, the West had to
reassess its attitude towards Sukarno, particularly in view of his decision to
support his diplomatic campaign for West New Guinea with a massive, Sovietbacked, arms build-up. Between 1961 and 1963, Jakarta spent approximately
US$2000 million on military equipment - about one half of its entire national
budget. As the US Ambassador to Jakarta later commented:
Sukarno understood the tactics of Realpolitik. He was a master
of painting himself into a corner and waiting for someone to
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rescue him. In this situation, with the help of the Russians, he
created a real threat of war. It was not a bluff .13

American Involvement and Moves Towards Papuan Self-rule
With the arrival of President Kennedy in 1961, Washington’s attitude
towards West New Guinea began to change and, unlike his predecessor
Eisenhower, Kennedy was not opposed to possible US involvement to find a
settlement. Nonetheless, there were still influential opponents of any shift of policy
on the territory. In March 1961, the CIA sent a memorandum to the President’s
staff:
To appease Sukarno on the West Irian and other questions, and
to compete with the Bloc in economic and military aid in the vain
hope of gaining time - would, we believe, finally destroy the
resolve of conservative elements to oppose Sukarno’s policies
and to act as a brake on the leftward and downward course of
Indonesia.14

In the territory itself, the Dutch accelerated their efforts to prepare the
territory for self-rule. Several political parties were formed and apart from one,
whose membership consisted almost entirely of ethnic Indonesians, they all
supported eventual Papuan independence. Evidence of Papuan support for
independence was also noted in a report by an Australian official in February 1962:
“The Papuans with whom I spoke at the various centres were unanimous in their
conviction that they could not permit Indonesia to take over.”15 At the same time,
the academic Paul Van der Veur carried out a questionnaire survey in various
towns of 329 Papuan pupils above the second year of secondary school. The
respondents demonstrated a considerable degree of political awareness, and the
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results showed an overwhelming support for eventual independence, and a
rejection of Indonesian rule.16

Beginning in 1959, elected regional councils were set up in the territory,
while at the same time, official policy was that “Democratization will be
energetically pursued on the local and regional levels, but simultaneously a shortterm central representative body will be established [the West New Guinea
Council].” Independence was to be achieved by 1970. Furthermore, a Dutch policy
paper from 1960 stated; “The ‘Papuanization’ of the administrative body will now
become, to a greater extent than formerly, a matter of systematic and purposeful
action.” As a target, the paper predicted “Papuanisation of the country will have
increased from 52% in 1960 (almost entirely in the lower grades) to 93% in 1970.”
Commenting on the importance of this, the paper continues, “It is essential for the
Netherlands to see to it that, once the time for independence has come, a sufficient
number of qualified indigenous inhabitants are available to take over the greatest
part of the administration.”17 But with possibly over half the 700,000 population
still living in remote areas outside Dutch administrative control, it would not be an
easy task.

In February 1961, elections took place for the West New Guinea Council in
an atmosphere which the New York Times praised as being, “devoid of racial
feeling.”18 Around twenty per cent of administered Papuans voted, choosing
between some 90 candidates to elect 16 councillors. A further 12 were selected by
the Dutch for areas considered not yet ready for meaningful elections. There were
three Dutch and two Eurasians on the council and the rest were Papuans. Terrence
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Markin has dismissed the exercise as primarily designed by the Dutch to appeal to
outsiders. However he supports his argument by incorrectly asserting that most
councillors were appointed by the Dutch.19 Nonetheless, it is true that the council
could only advise, rather than direct, the territory’s governor, but it was designed
as a first step in national politics, rather than an end result. Whatever its limitations,
the council was a genuine attempt to accelerate the establishment of an indigenous
political elite to eventually lead an independent West Papua.

The Luns Plan
In September 1961, Dutch Foreign Minister Luns presented a proposal to
the UNGA on the territory’s future. The ‘Luns Plan’ envisaged Dutch withdrawal
from the territory and termination of sovereignty, to be replaced by a UN
administration and the establishment of a “member state study commission.” This
would supervise the administration and organise a plebiscite to decide the
territory’s final status.20

Some in Washington were hostile to the plan. Rostow, a National Security
Affairs adviser, wrote to the President in October 1961. He expressed impatience
with the Dutch and stated that Indonesian control of the territory was the only
permanent solution to avoid Jakarta being “driven into the arms” of the Soviets. He
also advised that the US should be frank with The Hague and tell them that selfdetermination for the “stone-age” Papuans was rather meaningless.21

Despite this, the US eventually voted in the UNGA with the Dutch on a
resolution based upon the Luns Plan. Although the Netherlands was pleased to
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receive more than half the vote, it was not enough to be passed by the Assembly.
Meanwhile, on 1 December 1961, following a vote by the West New Guinea
Council, the territory was renamed West Papua and given an anthem and a flag,
which then flew alongside the Dutch tricolour. The Council also voted to support
the Luns Plan and called on all nations to respect the right of the Papuans to selfdetermination.22

Following the UNGA rejection of the Luns Plan; “the Dutch were suddenly
left without a definite policy toward New Guinea except the one that followed
before...and that policy was considered no longer adequate.”23 Then on 19
December, Sukarno increased the pressure by issuing the “Peoples’ Triple
Command” (TRIKORA), calling for the total mobilization of the Indonesian people
to ‘liberate’ West Irian. Soon afterwards, the Dutch agreed to a request by acting
Secretary-General U Thant to begin direct negotiations with Jakarta. Importantly,
they dropped a precondition that talks could only be on the basis of the Papuan
right to self-determination.24

While the threat of an invasion undoubtedly forced the Dutch to negotiate,
Indonesia’s campaign of sending in armed infiltrators to West New Guinea did not
appear to pose a serious threat to security. An Australian official reported in
February 1962:
Indonesian ‘infiltrators’ are regarded by the Dutch and Papuans
as more of a joke than a nuisance.....I met several people, Dutch
and Papuans, who had been concerned with the infiltrators in the
Sorong area about last September [1961], and all expressed
incredulity at the apparent Indonesian belief that the Papuan
populace would rise up in revolt against the Dutch once the
infiltrators had established a base in New Guinea....The Papuans
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had regarded the rounding up of the infiltrators as a sort of
sport.25

Dutch/Indonesian Talks
At first, talks were delayed by an Indonesian pre-condition for prior
agreement that the territory would ultimately become theirs. U Thant proposed a
compromise in which the territory would be administered on behalf of the UN by
two Asian countries, before its ultimate status was decided. The Dutch accepted,
but Jakarta said no.26

By now, Washington had concluded that Indonesia’s peaceful takeover of
the territory was necessary to undermine the communist threat to Jakarta. More
pressure was therefore required on the Dutch to make them take “the final jump.”
As one US official prophetically noted:
I can’t blame Dutch for doubting that Indos have any intention of
allowing genuine plebiscite five years or so from now. But the
important thing is that some such Indo promise is the essential
face-saving device Dutch have been seeking. We must get them
to take it as best they can expect.27

In February 1962 Attorney-General Robert Kennedy, the President’s
brother, travelled to Jakarta and the Hague in an effort to get the talks started.
They finally began on 20 March in Middleburg, Virginia. Although sponsored by
the US in all but name, the UN was selected as the official mediating body to
provide “a cloak of unquestioned impartiality.”28 Washington chose Ellsworth
Bunker, a US diplomat, as mediator. On being told by the US to appoint him, and
issue invitations to the talks, U Thant allegedly expressed surprise, and commented
that he had been led to believe by both sides that the UN would not be involved.29
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Washington would no longer accept, Luns’ refusal to transfer the Papuans
to Indonesia prior to self-determination. To force the issue, they proposed the
establishment of a temporary UN administration, after which full control would
pass to Jakarta. Only then, at some point, would ‘self-determination’ occur. The
Dutch were informed of this “Bunker Plan” on 2 April 1962, two days after
Jakarta. Luns’ initial response was a bitter rejection and a condemnation of the
US.30 However, on 13 April the Dutch Cabinet held a twelve hour meeting in
which Luns and his colleagues reluctantly decided not to reject the plan. Instead,
they reassured each other that they could use it as a basic framework from which
to secure political guarantees for the Papuans.31 In reality, they must have known
that the plan was never intended to allow the Papuans any say in their future.

The reason for this Dutch capitulation was their unwillingness to fight a
war which they felt they could not win.32 Neither Australia, Britain or crucially, the
US would give any commitment to provide military support, and the Dutch,
understandably, were not prepared to fight alone on a matter of principle.
However, by the time The Hague accepted the inevitability of a transfer to
Indonesia, they were, according to Markin, in such a weakened position that they
had little leverage over the Indonesians:
in a sense, then, Bunker’s task became one of holding hands,
seeking to reassure the Dutch that they were doing alright until,
at the end of the talks, The Hague realized that it had really won
nothing on which to hang its claim of having negotiated an
agreement that preserved Netherlands honor.33
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Before talks could reconvene, further delays occurred as both sides tried to
interpret the Bunker Plan differently. Luns attempted, unsuccessfully, to obtain
some political guarantees for the Papuans, but by the time the talks began again on
12 July, Indonesia was demanding a direct transfer without any prior UN
administration. Although Ambassador Van Roijen, the Dutch negotiator,
sometimes made concessions without first consulting The Hague,34 he felt unable
to agree to this. Eventually, despite further Indonesian threats to invade, agreement
was reached for a UN administration of at least seven months (five months less
than specified in the Bunker Plan). Nonetheless, Jakarta’s acceptance came only
after President Kennedy made clear to Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio that
the US would blame Indonesia if war broke out after so much had been gained
peacefully.35

In the meantime, Jakarta rejected suggestions by Stavropoulos, the UN
legal counsel, for the appointment of a UN team led by a Commissioner to remain
in the territory after transfer to Indonesia. Their task would have been to assist in
preparations for Papuan self-determination and then submit a report. Indonesia’s
key objection to the plan was that, before the act of self-determination could take
place, the UNGA would need to vote on whether to approve the arrangements for
it.36

In the end, less precise terminology was accepted. Another late concession
by Van Roijen, which would have great relevance later, was the omission of the
words ‘plebiscite’ or ‘referendum’ in the agreement.37
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Summary
Finally, on 15 August 1962, the New York Agreement was signed. Within
six weeks, a UN administration was running the territory, and in less than nine
months, control passed to Jakarta. It was a great victory for Indonesia, but all
shades of political opinion in The Hague generally considered it to be an
“exceedingly bad deal.”38 The only achievement of the Dutch was to avoid war.
But by this stage, it was something many in the Netherlands were relieved to
accept.

In retrospect, Dutch complacency, and their under-estimation of
Indonesia’s resolve, denied the Papuans any real chance of independence. A
concerted Dutch/Australian effort in 1949 to prepare the whole island for selfgovernment, might have created, by the 1960’s, a level of internationallyrecognised Melanesian national feeling sufficient to undermine severely Jakarta’s
claim that West Irian belonged with them. But in the event, the Netherlands ran out
of time.

For the West, and particularly the US, though, the agreement was seen as
an important victory in the struggle to prevent Indonesia drifting into the
communist ‘camp.’ Even Canberra, a long-standing supporter of the Dutch was, by
January 1962, “giving active encouragement to the transfer of sovereignty to
Indonesia.”39

London was also satisfied. In 1959, it had made a confidential commitment
to offer the Dutch logistical support in the event of war.40 But in February 1962, a
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British Chiefs of Staff paper voiced concern that such assistance risked
precipitating colonial unrest, particularly in Singapore. Furthermore, “It might well
jeopardise negotiations for the establishment of Greater Malaysia and our future
use of the Singapore base.”41 Elsewhere, in West Germany, one Foreign Ministry
official remarked “West New Guinea did not really matter, once the Indonesians
get it, it might become a ‘desert’ but who really cares?”42

For the Soviets, the settlement was arguably a disappointment. The dispute
had assured their influence as the major arms supplier to Indonesia at a time when
increasing US involvement in Indo-China made the archipelago a strategically
important area.

In the end, though, it was the Papuans who had most to lose from the
settlement. They played no part in the negotiations, but they would be the ones
who would have to live with the consequences.
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CHAPTER TWO.
PREPARATIONS FOR THE UNITED NATIONS
TEMPORARY EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY (UNTEA).
15 AUGUST TO 1 OCTOBER 1962.

The End of United States Interest and the Search for a UN Security Force.
In Washington, the end of the West New Guinea dispute was seen as a
valuable window of opportunity with regard to US-Indonesian relations. On 15
August 1962, the day the agreement was signed, Komer wrote to President Kennedy:
Without trying to count too many chickens before they’ve hatched,
we ought to capitalise on the WNG settlement by moving fast
toward the ‘future fruitful cooperation’ of which you spoke to
Sukarno. Capital of the sort we’ve gained is a transitory asset to be
used while it’s still good. Moreover, Indonesia is one of the truly big
areas of East-West competition; having invested so much in
maneuvering a WNG settlement for the express purpose of giving us
leverage in this competition, we’d be foolish not to follow through.1

Kennedy agreed, and issued a National Security Action Memorandum the next
day calling for a plan of action to be ready within a month that would assess what
further measures could be taken to capitalise on the US role in the settlement to move
towards a “new and better relationship with Indonesia.” Specifically he suggested the
possibility of expanded civic action, military aid and economic stabilisation and
development programmes, as well as diplomatic initiatives. 2 It was clear that
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Washington had little if any interest any longer in West New Guinea itself. The task of
putting the transition process into practice was to be left to the UN.

The signing of the New York Agreement gave the United Nations just six
weeks in which to prepare for the task of taking over administrative control of the
territory, a responsibility for which it had no previous experience to draw upon. It was
therefore never possible for there to be any proper planning for the operation, or for
there to be any clear idea of the role that the UN was supposed to play under the terms
of the Agreement.

The first priority was to organise and set up a UN Security Force (UNSF)
preferably to be in place before 1 October. Article VII of the agreement stipulated that
the role of this force was primarily to supplement existing Papuan police in maintaining
law and order on behalf of the UN Administrator. The UN Administrator would also
have at his disposal the Papuan Volunteer Force. This military unit was created in
1960 by the Dutch who also provided the officers. In addition to its military purpose,
the Dutch had envisaged it as being “a good opportunity for the growing national
consciousness to express itself and promote community feeling among the Papuans.”3

The UNSF would also incorporate all Indonesian armed forces already in the
territory at the time of the ceasefire. In reality, the UNSF’s role was to be more then
simply supplementing the existing Papuan Police Force. In a confidential letter written
two days after the signing, U Thant specified that the UNSF’s responsibility was to
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take over law and order responsibilities from the Netherlands Armed Forces on 1
October.4

While the UN’s legitimisation of the existing Indonesian military presence in
West New Guinea was the only realistic option, it was also another concession to
Indonesia and one that would undermine, rather than strengthen, the UN’s ability to
maintain law and order. These conditions, under which the UN was forced to operate,
may have been practical necessities, but they made it extremely difficult for the
organisation to maintain even the illusion of an effective international involvement in
the future of the territory and its people.

The UNSF might have been more acceptable to the West Papuans if it had
been multi-national, with black and/or non-Muslim countries contributing, but instead
it was decided, almost certainly before the signing of the agreement, to use Pakistani
troops only.

Initially, there was speculation in the press that U Thant would ask Malaya to
provide the troops for the UNSF. On 17 August, the New York Times commented:
“Although Malaya is one of the most pro-Western of the newly independent states, she
is more acceptable to neutralist Indonesia than Pakistan, which is a member of the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization.” On the same day there were reports that U
Thant had decided to ask Malaya to provide the entire UNSF, although on the
following day a UN spokesman revealed that a formal request had not yet been made.5
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In fact on 17 August, Acting UN Secretary-General U Thant wrote to
Pakistan’s Permanent Representative at the UN requesting that his country provide a
UNSF consisting of an infantry battalion and essential arms and services with a total
strength of about 1000 men. 6 A week later U Thant was given a verbal reply assuring
him that Pakistan would agree to his request.7

According to Chakravarthi V. Narasimhan, the Secretary-General’s Indian
Chef de Cabinet, it was he who suggested to U Thant that Pakistani troops be used.8
Although he did not explain why, there were practical arguments against assembling a
multi-national force at such short notice. Writing in 1964 on legal aspects of UN
practice, D W Bowett comments:
No doubt this almost exclusive reliance on the contingent from one
state was due to the fact that it was estimated that about one
battalion was all that was needed, and it would have led to
unnecessary complications to accept small contingents from several
states in order to make up the one battalion required.9

More effort could have been made to employ military personnel who were not,
like most of the Indonesians, Muslim, but there was no time. Outside of the Western
and Eastern Blocs, there were few countries capable of

fulfilling the UN’s

requirements at such short notice. In the event, Pakistan’s UNSF soldiers were to
fulfil the difficult role assigned to them with a commendable degree of professionalism
under very difficult circumstances.
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Ceasefire
The first UN military personnel arrived in West New Guinea on 20 August
1962 (followed by more on 24 August). The advance team consisted of 21 military
observers (UNMO’s) led by O W Melin, a Swedish Naval Commander, who was
transferred from UN duties in Israel/Palestine. He was accompanied by U Thant’s
Indian military adviser, Brigadier Rikhye, overall head of the observer operation. Their
responsibility was to observe implementation of the agreement, particularly the
ceasefire arrangements which came into force at 0001 GMT on 18 August.

It was a potentially dangerous assignment. Shortly before their arrival, angry
Papuan police in Kaimana reacted to the appearance of the first armed Indonesian
paratrooper officer by firing rifle shots into the air. Despite being able to resolve the
matter without violence, it was still, according to a Dutch colonial officer afterwards,
an explosive situation. 10

The observers faced a possible crisis almost immediately. On the night of 21
August, 14 Indonesian troops were landed by submarine in the vicinity of the capital
Hollandia. The submarine (some reports spoke of two) was not attacked by the Dutch
who instead illuminated it with flares and a searchlight until it withdrew shortly after
being spotted.11 Brigadier Rikhye sent a telegram to U Thant soon afterwards
describing it as the third violation of the agreement by Indonesia.12 The Dutch
complained and a later investigation by UN military observers found full physical
evidence to confirm that the incursion had occurred.13 As in previous such incidents,
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the operation was amateurish and the Dutch authorities quickly apprehended five of
the intruders whom they intended to repatriate on the basis that they had arrived
illegally after the signing of the ceasefire agreement.

A unilateral decision by the Dutch to repatriate was seen as something to be
avoided by Under Secretary-General Jose Rolz-Bennett, the Guatemalan Special
Representrative of the Secretary-General in West New Guinea. He suggested instead
to Brigadier Rikye that he should endeavour to resolve the matter via consultation
with the Indonesian and Dutch liaison teams.14 The Dutch conceded to this and the
Indonesian authorities eventually agreed to have their personnel returned to
Indonesia.15

The UNMO’s first job on arrival was to establish a series of observation posts
at sites around the territory, including the nine garrison positions where most of the
12,000 Dutch troops were stationed. Four more UNMO’s were stationed in Jakarta.
Plans were made for an air drop of nine tons of Indonesian-language pamphlets. This,
along with a series of radio transmissions, was designed to inform the estimated 800 to
1000 Indonesian military personnel still at large that a ceasefire was in operation. The
plan then was to choose a number of mutually acceptable sites where the Indonesian
troops could gather and report to the UNMO’s.

For intelligence on the Indonesian troops,. the Dutch relied mainly on
information gathered by the Papuan police who had been primarily responsible for the
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rounding up of at least 500 Indonesian infiltrators before the cease-fire. Their
intelligence suggested that the remaining Indonesian forces were deployed in six main
areas, each area being about 40 to 100 kilometres wide: 350 in the Merauke area; 250
in the Kaimama area; 75 in the Fak Fak area; 180 on the island of Miscol; 150 in the
Sorong area and either 40 or 250 on the island of Waigo.16

The UN also had to deal with Indonesia’s inability to resupply its forces once
they entered Dutch territory. Consequently, many Indonesians who had evaded the
Papuan police and Dutch army were in acute need of food and medical supplies. One
Dutch colonial official later described his journeys around the Fak Fak area, locating
Indonesian paratroopers who “gave themselves up willingly because they could not
survive in the area.”17 In Brigadier Rikyhe’s statement to the press on 10 October
1962, he described the UN’s serious humanitarian problem of getting supplies to the
Indonesian troops. He also added that: “Some supplies to meet emergency situations
were arranged by the Netherlands forces. They also offered to take in for treatment all
those seriously sick”.18 Dutch willingness to help was also mentioned by UNMO
Commander Melin in his report to Rolz-Bennett:
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The Netherlands authorities showed a constant preparedness to give
every medical assistance, hospitalization included, to Indonesian
soldiers in need of such, and to supply them with tentage and food
from their own stores until re-supply from Indonesia was flown in
some weeks later. No Indonesian vessels were utilized for such
transportation. 19
It was a reality far removed from the version of events still adhered to by Jakarta, in
which victorious Indonesian soldiers, hand in hand with their Papuan brothers, had
fought and defeated the Dutch.

Indonesian Suspicion of the Netherlands
Unsurprisingly, the UN encountered a deep mutual mistrust between the Dutch
and Indonesians. Sukarno took seriously the possibility that the Dutch would
encourage Papuans to resist once they departed. In August, he told Rikhye that he
suspected that the Dutch were distributing weapons deliberately encouraging
“elements opposed to Indonesia.”20 He brought the issue up again with Rikhye in
September when he declared that his main concern was the possibility of the Dutch
leaving “time bombs” and “Westerling” types in the territory to create disorder (In
January 1950, Dutch Captain Raymond Westerling had led attacks against the newly
independent Indonesian state). Rikhye replied that he believed the Dutch government
was genuinely behind the agreement but that there were always “black sheep.” He
assured Sukarno that UNSF was on alert and would deal with such a situation firmly.21

U Thant was made personally aware of these concerns by Indonesian Foreign Minister
Subandrio when he visited him in New York on 22 September. According to
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Narasimhan, Subandrio informed U Thant that he had information of lower echelon
Dutch officials attempting to create trouble before their departure from West New
Guinea:
these officials were distributing weapons to Papuan population in
following areas: Manokwari, Sorong, Fak-Fak, Kaimana, Biak,
Hollandia. The instructions to the local population were to start
creating trouble immediately on assumption of temporary executive
authority by UN on 1 October. If such disturbances occurred the
Foreign Minister felt that it would be difficult to hold back
Indonesian army and leave the matter to be handled by UNSF
exclusively. 22

Rikyhe himself sympathised with Sukarno’s concerns, despite the fact that
Subandrio had used them as a reason to explicitly threaten the Secretary-General that
Indonesian troops might ignore the UN’s authority in the territory if they felt the need
to take military action against trouble-making Papuans. Rikhye’s impression of the
Dutch colonial officials was that they were inflexible in their opinions and not in tune
with home politics, views and interests. He reported to Narasimham that the efforts of
the Dutch Government to win them over to the agreement had little impact.23
Importantly, on 20 September he cabled U Thant:
Several Papuan groups pro and anti-Dutch have started requesting
for UN protection. Political activity has received considerable
impetus lately from outgoing colonial power. Congress of political
parties, continuous session NG Council and meetings between Dutch
administrative officials and political leaders are decidedly
contributing to tension. Administration has said little about UNTEA
and generally Dutch controlled information media indicate void after
1 October. My request to Governor...to explain agreement has had
little effect. Certain outgoing Dutch officials are complacently
hoping for breakdown in law and order. It would be fair assumption
that outgoing administration is contributing more to tension than any
other single factor...UN must be prepared for certainly some
breakdown in law and order.24
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Papuan Reaction
Rikhye’s assessment that it was the Dutch officials who had stirred up this
Papuan political activity ignored the effect that news of the agreement would have had
on Papuan activists. For the most part, the Agreement left them feeling confused,
shocked and betrayed. Until the signing, the Dutch had insisted that their promise of
genuine self-determination would be honoured. These Papuans did not need any
encouragement from outgoing colonial officials to step up their political activity. The
politically aware section of the population knew all too well that UNTEA and the
transfer to Indonesia would entail fundamental changes to the way their country was
run. As with all the other foreigners who had decided West New Guinea’s future,
Rikhye seemed unable to accept that the Papuans were capable of independent
political thought. In public, however, he stated “The Papuans approached us with open
minds and left us relieved.”25

In a heated debate that ended on 1 September, many members of the West
New Guinea Council spoke out against the bill for ratification of the agreement, which
had been referred to the Council by the Dutch, although only for an advisory opinion.
Nicholas Jouwe, the representative for Hollandia (who would later go into exile) said
that they were being asked to sign their own “death warrants” but that there was no
alternative to accepting it. He suggested that members should abstain, thereby giving
no formal agreement. Markus Kaisiepo (who would also go into exile) was startled
and angry with the terms of the settlement but blamed the Papuans themselves for their
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own lack of unity and concluded that they would now have to resign themselves to the
results. Elizer Bonay, on the other hand, welcomed the agreement and declared that
the justified demands of the Papuans would be met under Indonesian rule (Bonay, a
spokesman for Parna, the National Party, would become the territory’s first post
UNTEA governor before being removed by the Indonesians and eventually fleeing to
Papua New Guinea in the early 1980’s). When the Council eventually voted, the bill
was only supported by nine councillors and was therefore defeated. The Chairman
called for another vote, at which point half the Councillors (including the five Dutch
members) walked out, the remaining fourteen who voted in favour by a margin of
twelve to two.26 Of the 28 members, only 13 would go on to swear an oath of
allegiance to the incoming UNTEA administration. 27

Two weeks after the Council’s vote, a “Papuan National Congress” (one of the
events described by Rikhye as contributing to the tension) was organised by Nicholas
Tanggahma, the Council member for Fak Fak (and another eventual exile), and
Herman Wajoi (leader of Parna, a party which favoured eventual Papuan independence
while remaining friendly with Indonesia). The Congress brought together about 80
Papuans of differing opinions from around the country to discuss the future in the light
of the Agreement. At the end of the Congress on 19 September, a statement was
drawn up accepting the agreement as the only way to prevent a war, although a
majority favoured holding a plebiscite during the UNTEA period. The delegates made
clear that they saw UNTEA and Indonesian rule as periods of preparation for a
plebiscite that would allow the people to “choose its own freedom in 1969.”
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Furthermore the Congress expressed support for the continuing use of the Papuan flag
and anthem. They also expressed a wish to send a delegation to Indonesia to explain
their position. The Indonesians in turn agreed to invite some Council members
including Tanggahma and M. Achmad, the representative for Kaimana.28

Significantly, Kaimana’s, and Tanggahma’s region of Fak Fak contained
numbers of pro-Indonesian Papuan Moslems and Indonesian settlers, but there was
apparently little contact between them and the rest of the people.29 Nonetheless, this
ethnic and religious factor probably explained Indonesia’s choice of which councillors
to invite. Tanggahma remained sceptical of Indonesian intentions following his visit,
but Achmed returned in late October and began a campaign against UNTEA and the
plebiscite in the Kaimana district, eventually sending in a petition asking for the end to
UNTEA by 1 January 1963. The Indonesians had chosen well in getting Achmed’s
support. He was the head of the Kaimana sub-district and the son of the local raja
(traditional leader) which meant that he could ensure that his pro-Indonesian petitions
would have a large number of signatures, although many who signed had no idea of
what they were signing. Achmad was also to became an UNTEA employee and use his
position to attempt to intimidate the handful of Dutch UNTEA employees who were
stationed in the area. Harold Luckham, UNTEA’s Divisional Commissioner in the Fak
Fak area, warned him to stop these activities or resign. Luckham also contacted his
UNTEA superiors in Hollandia to try to have Achmed removed, but according to him
they would not support him in this. 30
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The Papuan Flag
The West Papuan ‘Morning Star’ flag had been adopted as the official flag of
the territory by the New Guinea Council on 1 December 1961. The flag was, and has
remained, a powerful symbol of West Papuan nationalism, with its origins going back
to the Koreri nationalist movement in Biak prior to the Second World War. In turn,
Koreri had its origins in the belief that a liberator spirit called “Manseren” had taken
on a human form in the 1860’s and would one day return and free the Papuans, if their
faith was strong enough. 31 But to Rikhye, the Papuan flag was simply another Dutch
initiated tactic for raising the political temperature prior to UNTEA’s arrival. On 2
September he cabled Narisimhan from Hollandia to say that the flag was:
Flying over all government buildings and practically every Papuan
house and abode. Governor and Netherlands officials indicate that
Papuans would prove sensitive to removal. Colonel Papuan Corps
said removal would cause trouble. Some Papuan councillors
approached me saying their flag should be permitted by United
Nations. Netherlands authorities encouraged Papuans flying flag
during negotiations agreement. They should have informed us earlier
question included for discussion under terms of agreement. All
realise that agreement does not recognise Papuan flag and suggest it
could be allowed as state or provincial flag.32

The view that the Dutch should have included the issue of the flag in
negotiations was shared by Papuan leaders including New Guinea Council member
Tanggahma who, along with Jouwe, Womsiwor and Kaisiepo attended the UN debate
on the agreement. He told Rikhye that when he had been in New York he had
questioned the Dutch Mission on this omission and felt let down by them on this
issue.33
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A few weeks later Rolz-Bennett informed Narasimhan that he had discussed
the question of the flag with Papuan leaders. He also reported that a mixed group of
UN, Indonesian and Netherlands officials, which had recently visited most of the main
population centres of the territory, found that in every place the issue of the flag was
raised. A Papuan leader in Merauke had told one official in private that his people
would fight if their flag was not hoisted along with the others when UNTEA took
over.34 From the beginning however, the Indonesians made it clear that they would not
tolerate this symbol of Papuan nationalism and Antara, Indonesia’s official news
agency, published a series of warnings on the subject in early October:
New York October 2: Indonesia said in a press statement released
here today that the UN flag now was the “only official flag” in West
Irian, and any effort to fly “the so-called ‘Papuan Flag’ is
illegal”......The Indonesian flag will be hoisted on Dec 31, 1962, side
by side with the UN flag. Any effort to fly the so-called ‘Papuan
Flag’ is illegal and a violation of the agreement and therefore cannot
be tolerated.35
The issue of flags, particularly the West Papuan one, was to continue to be a source of
tension throughout the UNTEA period, and subsequently.

At this stage of the UN’s involvement in West New Guinea, it is significant
that an official as important as Rikhye should have been reporting that the main cause
of concern for UNTEA was likely to be Dutch-inspired West Papuan nationalism. This
was felt to be a more serious threat than other factors such as the presence of the 1000
or more Indonesian troops in the territory, whose loyalty to the incoming UN
administration was going to be doubtful at the very least.
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Indonesian Troops
For their part, the Dutch made frequent representations to the UNMO’s about
Indonesia’s reluctance to comply with the agreements on concentration of their troops,
something which Melin apparently did not consider to be a particularly difficult
problem to solve.36 Despite the Swedish Commander’s relaxed attitude, Indonesian
troops continued to be a cause for concern to the Dutch authorities, particularly in the
area around the border town of Merauke.

Indonesian forces had first arrived in the area in mid-1962 when 200
paratroopers were dropped in. According to the Australians:
Three who crossed the border [into Papua and New Guinea] were
disarmed and sent back. Villagers generally attempted to avoid
involvement and tended to refuse cooperation. Some assisted Dutch
troops to hunt them down. The Dutch killed 13 Indonesians in
Nassem village. One wounded paratrooper was allowed to remain in
the village until able to depart, but was not assisted.37

Following the ceasefire, there were accusations from Papuans that these
paratroopers commenced a campaign of intimidation against the local inhabitants
which led to tension in the area. In a telegram to Rolz-Bennett on 14 September,
Rikhye relayed the complaints and appeals of locals:
Paratroopers at Koeperik near Merauke are persuading Papuans
accept arms against Dutch. Also giving Indonesian flags and change
of name Western Papua to Indonesia. Not acceptable to locals, force
was used by paratroopers. Inhabitants of Jobar, Boeti and Spadim
near Merauke have fled and those of Koeper gone astray. Permission
required from Indonesian paratroopers for villagers to enter bush
causing hunger.38
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There is evidence that once UNTEA assumed control, the paratroopers’
behaviour towards the Papuans improved, at least initially. Harold Luckham, a British
citizen working for UNTEA, arrived in Merauke at the end of September to find the
paratroopers under good discipline and behaving well, “although later on in December
discipline got laxer.” Nonetheless, his assessment of local opinion towards the
Indonesians suggested that relations between the two groups had, for whatever
reason, been strained for some time before his arrival. This situation had been deemed
serious enough to prompt UNTEA to post him there as soon as their administration
began, apparently with the express purpose of not only preventing disorder, but also of
diffusing Papuan opposition to Indonesia. Arriving in Merauke on 30 September to
takeover from the Dutch Resident of South New Guinea, Luckham commented:
I was sent to Merauke as there was the possibility of trouble there.
The Papuans of this division appeared more opposed to the
Indonesian takeover than those of other divisions and threatened to
resist by force, although they were in no position to do so. My brief
was, therefore, to prevent trouble between the Papuans and
Indonesians, trying to get them on better terms.....I was in Merauke
for three weeks. A great deal happened during this time, but the
relevant point was really that the Papuans were united in their
objections to Indonesian rule, sent petitions against it to the UN and
tried to organise demonstrations. We managed to keep them quiet,
but there was a risk of incidents, which would have started rioting
and worse.39

In an attempt to get the Indonesian troops around Merauke moved and the rest
relocated to agreed areas, the Dutch urged the Secretary-General to make a decision
on the location of the sites. The Dutch agreed to Sorong, Fak Fak and Kaimana, but
not Merauke. In support of their objection they informed Rolz-Bennett on 11
September that two tribes in the Merauke area were preparing to attack Indonesian
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paratroopers once UNTEA took over. The tribes apparently realised that they could
expect only limited success but “wanted to see blood.”40 Furthermore the Dutch
claimed:
The Indonesian troops were spreading out in a circle around
Merauke and were also said to hand over weapons to local
Indonesian population. This supports apparently the desirability of
the evacuation of Indonesian troops at Merauke as suggested by
Admiral Reser.41

Eventually however, the Dutch gave way and accepted the adoption of the
Merauke vicinity as the fourth area of concentration for Indonesian forces. In addition
to Merauke, the Dutch warned of possible Papuan resistance to the Indonesians in the
Central Highlands and reportedly sent an official to dissuade the locals. It was believed
that the Highlanders had unpleasant memories of Japanese behaviour following the
previous Dutch evacuation in 1942.42

Following the UNTEA takeover, this final phase of Dutch/Indonesian
negotiations was portrayed publicly by Rikhye in a positive light, understandably
underlining the official UN position that, even before beginning its main task in West
New Guinea, it had proved itself to be an effective tool of conflict resolution:
Slowly the tension was ebbing out. The goodwill shown by the
Netherlands authorities towards the Indonesian liaison team and the
tactfulness on the part of the Indonesians was beginning to pay. 43

Once agreement had been reached, the process of repatriating the Indonesian
detainees began. A total of 537, who had been held in two camps at Manokwari and
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on Woendi Island, were flown back to Indonesia in United States Air Force C-130
aircraft. This operation was completed by 21 September.

Problems in Recruiting UNTEA Staff
As the start of the UNTEA period drew closer, the problem of recruiting
sufficient personnel to serve in the territory in such a short time became more obvious.
On 4 October the New York Times reported:
At the moment there are only about 20 non-Indonesian members of
the United Nations staff on hand, including secretaries and at least
five information aides. The United Nations found it was impossible
to get quickly enough skilled specialists willing to serve in a dreary
climate on a job that would not last longer than several months. 44
At the same time, Radio Australia quoted a UNTEA official in Hollandia as saying that
the administration would collapse in three months unless sufficient staff could be
found.45

An official involved in recruiting personnel for UNTEA illustrated the
authority’s recruitment

problem in a communication on 11 October to Charles

Coates, a senior officer at the UN’s Personnel Office in New York. Commenting upon
the appointment of six Filipino police officers and nineteen patrol officers, the Manilabased UN official wrote that he was not happy about the ‘calibre’ of the police
officers: “However, this was a rush programme” and all but two of the candidates
presented to them had been accepted.46
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In a report on 27 October by the Divisional Commissioner for South New
Guinea, policing was described as one of the biggest headaches. He noted that
although the three Filipino officers in his area were doing a good job, they were
handicapped by a lack of knowledge of Malay (Indonesian) language and by a failure
of UNTEA to provide English/Malay interpreters. He added that the imminent arrival
of Indonesian inspectors would improve the language situation, but he was
apprehensive about the reaction of the Papuan police.47

Specifically however, UNTEA had hoped to persuade enough Dutch officials
to stay to enable a smooth transition to take place. Within a week of the Agreement
being signed, Rikhye had emphasised to U Thant the importance of retaining sufficient
numbers of Dutch officers in the Papuan Volunteer Corps and the Papuan Police.
Following a visit to the Papuan Volunteer Corps at Manokwari, he telegrammed:
Dutch personnl consisting of 10 officers and 34 NCO’s are due to
leave. Perhaps some of them would agree to stay if offered better
terms, similarly 200 Dutch police officers are planning to leave. If
this situation allowed to develop UN would face an impossible task.
Early arrangements for retention of Dutch personnel in Papuan
Volunteer Corps and Civil Police need to be concluded.48

Unsurprisingly, for the most part the Dutch declined UNTEA’s offer. This was
partly due to understandable concerns for their safety once the agreement had been
signed. On 17 August the British Embassy at the Hague reported:
Meanwhile there is some anxiety about the possible conduct of the
Indonesian soldiers infiltrated into New Guinea. There have been
suggestions that the Netherlands community there should be
concentrated on the island of Biak under guard by Netherlands
troops. There does not seem to be much chance of persuading any
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large numbers of Dutch civil servants to stay on...the [UN] may
therefore find administration an immensely formidable problem in
this strange country. 49

A month later, Britain’s Embassy in The Hague was estimating that around
2000 out of 2500 Dutch officials were planning to leave by mid-October.50 In fact, by
1 October only 775 were left in the territory. 51 Van der Veur summarised the problem
in his critique of UNTEA:
The hurried exodus of Dutch officials compounded UNTEA’s
problems....[and] disrupted existing services at least temporarily.
Indonesian officials rapidly filled the vacuum and soon out-numbered
the handful of United Nations personnel. This immediately
jeopardised the development of an independent United Nations
administration. Unfamiliarity with the language also created a
problem. In an attempt to overcome it, UNTEA attracted a
proportionately large number of British personnel with experience in
Malaya....Notably absent, however, was a core of experienced and
neutral translators. The effects of complete ignorance of both Dutch
and Malay/Indonesian can only be imagined.52

Australian Reaction
Although Canberra had concluded by early 1962 that the Dutch position in
New Guinea was no longer tenable, Jakarta’s success was still a major setback for
Australian foreign policy. In private, Australia had done everything, short of offering
military assistance, to keep the Dutch in place until a solution for New Guinea could
be found that did not include an Indonesian takeover. Part of this policy had included
the stationing of an Australian Liaison Officer in Hollandia and a Dutch counterpart in
Port Moresby. With the Dutch leaving, Australia would have to completely rethink its
cross-border cooperation policy, and this became a source of some disagreement
within the Government.
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Garfield Barwick, Australia’s External Affairs Minister at the time, had been
the main driving force behind Australia’s change of policy towards West New Guinea
in 1962. In a letter on 7 September to Paul Hasluck, Canberra’s Minister for
Territories, he outlined the problems Australia now faced, but cautioned against rapid
changes to the liaison arrangements in place. Hasluck had written to him on 4
September pointing out that the 1957 joint Australian-Netherlands statement of
principles could no longer provide a basis for cooperation between the two halves of
New Guinea. This was because the underlying motive had been to encourage the
Dutch to stay on until the island could be united. Barwick, however, reminded
Hasluck that, in public, Canberra had spoken simply of improving the welfare of the
Papuan people as a basis for the 1957 statement:
it is, I believe, a reason against having an abrupt termination of the
appointment of a liaison officer in such a way as to enable the
Indonesian Government to claim that Australia has demonstrated
that our concern was less with the welfare of the indigenous
inhabitants of West New Guinea and more with keeping the colonist
Dutch there...I would hope that some forms of co-operation with the
new Administration...will not be found to be impractical. 53

Hasluck did not share Barwick’s open-mindedness on this issue of continuing
administrative co-operation. On 13 September a cablegram from Barwick’s
Department was sent to the Australian mission at the UN in New York. It stated that
the Department favoured maintaining the liaison officer in Hollandia. It also gave the
inaccurate impression that the officer was responsible for issuing entry permits for East
New Guinea and other consular activities. Once Hasluck became aware of this he
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wrote a minute to his officials on 17 September stating that this cablegram “went way
beyond” his recent discussions with Barwick. Instructing them to make his views
known to the Department of External Affairs, he asserted that there was no question
of the liaison officer becoming involved in additional duties such as consular or
diplomatic functions. Furthermore he wrote:
The circumstances in which administrative co-operation with West
New Guinea was an advantage to our administration of East New
Guinea have completely disappeared and indeed we have to watch
closely a situation in which too ready and too active co-operation
with Indonesia will damage the confidence of our own people in our
own Administration....we should ease ourselves out of administrative
co-operation arrangements.....there can be no case for administrative
co-operation as we have known it up to date but only a case for
trying to maintain friendly relations as best we can with the people
next door.54

United Nations General Assembly Debate September 1962
International reaction to the transition was limited to a vote on the
Dutch/Indonesian resolution on the agreement by the UN General Assembly on 21
September. It was adopted by 89 votes to none with 14 abstentions. The group
abstaining was made up of France and a number of francophone African countries.
There had been a plan by these countries to submit an amendment, or to vote against
the resolution since, as the Senagalese President commented to British diplomats
shortly beforehand, there was much resentment over ‘Negro Papuans’ being handed
over to Indonesia.55 Dahomey, one of the countries which eventually abstained,
explained its position following the vote:
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my Government cannot endorse arrangements whereby a people of
700,000 is transferred from one power to another under a bilateral
treaty concluded without previous consultation with the party chiefly
concerned, the Papuan people.56
In addition Mr Zollner, the Dahomey representative, drew attention to a crucial and
deliberate omission in the agreement which would eventually allow the Indonesians to
ensure that the Papuans were never given the opportunity to decide their own future:
Much has been said on the subject of self-determination; but when
we peruse this Agreement, what do we see in the articles dealing
with self-determination? Not once - I repeat, not once - do we find
in the text any mention of a ‘referendum’, the most normal, the most
usual and the most objective form of public expression of opinion.
The most precise formula we find is the vague one of ‘the freely
expressed will of the population’, without any indication of how that
will is to be expressed. That is left entirely to the discretion of the
councils, which are described as ‘representative’ without the
slightest definition of the manner in which they are to be
appointed.....the actual public expression of opinion will be
organized entirely by the party which has the greatest interest in the
yielding of results that are favourable to it.57

Despite this African protest, there was little interest from other states in the
fate of the Papuans once the agreement had been reached. Most interested parties
were now only concerned in ensuring that preparations for the brief UNTEA period
would allow some veneer of respectability to accompany the eventual handover of the
territory to Indonesia. For this to be possible, UN officials preparing for UNTEA
knew that they would have to work with Indonesia. For Rikhye in particular, the
Dutch colonial authorities were seen as the main obstacle to this goal and any Papuan
opposition was a result of Dutch incitement. While he no doubt underestimated the
depth of the depth of the concerns of politically-informed Papuan, he was well aware
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that the crucial factor for UNTEA to remember would be the increasingly dominant
position of Indonesia throughout the whole period of its temporary administration
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CHAPTER THREE
UNTEA 1962

The First Weeks of UNTEA
A few days before UNTEA assumed control of West New Guinea, the New
Guinea Council held a special meeting to bid farewell to Dr. Pieter Johannis Platteel,
the territory’s Dutch Governor. In attendance, along with the Council members, were
senior officials from the incoming UN administration including Rolz-Bennett and
Brig. General Said-Uddin Khan, the Pakistani Commander of the UNSF. In a brief
speech to the Council, Platteel declared that they should support UNTEA, thereby
defending on ‘solid grounds’ the rights which the Agreement had recognised.1

At the same time, the Indonesians were making it clear to UNTEA that they
intended to become closely involved in administering the territory right from the
start. In a memorandum to UNTEA on 28 September 1962, the Indonesian Foreign
Affairs Department outlined proposals for cooperation between UNTEA and
Indonesia which it claimed were based upon recent discussions between themselves,
Rikhye and U Thant. The Indonesians asserted that they had already arranged to meet
all UNTEA requirements in the fields of security, administration, economy, education
and social work. Furthermore:
The Government of the Republic of Indonesia is prepared to supply
all essentials for the daily life of the people in West Irian after the
second week of October. The first two weeks of October are needed
to collect all the data in this field...[Indonesia] has made available
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for immediate use of experts in all fields required by the UNTEA,
because of the repatriation of the Netherlands. They will be
despatched to West Irian on 24 hours notice.2
Significantly, the Indonesians also informed UNTEA that, at the request of “political
leaders, missionary leaders and business people of West Irian” they intended to
provide ‘leadership’ for the Papuans, to guide and direct them throughout the
UNTEA period.3

Jakarta justified this by pointing out that the Dutch had done nothing to
inform the Papuans about the Agreement or UNTEA. This was true, but they would
have had little opportunity to achieve much in the six weeks available before
UNTEA’s commencement. However, Indonesia’s self-assigned role was not an
agreed part of the New York Agreement and if senior UN officials had, as claimed,
accepted Jakarta’s proposals, they would have been undermining their own
administration’s authority in advance. In reality, the Indonesians were unable to
provide either the finances or the skilled manpower necessary to fulfil promptly their
obligations to UNTEA. In late November, Rolz-Bennett noted to U Thant that a
request made several weeks previously by UNTEA for Jakarta to provide over 200
officials had still not been met.4 In the same communication, Rolz-Bennett continued:
taking into account financial difficulties being experienced by
Indonesian Government to meet their costs of UNTEA and if you
approve, I would discuss with Netherlands Government inter alia
the following: Whether the Netherlands Government would be
agreeable to meet half the cost of subsistance payments to
Indonesian troops in WNG as part of UNSF expenses. Question of
supplies of perishable foodstuffs by UNTEA to Indonesian troops
will probably also arise.5
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It appeared then that two months after the start of UNTEA Indonesia was still
relying on the UN to feed its troops. It was even considered necessary by the UN to
ask the Dutch to help finance this supply operation for the Indonesian military. This
was particularly controversial since the Indonesian military was to be of questionable
benefit to UNTEA and was only there at the insistence of Jakarta.

For Rolz-Bennett, who assumed the role of UNTEA’s Temporary
Administrator following Plateel’s departure, the first weeks of the new administration
were dominated by the practicalities of replacing the Dutch administration with as
little upheaval as possible. The main contingent of Pakistani troops could not arrive
until 7 October and this posed an immediate security problem for UNTEA.

In particular, UNTEA was faced with law and order problems following the
reduction of Dutch-led police patrols, particularly in the Baliem Valley where there
were press reports of native uprisings at the beginning of October. UNTEA’s own
report described the situation as more of a localised inter-village dispute with
approximately ten fatalities. Police reinforcements were flown to the area on 8
October and a temporary police post was established from which strong patrols of the
surrounding district were carried out. The disturbances were considered serious
enough to warrant personal visits to the area by Rolz-Bennett, his Chief of Police and
the UNSF Commander. However, the local Dutch Inspector in charge was able to
assure them that the entire area had been peaceful since 6 October and that no further
disturbances were expected.6
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In the capital, Hollandia, there were a number of incidents of lawlessness in
the last few days of Dutch rule. On 1 October, Rolz-Bennett sent a cable to
Narasimhan describing how on 27 September, Dutch citizens at a cinema had been
alarmed when a number of drunken Papuans burst in brandishing bottles. They feared
an assault, but the intruders just attacked each other. More importantly, the next
evening a fire destroyed the Hollandia Yacht Club, the only exclusive Dutch club in
the town. This was thought by the Acting Dutch Governor to be the work of some of
his disgruntled fellow citizens who did not want to leave the club for the
Indonesians.7

Rolz-Bennett emphasised to Narasimhan in the same telegram that he was
very concerned about general security in the town during the hand-over period. Until
the Pakistani troops arrived, responsibility for maintaining order lay mainly with the
Papuan police force. Rolz-Bennett related how Governor Platteel’s departure on 28
September had been disrupted by a drunken Papuan at the airport who had shouted
continuously for about 45 minutes while police stood by doing nothing .8

He also complained that the Acting Governor had refused his request that the
broadcasting station be guarded until UNTEA could take it over. He was told that the
police lacked the numbers and capability necessary to carry out the task. In
conclusion, Rolz-Bennett made it clear that both he and General Said, the Pakistani
UNSF Commander, had already made up their minds about the Papuan police who,
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under the terms of the Agreement, were supposed to be the main force for law and
order under UNTEA: “Said and I regard Papuan police as helpless and ineffective,
meanwhile on 1 October before arrival bulk of UNSF we are left with very little.”9

Unsurprisingly, many Dutch UNTEA officials believed that the situation in
the territory had deteriorated as soon as the new administration took over. Hank
Metzler, the senior Dutch UNTEA official, decided to leave in late November. In a
conversation with J.E. Gray of the Australian Liaison Office in Hollandia, he claimed
that the territory’s whole administrative machinery was grinding to a halt with the
rapid replacement of experienced Dutch personnel by UN staff ill-prepared for
administrating a backward colonial territory. He also declared that unemployment
was growing as businesses pulled out. Specifically he described how UNTEA’s
Department of Economic Affairs was in a state of utter confusion under the
leadership of a New Zealander called Hill who, he judged, knew nothing of the
territory’s economic situation or how to apply economic theory the critical situation
which now pertained in West New Guinea.10

Metzler was also scathingly critical of his fellow Dutchman Rozenboom who
had been Deputy Chief of Economic Affairs in the colonial administration and now
fulfilled a similar function with UNTEA. Metzler dismissed him as an unimpressive
buffoon and seemed to suggest that the majority of these few Dutch officials who
intended to stay on with UNTEA until the end were less competent in general than
those who chose to leave. More importantly, he accused the UNTEA Administration
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at the policy-making level of making it patently clear that they had a deep distrust of
their Dutch employees, which did little to encourage them to stay.11 While
recognising that Metzler’s was a partisan view, Gray nonetheless believed that his
attitude was a cause for concern, and in the conclusion to his report of the
conversation, painted a very negative picture for his superiors of the first weeks of the
UNTEA administration:
While it is appreciated that Metzler is a disgruntled servant of the
former administration and, as such, is biased in his views of the
present administration, his views are the views of the Dutch who
have remained, without whom conditions in this territory would
have deteriorated at an even faster rate then they have [done
already]. It is undoubtedly true that the UNTEA administration is
lacking in the requisite experience called for in running this
territory and that there is a marked division of opinion on the
implementation of the Netherlands/Indonesian Agreement between
the career U.N. officials and some of the temporary administrators,
some of whom are former British Colonial officials.....The UNTEA
administration is undeniably suffering from lack of cohesion and
lack of informed guidance from headquarters in Hollandia, as well
as from a grave dearth of capable junior executives and clerical
staff. This causes acrimonious accusations and counter accusations
and the development of personal feuds, which inevitably leads to a
further lowering of efficiency and professional frustration.12
Birch, Gray’s superior at the Hollandia Liaison Office, shared his pessimism
of UNTEA’s performance. In a conversation with British officials during a Christmas
visit to Canberra, he stated that the administration was struggling along but had been
greatly hampered by a lack of personnel to translate the territory’s Dutch language
files and records. He also commented that there was no sign that the Papuans were
competent to take over from those Dutch who had vacated their posts, while all the
Indonesians serving in Hollandia were horrified at what they had let themselves in
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for, and were doing all they could to prevent their permanent stationing in the
territory.13

It is not surprising that Australian officials in New Guinea should have held
such a negative opinion of UNTEA which many viewed as an organisation more
sympathetic to Indonesia then the Netherlands. Most would also have deeply
regretted the departure of the Dutch and had many concerns about the prospect of
sharing a border with Indonesia. Though prejudiced, these Australian reports can give
at least some insight into the first few months of UNTEA’s administration and in
general seem to be supported by most internal reports made by UNTEA officials
themselves.

In his letter to the Foreign Office in August 1963, Harold Luckham described
the situation in Fak Fak where he arrived as UNTEA’s Divisional Commissioner in
late October 1962. In his opinion, relations between Papuans and Indonesians were
on the surface easier then they had been in Merauke.14

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Luckham explained that the Fak-Fak
region was unusual in that it had established links with Indonesia and contained a
community of Indonesian settlers as well as some Muslim Papuan villages.
Understandably these civilians got on well with the incoming Indonesian troops
which went some way to explaining the easier relations described by Luckham.
However, this situation was also seen by him as a possible cause for concern.
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These Muslim people had, been or thought they had been, neglected
by the Dutch and were pro-Indonesian, whereas the bulk of the rest
of the population were not, many of them having played an active
part in the fighting against the Indonesian invaders. So, as in
Merauke, it seemed that, if the pro-Indonesians behaved too
aggressively, this would be likely to provoke trouble from the other
side. I have mentioned this to make it clear that Indonesian agitation
against the UNTEA and the plebiscite would not merely be in direct
breach of the Agreement, but would also run the risk of causing
serious trouble and making it difficult for the UN authorities to
keep the peace and implement the UN side of the bargain.15
In Merauke, Divisional Commissioner Wilson submitted a generally upbeat
assessment of the situation to 27 October. Administratively, things were under
control, communications had improved, a huge backlog of parcel post and seamail
had been cleared and there were no significant shortages of commodities, although
those with money were sending it out of the country and the purchasing power of
small traders, particularly the Chinese, had diminished. As for the Papuans, Wilson
remarked, “Plenty of work and hence income, is one of the best guarantees against
internal disturbances.”16 He had praise for the Pakistani troops and the excellent
liaison that existed between them, the police, the Indonesian military and himself.
Nonetheless, he warned that their lack of knowledge of Malay might result in serious
misunderstandings if an internal security situation developed. The behaviour of the
Indonesian troops was also praised, though their presence caused “much heartsearchingh amongst the Papuans.”17 In his conclusion however he had a warning
about the coming months:
...it is not administrative problems which are so important, we can
get along somehow. The more important problem is the apparent
hardening attitude of Papuans against the Agreement which I have
reported elsewhere. The administrative problem becomes important
when it is appreciated that a reasonably efficient administration
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leaves officers free to deal with other important matters which may
arise in the future. We would be wise to ensure that the
administrative machinery is running smoothly by the end of 1962 at
the latest.18

Indonesia’s Campaign Against UNTEA and Papuan Self-Determination
Into this vulnerable situation a further serious threat to UNTEA’s stability was
deliberately introduced by one of the central players in the Agreement. Within weeks
of UNTEA’s arrival, Indonesia began campaigning, first for the authority’s early
withdrawal, and second for the abandonment of any plans for an eventual “act of selfdetermination.” On 1 November, Rolz-Bennett reported to U Thant that rumours and
statements had begun circulating in the territory as well as in Jakarta and Holland that
UNTEA was going to transfer control to Indonesia on 1 January 1963.19

At this stage it seemed that the Indonesian tactic was to highlight statements
by others who supported this move. Seventeen members of the West New Guinea
Council visited Jakarta in November and December where they were given prominent
coverage in the Indonesian press for expressing these sentiments, as were reports
made in the Dutch Socialist weekly, Het Vrije, which criticised UNTEA and claimed
that the Indonesians could communicate with the Papuans, meet their needs and
“offer attractive projects such as the establishment of a University.” Uncertain of
Jakarta’s motivation, Rolz-Bennett speculated on whether this campaign was linked
to its difficulties in meeting their share of UNTEA’s costs.20 Henderson noted in his
book:
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After UNTEA took over...the political climate changed
dramatically. The shield of Dutch benevolence was suddenly
removed.....For those who remained, Jakarta quickly brought to
bear the instrumentalities of coercion and cajolement to force a sea
change in their expression of Papuan sentiment. Unhappily, the UN
interim administration proved an indifferent champion of Papuan
liberties. By November, the New Guinea Council was dutifully
calling for an abbreviation of the UNTEA phase and a speedier
transfer to Indonesia.21
Paul Van der Veur, who spent some time in the territory during the UNTEA period,
also noted:
Papuan delegates who were hustled to Djakarta on expense-paid
trips quickly experienced the facts of political life. Taken from one
event to another, dined, flattered, pressured, and (if necessary)
intimidated, those who did not succumb to Indonesian wishes were
few indeed. Most signed declarations drawn up for them by their
hosts uniformly including four major points: Indonesia was ‘one
country with one people and one language’, the ‘August 1945
Indonesian Constitution’ was the basis of the Indonesian state;
‘UNTEA ought to get out of West Irian by January 1, 1963’; and
‘the plebiscite is unnecessary.’ Resolutions subscribing to the same
four points, signed by leaders speaking in the name of all the people
of their areas, mysteriously began to spring up simultaneously all
over the territory of West Irian.22
Whatever the motivation, it demonstrated that Indonesia was still, even at this stage,
clearly intent on winning yet more concessions, despite already having achieved
virtually everything it had set out to do with regard to West New Guinea.

Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio raised the subject with the Iranian
Djalal Abdoh, within a week of the latter taking over from Rolz-Bennett as UNTEA
Administrator on 15 November. Subandrio suggested that new developments in the
territory, such as increasing unemployment, altered the situation and made a speedy
integration of West Irian into Indonesia the best way of facilitating reconstruction and
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rehabilitation. In support of his position, he cited pro-Indonesian statements recently
made by visiting Papuan ‘leaders’ in Jakarta and recommended that the UN and the
Netherlands should pay the “greatest attention to the wishes of the population.”23

Abdoh gave a contradictory response. First of all he said that UNTEA had to
operate according to the terms of the agreement ratified by the UNGA. Therefore any
withdrawal before 1 May 1963 was unacceptable. However, he then suggested that
any changes to the agreement would have to be agreed by all parties concerned,
taking account of the views of the UN. Consequently, he urged that they re-establish
diplomatic relations with the Dutch as a pre-condition to ‘negotiating’ their
recommendations. Subandrio agreed to this and asked that U Thant be informed that
Jakarta would comply as soon as all Dutch forces had departed from the territory.24
Abdoh’s position would have done little to deter Jakarta from continuing its
campaign to undermine the agreement. Nonetheless he subsequently took the view
that there should be no shortening of the UNTEA period. In a letter to U Thant on 13
December he commented upon Jakarta’s campaign:
Early in November there were definite indications from Djakarta
about the intention to advance the date of the transfer of
administration from UNTEA to Indonesia. Since then we have
received a spate of statements and resolutions emanating from
various elements of the local leadership claiming to speak on
behalf of substantial sections of the urban population. It is unlikely
that this sudden spurt of political activity amongst the so-called
‘Papuan Intelligentsia’ has any roots in the territory; in all
probability it has been inspired, if not engineered, from interested
quarters....My own conclusion from a study of the situation is that
any proposal for transfer of authority to Indonesia early in January
1963 is completely impracticable.25
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Rolz-Bennett shared Abdoh’s conclusions. Shortly after completing his term
as temporary administrator for the territory, he cabled U Thant suggesting that the
Secretary-General address a diplomatically-worded private letter to Sukarno in
support of maintaining the 1 May 1963 date for transfer to Indonesia:
His attention could be drawn to the political, administrative and
practical advantages of keeping to the agreed timetable and to the
damage to Indonesia’s prestige which would be caused by forcing
a change in the agreement as such a move may give rise to doubts,
however unfounded, about Indonesia’s faithful compliance with
agreement as a whole. Doubts would also arise about spontaneous
nature of appeals by certain WNG leaders for earlier transfer, as it
is a well known fact that such leaders were recently on an extended
visit to Djakarta.26
As an incentive to Sukarno, Rolz-Bennett also suggested that U Thant assure
the President that UNTEA’s recruitment of Indonesian officials was proceeding well
and that the Administration was about to submit plans to Djakarta for an overall
phased recruitment of Indonesian officials which would ensure an almost automatic
changeover by 1 May.27 This suggestion was a further important concession to
Indonesia, since the Agreement simply said that Phase One of UNTEA would end on
1 May 1963, after which the second phase would begin. The Second Phase was to last
for an indeterminate period, during which the Administrator could transfer all, or
part, of the administration to Indonesia whenever he saw fit. Since the Agreement
also stated that the “freely expressed will of the population” had to be ascertained
before 1969, then theoretically at least, UNTEA could have remained until this had
taken place.28 To confirm to Indonesia five and a half months before the end of Phase
One that there would in practice be no Phase Two was another example of UNTEA’s
weakness.
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However, it was the deliberately vague and contradictory nature of the whole
New York settlement that facilitated these fundamental concessions to Jakarta.
Commenting on the transfer date, Markin reveals how it had already been settled four
months previously during the Dutch/Indonesian negotiations:
By shifting this responsibility [for the transfer date] to the United
Nations, Netherlands officials hoped to avoid public criticism for
having succumbed to Jakarta’s demand for accelerated transfer.
The Indonesians, in turn, were satisfied because they received an
oral assurance from the Dutch delegation that transfer would not
only commence, but also conclude, on May 1.29
The reference to a supposed Phase Two was therefore simply a small
concession to the Dutch. This makes it more understandable that only two brief
references to a Second Phase are made in the Agreement, and one of these seems to
make little sense. Article XIII declares that the United Nations Security Force
(UNSF) will be replaced by Indonesian Security forces after the First Phase, inferring
that UNSF will depart, leaving UNTEA’s security for Phase Two in the hands of
Indonesian controlled forces. In the next sentence, however, it states that UNSF will
withdraw upon transfer of administration to Indonesia. These two conflicting
statements can only make sense if the understanding was that the end of Phase One
and the transfer to Indonesia were to take place at the same time, which of course is
what happened.

UNTEA

Divisional

Commissioners’

Attitudes

Campaign
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Many senior UNTEA officials thought, initially at least, that they should be
allowed to function for the agreed seven months and then leave. It surprised and
rather disturbed them to find Jakarta so quick to challenge this. What was being
proposed was a clear breach of the Agreement and not just a further concession. This
may explain why, in the end, UNTEA was uncharacteristically firm on the matter.
Nonetheless, on 1 December, these senior officials were asked confidentially by D.
A. Sommerville, UNTEA’s Director of Internal Affairs, to assess the practicalities of
abandoning promises of a plebiscite and withdrawing earlier if this became
necessary. Due to poor communications, the report by Fak Fak Divisional
Commissioner Luckham was not received, but the others were.

G. Carter, Commissioner of the Central Highlands, replied that while most
tribal people were unconcerned whether the date of transfer was accelerated or
delayed, the prestige of UNTEA in the eyes of the local population generally would
still suffer if Indonesia took over before 1 May. On the subject of the plebiscite he
was firm that it should be maintained.30 Somerville himself and the Divisional
Commissioner of Hollandia, believed that an early withdrawal by UNTEA could be
achieved without any local dissatisfaction whereas any wavering on the issue of a
plebiscite would be seen as a gross breach of faith.31

Manokwari Commissioner A. Cameron, declared that UNTEA’s premature
departure would be seen locally as an indication that the Agreement was dead. In his
conversations with politically active urban Papuans, the main feeling was that UNTEA
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should not leave early. However, he qualified this by saying that a growing minority of
Papuans believed that UNTEA was a delaying factor and an obstacle to direct contact
between the locals and the Indonesians. He concluded:
Pressure for an early ending to UNTEA is going to increase and
intensify. From January onwards it is going to be increasingly
difficult to administer this territory without full co-operation of
Indonesia, by February it will be impossible. In the circumstances
we must get that co-operation by showing that, subject to
international agreement of the parties concerned, we are willing to
hand over administration as soon as Indonesia is ready to
administer. Present indications are that this will be towards the
latter half of February.32
J. Robertson, UNTEA’s Chief of Police, seemed more convinced than the
Divisional Commissioners by the pro-Indonesian campaign. In his report, he declared
that there was no doubt in his mind that if the Indonesians took over before 1 May,
the Papuans would welcome them, although not perhaps “with open arms.”33

The Divisional Commissioner for Merauke was an Australian called D.
Wilson who, according to his subordinate, the Dutch UNTEA official Frank Hubatka,
was capable, honest, open-minded and congenial, with a wonderful sense of
humour..34 He was also blunt in his response to Sommerville’s enquiries. On the
plebiscite, he predicted that once Indonesia was in charge it would be a simple matter
for them to coerce enough Papuans to declare a plebiscite unnecessary, or to have a
vote in which 99 per cent were in favour of remaining with Indonesia. He commented
that although the Papuans no longer trusted the Dutch or the Indonesians, they still
had a “pathetic trust” in UNTEA which they regarded as their “last hope.” Any
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change to the Agreement would, he suggested, make relations with the Papuans
difficult for UNTEA and he advised against it, although he added:
if the date is advanced or if the Agreement is changed doing away
with a plebiscite, I do not expect widespread disturbances because
we have sufficient forces to control the situation - a whiff of
grapeshot can easily control the situation if that is what UNTEA
wants.35
Finally, G. Rawlings, Commissioner for Biak, was equally blunt. He stated
that Indonesian efforts at fabricating evidence in favour of an early end to UNTEA
and the abandonment of the plebiscite, were well known. Genuine opinion in his area
was far better reflected by the Regional Biak-Numfoor Council which had been
elected by the votes of all adults in the area. “ There can be no serious honest doubt
that nationalist feelings and resentment against the Indonesians is quite general in that
area, and particularly strong amongst the Papuan Police of Biak.”36

Members of the Biak-Numfor Council had drafted a strongly worded
resolution on 2 December, refuting the statements of the New Guinea Council
members in Jakarta, which they claimed had been coerced. Furthermore, they
expressed concern at the suppression of Papuan freedom, even under UNTEA, and
declared that the UN was removing West New Guinea from Western colonialism
only to hand it over to “an Eastern Republic which is even more ruthless a colonial
power.”37 Instead, they called for a free plebiscite to take place in 1964 under UN
auspices. Copies of the resolution were then sent to U Thant, Abdoh and various
groups including the Brazzaville group of African nations at the UN.
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Rawlings’ sympathy was obviously with the Biak Regional Council and he
was dismissive of pro-Indonesian Papuans:
I have yet to meet any thinking, sober, generally responsible
Papuan who sees good in the coming link with Indonesia. The
supporters of Indonesia whom I have met or observed have seemed
to be hopeful, willing dupes without a seriously thought out idea in
their heads, and no case to state against the arguments of the
leaders of the Regional Council...The Indonesian Mission
members go so far as to suggest that the showing of a Papuan flag
is enough by itself to provoke the pro-Indonesians to physical
retaliation. I have even had the impression that the Indonesians
would welcome the excuse to oblige us to act firmly against those
who oppose them. There is considerable coming and going at the
Indonesian Mission of groups of cleanly-dressed Papuans
attending lectures, decoration parties or whatnot.38
Rawlings also reported that the Indonesians dismissed any evidence of
hostility towards themselves as the workings of Dutch UNTEA members. They
further suggested that Rawlings’ own presence was the only reason that any Papuan
resistance to Indonesia existed in his area. For his part, Rawlings predicted that the
Indonesians’ ruthlessness would result in growing Papuan hatred of them. He also
predicted that increasing Indonesian troop and police involvement in suppressing
anti-Indonesian demonstrators would result in a general collapse of the
administration as Papuan staff refused to work or co-operate:
Unwelcome as the anxiety and resistance of thinking Papuans
maybe it is of course hardly surprising if one is not under pressure
to close one’s eyes to what is in fact happening to this people at the
hands of the three parties to the Agreement.39
Like his colleagues in other Divisions, Rawlings advised against any
abandonment of the plebiscite promise. However, with regard to the UNTEA’s length
of mission, he believed that its own interests would be best served by leaving as soon
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as possible. To this end, despite his sympathy for Papuan nationalists, he made the
rather surprising and cynical comment that it was unfortunate that, so far, none of the
pro-Indonesians he had met had proposed an early end to UNTEA. Nonetheless, in
due course he was sure that they would blindly support any line put out by the
Indonesian Mission. In conclusion, Rawlings advice was that the Papuans would need
to be let down slowly, if they were not ‘to explode’:
That there will ultimately be quite serious resistance to the
Indonesians is, I think certain...therefore....from the point of view of
expediency it behoves the UNTEA to depart as soon as the
Indonesians are in fact thick enough on the ground to make
acceptable UNTEA administration impossible. At the present pace
that is likely to be well before May 1st.40
Early acceptance by most of the Divisional Commissioners that UNTEA
could withdraw before May was indicative of the mood of uncertainty within the
administration and the UN Secretariat over their capacity to resist Indonesian
attempts to undermine their mission. In late November, UNTEA Administrator
Abdoh had urged Narasimhan to inform U Thant of the need to end uncertainty in the
territory about UNTEA’s future. If they were to depart early, then he believed that
this should be announced as soon as possible. If there was to be no shortening of
UNTEA, then U Thant should use his authority to make this very clear to the
Indonesians and urge them to end their campaign.41 Two weeks later, he wrote to the
Secretary-General informing him that there had already been sporadic incidents
engineered by Indonesian troops to destabilise the smooth running of the
administration. He warned that if this continued, he would have to use UNSF to
confine the Indonesians to barracks, and that if they resisted, serious clashes would
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occur.42 Furthermore, he stated that UNTEA would continue to do its utmost to assert
its authority at all times, even though, by mid-February the bulk of UNTEA’s 600
staff would be Indonesian “who would owe their allegiance to Indonesia rather then
UNTEA.”43 Aware of possible Papuan unrest against UNTEA, he made it clear that if
the decision was made to alter the agreement, he wanted permission to inform the
Papuans that this was a Indonesian/Dutch decision without any involvement by the
UN. To conclude, he made an appeal to U Thant:
I am confident, Mr. Secretary-General, that you would wish to use
your own influence and the prestige of your high office to persuade
the Government of Indonesia, at the highest level, to offer its cooperation to UNTEA, fully and without any reservations, and
thereby enable the United Nations to fulfil its solemn obligations
under the terms of the present agreement.44
An insight into the methods used by Indonesia in its campaign are revealed in
a letter written by Van Diest, the head of the Police branch of the Indonesian UNTEA
Mission at Hollandia. A copy of this letter, sent to all the Indonesian Police
Commissioners throughout the territory, was obtained by Divisional Commissioner
Luckham, in Fak Fak. Dated 18 December, it was accompanied by copies of
statements made by Papuan police officers saying how much they respected
Indonesia, looked forward to the takeover, supported an early end to UNTEA and did
not wish to have a plebiscite. There were also copies of pro-Indonesian speeches and
other propaganda. The accompanying instructions in the letter for the Indonesian
Police Commissioners stated:
...copies should be distributed to all the members of the police
under your command with a supplement to explain the contents as
accurately as possible...these attached scripts should be
communicated to the public in order to be understood...After having
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explained in detail, the contents and the ideas of those statements to
the whole Police Corps and to the public, the next task is to do all
possible to convince the people and make them realise the
truthfulness of those ideas and to get them to act parallel to the
general policy of the Government of the Republic of Indonesia and
to come to a decision that the period of the transitional government
of UNTEA should be shortened and the plebiscite planned for 1969
should be considered unnecessary. To achieve this you should act
with discretion to the utmost of your powers.45
Luckham commented quite correctly that, as an UNTEA employee, Van Diest
had no right whatsoever to obey political instructions from Jakarta, although he
understood that it would be difficult for him to do otherwise. Luckham immediately
sent copies of this letter to Sommerville in Hollandia and to the Commanding Officer
of the Pakistani company in Fak Fak, but he claimed that they never responded to
him.46

The Papuan Nationalist March on 1 December
Indonesia’s deliberate policy to undermine UNTEA undoubtedly played a
major part in raising tensions in the territory. Papuan nationalists were as aware as
UNTEA of the extent of Jakarta’s campaign. For those who had seen the UN
presence as the last opportunity to exercise genuine self-determination, the apparent
weakening of UNTEA’s grip must have been a grave cause for concern. Jacob Prai, a
Papuan nationalist now living in exile in Sweden commented in 1997 that it soon
became clear UNTEA was just a formality which had “no meaning.” His response in
December 1962, was to establish an underground organisation called the Papuan
Youth Movement. This, he claimed, soon succeeded in co-ordinating two thirds of
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the high school and university student population of Hollandia (although he gives no
indication of the numbers involved).47

A focus for the rising tension between Papuan nationalists and the
Indonesians was a plan by the Papuan D.V.P. (Democratic Peoples’ Party) to
organise a peaceful march on 1 December, the first anniversary of the official
hoisting of the Papuan flag. The march was to support the Papuan flag and the
promise of self-determination. UNTEA Police Headquarters in Hollandia came to
know of the details through a source described as “influential in Papuan circles.”
UNTEA Police Chief Robertson explained to the informer that such a procession
would attract counter-demonstrations and claimed that it would almost certainly be
banned by UNTEA who would use the police to enforce this. The informer replied
that he would do his best to persuade the procession’s organisers to call it off.48

The opinion of D. Vickers, UNTEA’s Legal Adviser, was that the discretion
to grant or refuse permission for such processions was not covered by existing law in
the territory. His advice was to make it clear to the organisers that any “undesired
consequences” should be avoided by modifying their proposals in advance if
necessary. These “undesired consequences” were possible outbreaks of violence
caused by Indonesian-organised counter-demonstrations. Avoidance of this would
prevent UNTEA being compelled to ban the procession or intervene to maintain
order.
Although I do not suggest that UNTEA should curtail in any way
the political liberty or individual freedom of expression of the
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population, I believe that it would be in the interests of the latter
that the sponsors of such a procession should be made fully aware
in advance of UNTEA’s position and of the probable consequences
of their action.49
It seems therefore that Vickers was sufficiently concerned about the
possibility of Indonesian-inspired disruption that he felt it desirable to persuade the
procession organisers to “modify their proposals” which, in the case of a peaceful
procession could only really mean, calling it off. Consequently, despite his claim to
the contrary, Vickers was suggesting a curtailment of Papuan rights of expression,
which he apparently considered to less important than UNTEA’s aim of leaving the
territory without any awkward incidents of major public dissent. This aim was to be a
central feature of UNTEA’s overall policy in West New Guinea.

Vickers’ advice seems to have been followed. On 22 November, Robertson
met two senior Papuan policemen, Womsinor and Sarwon. He discussed the
consequences of the procession taking place, the threat of anti-nationalists provoking
trouble and holding bigger and better-organised processions. Womsinor responded
that he was doing all he could to get it cancelled, but that Indonesian military
harassment of Papuans was making his job impossible. He even warned that major
uprisings were possible if this harassment continued. However, with regard to 1
December, Womsinor still felt that the marchers might be persuaded not to bring
Papuan flags with them.50
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Four days later, Robertson’s ‘reliable Papuan source’ reported on the
conclusions of a meeting by nineteen Regional Council members. These men, who
were the procession’s unofficial organisers, decided that with or without a permit, a
peaceful procession with Papuan flags and “UNTEA must stay till May” placards,
would go ahead on 1 December. Robertson advised UNTEA that a permit should be
given if asked for.51 His informer also commented that the underlying reasons for the
discontent were the people’s anger at the pro-Indonesian declarations of the West
New Guinea Councillors in Jakarta, and the continuing interference by Indonesian
troops in their daily lives.52 A mere two days later, the informer’s information was
rather different. He now claimed that interest in the procession had dwindled and that
if it went ahead it “will not amount to much.”53

For its part, Indonesia took the threat of this nationalist Papuan procession
very seriously. Arnold Runteboy, its main organiser, flew to Jakarta on about the 17th
of November, following an invitation from the Indonesians. Unless their intelligence
was better than UNTEA’s, this invitation would have been made soon after news of
the planned procession reached them.54 They also shared access to Robertson’s
‘source’, who informed the police chief that Indonesian intelligence officers had also
been asking him to use his alleged influence to get the procession called off.55 A few
days later, Robertson reported that Indonesian intelligence were very active in the
Hollandia area, contacting Papuans who ‘mattered’ and building up friendly relations.
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Finally, when it seemed that pressure on the Papuans by both UNTEA and
Indonesia was not going to be sufficient to prevent the procession, Jakarta turned its
attention to U Thant. In a cable on 1 December, the UN representative in Jakarta
relayed a message on behalf of Subandrio to the Secretary-General. Subandrio stated
that he was aware of the proposed Papuan procession, which he claimed was
organised by certain “Dutch colonialist diehards.” He had also been informed that
although Abdoh had tried to persuade the organisers to call it off, he did not wish to
prohibit it. In the light of this information, he wished U Thant to know that both
Sukarno and Subandrio were greatly concerned about the consequences of such
demonstrations:
If these anti-Indonesian demonstrations are permitted by UNTEA,
pro-Indonesian West Irianese will also demonstrate, which may
lead to physical clashes. In event of such disturbances Indonesian
troops in territory will protect legitimate Indonesian interests. As of
tonight Indonesian troops will be alerted to such eventuality. In
these circumstances Republic of Indonesia may abandon its earlier
intention to resume diplomatic relations with Netherlands...such
demonstrations should be prohibited in the interests of all parties.56
It was a blatant and direct threat of violence from the Indonesian Foreign
Minister to the UN Secretary-General and it illustrated vividly the extent to which
Jakarta was prepared to go to prevent any expressions of Papuan dissent, even while
UNTEA was still in charge.

The New York Agreement was unambiguous on the issue of Papuan rights,
particularly during the UNTEA period:
The UNTEA and Indonesia will guarantee fully the rights,
including the rights of free speech, freedom of movement and of
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assembly, of the inhabitants of the area...After the transfer of full
administrative responsibility to Indonesia, Indonesian national laws
and regulations will in principle be applicable in the territory, it
being understood that they be consistent with the rights and
freedoms guaranteed to the inhabitants under the terms of the
present agreement.57
If the UN was to fulfil its responsibilities in this regard then it had little choice
but to allow the procession to take place. In fact, despite assuring the Papuan leaders
that a permit would be issued, at the last moment UNTEA refused to do so. At the
time, Somerville’s official explanation was that the “more responsible leaders” of the
procession had agreed to call it off after being persuaded that it would undoubtedly
have ended up as a major bloody riot, due to “other political elements in the
population also demonstrating.”58 An accurate outline of events was given by
Robertson to Abdoh in a confidential cable about the situation:
Long discussions took place between the Chief of Police and
Papuan leaders, and arrangements were in hand to issue a permit for
the procession which would have been adequately protected from
interference by other elements, but at the eleventh hour information
was received by the police that a counter-demonstration was being
planned and in view of this, no permit to either side was in fact
issued.59
Van der Veur later remarked that Robertson “understated the case” when he
described the agreement to abandon the procession by the “more responsible”
leaders: “These leaders were told in no uncertain terms that if they proceeded with
the demonstration the Pakistani contingent of the United Nations security force would
be used if necessary.”60
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In the event, no procession took place on 1 December, although Papuan flags
appeared on official buildings and leaflets supporting UNTEA and the right to a
plebiscite were widely distributed throughout Hollandia the night before. To
Robertson, it illustrated that the Papuans were unlikely to offer much resistance when
transfered to Indonesia and would obey all ‘lawful’ orders if properly explained;
“they are more than prepared to settle down with the Indos. in the hope and belief
that they will have the opportunity in 1969 to decide their own future.”61

There were some disturbances in the Hollandia area on 1 December between
pro- and anti-Indonesian Papuans, mainly centred around the activities of Martin
Indey, a well-known pro-Indonesian Papuan. At 9 a.m. some Papuans in a vehicle
stopped a group of Indey’s Papuan supporters, who were on foot. Indey’s group were
carrying Indonesian flags which were taken off them.62 Shortly afterwards, Indey and
a plain-clothed Indonesian colleague armed with a Sten gun stopped a vehicle near
Sentani. It is not clear whether this was the same vehicle involved in the previous
incident, but it was adorned with a Papuan flag, which Indey confiscated, and
contained three Papuan civilians who later reported the incident to the police. This
second incident was particularly awkward for UNTEA, which was in the process of
withdrawing firearms from Papuan security forces, presumably to prevent them from
attacking Indonesians. This now had to be justified in the knowledge that plainclothed Indonesians were intimidating civilians with automatic weapons.63 Later on
in the day, Indey threw a hand grenade ( fortunately with the pin still in) at a crowd of
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Papuans who had gathered outside his house to shout abuse at him.been. He also fired
a pistol shot in the air which dispersed the crowd.

Two days later, Robertson and an Indonesian Police Inspector visited Indey,
who claimed that Rikhye had given him the gun to defend himself. This was very
unlikely, but by this time the weapon had disappeared. Afterwards, Robertson
reported “ No immediate action was taken against Indey [straight away] as this might
have resulted in a serious clash, for it is known that Indo. troops frequent his house at
times.”64

The abandonment of the procession undermined the arguments of those who
warned of eventual resistance to Indonesian rule. It also did nothing to encourage
Robertson and the UNTEA leadership to stand up to the Indonesians.

Given that all senior UNTEA officials involved had opposed an outright
banning of the procession, it seems fairly certain that the last-minute decision not to
issue a permit was largely a reaction by the UN Secretariat in New York to
Subandrio’s direct threat. This was a key example of the Secretariat’s appeasement in
the face of Indonesian intimidation, and it must have given a clear message to the
UNTEA leadership that they could expect little support from U Thant in any dispute
with Indonesia. Under such circumstances, it was impossible for UNTEA to carry out
its responsibilities as laid down in the Agreement, particularly where they related to
Papuan rights.
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Further evidence of UNTEA’s attitude towards the political rights of the
Papuans preceded the 5 December session of the New Guinea Council. By this time,
most remaining members had publicly expressed support for Indonesia’s position on
the territory, but Van der Veur claims that Abdoh still required those wishing to
speak at the session to submit their speeches in advance to Vickers, the legal adviser:
Vickers noted that the speeches of [Council members] Tanggahma
and Poana contained a number of sections which, in his view, did
not seem pertinent in a closing session and might not be liked by
the Indonesians. Rather than have their speeches censored, both
councillors retracted their request to speak.65
If this allegation is correct, it was a clear breech of the Agreement’s article XXII
guaranteeing the population’s right to free speech.

Such appeasement of Jakarta was not confined to political matters. On 21
December, Donald Clump, manager of a construction company, alleged that he had
lost valuable business in the territory because of collusion between UNTEA and
Indonesia. Clump claimed that he had submitted a carefully-worded estimate to
UNTEA for the completion of the council chambers and the Hall of Justice left
unfinished by the Dutch. A UNTEA official promised him at least half the work and
he had travelled to Hollandia to finalise the arrangements. But, on his arrival, the
same official informed him that the Indonesians would now be given the whole
contract. Clamp claimed that Indonesia had vetoed UNTEA’s earlier promise to him.
Furthermore, he had managed to get hold of the Indonesian estimate and found it to
be a virtual carbon copy of his own except that the cost was slightly less.66
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Increasing Tension and Outbreaks of Violence
It is important to remember that the tensions created by Indonesian
interference and Papuan anxiety developed in a pre-existing atmosphere of mutual
hostility between many of the Papuans and the Indonesians. In the first weeks of
UNTEA, Papuan protests had often been symbolic. Papuan flags were flown
throughout the territory and on, at least one occasion, Indonesian officials arriving
from Jakarta refused to ride on the UNTEA vehicles provided, because they had been
decorated with Papuan flags. In reaction, Jakarta demanded that UNTEA take firm
action to prevent such “dangerous escalations.”67 Although the Dutch had certainly
encouraged these nationalist feelings and the anti-Indonesian sentiment, the
Indonesian troops had done nothing to undermine this Papuan prejudice once they
arrived in the territory. As the last Dutch troops departed on 22 November 1962,
Indonesian confidence in their own growing power became more apparent as clashes
between themselves and Papuans increased.

In early November, tension grew between the Papuan police and Indonesian
troops over the question of guarding Sentani Airstrip near Hollandia. This was
officially a police responsibility, but Indonesian soldiers had apparently decided to
usurp them. Despite assurances from the C.O. Indonesian contingent (UNSF),
Colonel Soedarto, that the police would be allowed to carry out their duty, a Papuan
Police Inspector, along with six of his men and an Indonesian Police Inspector,
arrived at the airstrip on 20 November to find it surrounded by armed Indonesian
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soldiers. The police were then held at gun- point by the troops and prevented from
entering the area. They also witnessed the troops stopping two Papuan boys with
Papuan flags on their bikes. The flags were removed and ripped up despite
complaints from the Papuan Inspector. Following protests by UNTEA, Colonel
Soedarto again promised to deal with his troops and apologised for the incident.68

This incident may have been prompted by the previous day’s action’s by New
Guinea Council member Hendrik Joku.69 Joku had gone to the airstrip on the same
day that Subandrio’s wife had flown out, and distributed Papuan nationalist leaflets to
all incoming passengers, regardless of nationality. The leaflets called for Papuan
freedom no later then 1970.70

On 15 November, in what appeared to be a show of authority, Indonesian
troops based near Sorong took over the public highway in front of their camp and
commenced morning physical exercises. Passing vehicles were ordered to slow down,
including a Papuan Police jeep which stopped on being confronted by the troops. But
an accompanying police motor cyclist missed the signal and continued, whereupon he
was kicked and attacked with a belt by the Indonesians before escaping. The troops
then attacked the two policemen in the jeep. On hearing of the incident, an armed
Papuan police detachment (the UN report does not give its strength), accompanied by
300 Papuan civilians, prepared to attack the Indonesian camp. This was only
prevented by a police inspector who managed to order the police back to barracks and
disperse the civilians.71
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Further violent clashes occured between Indonesian troops and Papuans in
late November but more serious incidents took place in the final weeks of 1962. On
10 December, Indonesian troops at Merauke airstrip opened fire on a group of
Papuan demonstrators, injuring two. Two days later, following an argument between
a Papuan policeman and an Indonesian soldier, Indonesian troops attacked a police
station in Sorong killing one policeman and injuring three. They also injured two
Dutch civilians in a separate attack. Some of the troops involved were irregulars from
a battalion known as ‘Pattimura’, described by an Indonesian Army Officer present as
being out of his control.72

In response, UNTEA protested to the Indonesian military, arguing that the
irregular troops should rapidly be replaced by regulars. Indonesia’s C-in-C General
Ahmed Yani apologised and agreed to the request.73 Abdoh also protested to the
Indonesian Mission in the territory and asked them to use their influence to restrain
the Indonesian troops. With regard to the Mission’s own activities, he informed
Narasimhan:
The Indonesian Mission have been opening their sub-offices in the
Territory and in order to have a closer watch on the movements and
activities of the personnel of these offices, I have formally requested
the Mission to give us advance information of the itinerary of
travels of these officials, ostensibly to give protection and
facilities to them, but in fact to have a regular and timely watch on
their activities which, I have reason to believe, are somewhat
responsible for stirring up feelings among the population.74
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By using the Pattimura Battalion as a scapegoat, both sides were able to divert
attention away from the uncomfortable fact that regular Indonesian troops had been
involved in even more violent incidents with Papuans than the irregulars. The
incident at Merauke, which involved paratroops, had actually been witnessed by
Divisional Commissioner Wilson. In a letter to Somerville, he stated that UNTEA
should be liable to pay compensation to the injured. Describing the incident at
Merauke airstrip he stated:
During this [Papuan] demonstration there was an unlawful attack
by Indonesian paratroops on the Papuans who had gathered
together under a nearby tree by the Resident. The action by the
paratroops was completely unauthorised by the Resident and
therefore conflicted with the Agreement whereby the police are
responsible for all law and order and that Pakistan troops and
Indonesian troops may only be called upon by the proper authority.
During the attack by the paratroops I personally witnessed from a
distance of approximately 30 yards an Indonesian soldier pointing
his gun at a Papuan by the name of Lucas Mahuze who was about
5 yards distant from him. The Papuan was unarmed and had his
hands up and his back half turned towards the soldier. I saw the
soldier, for no apparent reason, fire at the feet of the Papuan
wounding him in the ankle. There was absolutely no justification
for the soldier to fire at this man.75
He added, that in normal circumstances, an incident of this nature would result in an
official enquiry to determine responsibility. However, in this case “for reasons which
are known to you,” no formal enquiry was conducted by UNTEA.76 This armed
assault on civilians in full view of a UNTEA Divisional Commissioner, clearly
demonstrated the Indonesian regular army’s attitude, but also its attitude, not only to
those who opposed Indonesian rule, but also to UNTEA’s authority in the territory.
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The incident at Sorong had begun because a Papuan Policeman had visited the
quay-side to investigate a Dutch ferry captain’s complaint that Indonesian troops
“had cut his motor.” The Indonesians’ reaction to being questioned was to beat the
policeman up. The police then detained one soldier and this had precipitated the
attack on the police station by the Indonesians. Later in the day, Indonesian troops
opened fire at the quay-side on a car carrying the ferry captain and three Dutch
colleagues. The Dutch got out and sheltered in a ditch while the troops continued
firing at them, despite repeated orders to stop by an Indonesian paratroop lieutenant.77

A week before the assaults, Chief of Police Robertson had observed that the
Papuans in Merauke disliked the Indonesian soldiers and provoked them on the
slightest pretext.78 This argument that the problem lay more with the Papuans was
also expressed by the Indonesians. Colonel Soedarto’s response to the Indonesian
attacks was to observe that the Papuan police and military (the Papuan Volunteer
Corps) had an “ideology and doctrine” totally different from the Indonesian army’s.
To solve this problem, he suggested that the entire Papuan Police force and the PVK
be sent to Indonesia “to pursue education commensurate with their ranks and
functions,” presumably leaving more security responsibilities in the hands of the
paratroops and the Pattimura Battalion:
I assure you that when coming back to this territory, the said forces
will have fully understood the actual functions of the police and
armed forces in general. This proposal is submitted with the sole
purpose to help the UNTEA in smoothing its administration.79
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Soedarto was less inclined to repatriate any of the Indonesian soldiers
involved in violence. He felt that this would not solve any problems as long as the
Dutch-created forces had “not been indoctrinated in accordance with the spirit of the
Agreement.”80 What he meant by the ‘spirit of the Agreement’ is not clear, but it
could have had little in common with the actual text of the Agreement signed by
Indonesia four months previously. The ‘problem’ of the Papuan police and the PVK
was an issue that had been brought up by the Indonesians before. In late October
1962, General Nasution in Jakarta had expressed anxiety to Brigadier Said, head of
Pakistan’s UNSF contingent, about the ‘loyalty’ of the Papuan police and suggested
taking some to Indonesia to visit Indonesian police units.81 Said felt that this was a
reasonable request, and also agreed with Nasution’s idea of putting security personnel
at the ports and airports to “prevent any undesirable elements amongst civilian
officials and visitors establishing themselves in the territory.”82 Whether Nasution
meant Indonesian personnel is not clear, but Said’s sympathy for the idea seems
unfortunate in the light of the Indonesian violence that took place at the airfield two
months later.

Summary
The year 1962 ended with West New Guinea increasingly under Indonesian
control, despite the presence of UNTEA. From the start, Indonesians both inside and
outside the territory had worked to undermine UNTEA’s authority, while at the same
time building up their own position of power. It was made clear that any Papuan
resistance to Jakarta would not be tolerated and could expect a violent Indonesian
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response. What Papuan leadership there was had been targeted by Indonesia so that
most members of the New Guinea Council, once a symbol of West Papuan
nationalism, became simply mouth-pieces for the official Jakarta position. This is not
to say that Papuan nationalist opinion had been silenced, but rather the nationalists
were not adequately organised, and that without UNTEA’s protection, they found it
more and more difficult to confront the Indonesians’ increasingly aggressive and
confident campaign.

Abdoh and the UNTEA administration also quickly realised that Indonesia
would not be content to allow their symbolic presence in the territory to run its
course. The first three months of their administration had been taken up with
Sukarno’s campaign to remove them from power. They had operated in an
atmosphere of constant pressure from Jakarta for further concessions, with little
support from the UN in New York. It had become clear that the most they could
achieve would be to finish their mission in West New Guinea without an obvious
breakdown in their authority. Despite the efforts of sections of the security forces on
the ground, protection of Papuan rights was not a priority.

Time had moved on. In the month that UNTEA began, the international
community was gripped by the Cuba missile crisis and the possibility of nuclear
annihilation. Put in this context, it is easy to understand why the UN, and the World
in general, was untroubled by events in New Guinea and the undermining of an
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agreement that was, in reality, only a face-saving device for a minor European power,
and never meant to be a guarantor of genuine Papuan self-determination.
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CHAPTER FOUR
UNTEA 1963

The New Year and the Issue of Flags
UNTEA’s main cause for concern during the New Year period remained the
growing tension between Papuan nationalists, including those in the police and PVK,
and the Indonesian military, along with their pro-Indonesian Papuan allies. Much of
this tension centred around the issue of flags, in particular the official raising of the
Indonesian flag alongside the UN’s on 1 January. This symbolic act, which coincided
with the final lowering of the Dutch flag, was a concession to Jakarta by U Thant and
allowed Sukarno to fulfil his pledge that the Indonesian flag would fly over West Irian
before the “cock crowed” on New Year’s day 1963.1

Jakarta was determined to mark the New Year with an orchestrated campaign
of Indonesian flag-raising throughout the territory, despite initial opposition from
UNTEA. The campaign in Fak Fak was described by Divisional Commissioner Harold
Luckham following the arrival of the Indonesian liaison officer and his assistant at the
end of 1962:
My instructions had been and were to discourage the erection of flag
poles and the flying of flags other than those at a limited number of
official buildings...The liaison officer knew of this, but continued to
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organise flag raising, although I reminded him forcefully of his duty
to help me. However, the Administrator [Abdoh] gave way about
the matter in the end just in time for me to be able to authorise the
flag flying by official instructions.
It was […] clear from this campaign that the Indonesian liaison
officer had instructions to work against the UNTEA, establishing to
some extent an alternative administration and using force to compel
obedience: the people who did not fly flags were threatened and
Indonesian soldiers were sent round to talk to them. 2

UNTEA’s inability to prevent Indonesian flag raisings, despite their concern at Papuan
nationalist reaction, illustrates Abdoh’s lack of authority over Indonesian UNTEA
officials. In the event, there were various clashes over the New Year period but they
were not as serious as some in UNTEA had expected.3

Nonetheless, some pro-Indonesian Papuan marches took place without prior
permission from UNTEA. There were also were several incidents of Indonesian flags
being ripped down and of Papuans stoning the Indonesian military. The Indonesian
army’s response was to step in and illegally arrest 53 Papuans who were released soon
afterwards following police intervention. Most of those arrested were students from
the Agricultural College in Hollandia, two of whom had been involved in stoning
vehicles bearing Indonesian flags. Others were arrested for leading anti-Indonesian
demonstrations and flying the Papuan flag. In the village of Sere, 14 houses were
allegedly attacked, resulting in the destruction of some Indonesian flags and a portrait
of Sukarno. These flags and portraits of Sukarno had been handed out by the
Indonesians in time for the New Year, although in some cases their tactic backfired.
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In one case, the Indonesians gave Hendrik Joku 125 flags to distribute. He was
a curious choice, particularly as he had already openly distributed Papuan nationalist
leaflets at Sentani airport the previous November. On 3 January, however, Joku was
placed under illegal arrest by the Indonesian military, following his arrival at their
camp at Ifar to enquire about the students in their custody. Under “Reason for Arrest”,
the Indonesians had written:
Although he expressed his willingness to pacify the people yet in the
background he instigates and plays the people off against each other.
He is responsible for 125 Indonesian flags which he received not all
of which were issued and many of them have been torn into pieces.4

Over the next few days, further incidents of vandalism to Indonesian flags
occurred and all Divisional Police Commandants were instructed to take vigorous
measures against “Flag offenders.”5 Robertson discussed recent events with Hartono,
his Indonesian Deputy. His report of the discussion sheds some light on the thinking
behind Indonesian actions at the time.
the Indonesian attitude towards these events is that the Indonesian
troops regard themselves as a conquering army, and having fought
for possession of this Territory they do not intend to stand by idly
and watch Papuans insult their National Flag. The troops feel very
strongly on this point, and are very emotional, which results in the
immediate beating of offenders…They also feel that the police are
being inactive concerning insults to the Indonesian flag.6

While the clashes and illegal arrests further entrenched hostile Papuan opinion
towards the Indonesian military, the prestige of the Police went up in the public’s eyes.
They had been active in securing the release of those illegally detained and were
generally seen to be a force constraining the Indonesian military from taking the law
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into their own hands.7 Unfortunately, this popularity would count against them as
complete Indonesian control of the territory drew nearer.

The issue of flags was taken up by those Papuan ‘leaders’ who had declared
support for Indonesia during their visit to the Republic in October 1962. Although
previously an advocate of Papuan independence and the Papuan flag, Herman Wajoi,
leader of the moderate nationalist Papuan party, Parna, returned from Jakarta a firm
supporter of the unitarist Indonesian state.8

These Papuans also now rejected use of the Papuan flag, denouncing it as a
propaganda ‘timebomb’ left behind by the Dutch. 9 While Jakarta was encouraging its
visitors to denounce the Papuan flag, there is some evidence that they also considered
a more conciliatory approach for dealing with this issue. In late November 1962,
Police Chief Robertson received a report that Bonay, one of the Papuan visitors to
Indonesia, had been told by Indonesian Foreign Minister Subandrio, that Jakarta
would allow the Papuans to keep their flag as a provincial flag. Robertson felt that this
would do more than anything else to ease tension and suggested that if the report was
true, an immediate official announcement on the offer was advisable.10

However, no further mention of this alleged offer appears in UNTEA’s
records. On the contrary Vickers, UNTEA’s legal adviser, noted on 17 November
1962 that the Indonesian representatives in the territory were calling for UNTEA to
prohibit the sale or hoisting of the Papuan flag under any circumstances. He
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commented that UNTEA would need to pass new legislation to do this, or justify it on
the grounds of averting serious disorder - actions that would certainly not be within
the spirit of the Agreement. He did, however, state that steps should be taken to
ensure that the Papuan flag was not shown or displayed by anyone or at any place
officially associated with UNTEA.11

As the New Year period ended, there were continuing minor incidents of
disorder in the territory. In Biak, two separate incidents were reported of Indonesian
flags being torn down, one by a Papuan and another by a Dutch employee of the
Postal Service.12 In another, more bizarre incident, a Papuan government cook
wearing a Papuan flag entered the Government’s hotel in Hollandia while a number of
UNTEA officials were eating their midday meal. He walked up to their table and stuck
a knife in it, then began shouting that the Indonesians were all poor and should go
home. He was immediately arrested by de Hass, a Police Inspector, who was present.13

A UNTEA report on the incident stated that the cook would be charged under
Article 154 of the existing Dutch law for the territory. This law was quoted in the
report as stating that it was an offence to give public expression to feelings of enmity,
hate or disdain against the Government of the Netherlands or Indonesia, and carried a
maximum penalty of seven years imprisonment.14 All UNTEA Police Commanders
were instructed to take “vigorous action” against individuals committing offences
under Articles 154 and Articles 156 and 207, all of which made it a serious offence
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during the UNTEA period to publicly speak out against Indonesia or Indonesians in
general.15

UNTEA did have the authority under Article XI of the Agreement to introduce
new laws or adapt existing ones, “To the extent that they are consistent with the letter
and spirit of the present Agreement.”16 However, it is hard to see how UNTEA’s
adaptation of Articles 154, 156 and 207 from the existing Dutch legal code was in any
way consistent with the letter and spirit of the Agreement’s commitment to free speech
in the territory as laid down in its Article XXII.17 Nor was it consistent with U Thant’s
advice to Abdoh, following his acceptance of the post of UNTEA Administrator, in
which he wrote that “Article XXII of the Agreement contains the guarantee of human
rights to which I have already referred. As this is a United Nations operation, it will of
course be of particular concern to you to see that these rights are scrupulously
observed.”18

Pro-Indonesian Demonstrations
In the middle of January, there was a more serious challenge to UNTEA’s
authority when a series of co-ordinated pro-Indonesian demonstrations took place,
accompanied by robust retaliation from the Indonesian military to counter any antiIndonesian activity. UNTEA does not appear to have had any forewarning about these
marches, which suggests that the authorities were less successful in recruiting
informers from the pro-Indonesian side then they had been from amongst the Papuan
nationalists.
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One of the first of these demonstrations occured in Hollandia on 14 January,
led by the now pro-Indonesian Wajoi. On the morning of the march, he had arrived at
the Hollandia Police Commander’s office to inform him that the procession was about
to begin and to ask for a permit. He was informed that a permit would be given as the
march seemed about to depart, but was told that this request should have been made
earlier. The procession of about 1000 mainly unemployed men from the surrounding
area then headed to the Administrator’s residence where a pro-Indonesian petition was
delivered. The marchers then dispersed peacefully.19 On the same day as the Hollandia
march, other pro-Indonesian demonstrations took place in different parts of the
territory including one of about 800 civilians in Manokwari and a 200-strong march in
Biak.

Elsewhere in Hollandia, there were several violent incidents involving
Indonesian paratroops after one of them was spat at by a man from Biak. In
retaliation, a group of paratroops went into Hollandia and beat up any Biak civilians
that they came across, including a policeman. One civilian was also abducted before
being released following the intervention of the Divisional Police Commander. The
Police Commander then had to confine his men to barracks in order to prevent them
retaliating against the Paratroops.20

The following day, another pro-Indonesian demonstration took place, this time
in Merauke. Again, there was little or no warning and no permit had been asked for
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beforehand. Commissioner Wilson’s first learned of the planned march at 7.15 a.m. on
the day. This information came from concerned villagers who had sent their children
home from school as a precaution. On arrival at Merauke police station, Wilson faced
a 200-strong crowd shouting and waving Indonesian flags and banners. The crowd,
led by Martin Indey, was asked to withdraw to a nearby football pitch where Wilson
intended to address them. However, Indey’s supporters did not withdraw but instead
halted in front of the Commissioner where they continued to shout and wave their
banners.

At this point, one policeman, described in the UNTEA reports as ‘mentally
retarded,’ opened fire over the heads of the demonstrators causing panic. Seven of his
colleagues also then began firing into the air and continued to do so for about five
minutes, despite being ordered by Wilson to stop. Wilson called for Pakistani troops to
restrain the crowd and the eight policemen. While these events were taking place, a
second group of pro-Indonesian civilians began advancing on the Police Station from a
different direction but were halted by Indonesian police officers. Both groups of
demonstrators were finally diverted to the football pitch where they were addressed by
Wilson who received a petition from them. 21 Robertson’s report into the incident
praised Wilson for preventing any bloodshed and established that no order to fire had
been given to the police. However, both Wilson and himself accepted that the Police
understandably felt very threatened by the two noisy demonstrations, and this had
contributed to the panicked reaction of seven of them, following the initial firing by the
first policeman.22
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The Indonesians reacted swiftly to the events in Merauke. On 17 January,
Colonel Soedarto, Commander of Indonesian military forces in the territory, sent a
strong protest to Wilson:
I deeply regret and am shocked to receive reports from my
contingent in Merauke that you have allowed the use of force to
break the democratic demonstration conducted by the local people...
the use of arms to break the demonstration, as practised by your
territorial authority, is evidently against the very principles of human
rights. I, therefore, as the Commander of the Indonesian contingent
in West Irian, cannot tolerate such an inhuman action and will in no
way be responsible for any eventual consequences. 23

Abdoh protested to the Indonesian Mission in the Territory about Colonel
Soedarto’s threats and warned that he would urge U Thant to take the matter up with
the government in Jakarta. He also reminded the Indonesians that their military
contingent remained under his authority. Soedarto then agreed to withdraw his threat
and Abdoh declared the matter closed.24

The incident at Merauke provoked a strong response from Antara, the official
Indonesian news agency. Wilson was condemned as an apologist for “irresponsible”
Papuan police action. The report then went on to criticise the general attitude of
several other senior UNTEA officials from British Commonwealth countries, including
Robertson and Rawlings but, interestingly, not Luckham. They were described as
being most unsympathetic towards Indonesia, which was certainly true, and accused of
trying to “obstruct the progress made by Indonesia in the territory.” Finally Abdoh
himself was criticised for being “indecisive.”25
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On 22 January, Abdoh reported to Narasimhan that he believed it was
Indonesian policy to crush all opposition, and added that he was in no doubt that they
were behind the organised demonstrations and attacks on Papuan civilians by proIndonesian Papuans.26 It is also clear also that the UN Secretariat shared this view. In
a report in late January Plimsoll, of the Australian mission to the UN, informed
Canberra of a conversation between himself, Narasimhan and U Thant:
Narasimhan said that the UN had had to keep constantly in mind the
fact that it needed Indonesian co-operation if it was to get through
the UNTEA period without serious incident. He said the UN did not
want big disturbances if it could avoid it, and it was quite clear from
the information they had that in West New Guinea the Indonesians
could turn demonstrations on and off like a tap. U Thant said that he
had no doubt at all that demonstrations or representations by
Papuans were Indonesian inspired and were not spontaneous.27

Further details of these Indonesian tactics are revealed in Luckham’s
subsequent report to the Foreign Office. Describing the actions of his Indonesian
Police Commissioner in Fak Fak, he wrote:
The Commissioner of Police received instructions to organise antiUNTEA and anti-plebiscite activities in early January. He went on a
visit to Kokonao, the HQ of the Mimika district, together with the
Indonesian who had been appointed as my deputy, and my
Indonesian Public Works Engineer in middle January, and as soon as
they got there, there was an anti-UNTEA demonstration. I expected
this to happen in view of the instructions and it was a good place to
start as they were 300 miles away and well out of my reach. They
were joined on the latter part of their journey by air by another
Indonesian official carrying a large bag, which must have contained a
collection of anti-UNTEA and plebiscite banners, as those in the
procession were written in Indonesian language with many words
quite unfamiliar to the Papuans....Most of the local people would
know nothing about the outer World: those who did for the most
part were anti-Indonesian. We also intercepted a message by radio
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instructing one of my officers to organise demonstrations. On a
previous occasion I had discovered a radio message to one of the
Assistant District Officers from the commander of the Indonesian
troops [Soedarto] telling him to report on the movements of Dutch
people in the area.28

Luckham’s antipathy towards the Indonesians was to bring him into conflict
with Abdoh following another incident in his area on 13 January. The violence on this
occasion seemed to have occurred because a Papuan policeman removed an
Indonesian flag in Kaimana which had been raised by a local civilian. Unarmed
skirmishes broke out between pro and anti-Indonesian Papuans, but when night fell the
Indonesian Military commander in the area threatened to escalate the conflict by
bringing 60 troops into the town. Luckham reported to Abdoh that the Indonesian
Ccommander had contemplated direct armed action against the Police but had been
prevented by a Pakistani UNSF patrol. 29 Robertson’s police report of the incident
comments that “The Indonesian army is in town, and the police in their barracks fear
for their lives.”30 In Luckham’s opinion, the presence of the Indonesian troops in
Kaimana was a threat to the peace and he asked Major Oentong, the local Indonesian
Military commander, to withdraw them. Oentong refused, and Luckham reported to
Abdoh that peace could not be guaranteed until Oentong and his unit departed. In the
same report Luckham stated:
[Oentong] is quite unreliable and still set on trouble...Flag raising
Sunday intended provocation [by] pro-Indonesians but incident
settled without fuss until Para. Command intervened about 8 hours
later. Continued interference by Paratroopers makes administration
impossible.31
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Reporting on the incident later, Luckham described how a demonstration was
“ordered for my benefit” as soon as he arrived in the town:
They already had the nucleus of a procession, because the people
living round the mosque at Kaimana were muslims, pro-Indonesian
and anti-Dutch; but, as there were not enough for a reasonable sized
procession, the organisers pushed anybody they could find into it
and beat up those who refused. It was not however, a very
enthusiastic procession, and stopped and dispersed when met by a
Pakistani Officer, before they reached the police barracks where
there might have been trouble. Armed Indonesian soldiers had been
urging them on from behind up to this point. The procession carried
no banners and most of them did not know what it was about.32

Abdoh’s reaction to Luckham’s telegram suggests that he had little time for the
commissioner’s frustration with the Indonesians. His overriding priority was to
prevent a breakdown of the territory’s administration while UNTEA was still
responsible and, as Narasimhan had commented in New York, this required Indonesian
co-operation. Consequently, Abdoh refused to support Luckham’s call for the troops
to leave Kaimana. Instead he appointed two Indonesian officers to command the local
police unit and instructed the Indonesian Divisional commander to remain in Kaimana
“in the hope that Indonesian troops will be more friendly to police commanded by
brother Indonesian police officers.”33 It was then made clear to Luckham that his
priority was to prevent anti-Indonesian activity rather than allow himself to be
distracted by Indonesian provocation and violence. With regard to the removal of the
Indonesian flag by the Papuan policeman, Abdoh enquired:
Why was he not aware of policy, namely that any private person can
fly any flag he likes, especially the Indonesian flag, on his private
property without let or hindrance? Please ensure police unit
thoroughly lectured on policy concerning flags and importance of
not insulting in any way to Indonesia. Ensure also civil
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administration personnel thoroughly briefed on policy re: flags and
importance of not giving insult in any way or form to
Indonesia...Must emphasise your duty as resident is to maintain law
and order despite presence of Indonesian troops. Please confirm you
feel competent to ensure this. 34

Luckham resented Abdoh’s decisions with regard to the incident at Kaimana.
He supported his Papuan district officer in the town who he felt was doing his best to
be loyal to UNTEA in very difficult circumstances. He described in his letter to the
Foreign Office how Indonesian officials and army officers bullied the district officer
and often walked into his office to read whatever correspondence was on his desk.
Luckham’s dissatisfaction with Abdoh’s position finally resulted in him ignoring
instructions from Hollandia:
During the affair at Kaimana the Indonesian commander was in
communication with the [Indonesian] Mission in Hollandia and I was
getting instructions to dismiss the police concerned in the incident
and the district officer, although the police concerned were only
responsible in so far as they had done their duty in the wrong way
and the district officer was not in the very least to blame and had
tried to get things settled. It was clear that my HQ were accepting
what the Indonesians said and were not waiting for me to complete
my enquiries. I protested strongly and did not take the disciplinary
action suggested as it was quite wrong and might well have
provoked the further trouble which I was trying to avoid. I could not
complete the clearing up at Kaimana as a demonstration was
threatened in Fak Fak; and so I had to return. 35

The serious dispute between Abdoh and one of his senior officials over UNTEA policy
in dealing with the Indonesian military further illustrates the difficulties faced by
Abdoh as he attempted to maintain an appearance of UN control in West New Guinea
during the last months of UNTEA.
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Attacks on Papuan Nationalists and Pressure on the Papuan Police
During mid to late January, the Indonesians and their Papuan supporters also
carried out a number of attacks on Papuans considered to be hostile. On 17 January,
several pro-Indonesian Papuans entered the Government’s School of Administration in
Hollandia and began searching for Papuan flags. They found none but a Papuan
student was beaten up.36 On the same day, Indonesian Paratroops attacked several
Papuan nurses at Hollandia hospital. The paratroops had apparently been told by
Indonesian nurses at the same hospital that their Papuan colleagues were inciting other
Papuans to cross over into PNG. It is not clear whether the Papuans knew that their
Indonesian colleagues were responsible for the attack, but it illustrates how even
Indonesians who were not involved in the military, or UNTEA mission, were still
sometimes active participants in Jakarta’s campaign in the territory.37

A more serious incident involving pro-Indonesian Papuans took place in
January following the return home from PNG of 44 Papuan students who were then
based at Hollandia’s Administration College and Teacher College, and Kota Baru
Junior High School. Their return was necessitated by Australia’s refusal to allow them
to remain This refusal was based upon a 1962 Australian decision to grant residence
only to refugees whose motivation for flight derived from political activities
undertaken before the Dutch withdrawal. The reasoning behind this was that:
To allow permanent entry...to those motivated by general discontent
with the Indonesian Administration could lead to mass migration
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which PNG couldn’t handle, could create ill will with the
Indonesians and a breakdown of respect for the border.38

The students arrived back in Hollandia on 21 January aboard an Australian
launch. UNTEA organised a short ceremony welcoming them back and assurances
were made for their safety. However, that evening the students from the
Administration College and the Teacher’s College were attacked in their dormitories
by around 30 pro-Indonesian Papuans, some armed with large knives. Papuan students
at a nearby junior high school were also attacked and two needed hospital treatment
before the police and some Indonesian teachers intervened.39

Jakarta supported its campaign of intimidation by increasing its troop presence
in the territory, despite opposition from UNTEA, which supposedly had the authority
to determine their numbers. On 22 January, Abdoh and UNSF Commander Said
cabled Narasimhan:
Indonesians have been trying to increase strength of troops in the
territory surreptitiously with excuses that they need sufficient supply
and logistics support for troops. This being reasonable, we gave
ceiling figure 1500 but they tend to exceed permitted
numbers….Present strength of troops as given on 12 January, 1101
and according to Soedarto by end of month will be 1150 combat
troops, 173 staff, 270 naval logistic group and technicians and 40
airforce logistics group and technicians…We are trying to persuade
them to keep down influx of troops but have no means of verifying
or stopping.40

Abdoh and Said concluded that the increase was partly to prepare the ground
for a large Indonesian military influx following 1 May, but also in the short term to
ensure that they outnumbered the police. Understandably, the Indonesians considered
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the police to be hostile to them, despite Abdoh and Said’s efforts to convince them
otherwise. On this issue, the Indonesians made their position very clear to Said. He
was warned that if there was further police harassment of pro-Indonesian groups, they
would take the law in to their own hands and bring in even more troops if necessary.41
It is clear from Abdoh’s firm stand with Luckham over the incidents at Kaimana that
these threats had the desired effect.

Despite supporting Abdoh’s attempts to reassure Indonesia about the police,
Said’s opinion of them had evidently not altered since he and Rolz-Bennett dismissed
them at the start of UNTEA as helpless and ineffective.42 In the 22 January cable to
Narasimhan, Abdoh wrote:
Said feels that every incident resulting in use of firearms has been
triggered off by Papuan police. He feels convinced that Indonesian
apprehensions were largely justified....Said questions discipline and
dependability of Papuan police and feels that disorders if any would
most probably be started by police.43

The UNSF Commander’s assessment of the police contrasted starkly with his
attitude towards the Indonesian troops. From a report on them that he sent to Abdoh,
it appears that his main concern was to explain, or even justify their habitual disregard
of UNTEA’s authority, and play down the severity of the problem. Commenting
accurately upon the problem of Indonesian involvement in UNSF he wrote:
The loyalty of Indonesian troops in the territory will naturally be
more towards their high command at Jakarta though, superficially,
they may be carrying out the orders of the Administrator or the
Commander, UNSF. In cases where the policy of UNTEA is in
conflict with that of Jakarta they will naturally look towards their
own high command.44
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Said then went on to explain how the political nature of the Indonesian army meant
that they were bound to get involved in pro- and anti-Indonesian disputes among the
Papuans. “the Indonesian troops feel it to be their moral duty to protect the life and
property of their friends.”45

Having played down the seriousness of both Indonesian disobedience of
UNSF, and their active involvement in intimidation and inciting disorder, Said
concluded:
I feel the Indonesian troops in the territory have conducted
themselves creditably...They have not openly defied the authority of
the UNSF or the Administrator. It is hoped that payment of
allowances and issue of a directive will bring about a slight change in
their behaviour, but it should not be expected that they will
completely change themselves into an impartial United Nations
Force.46

While the vast majority of Pakistan’s UNSF troops tried to remain neutral, it
is obvious from the record that their commander was more sympathetic to the
Indonesian position than his UN role should have allowed. By necessity, Abdoh was
intolerant of anti-Indonesian bias from Luckham or any of his subordinates, but it
should have been a matter of concern to him that his senior military official considered
police ill-discipline as more of a threat to stability than the intimidatory, and systematic
undermining by Indonesia of UNTEA’s authority. Nonetheless, UNTEA’s priority of
preserving stability meant appeasing Indonesia at the expense of the Papuans. Any
concerns about freedom of expression and self-determination were quickly set aside by
UNTEA when it became clear that Jakarta had no interest in maintaining the rather
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transparent illusion, created by the Agreement, that such rights were guaranteed to the
Papuans.

Unsurprisingly, perhaps, Chief of Police Robertson did not share Said’s
opinion of his own force. In his view, Indonesian suspicions about the police were
based on two facts. Firstly, they were the only organised body of Papuans who
possessed modern fire arms and were trained in how to use them (it is unclear why he
omitted to mention the Papuan Volunteer Corps [PVK]) and, secondly, he believed
that they had retained much more of the Dutch “indoctrination,” because of their
“above average intelligence” in relation to the general Papuan population. 47 He also
saw a link between the Indonesian-organised campaign of intimidation against Papuan
nationalists, particularly the students, and the “campaign of belittling and undermining
the police, except that with the Police direct assault could not be attempted.”48

Furthermore, Robertson’s assessment of where the blame for the violence lay
contrasted starkly with Said’s. Whereas the UNSF Commander blamed the police for
every incident involving firearms that they were party to, Robertson only accepted
their culpability on one occasion, and that was the incident in Sorong on 13 December
which had resulted in one policeman being killed.49 While he accepted that this clash
was initiated by a policeman, he remarked that the subsequent attack on the police
station by Indonesian troops using mortars was completely unjustified and
unwarranted.50
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Unlike Said, Robertson believed that the Indonesians bore much of the
responsibility for the violence. He reported to Abdoh that the incidents started by the
Indonesian army or civilians, “which were effectively and efficiently either prevented
or brought under control by the police”, were too numerous to mention. 51 However,
he supported his argument by mentioning two examples, the first being the incident on
15 November when Indonesian troops took over a public road near Sorong and beat
up some Papuan policemen.52 The second example concerned an incident, apparently
started by the Indonesian army, which Robertson said resulted in two villages in the
coastal area of Engross (in the Hollandia district) going to war with each other. This
had then been quickly resolved by one unarmed platoon of police.53 In defence of the
police, Robertson went on to state:
the Police Service has proved that it can be relied upon to maintain,
or restore, law and order under the most difficult conditions, with a
modern army, heavily armed and antagonistic to them at all times.
And it is wrong to generalise to the point of stating that the loyalty
or discipline of the Police could not be depended upon when only 69
policemen out of a strength of over 1,600 have defaulted.54

He concluded with the rather over-optimistic assessment that discipline was improving
daily with the influx of Indonesian police officers, and loyalty towards the Dutch was
swinging rapidly towards Indonesia.55

Robertson obviously resented Said’s severe criticism of the police force and his
apparent alignment with the Indonesian position on this issue. Part of his resentment
would have derived from the view that a criticism of them was a criticism of him as
Police Chief. It was also true, as Indonesia claimed, that UNTEA officials from the
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Commonwealth countries were much more inclined to sympathise with the Papuans
rather than with the anti-Western regime in Jakarta.

This dispute between UNTEA’s Chief of Police and Head of Security also
reveals a division within the UNTEA leadership in its final months, a division which
pitted Commonwealth officials, against their colleagues from Asia and the Middle
East. The perception that the latter were more sympathetic to Jakarta apparently
encouraged Sukarno to make direct pleas to Narasimhan “as a fellow Asian.” In early
February, a British Embassy official in Jakarta reported being told by Narasimhan that
the Indonesian President had made an unsuccessful private appeal to him:
President Sukarno had tried to get him to support the Indonesian
campaign for the administration of West Irian to be transferred to
this country before the agreed date of May 1. Narasimhan replied
that this was not possible...Sukarno then said that surely he and
Narasimhan, as fellow Asians, could come to some little arrangement
about it: after all, “the others are constantly fixing things among
themselves.”56

Indonesian Acceptance of the 1 May Hand-over Date
By the end of January, though, the Indonesians appeared to abandon their
campaign to shorten UNTEA’s term. Luckham reported another ‘anti-UNTEA’ and
‘anti-plebiscite’ demonstration in Kaimana in early February which was made up of
local Indonesian settlers and Papuan Moslems, but after that the campaign “petered
out.”57 Jeffrey Peterson at the British Embassy in Jakarta also sensed a change of
mood by the end of January, noting that the Indonesians “seem to have lost some of
their crusading fervour.” He suspected that they had “seized the Sec-Gen’s promise, to
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accelerate the ‘Indonesianisation’ of the West Irian administration...as a welcome facesaving device.”58

Finally, on 6 February, Subandrio stated that, following recent discussions with
Narasimhan, Indonesia accepted 1 May as the date of transfer. He added, however,
that both sides had agreed informally that authority would be transferred to Indonesia
prior to this date.59 To facilitate this informal transfer, it was agreed to accelerate the
phasing in of Indonesian officials into the Administration. Soon afterwards J D Legge
observed:
The campaign for the cutting down of the interim UNTEA period
seems particularly odd. The New York agreement would appear to
have given Indonesia all that it had asked for.....the interim period is
so short that, in any case, it could hardly leave time for the principals
to negotiate an alteration of the New York agreement....At the very
least the campaign was a piece of bad public relations and one
wonders what sort of purpose could have been served by it.60

The UN leadership itself was still unclear as to why Indonesia had launched
this campaign. Like Rolz-Bennett, U Thant and Narasimhan initially suspected that
Jakarta’s motivation had been financial. By shortening the UNTEA period, they
perhaps hoped to reduce their financial contribution to the administration. This theory
however, was abandoned by late January and the two men informed the Australian UN
Mission diplomat Plimsoll that they simply did not know the reason.61

Van der Veur concluded that it was “a political balloon” to test the UN. It was
part of the overall Indonesian tactic of undermining the Agreement in order to achieve
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more realistic concessions, in particular the official abandonment by UNTEA of any
plans for a second phase of administration after 1 May. 62 This was a view also shared
by Henderson, but it is very doubtful that an abandonment of the second phase was the
motivation since this had been privately agreed to by the Dutch in July 1962.63 The
campaign was certainly part of Jakarta’s efforts to undermine the Agreement. As
Legge observed, the Agreement had given Indonesia virtually everything that they had
asked for. The fact that they then tried to undermine it seems in retrospect to have
been policy characteristic of Sukarno. Like many charismatic leaders, his attitude
towards international relations had more to do with grand gestures and maintaining an
atmosphere of crisis, than sober diplomacy and negotiation. While attempts to shorten
UNTEA’s period were unreasonable, illogical and unlikely to succeed, this was not
important to Sukarno. It was not reason and logic that had won him West New
Guinea, it was brinkmanship and an illogical preparedness to risk more for the
territory, in terms of national stability, military expense and Cold War bargaining, than
was prudent at the time. With this attitude and a belief in his own propaganda about
“West Irian”, there was no reason to abide by the Agreement. On the contrary,
Indonesia was in a powerful position and with enough threats against the UN, Jakarta
thought that anything might have succeeded.

Coinciding with the failure of their campaign to hasten UNTEA’s departure,
there is evidence that at least some Indonesians were beginning to lose interest in the
territory now that the initial euphoria was over. On 30 January, Peterson of the British
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Embassy in Jakarta noted that civilian and military officials were already expressing
reluctance to serve in the territory:
The President has scarcely uttered a public word on the subject of
West Irian since his threat [reported 21 December 1962] to use force
if there was the least delay in the hand over by the United Nations
and it would be entirely in character if his interest was rapidly
fading.64

Despite a possible loss of interest by Jakarta, and an acceptance that UNTEA
would remain until 1 May, the general Indonesian effort to undermine UNTEA
continued to achieve noticeable results. In the same communication, Peterson
declared:
I have little doubt that the degree of control exercised by Dr. Abdoh
and his handful of non-Indonesian helpers is by now nominal. Their
sole preoccupation must be to avoid a complete breakdown of the
economy and the social services, such as they are, in the next three
months.65

On the same subject, Warner at the Foreign Office commented a few days later
that “The task of UNTEA...has been exceptionally hard. They have lacked adequate
staff and have only been able to administer the more civilised fringes of this immense
and jungly territory.”66

Narasimhan’s February Visit to West New Guinea
Following his discussions with Subandrio in Jakarta, Narasimhan paid a three
day visit to West New Guinea beginning 9 February. During his stay he had
discussions with Dutch and Indonesian UNTEA officials as well as members of UNSF,
but only one meeting was planned with the Papuans. This was scheduled to take place
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on the last day of his visit at the Administrator’s residence in Hollandia. Members of
Regional Councils from villages around the capital were supposed to have been invited
but none turned up. The reason for this was given in a hand-written note in the margin
of an UNTEA file outlining Narasimhan’s programme of engagements; “Did not show
up as they were scared of the Indonesians.”67

Van der Veur, however, gives a more detailed explanation for Narasimhan’s
failure to meet any Papuan representatives. According to him, three members of a
regional council from the Hollandia area asked Benedictus Sarwom, a Papuan UNTEA
official, to relay a request to his superiors for a meeting with Narasimhan. This request
was passed to Aly Khalil (the head of UNTEA’s Information Section), who discussed
it with his Indonesian deputy. The next evening, an Indonesian intelligence officer
visited Sarwom and informed him that:
…a discussion about the status of West Irian was now ‘an internal
matter which should not be discussed with foreigners.’ A request
such as the regional council members made was ‘very unwise’ and
could have repercussions after May 1. The three members of the
regional council’s executive committee did not receive an official
response to their request and did not meet the United Nations
dignitary. 68

In another attempt to alert Narasimhan to Papuan nationalist opinion, the
DVP, organisers of the failed 1 December march, sent a written statement to him on
10 February. In it they denounced the Agreement and called for Indonesia to leave and
UNTEA to remain until the territory was ready for independence. They also
complained of attacks by Indonesian-backed groups and specifically called for the
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activities of Martin Indey’s ‘army’ to be restricted. Finally, they requested Dutch
involvement in assisting UNTEA, and asked for their rights to be respected.69 It is not
known whether Narasimhan read the resolution during his stay, but he ended his visit
by stating at a reception in his honour:
From the very beginning, although there were so many differences
between our Netherlands and Indonesian colleagues, they were
agreed on this: that the interests of the Papuan population must
come first. This recognition of a common interest is reflected in
every clause, every article and sub-article of the Agreement and I
have no doubt that when the administration of the Territory passes
on to the Republic of Indonesia, they will do all they can to advance
the welfare of the people in the letter and in the spirit of the
Agreement...I hope that...the United Nations has not been just
concerned in this operation like a ship passing through the bay of
Hollandia; that we have acquired, by our temporary presence here, a
deep interest in the welfare of the people and that it will be our duty,
in co-operation with our partners, to serve the population of Irian
Barat, so that in the years to come they will remember the United
Nations was really and truly interested in their economic
development and their continuing welfare.70

Even allowing for the fact that official UN statements need to be phrased in
diplomatic terms, Narasimhan’s comments bore no relation whatsoever to the reality
of West New Guinea’s situation, a fact that he was only too well aware of.
Furthermore, with regard to UNTEA’s date of withdrawal, he publicly gave credence
to Indonesia’s propaganda campaign on the issue:
After 31 December 1962, there was considerable pressure from the
people of West Irian, that the period [from 31 December to 1 May]
should be shortened...[this was not feasible but] the SecretaryGeneral had decided that we would hand over to the designated
representative of the Republic of Indonesia on 1 May at 12.30
p.m....it is in recognition of this public pressure that this date has
been set...This second stage [beginning 1 May] we have curtailed to
a matter of a few hours. This is our response to the wishes of the
people.71
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This declaration, made by such a senior UN official, was remarkable in that it
was so obviously untrue. Narasimhan knew this, the UNTEA officials knew it too, as
did everyone else who had any knowledge of the situation. To comment upon such
dishonesty in international affairs risks the charge of naivity. But it is reasonable to
argue that the Papuans had a right to expect a greater degree of honesty from the UN
than they did from individual states.

There was, of course, a sound political motive for Narasimhan to lie. He could
not reveal that the 1 May hand-over date had already been agreed upon by the Dutch
and Indonesians the previous July. He also did not wish the UN to appear weak in the
face of Indonesian pressure. But by stating that the decision was made in recognition
of the popular wishes of the Papuan people, he could appear flexible and responsive to
reason. Furthermore, it is possible that U Thant privately welcomed the Indonesianorchestrated campaigns against the UN because, fearing an embarrassing breakdown
of UNTEA control, he wanted the UN out of the territory as quickly as possible after
1 May.

Narasimhan may have been a skilled diplomat, but at least one senior UNTEA
official privately condemned his policies. Commenting to a friend afterwards,
Commissioner Wilson described Narasimhan as “a rogue.” He also criticised his
“short-term” view of the West New Guinea problem, which treated the UN’s
responsibilities for the territory as something to be discharged as rapidly as possible.72
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Narasimhan’s attitude, however, was no different from that of the UN Secretariat as a
whole.

The agreement to speed up the replacement of all other officials and military
personnel by Indonesians marked the beginning of the end of UNTEA. The plan
included the removal of all remaining Dutch officials by 31 March and the progressive
replacement of UNSF by Indonesian troops to be completed by 1 May. 73 As the
British Ambassador to Jakarta was to comment following UNTEA’s withdrawal:
The changeover was apparently effected with little trouble. By 1
May over 1,600 Indonesian officials were already occupying the
senior administrative positions in West Irian and some 15,000
Indonesian troops were already present in the territory to maintain
order and security - indeed the Indonesian contingent commander
and the head of the Indonesian Mission had virtually been running
the internal affairs of the territory for several months past. 74

The Papuan Volunteer Corps (PVK) Mutiny
In Manokwari on 17 February, the last major incident took place of Papuan
resistance to the coming hand-over to Indonesia. It was significant because it involved
a mutiny of around one quarter of the 450-strong Papuan Volunteer Corps (PVK), the
only militarily-trained and -armed group of West Papuans in existence. Although
originally led by Dutch officers, these had been totally replaced with Indonesians by
21 January 1963,75 partly in the hope that this would instil loyalty within the corps
towards Indonesia. However, in the opinion of A. Cameron, Manokwari’s Divisional
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Commissioner, the Papuan troops felt a deep discontent with the situation in the
territory and this was the underlying motive for their revolt.76

The mutiny seems to have been initiated by a clash between a small number of
PVK troops and Indonesian soldiers from (East Java based) Battalion 521 stationed in
the area. Manokwari’s Indonesian Police Commissioner blamed the clash on
provocative behaviour by the PVK, but they in turn accused the Indonesians of
opening fire on them. Following the initial clash, the PVK troops involved informed
their colleagues back at barracks. About one hundred of them then broke into the
barrack armoury and armed themselves before heading into town, declaring that they
were going to attack the local Indonesian army camp.

Throughout the night, PVK troops ignored pleas from their officers and senior
UNTEA officials to return to barracks. Instead, they patrolled the town, accompanied
by supporting Papuan civilians while the Indonesian troops retreated to their barracks.
The PVK’s central demand was that all Indonesians should return to Indonesia.
According to Cameron, the mutiny was well-organised, phone lines to the Indonesian
PVK officers were cut while the patrols in town were co-ordinated by the two
ringleaders, Sergeants Frits Awom and Namrey. This suggests perhaps that the mutiny
had been planned in advance, with the clash in town merely a pretext to take action.
Nonetheless, there were only a few injuries and the PVK did not carry out their threat
to attack the army camp. The next morning Cameron called in two platoons of
Pakistani troops, but by this time the PVK had returned to barracks and returned most
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of their weapons, although twenty rifles and a number of hand grenades remained
unaccounted for.77

Cameron’s recommendations to Abdoh following the mutiny were
unambiguous. He stated that the PVK were a menace to public order and had to be
disarmed and disbanded as soon as possible, certainly before 1 May. He further
suggested that if the Indonesians wished to keep any Papuans from the Corps on as
soldiers, they would be advised to recruit them into the Indonesian Armed Forces only
after a period of re-training in Indonesia.

It was also clear that Cameron objected to the PVK because, like the police,
their anti-Indonesian attitude gave encouragement to Papuan civilians who shared their
views. While little could be done to alter Papuan antipathy towards Jakarta, UNTEA
could at least deprive them of any confidence which might have resulted from them
having their own Corps as a potential defence against Indonesian military intimidation.
The more they accepted that events were out of their hands, the less likely it would be
that UNTEA’s last months would be threatened by disorder. Cameron concluded by
stating:
It must be realised that only good fortune saved us from a very
bloody clash. From my own observation and the reports of my
officers I have no doubt that had fighting begun the PVK would
have been joined by civilians some of them armed and I regret to say,
by the police. Accounts that Arfaks tribesman were gathering I
discount, this is a popular bogy, nevertheless any large-scale fighting
would probably have repercussions beyond the immediate
inhabitants of Manokwari. For this reason we cannot afford to retain
the PVK as a focus of discontent.78
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Two days after the mutiny, Capt. Karim, the Indonesian acting commander of
the PVK, asked Cameron to disarm the corps. This request was repeated by Major
Tuisita, another Indonesian who replaced Karim as acting PVK commander on the
same day. Cameron supported their request, but refused to act until authorised by
UNSF Commander Khan.79 Once Khan’s permission was received, Cameron and the
Indonesian officers discussed how they could get the arms of the Papuan troops
without incident.

Eventually it was decided to use deception to obtain the weaponry. On the
morning of the 20 February, the PVK were ordered to parade with their arms. They
were then told to lay their arms on the ground so that UN officials could inspect them.
While the inspection took place, the men were ordered out of their camp for a run.
Once the PVK had departed, Pakistani UNSF troops arrived and took away all the
arms and ammunition. The Indonesian PVK officers were allowed to retain their side
arms but agreed not to wear them. Furthermore, at the request of the Indonesian
officers, Cameron agreed to tell the PVK that the decision to disarm them was his, not
the officers’. When the PVK returned from their run, there was a predictable outcry
and anti-Indonesian chants, but no violence. Cameron addressed them and told them
that some UNSF troops would remain at their camp for a while to ensure their
protection. 80
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A Special Commission was established to interview members of the PVK
about the incident. Those interviewed denied that the PVK were to blame and most
complained that while their access to firearms was restricted while the Indonesians’
was not.81 The Commission was also designed to encourage as many of the corps’
‘trouble makers’ to voluntarily resign as possible. Each man was interviewed privately
and offered the chance to leave, however this did not go as UNTEA had planned:
Some 348 members of the Papuan Volunteer Corps were
interviewed. 342 indicated that they wished to remain in the Corps.
Six indicated that they wished to leave. In view of recent
happenings, these results are surprising, the more so because none of
those listed as ringleaders of Sunday night’s mutiny said they wished
to leave, neither did any of those whom Capt. Karim wishes to
discharge.82

Eventually, in addition to the six volunteers, 22 men were compulsorily dismissed and
a further 14 disciplined. Although it was not disbanded by UNTEA, the now unarmed
PVK were no longer a potential threat to the Indonesians.

The Final Period of UNTEA and International Opinion
As time went on, pro-Indonesian Papuans became increasingly confident. On
21 February, Abdoh was informed that a letter had been sent to Shell New Guinea,
threatening to attack any Dutch civilians who remained after 1 May.83Abdoh advised
the company not to take these threats seriously, but pledged that UNTEA would
provide the Dutch with adequate protection. 84 However, since the leaflet warned of
violence after UNTEA left but not before then, Abdoh’s assurance was of little
comfort. A British diplomat in Jakarta noted in late February:
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Dutch reports from Amsterdam said that there are now only about
500 Dutchmen left in West Irian, 200 of whom are in UNTEA, and
that very few will remain by May 1.85
By this stage of the administration the vast majority of non-Papuan UNTEA
employees were Indonesian. Figures for 1 March give the total as 1,200 Indonesians,
200 Dutch and 80 from other countries [84].86

British concerns over the territory, such as they were, mainly related to
growing tensions with Jakarta over Malaysia. Aware of this fact, in early February the
Dutch informed the British that Goedhart, their Hollandia-based liaison officer, had
reported Indonesian troop movements and changes of command that were a possible
cause for concern to Britain. He stated that Indonesia had concentrated their best
paratroopers at Biak, to be moved at short notice to an undisclosed destination.
Furthermore, senior officers, including future President General Suharto, were being
replaced by less important personnel, the inference being that their abilities were now
needed elsewhere. Goedhart surmised that it could be linked to increasing tension over
British Borneo.87

As further evidence of the growing strains between London and Jakarta, the
Foreign Office noted Luckham’s comment in early April regarding the gradual
withdrawal of UNTEA personnel that: “whether by coincidence or through Indonesian
pressure the British [UNTEA] officials seem to be the earliest to be sent off.”88
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For the Australians, the imminent arrival of an Indonesian administration in
West New Guinea continued to stimulate debate within the government. By late
January, the Department of External Affairs seemed to have become less enthusiastic
about maintaining an Australian representative in Hollandia, principally because this
would probably result in having an Indonesian presence in Port Moresby:
Australia should seek to continue some representation at Hollandia
by a consular office so that up to date and reliable information about
what was happening in West New Guinea would continue to be
available. On the other hand, if the Indonesians made it a condition
of such an arrangement that an Indonesian Consul be located in Port
Moresby, External Affairs would feel that the disadvantages of this
in terms of the opportunity it would give an Indonesian
representative for contact with and discussion with emerging local
leaders and also for disseminating Indonesian propaganda and
possibly for under-cover intelligence activity would outweigh the
advantages in having an Australian consular office at Hollandia.89

On the other hand, the hostility of the Department of Territories towards
cross-border representation with Indonesia, appeared to have receded since the
previous September. In his report of a conversation on the subject with Sir Arthur
Tange of the Department of External Affairs, a senior Department of Territories
official commented:
…from the Territories’ point of view…We had found the
information coming from the Australian Liaison Officer at Hollandia
very useful, particularly in recent weeks…Should it be decided that
some form of co-operation arrangement would be entered into
between the two Administrations, then from the Administration’s
point of view the presence of representatives of the other
administrations in Hollandia and Port Moresby would be useful for
the purpose of the co-operation arrangement.90
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The UN also believed that the Australian representative in Hollandia was “a
great asset,” a view shared by Plimsoll of the Australian UN mission in New York who
saw him as a good source of information about the territory during the transition
period.91 UNTEA, however, was not so enthusiastic about Australian press coverage
of their administration. On 25 March, Abdoh felt it necessary to bring the subject up
with the Australian Representative:
I took this opportunity to point out to Mr Hutton the unfavourable
and tendentious attitude of certain sections of the Australian press
towards the UNTEA operations as a whole…Mr Hutton admitted
that he himself and the Australian Dept. of External Affairs were
aware of the nature of unjustified criticism directed in certain
sections of the Australian press against UNTEA. Mr Hutton
promised that upon his return to Canberra he would do his best to
correct the attitude of the erring newspapers.92

In a 1964 article on UNTEA, Paul Van der Veur described the consequences
that resulted from the decision by elected Papuan members of the Biak-Numfur
regional council to draft its December 1962 resolution criticising Indonesia and calling
for Papuan freedom. According to Van der Veur, pressure from Indonesian UNTEA
employees had by 30 March, resulted in the Council members drafting a new
resolution expressing regret for any displeasure that they might have caused Sukarno.
This was rejected by the Indonesian officials in Biak and a second draft was submitted
to them on 2 April which withdrew the December resolution, but still emphasised
Articles XVIII and XX of the Agreement referring to Papuan self-determination.93
This too was rejected by the Indonesian officials:
At this point Indonesian ‘gentle pressure’ made room for Indonesia
‘guided democracy.’ Stunned council members were told that they
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no longer had to worry about drafting an acceptable resolution at all
- a prepared statement would be given them for signature.94

The council members protested to Commissioner Carter that, by this action,
the Indonesians were totally ignoring the terms of the Agreement. Carter promised to
inform Abdoh of this “political crisis” and, on 5 April, UNTEA Internal Affairs
Director Somerville arrived in Biak to meet the members. Somerville apparently
wasted little time in reminding them of the reality of the situation. He declared that
while this agreement was the “guiding document” of UNTEA, its task ended on 1
May. 95 In essence this meant that once Indonesia took over, the UN accepted that they
would do whatever they pleased, regardless of anything promised in the Agreement.
The Papuans were to be abandoned by the international community.

Following this discussion, the council members signed the Indonesian-prepared
statement and retracted their original resolution. However, the matter was not yet
closed because the authorities in Jakarta then intervened and demanded a new
resolution be signed, even more supportive of the Indonesian position than the first
one drafted by their officials in Biak. Consequently, on 10 April, a new version was
drafted by the two most senior Indonesian UNTEA officials in Biak and addressed to
the Chairman of the UNGA:
This resolution not only withdrew the December 3 resolution but
declared loyalty ‘with complete sincerity and honesty’ to the
‘Unitary Republic of Indonesia which is based on the 1945
Constitution.’ Members of the regional council’s executive
committee signed the document, though they did so under protest
and for the good of the people of Biak. One high UNTEA official
commented: ‘The astonishing aspect is that they [the Indonesians]
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are doing this right under our noses. They don’t even wait until the
first of May’.96

If accurate, Van der Veur’s allegations illustrate the UN’s complete abrogation
of its responsibilities under the Agreement to defend the rights and freedoms of the
Papuans. It also gives credence to the British Ambassador’s observation that Indonesia
had been virtually running the internal affairs of the territory for several months before
1 May. 97

The fate of the Biak-Numfur Council also puts into context a British report
from Jakarta in early March, suggesting that this incident was part of a general
Indonesian campaign, shortly before the handover, to further demonstrate Papuan
loyalty to Indonesia:
The press have given publicity to a series of statements made by
various groups of West Irian leaders. These statements are said to
represent the unanimous view of the entire West Irian people...One
such statement was described as the West Irian Charter. This
according to Antara, among other things expressed loyalty to the
Proclamation of August 17 1945, adopted and defended the
Pantjasila, defended and pledged the implementation of the Political
Manifesto...recognising the legal authority of the Indonesian
Republic as of 1 October 1962 and rejected the holding of a
plebiscite in 1969.98
This not only contradicted earlier British assessments that Jakarta was already losing
interest in the territory: it also signalled a build-up in Indonesia’s campaign against any
plans to hold an ‘Act of Free Choice’ in West New Guinea to decide its final status.
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For the Netherlands, the main concern now was to forget West New Guinea.
This was facilitated by Jakarta’s agreement on 13 March to re-establish diplomatic
relations with The Hague. For the UN, this was a positive step for which they, as
peace brokers, could claim some credit and U Thant applauded it as a “fitting and
happy outcome of the Agreement and related understandings concerning West New
Guinea.”99 This Dutch attitude was reported on in June 1963 by Australian diplomats
at the UN who spoke with Goedhart, who had been the Dutch liaison officer with
UNTEA:
Goedhart indicated that Dutch had little if any interest left in West
New Guinea. He said that Luns who had pushed the matter hardest
and longest could not bear even to mention the subject to such an
extent that Schurmann and Goedhart were ‘in the dog house’ with
him simply because their duties had required them to be so active in
this matter here. Goedhart also said that the Dutch correspondingly
had little interest in arrangements in respect of any act of selfdetermination and were only concerned that some facade of
respectability should be maintained...if such an arrangement could be
cloaked with air of respectability referred to, Dutch would be
satisfied.100

In the last week of UNTEA, Abdoh opened the 1963 session of the New
Guinea Council in its newly-constructed building in Hollandia. At the opening, Abdoh
expressed the hope that this “seat of democracy would reflect the will of the
people.”101

Thontje Meset, the Council’s Chairman, declared that a great deal of
responsibility had been placed on the members who ‘hand in hand’ with the
Government of Indonesia would focus their minds on the existing problems in order to
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overcome them. 102 This was to prove rather optimistic. Six days later, twelve of the
twenty-eight members turned up to vote by seven to five to dissolve the Council and
request:
‘His Excellency the President of the Republic of Indonesia/The
Great Leader of the Revolution of the Indonesian People from
Sabang to Merauke, Father Dr. Ir. Hadji Soekarno to return as soon
as possible a People’s Representative Council for the District of
West Irian. 103

Four days after Abdoh’s speech at the Council’s inauguration, he attended the
‘roofing ceremony’ of the Court of Justice, another public building project by
UNTEA:
In his speech, Dr. Abdoh expressed confidence that fundamental
freedoms, rights and liberties would be upheld by the court because
“the Universal declaration of Human Rights and the Charter of the
United Nations have this purpose in view and the United Nations has
been directly concerned with this Seat of Justice which will be the
means of enforcing these very objectives.”104

International Reaction to the 1 May Hand-over
Finally, on 1 May 1963 a public ceremony was held in Hollandia to hand the
territory over from UNTEA to Indonesia who installed Elizar Bonay, a Papuan (and
spokesman for the Papuan political party Parna), as its first Governor. At 12:41, local
time, a Pakistani sergeant lowered the UN flag while a predominantly Papuan crowd
of around 5,000 stood to attention. 105 The UN was represented by Abdoh and
Narasimhan. Indonesia’s representatives were Foreign Minister Subandrio and the
Chief of the Indonesian Liaison Mission with UNTEA, Dr. Sudjarwo Tjondronegoro.
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Sukarno had decided to delay his arrival until several days after UNTEA’s departure.
The Netherlands’ representative was Goedhart.

Among those making speeches, Abdoh thanked the Indonesian contingent and
expressed confidence that the new administration would protect and promote the
welfare of the people of the territory, although he did not specifically mention selfdetermination. Sudjarwo thanked the Papuans for the “numerous resolutions which
have been forwarded to me by the people from various places and by various
groups...expressing the growth of their awareness of the new situation.”106

Neither of the Indonesian speakers, however, made any reference to a
plebiscite or any other opportunity for Papuan self-determination. Mention of this was
left to Narasimhan who read out a message from U Thant to the “people of West
Irian.” In it he announced that as agreed in Article XVI of the New York agreement, a
few UN ‘experts’ would visit the territory “as often as may be necessary and spend
such time as may be required to enable them to report fully to me.” Their function
would be to “advise and assist” in preparations for carrying out the “provisions of selfdetermination.” He concluded by stating:
I am confident that the Republic of Indonesia will scrupulously
observe the terms of the agreement concluded on 15 August 1962,
and will ensure the exercise by the population of the territory of their
right to express their wishes as to their future.107
He later wrote how, he, and the remaining 100 UN staff then “got out” the territory
“that very night.” Narasimhan himself flew straight to the Netherlands where he met
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the Dutch queen. She apparently expressed her concern to him for the Papuans and
hoped that they would be allowed a proper act of self-determination. 108

Official international reaction was little more than a repetition of established
positions. President Kennedy praised the transfer as “a notable event both for
Indonesia and the principle of peaceful settlement of disputes between nations.”109
Khrushchev described it as a victory in Indonesia’s just struggle for the territory. The
North Vietnamese Premier Pham Van Dong declared:
…we extend our warm congratulations to the brother Indonesian
people for their recovery of West Irian on 1 May. The heart
warming support given by the people of Indonesia to the patriotic
movement in South Vietnam has had far-reaching repercussions
among our people.110

A different view of events was given by the Fiji Times which commented in its
editorial that it had:
…caused deep rooted misgivings in Fiji, and members of the Fijian
race have stressed, in and out of the Legislative Council, that the
halted progress of the indigenous West Papuans towards choosing
their own destiny is a subject of grave concern in these islands.111

Fijian interest had also been aroused because four West Papuan students
studying in British colony had asked, and received, permission to remain following an
Indonesian request for their immediate return. The students told the authorities that
they disliked the new administration at home and wished to stay on after their studies
were over. In public, the colonial Fijian Government announced that the students only
wanted to stay to finish their studies and made no mention of their political motives.
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Shortly afterwards, however, local media leaked the real reasons, to the annoyance of
the authorities.112 The Australians also received similar requests from West Papuans
asking to continue their studies in Port Moresby. A Canberra official informed the
Fijian Government “Australians are asking Indonesians not to press for their return.
But should Indonesians insist, we understand that decision in principle has been taken
that they shall be allowed to stay.”113

Meanwhile, the Indonesian newspaper, Warta Berita, claimed to have exposed
a United States/Dutch plot to ‘wrest’ West Irian from Indonesia, using among other
things, the ‘loophole’ of the so-called plebiscite due in 1969. It also accused the two
countries of funding and organising subversive groups.114

In reality, Washington’s position on West New Guinea and Sukarno had
altered little since the New York Agreement, although there were growing concerns
within the Kennedy Administration about the Indonesian President’s hostility towards
Malaysia. Despite continuing calls from some analysts to “get tough” with Sukarno,
the accepted policy remained one which sought to woo rather than confront him. In
mid-January 1963, Robert Komer of the National Security Council staff wrote:
Given all the anti-Sukarno emotionalism rampant these days, I was
delighted to find the Governor [Harriman, Assistant Secretary of
State for Far Eastern Affairs] thoroughly statesmanlike (I didn’t
have to do any selling). He says we’re just going to have to ‘sweat
out Sukarno,’ alternatively using the carrot and stick, but essentially
living with this guy and trying to box him in. He agrees that we
must turn Sukarno off Malaysia by (1) working harder to get the
Phils [Philippines] to stop serving as a talking horse for Indos in
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Borneo; and (2) making more of a political demonstration of our
interest in Malaysia.115

In a telegram to the State Department in March, US Ambassador Howard
Palfrey Jones in Jakarta gave his assessment of the current situation in Indonesia and
its relevance to US interests. In a telegram review which supported Komer’s position,
Jones wrote:
Sukarno is one of our biggest problems in Indonesia but we must
approach Indonesia’s needs and role we play here in terms
importance US places upon Indonesia and not on basis that Sukarno
is eternal....As result New Guinea settlement Indonesians
temporarily drew back from Soviets and attempted halt flow massive
military assistance as Soviet military technicians left in droves.
Indonesians turned toward US hoping for massive economic
assistance, and for renewal military shipments.116

Jones, however, remained concerned that Indonesian interest in Malaysia and
the recent left-wing rebellion of in Brunei against the Sultan (which British troops
crushed in December 1962) would give the Soviets a further opportunity to expand
their influence in Indonesia, particularly if the issue deflected Jakarta’s attention away
from economic stabilization policies. His advice was to combat this threat by
continuing to work with Jakarta and provide substantial economic assistance.

In contrast to this approach, the right-wing American analyst Guy Pauker
advocated a much tougher stance towards Jakarta. In a January 1963 memorandum
for the Rand Corporation on the strategic implications of Soviet military aid to
Indonesia, he concluded that:
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…continued acceptance of large-scale Soviet military aid after the
settlement of the West New Guinea issue endangered the Indonesian
Army, increased the influence of the PKI, and encouraged
Indonesian expansion into Portuguese Timor, North Borneo and
possibly other areas. [He recommended] a tough US stance toward
Indonesia in enforcing the West New Guinea settlement and in
protecting Timor, Borneo and Malaysia. 117
This stance was condemned by Komer and Harriman who described Pauker as very
‘dim’:
All these guys who advocate ‘tough’ policies towards neutralists like
Nasser and Sukarno blink at the fact that it was precisely such
policies which helped influence these countries to accept Moscow
offers in the first place. The best way to keep Nasser or Sukarno
from becoming prisoners of the USSR is to compete for them, not
thrust them into Soviet hands. 118

Although Komer dismissed Pauker’s view, he was concerned that British
policy was following a similar line now that Sukarno was threatening their plans for
Malaysia. On 11 January, the British Ambassador in Washington had delivered an
‘aide memoire’ from London to Secretary of State Rusk stating that Britain believed
Sukarno’s territorial ambitions would not stop with West New Guinea. Borneo,
Portuguese Timor, greater Malaysia and the rest of New Guinea (i.e. Papua and New
Guinea) were also at risk. It added that while the British understood US policy in
Indonesia, they feared that it would aid Indonesian expansionism. 119 Komer remarked
“I can see we’re going to have a tough time defending our Indo policy for the next few
months (especially with the Brits taking a ‘head-in-sand’ attitude).”120

While broadly supporting US policy regarding West New Guinea, Britain’s
attitude towards Jakarta was entirely different when its own interests were threatened.
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In late January 1963, Earl Selkirk, the UK’s Commissioner for Singapore and
Commissioner-General for Southeast Asia, had written to the Foreign Office
commenting:
we have too long regarded Indonesia as a rather spoilt child whose
aberrations had to be tolerated with a mild sense of regret. In reality
Indonesia has now reached the status of manhood in the form of a
robust, ill-disciplined gangster. We know she is making active
military preparations in Kalimantan south of the North
Borneo/Sarawak border and is considering taking certain preliminary
steps which will probably lead to incidents in Timor. If she does not
think she can get away with it, no doubt these will be represented as
purely defensive measures otherwise I have no doubt she will try
another West Irian.121

Although Selkirk does not comment on the source of his information, MI5
were apparantly intercepting communications between Indonesia’s London Embassy
and Jakarta throughout the period of confrontation over Malaysia.122

This opposition to further “appeasement” of Sukarno was also shared by
British Ambassador Gilchrist in Jakarta. He remarked that, although the Australian and
American Ambassadors would probably accompany Sukarno on his first visit to West
Irian, he had no intention of listening to “a diatribe on Malaysia and neo-colonialism”
and if invited, would decline.123

This difference of approach was to remain an issue in Anglo-American
relations as Sukarno’s Konfrontasi with Malaysia developed. In January 1964,
Britain’s Foreign Secretary R. Butler commented in a memorandum to the Cabinet:
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…we should continue to attempt to persuade our reluctant allies, the
US first and foremost, and the Germans, our other NATO allies and
the Japanese, that the possibility of influencing Sukarno does not rest
in pandering to his threat to turn Communist but rather that failure
to stand up to him now will only increase the risk of Indonesia
becoming Communist later.124

The growing dispute with Jakarta meant that London now had more of an
interest in Indonesian policies regarding West New Guinea, but only so far as they
could be related to the issue of Malaysia. At the time that UNTEA was pulling out of
West New Guinea, Indonesia was demanding that the people of British Borneo be
allowed a plebiscite to determine whether or not they wished to join Malaysia. Britain
and Malaya’s Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, were determined, however, that
Borneo would join the new Malaysian State and had no enthusiasm for this demand.
Consequently, the British were keen to highlight Jakarta’s contrasting attitude on selfdetermination with regard to Borneo and West New Guinea.

Shortly after the transfer, at a British-hosted diplomatic dinner in Jakarta,
Abdul Gani, the Indonesian Minister for Information, made some ‘off the record’
comments on West New Guinea:
[Gani] stated categorically that it was not the intention of the
Indonesian Government that United Nations-supervised plebiscite
should be held. The people of West Irian would be encouraged to
declare that it was not necessary, and if they did not want it who
could force it on them? Abdul Gani conceded that he was being
‘naughty’ and jocularly expressed the hope that Narasimhan would
not be cross with him. 125
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Gilchrist felt that if Gani’s remarks were made public, it would undermine Jakarta’s
campaign for a plebiscite in Borneo. The problem was how arrange the leak without
the source being revealed. In a communication to London, an Embassy official wrote:
The Ambassador thinks that, other things being equal, there would
be considerable advantage for us in leaking Gani’s post-prandial
remarks about the West Irian plebiscite....Considering the size and
nature of the audience there is almost bound to be a leak anyhow
and to publicise the Indonesian attitude to plebiscites and to their
pledged word can only be helpful to us at present. The difficulty is
that, in the circumstances, any obvious leak is almost certain to come
home to roost....The problem is, therefore, to find someone else
whose opportunity and interest is as obvious...I am sorry to have to
say that only the Australians fill the bill completely. 126
A month later, in a handwritten note on the cover of a report on the transfer, a Foreign
Office official remarked:
Perhaps we need not shed too many tears over the Indonesian
attitude towards the 1969 plebiscite since this may make it easier for
the Tunku to shuffle/fudge (?) over the plebiscite which may be
promised in the Borneo territories as a result of the Manila talks.127

Conclusions
The official UN history of UNTEA described it as a success, based on the
premise that its primary tasks of maintaining law and order and public services were
accomplished. Indar Jit Rikhye, U Thant’s senior military adviser in the territory
before October 1962, went further. In a book written over ten years after UNTEA, he
declared:
Certainly in terms of success the West New Guinea experience
comes high in the order of merit on the list of UN achievements in
the sphere of peacekeeping....UNTEA set a precedent that should
not be overlooked; occasions could well arise where the
establishment of an international interregnum could provide a stable
administration for a period of vacuum in a state’s political life - until
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it is in a position to manage its affairs for itself. The experience of
UNTEA should not be wasted but should serve as a model for the
future.128

Henderson also defended UNTEA’s record, particularly against Van der
Veur’s charges that it was dominated by the Indonesians, failed to achieve its plans for
public utility projects and did little to fulfil its obligations to publicise, and explain to
the population the terms of the transfer and provisions for self-determination.129 While
he accepted that there was a lot of truth in all the charges:
..they overlook the crucial fact that UNTEA was conceived primarily
as a device to lubricate the transfer of power of West New
Guinea....and to do so in a very short period of time. There was
simply no prospect that the brief UN administration could in other
respects significantly affect the course of political evolution in the
territory, and still less its economic development.130

The basis of the argument of those who defend UNTEA’s record is that it did
as well as could be expected under very difficult circumstances, and allowed the Dutch
to surrender their colony with some semblance of dignity and without serious
bloodshed. Central to this is the fact that there were no major breakdowns of law and
order and UNTEA was able to maintain the appearance at least of being in authority
throughout.

This was true. The Indonesian campaigns to undermine UNTEA and stifle any
opposition could very easily have provoked serious widespread incidents of violence
and Indonesian retaliation. The result may have been a premature takeover by Jakarta,
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or at least a more overtly Indonesian-controlled administration. UNTEA success was
the West’s success and a set back for Soviet bloc policy in Indonesia.

With regard to its official responsibilities, as laid down in the New York
Agreement, however, UNTEA did not succeed. It patently failed to defend the rights
and freedoms of the Papuan people and did little to confront the systematic and
ruthless campaign of intimidation carried out by the Indonesians throughout the entire
period. Through UNTEA, the UN allowed itself to be party to a cynical betrayal of a
people who had no one left to defend their interests apart from the UN. However
strong the argument that UN involvement helped prevent a war that was not in the
West’s interests, this betrayal should be not be counted among the UN’s great
achievements. Rather, it remains a useful example of how the West used the UN to
further its Cold War objectives, and in the process was prepared to endorse the deceit
and double standards that permeated every aspect of the Indonesian takeover of West
New Guinea. In his comments on the UN’s involvement, Van der Veur observes that
the Agreement was drawn up in an atmosphere of intimidation and therefore implicitly
rewarded the threat of force. Therefore one could interpret its declarations on
freedoms and rights as merely a way of saving Dutch ‘face’. This being the case then
the UN, as party to the settlement:
…must have acted with tongue in cheek when it placated unrest and
incipient opposition among the inhabitants of West Irian with
specific reference to the agreement and the future ‘act of self
determination.’ Even if one assumes that the ‘realists’ are right and
that the parties to the agreement did not expect its self-determination
provisions to be taken seriously, one is left to wonder whether the
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UN should have been the maid of honor in such a marriage of
convenience.131
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CHAPTER FIVE
BACKGROUND TO THE UNITED NATIONS’ RETURN TO WEST IRIAN
1963 to 1967

Indonesian Rule Begins. Article XVI Ignored
Three days after Indonesian administration began, Sukarno arrived in West
Irian for a triumphal two-day visit. By all accounts he enjoyed his trip, taking time to
rename eight mountain peaks ( giving his own name to the largest, Mount Carstensz).
He also conferred the title of “Paramount Son of West Irian” on the new Governor
Eliezer Bonay. Indonesia was now, he said, the fifth largest country in the world and
he predicted that it would one day be the second largest; “though we can never be the
first since the Chinese breed like marmots.”1 Whether he was implicitly threatening
further territorial expansion is unclear as are his motives for insulting the Chinese.
Publicly he stated that he had no more territorial ambitions, but he pledged
Indonesia’s continuing support “to the last drop of blood” for all nations fighting for
independence, such as Angola and North Borneo.2

Shortly after the visit, Sukarno issued two decrees banning all existing Papuan
political parties and prohibiting all political activity not sanctioned by the authorities,
both clear breeches of the Agreement.3 The motive for this imposition of “political
quarantine” was, according to the British academic M.A. Jaspan:
that Indonesia was faced with an exceptionally difficult and delicate
task, and that this would not be made easier if deliberately hostile
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critics or destructive influences were given freedom of access into
or movement within West Irian.4
Writing in 1965, he added optimistically that Jakarta did not regard this quarantine as
either permanent or inherently desirable unlike Australia’s “strict entry permit
system” for PNG which he described as appearing “both permanent and relatively
inflexible.”5

Political quarantine also meant that the territory was virtually closed to the
outside world making it extremely difficult for foreigners to gain an accurate
impression of the internal situation. In the first few years, except for official
information, journalists and academics relied mostly upon eyewitness accounts from
West Papuans who crossed into PNG or from Indonesians willing to pass on
information. Although there were several hundred foreign missionaries in West Irian,
there is no evidence that they were a particular source of useful information. In fact,
the American missionaries and their families, who made up the largest group (256
resident in the interior in 1964) were described as having excellent relations with
local government officials,6 which perhaps explained their unwillingness to do
anything that could jeopardise their future.

This absence of any clear picture of the situation in West Irian was another
fundamental breach of the terms of the Agreement. Article XVI specified that once
the UNTEA administration ended, a “number of United Nations experts” would be
designated to remain to advise and assist the authorities in preparations for carrying
out the provisions for self-determination. On 30 May 1963, the Dutch informed
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Britain that Indonesia had agreed, in principle, to the implementation of this part of
the Agreement. Nonetheless the British noted, “the Dutch are rather astonished that
the Indonesians have agreed to this proposal but are sceptical as to how effectively
the Indonesians will permit it to operate.”7 Their scepticism was well-founded
because Article XVI was never fulfilled. U Thant’s original suggestion was for the
establishment of a panel of six UN officials under the supervision of Narasimhan and
Rolz-Bennett.8 But in 1964, a memo by the Australian Mission to the U.N reported:
...the failure of the Secretary-General to give effect to his intention
to send Article XVI experts to the Territory. In a letter to Mr Palar
(Indonesian Ambassador to the UN) of 14th May 1963, Mr
Narasimhan named the experts (some of whom have since been
withdrawn) and added ‘it is the intention of the Secretary-General
that two or three of these experts will visit the Territory at intervals
of six months or so and submit reports to him under Article XVI of
the Agreement’. While the terms of this letter have not been made
public, a public statement in similar terms was made to the press by
Narasimhan on 16th May, 1963. To our knowledge, none of the
Article XVI experts has visited West Irian and other experts have
been obliged, in order to ensure freedom of movement, formally to
dissociate their visits from the purposes of Article XVI.9
A British report three years later echoes the Australian memorandum, and
notes that following the Secretary-General’s request, “we seem to have heard no
more.” Describing the situation up until Indonesia’s withdrawal from the UN in 1965,
the report continues:
In 1964 a U.N. representative Mr. Rolz-Bennett did visit West Irian.
It appears that he was the only U.N. representative to do so apart
from FUNDWI [U.N. Fund for West Irian] personnel who seem to
have been resident in the territory. According to a statement made
by Indonesia’s Special co-ordinator for West Irian affairs, no
permanent U.N. observer ever reached West Irian before August
1964 and we can trace no record of one arriving between that date
and February 1965 when all U.N. personnel were withdrawn from
Indonesia when she left the U.N...‘The personnel in West Irian’
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referred to by the Secretary-General consisted apparantly of only
one person, as a New York telegram to the Foreign Office said
‘FUNDWI representative in West Irian is now at Jakarta expecting
to leave’.10
As an important part of the Agreement’s preparations for Papuan selfdetermination, one might have expected some form of protest from the Secretariat at
Jakarta’s refusal to abide by Article XVI. But, following a conversation with Under
Secretary General Rolz-Bennett in June 1964, an Australian diplomat remarked that
the Under Secretary-General was “disinclined to discuss Article XVI in detail and left
me with the impression that the Secretary-General did not intend to make too much of
[it].”11

The only UN presence permitted in the first years of Indonesian rule were
officials involved with FUNDWI. The fund had been established in November 1963
with a US$30 million grant from the Dutch and its purpose was to assist in the
economic and social development of West Irian. Under the arrangements for the
operation of the fund, the U.N. was authorised to:
...appoint special staff to Jakarta (to come under the jurisdiction of
the UNTAB [U.N. Technical Assistance Board] Resident
Representative in Jakarta) and to appoint (through executing
agencies) project managers and experts as necessary for agreed
Fund projects.12
Only a small number of FUNDWI officials actually visited the territory before
February 1965 when an Australian report noted:
Mr. Rapaport, the Executive Director of FUNDWI, visited West
Irian in March 1964 to discuss the implementation of FUNDWI
projects, and occasional visits have been made by the United
Nations personnel stationed elsewhere in Indonesia. However, no
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development work under FUNDWI has yet begun, although the
Indonesians have submitted lists of projects...It would seem that
Indonesia’s withdrawal and the cessation of FUNDWI...will not
have much effect on the administration of West Irian at present, and
the continuation of development projects (other than FUNDWI)
such as they are.13

Conditions in the Territory. Armed Rebellion Begins
Unhindered by independent observers, Indonesia’s first few months of
administration were nonetheless criticised by some Papuans such as Herman Wajoi,
who had campaigned for them during UNTEA. Wajoi, then President of the
Indonesian National Party (PNI) in West Irian, sent a resolution to the Government
on behalf of his officially-sanctioned organisation. The resolution reported that young
Papuan government employees were being harassed and dismissed from their jobs.
Furthermore; “possessions of the people, such as: radio receivers, fridges, beds,
clothes and garden products are being stolen in a big way or robbed with the strength
of firearms.” The resolution concluded by calling for an end to the recent corruption
and theft, and asking for a curtailment of the flow of non-Papuan officials into the
territory so that more use could be made of existing Papuan officials.14

In 1963, Foreign Minister Subandrio had pledged that West Irian would not
be ‘colonised’ by the Javanese and there would be no transmigration to the territory
from other provinces of Indonesia. It was, according to the Britsh Ambassador, a
logical enough decision “in view of the already serious problem of feeding the
existing population.”15 By 1964, however, the resident Indonesian population was
estimated to be 16,000, twice as large as the maximum pre-1963 Dutch population. A
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1964 U.S. report remarked; “the very size of the Indonesian influx has, of course,
created problems. Housing has become very tight.”16 The next year an Australian
diplomatic memorandum referred to “recent press reports about large-scale
emigration of Javanese to West New Guinea.”17 The same communication quoted the
exiled Papuan nationalist Markus Kaisiepo noting that ex-Governor Eliezer Bonay
had:
...recently been appointed as Vice-Minister for the interior in
Djakarta and his main responsibility was the movement of Javanese
to West New Guinea. Kaisiepo remarked on the irony of this as
Bonay’s opposition while Governor to the settlement of Javanese in
the territory was one of the reasons for his removal from this post.18
Although the numbers of transmigrants in the 1960’s were small compared to
later settlement programmes in West Irian, the Anti-Slavery Society records that in
1966, 100 transmigrant families were settled in both the Merauke and Jayapura
regions; “in neither of these cases is there any record as to how the land was acquired
from the West Papuans.”19

Papuan antipathy towards Indonesia was witnessed in 1964, when, after
twelve months of delay by Jakarta, a team of two U.S. Embassy officials was
permitted to enter West Irian for a ten day field trip. On their return they reported that
Jakarta wished to portray an image of eternal union with West Irian and wanted to
avoid a plebiscite. The officials also claimed that “the cream of its crop” of
Indonesian bureaucrats had been sent to the territory, but:
Initial Papuan reaction to Indonesian administration was largely
wait and see. After fifteen months, however, it has changed to a
major degree of alienation. Even those Papuan leaders who were
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instrumental in promoting union with Indonesia are adamant that
the provisions for a plebiscite to be held before the end of 1969
must be fulfilled. To many it is the one hope which perhaps deters
attempts at rasher action...latent Papuan nationalism fostered
actively during the latter part of Dutch rule seems to have received
a new lease of life.20
They then noted that several different informants had revealed that a “near
insurrection” had almost broken out the previous month in Manokwari.21

Despite being the “cream of the crop,” the Americans also observed that the
Indonesians patronised the Papuans in an almost “classical colonial sense” and were
quick to complain how lazy the locals were and how “like children they must be led.”
Furthermore, the report remarked that there was a steady flow of consumer goods
leaving the territory and estimated that only 25 per cent of these goods shipped and
invoiced to West Irian were actually unloaded there. Non-Papuan officials served in
the territory for two years only which the report stated:
...discourages any tendency by the Indonesians to consider Irian
their home and the individual tends to count the days until his going
home, much as many a colonial administrator in the past, busily
taking advantage in the interim of the opportunity to lay up
imported comodities to take with him.22
Significantly they also remarked “except for the figurehead of the Governor at the
top, few Papuans are to be found in the government civil service positions and this is
resented.”23 In support of their assessment, they revealed that an Australian ABC
journalist had, perhaps uniquely, managed to visit the territory in both May 1963 and
August 1964. In his opinion, the political situation had markedly deteriorated since
the previous year to the point of being ‘explosive’.24
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Although the US report acknowledged grave problems in West Irian,
American assessments of the situation tended to be more optimistic than those of the
Australians or British. An Australian Governmental briefing from early 1965
predicted that the territory would stagnate and deteriorate economically.25 In October
1967, the British Embassy in Jakarta interviewed a German agricultural officer, one
of the few non-missionary foreigners to remain in the territory after 1963. He
estimated that over ninety per cent of the Papuans wanted independence, and this
applied to the Governors and government officials as well as the common villagers:
Naturally, however, no Papuan expresses nationalistic sentiments
openly since the present governor’s predecessor [Elizer Bonay] was
dismissed two years ago for doing just that, and a number of leading
Papuans have been in gaol since 1965 for petitioning for
independence.26
He also revealed that rebellion had been going on intermittently since 1965, reaching
a peak in January 1967 when the airforce had bombed guerrilla camps. Accusing
official reports of greatly underestimating the casualties, he added:
In his town alone [on the Bird’s Head Peninsula] 20 Indonesian
soldiers have been killed in ambushes and a very large number of
Papuans, mostly ordinary villagers rather than guerillas, have since
been killed by way of reprisal. Although the government now
controls the main towns, thanks to a great increase in the military
contingent which now includes units of the crack West Java
‘Siliwangi’ division and RPKAD (para-commandoes) as well as the
less discliplined Police Mobile Brigade (Brimob) and the West Irian
(non-Papuan) ‘Tjenderawasih’ division, government forces are
always liable to ambush outside of town.27
Explaining the reason for Papuan nationalism, the German concluded that it was
simply due to Indonesian maladministration. He also echoed earlier Western reports
by stating:
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Many officials go to West Irian solely to enrich themselves through
embezzlement or, in the case of many of the soldiers, by simply
stealing. Most Javanese in any case have an almost Afrikaner
attitude towards ‘those black men’ and social mixing between the
two races is rare.28
Elsewhere, an Australian journalist resident in PNG during 1964 wrote that
the ‘interior’ of West Irian appeared to be completely neglected by the Indonesians.
The “natives had reverted to headhunting” and serious tribal fighting had broken out
in the Baliem valley with hundreds reported killed.29

According to Van der kroef, increasing Papuan discontent led in 1965 to the
founding of the Organisasi Papua Merdeka (OPM - Free Papua Movement) on the
Bird’s Head Peninsula, where sporadic rebellion against the Indonesians had been
continuing since 1963. In May 1965, OPM members were arrested in the area
following attempted raisings of the Papuan flag.30 Papuan rebels were also reported to
have attacked Shell Oil Company installations on the island of Biak.31 In August
1965, the British Ambassador in Jakarta telegrammed the Foreign Office to forward
information given to his embassy by the Americans:
...there had been an uprising in the vicinity of Manokwari in the
Bird’s Head of West Irian. Rebellious tribesmen have killed
members of the Police Mobile Brigade stationed in the area.
Airforce PGT troops were then parachuted in to restore situation but
nothing has been heard from them. One battalion of the army
parachute commando regiment was to be flown from Djakarta to
Biak on 12 August. U.S. AAA [Assistant Army Attache?] obtained
information from a member of this battalion believed reliable and
passed information to us without knowledge of his superiors. Please
protect.32
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According to an official Indonesian military history, the deployment in
Manokwari of Infantry Battalion 641 and Battalion 642 of the Cendrawasih Division
in late 1964 led to:
disturbances demonstrations and the display of posters in
Manokwari, Sorong, Ayamaru, Teminabuan, Bintuni, Fak Fak,
Kaimana, Kokonao and several other places. This was followed by
an attempt by separatists on 16 December 1964 to steal weapons
from the local police.33
On 26 July 1965, Papuan government employees attacked and killed a number
of soldiers during a Papuan flag-raising ceremony, before fleeing into the bush with
some stolen weapons. Two days later, rebel leader and ex-Papaun Volunteer Corps
sergeant, Frits Awom led several hundred men in an attack on Battalion 641’s
barracks in Arfai, Manokwari. The Indonesians responded on 4 August by launching
their first counter-insurgency operation, Operation Sadar.34

Despite this operation, rebellion continued, particularly in the Manokwari
region. According to the Indonesian army, in 1966 the rebels went on the offensive
attacking numerous military posts. They also gained support from the local people,
and from Papuans in the army, police and civil service.35 In April 1967, the
Indonesians publicly admitted that their air force had strafed Manokwari town the
previous January, killing forty people. This, they said was in response to Awom
declaring a “Free Papua State” and taking virtual control of the town.36 The same
year, Johan Ariks, a seventy-five year old local Arfak ‘Big Man’ ( a non-hereditary
leader who achieves their position through their own efforts and charisma), was
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captured by the military after leading a two-year guerrilla campaign in the area. He
died in prison in 1969.37

Further details about these disturbances is given by P. Szudek writing for the
pro-Papuan Anglo-Melanesian Aid Committee in 1968. While the allegations are
serious enough to warrant mention, it is important to note that Szudek does not give
his source of information. In the Baliem Valley during 1966, he alleges that eighty
males, some as young as ten, were shot by troops in the village of Gulunu and a boy
of ten was publicly hanged. The reason given was that the people had refused to call
themselves Irianese. In the districts of Sukarnapura, Manokwari and Teminabuan at
least fifteen men were publicly hanged by military police in 1967, including a Papuan
police inspector called Nico Jacadewa, and a number of his Papuan constables. In the
district of Ayamaru in February 1967, the army launched a ‘military’ operation
shooting and executing numbers of Papuans and burning down villages. In the same
month on the Bird’s Head Peninsula, villages were shelled and bombed by the
Indonesian navy and air force.38

Szudek also records that Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik travelled to West
Irian in August 1966, accompanied for the first time by foreign journalists. Quoting
one of the correspondents, the Dutchman Frank de Jong, writes:
Whereever he went, Mr. Malik was greeted by people
shouting...Where is the plebiscite?...A Papuan policeman (critically
viewing Mr. Malik’s escort) said: ‘We are heirs to this country. We
want a plebiscite, not parades!’39
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United Nations Reaction
The response of the international community to these events was muted.
Crucially, it appears that neither the Dutch nor the UN ever intended to argue the case
for a plebiscite in West Irian. As early as 21 May 1963, Australia’s Washington
embassy forwarded information from the Americans, concerning some ‘impressions’
on the issue which they had recently received from U Thant’s chef de cabinet,
Narasimhan:
The Dutch and Indonesians have apparently been sounding each
other out on the question of the form of the self-determination
exercise. The Dutch apparently are prepared to agree to the
exercise taking some form other than a plebiscite if this is
acceptable to other parties to the West New Guinea Agreement.
Narasimhan’s view is that the Act might take the form of
consultation with local councils and village representatives.
Regarding timing, the Dutch, with an eye on their relations with
Indonesia, are understood to be anxious to get the act of selfdetermination over in 1965 or 1966.40
In May 1964, Rolz-Bennett (Deputy Chef de Cabinet U.N. Secretariat) arrived
in Jakarta for talks with Sukarno and Subandrio before flying on to West Irian where
he met Sudjarwo, the Indonesian Government’s representative for West Irian affairs.
He also embarked upon a brief tour of Biak, Sukarnapura (Jayapura) and Manokwari.
At the talks in Jakarta, Rolz-Bennett claimed that the Indonesians “responded
positively” to his arguments in favour of a plebiscite, although his overall
impressions of the visit were, according to Australian diplomatic reports, ‘negative’.
In the written text outlining his case, he refers to the need for “some form of
plebiscite,” and in his discussions in Jakarta he recommended a system whereby each
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district would elect an enlarged council. This would then meet to decide, on behalf of
the population, whether or not to remain with Indonesia.41

Significantly, apart from a reference to the importance of a free and secret
vote by each council, Rolz-Bennett’s suggestion is remarkably similar to the method
eventually adopted by Jakarta. As will be discussed in Chapter Eight, this chosen
method was publicly presented in 1969 as an Indonesian plan without any mention of
the U.N.’s long-standing support for the idea.

It is also relevant to note that the word ‘plebiscite’ was misused by RolzBennett. A plebiscite, as defined in the Concise Oxford Dictionary is a “direct vote
of all electors of state on an important public question.” The election of
representatives to decide upon an issue on the population’s behalf is not a plebiscite,
no matter how democratic the selection process.

As well as encountering a small number of Papuans at the airport bearing ‘no
plebiscite’ placards, Rolz-Bennett later informed his U.N. colleagues that he had
received four anonymous letters urging a return of the Dutch. Australian documents
state that “the Indonesians were pleased when he told them that he had received the
letters and that he was, of course, ignoring them.”42 Among his allegations of
Indonesian brutality, Szudek asserts that in February 1967, three men were taken
from Teminabuan jail (on the Bird’s Head Peninsula) and publicly executed. The
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reason given was that they had handed anti-Indonesian petitions to Rolz-Bennett
during his 1964 visit.43

Although very flexible on how the Act was to be conducted, the UN was firm
on the point that some form of self-determination was necessary. An Australian
Government document from early 1965 predicted that the Indonesians were unlikely
to risk an act of self-determination if they could avoid it. However, Narasimhan
informed the Americans in May 1963 that he had warned Subandrio:
...that if the Indonesians thought they could avoid carrying out the
self-determination element in the agreement, he could assure them
that on the day they said that publicly, the Secretary-General would
immediately inform the UN that Indonesia had broken the
Agreement.
However, the same document continues:
N.S. Subbaram of UNTAB in Djakarta told the [Australian]
Embassy in March, 1964 he thought there was a possibility that
Indonesia and the Netherlands would come to some arrangement
about the plebiscite, and if they agreed it was not necessary, the
U.N. would not be able to interfere.44
The Australians assessed that U Thant would not make a stand on such an
Indonesian/Dutch decision “unless he knew that a majority of Afro-Asian and Latin
Americans were crusading for self-determination for West Irian.” The Australian
report concluded that such a protest would be unlikely,45 noting incorrectly that no
States had spoken out against the Agreement in the UNGA meeting of September
1963.
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From the evidence, the U.N.’s attitude seemed to be that, while genuine
Papuan self-determination was impractible and probably undesirable, an appearance
of self-determination had to take place in order that the issue could be legitimately
concluded. Indonesian threats to this process were to be resisted so long as the UN
still had a responsibility under the Agreement. However, a decision by the two
signatories to abandon the process would release U Thant from his obligation and
was therefore acceptable, possibly following some expression of official disapproval.
As with the international community generally, the emphasis on appearance, rather
than substance, would be a characteristic of UN policy on Papuan self-determination
throughout its involvement in the issue.

Dutch Reaction
The Hague’s attitude was broadly similar to the UN’s. In addition to sharing
the Secretariat’s position that direct voting was unnecessary, they had little
enthusiasm for any continuing involvement in the issue. On the one hand, Foreign
Minister Luns had rejected repeated private suggestions by Subandrio in April 1964
that he announce to the Dutch Parliament that an act of Papuan self-determination
was no longer necessary. The Indonesian Foreign Minister had justified his proposal
on the grounds that it was a burdensome obligation which meant lasting insecurity
and uncertainty.46 On the other hand, two months previously, De Beus, the former
Dutch Ambassador to Australia, had informed Australia’s Ambassador in The Hague
“on a personal basis” that:
the Dutch Government was moving towards the point of view first,
that an effective plebiscite would never be held in West Irian, and
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second, that it should be prepared to be very elastic about coming to
an agreement with the Indonesians and the U.N. for selfdetermination, including substitutes for a plebiscite or even waiving
it altogether.47
On 9 April 1965, Australian diplomats in Jakarta referred to “political
activities in West New Guinea” in a discussion with Dutch Ambassador Emile Schiff
and asked him:
what the Dutch Government was doing about this, and whether he
felt that it would be quickly buried. He has had instructions to raise
this matter (which he does not like), and is apprehensive about the
matter becoming something of a political football in Holland. Schiff
can see no point in making a fuss about all this. It all stems from
what he regards as an executive mistake which the Dutch made,
which was to give [the Papuans] the idea that they could have an
independent political future with a hostile Indonesia next door.
Schliff regards such an idea as nonsense, and hopes that the
Ministers all forget it.48
On this evidence, it is not surprising that the Australian assessment of the Dutch
position at this time was that:
Self-determination could be the one final stumbling block in the
way of the resumption of genuine Netherlands/Indonesian cooperation, and, subject to some restraints imposed by continuing but
dwindling Dutch public feeling about the issue, the Dutch
Government is clearly anxious to come to an amicable arrangement
with Indonesia about it.49
Dutch sensitivity towards relations with Jakarta also affected The Hague’s
attitude towards the Papuan nationalist community in the Netherlands. This was
despite the active involvement of the Dutch in ensuring that leading nationalists were
settled in the Netherlands before the Indonesian takeover.50 A British document from
June 1965 notes:
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There are some indications that the Dutch are becoming
increasingly embarrassed by the activities of these emigré
organisations in the Netherlands, and it is believed that they may
have instructed the more active organisations to remove their HQs
elsewhere.51
Although Papuan nationalist organisations have remained active in the
Netherlands to this day, Jouwe’s group, the “Freedom Committee for West Papua”
did move its HQ to New York in 1967.52 But it is not clear whether this was as a
result of Dutch pressure, or simply a practical step to be nearer the UNGA in
preparation for the 1969 Act of Free Choice.

British Reaction
The British also took note of the attitude of Luns towards the loss of West
Irian. In converation with Oliver of the British Embassy in The Hague, the Dutch
Minister made clear that he was still bitter, and blamed the Americans for everything
that had happened in the territory in recent years: “If they had wanted to, they could
have stopped Sukarno right at the beginning of the West Irian affair.”53

The British themselves, were preoccupied with Indonesia’s Confrontation
policy towards the creation of Malaysia, and had no wish to involve themselves with
West Irian. In February 1963, the first armed Indonesian infiltrators crossed into
Sarawak as part of Jakarta’s campaign to ‘confront’ the planned incorporation of the
British Borneo territories (North Borneo and Sarawak) with their mainly non-Malay
population, into the new Malaysian state. In late August and early September, a small
U.N. team led by a UN Representative conducted a brief ‘survey’ of public opinion in
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the territories, before deciding that the majority wished to join Malaysia.54 Although
more comprehensive assessments of public opinion had already been conducted
(specifically the 1962 Cobbold Commission), this exercise obviously bore no relation
to an act of self-determination. The Indonesians, who had previously demanded a
plebiscite on the issue, subsequently refused to accept the result, despite previously
having agreed to do so. On 16 September, the state of Malaysia came into being and
the next day, the British Embassy in Jakarta was stormed and ransacked by a mob.55

The effect of this crisis on British attitudes to West Irian, such as they were,
was summed up in June 1965 by Sir Paul Gore Booth, the Permanent UnderSecretary to the Foreign Office. In a letter to Lord Avon, he wrote:
Although the [Papuan] emigré organisations sometimes evoke
sympathy it will not surprise you to hear that we invariably
recommend those who ask our advice not to involve themselves in
correspondence with them...It is not that we are moved by fears
about Indonesian susceptibilities or that we suppose that such
correspondence could make our relations with Indonesia very much
worse than they are. But one of our main objectives, in which we
have so far had a fair measure of success, is to enlist the support of
Afro-Asian countries for Malaysia as an independent Asian state.
To do this we have to combat propaganda alleging that Malaysia is
only a puppet employed by Britain to harass Indonesia. Such
propaganda would be assisted if we were to take up the cause of the
Papuans with whom African and Asian governments (most of them
with their own minority problems) feel little or no kinship or
sympathy. British support for the Papuans would be widely
regarded as a specifically anti-Indonesian move lending credence to
Indonesian charges which otherwise command little acceptance.56
Interestingly, despite Gore Booth’s belief that the Papuans had little support
in Asia, there is evidence that, initially at least, Malaysia itself disagreed with
Britain’s policy of non-interference in West Irian affairs. In October 1963, the
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Papuan nationalist Jouwe visited Malaysia and to the concern of the British appeared
to receive a warm welcome from his hosts. During the visit, a British diplomat from
the High Commission reported meeting Jouwe and a colleague by chance in the
office of Tar Nurdin Sopiee, the Malaysian Director of Government Information
Services. In a telegram to the Commonwealth Relations Office on 18 October, the
diplomat warned:
Malaysians are allowing themselves to become embroiled. Jouwe
and his colleagues have already met Ghazali and are apparantly
scheduled to see Tunku on 21 October. Malaysians are considering
printing 30,000 copies of a brochure for this organisation. Jouwe is
anxious to contact Australian High Commission here and hopes to
go on to Australia. We have warned Critchley [of the Australian
High Commission] who is trying to keep out of his way. We shall
do our best to avoid Jouwe. We are also ensuring that no British
counter-subversion funds are used by Malaysians in anyway
connected with this body.57
The next day, the British High Commission contacted London again on the issue:
To put it mildly, the Malaysians seem to be acting most indiscreetly
and unwisely. We have considered whether we could profitably
intervene. We have decided that it would be better not to make any
attempt at this stage to sober down the Malaysians. Clearly,
however, if at a later point in time it did seem appropriate to mount
a wider exercise aimed at reducing the Malaysian’s ebullience this
would be high on the agenda.58
Whether or not the British did act to reduce Malaysian ‘ebullience’ is unclear, but
Kuala Lumpur’s brief flirtation with the Papuans, motivated by Jakarta’s
Confrontation, seems to have been short-lived and there appears to be no further
reference to it in de-classified British documents.

While the British could see no advantage in involving themselves in the issue
of Papuan self-determination, they did, at times, acknowledge that there was
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something to be gained on the issue with regard to Indonesia. On 7 January 1965,
Indonesia withdrew from the UN in protest at the appointment of Malaysia as a nonpermanent member of the UN Security Council. Five days later a handwritten minute
from the British Prime Minister’s office remarked:
It would be in our interests to see that publicity is given to the
dissident Papuans and, even though Indonesia is no longer a
member of the U.N., it would presumably help to [harm/tarnish (?)]
the Indonesian image at the U.N.59
Of more interest, however, was the perceived threat (felt by sections of
Australian opinion in particular) posed by the Indonesians in West Irian towards
PNG. It was a scenario exploited by London in its efforts to gain support from
Western powers for British policy on Confrontation. This seems to be particularly the
case in Britain’s dealings with the Washington. In a Foreign Office ‘steering brief’,
drawn up in preparation for some ‘Quadripartite talks’ on Indonesia (involving the
British, Americans, Australians and Malaysians), the analyst advised on the line to
take with the US:
Any further concessions to a policy of confrontation will eventually
lead to an attempt against East New Guinea. The Americans are
pledged to defend that territory under the ANZUS agreement. It is
therefore much better to stop the Indonesians now. The first line of
defence of Australian New Guinea lies in Malaysia.60

Australian Reaction
As West Irian’s neighbour in New Guinea, over which it had long exercised a
mandate, Australia had a particular interest in events within the territory. First of all it
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had no illusions about the Papuans’ future. In early 1965, one Australian document
declared:
It was fairly clear before Indonesia announced its withdrawal [from
the UN] that Indonesia would not carry out the obligations under
the Netherlands/Indonesia Agreement in a manner that could be
genuinely represented as offering a meaningful exercise of freedom
of choice. The prospect was (and is) that West Irian would be
absorbed into Indonesia without adequate respect for the choice of
the people.61
Apprehension about their new neighbour was heightened in the weeks
following Indonesia takeover of West Irian as a result of several incidents along the
border. In May/June 1963, 220 refugees from the Merauke region crossed the border
into the Western District of Papua and New Guinea. An Australian document notes
that their motivation was mistrust of Indonesia and fear of reprisals for cooperation
with the Dutch. On 20 June 1963, an Indonesian military patrol searching for
refugees crossed the border near the south coast. Unable to induce 150 refugees to
return, an Indonesian officer remarked to the local Australian official that he would
soon ‘persuade’ them to change their minds if the latter turned a blind eye. The same
document lists other relatively minor incidents such as threats by Indonesian troops to
locals in PNG, and disputes over Australian erected border signs.62 At the same time,
there were reports that an Indonesian radio station in West Irian had begun referring
to PNG as “East Irian.” Another report claimed that Subandrio told visiting
Australians in Jakarta that although Indonesia had no territorial claims on PNG, it
would support any indigenous liberation movements which might arise.63
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In retrospect, none of these incidents were particularly serious and the
rumours of Indonesian aggression towards Australian New Guinea now seem farfetched. But at the time, some Australians and Papua New Guineans did genuinely
fear attack, particularly during the period of Confrontation in Borneo where
Australian troops were involved in armed clashes with Indonesian infiltrators. One
Australian journalist, writing in 1965, spoke of Government plans for a large increase
in expenditure on military installations and infrastructure in PNG:
Indonesia’s withdrawal from the United Nations this year ended the
last flickering hopes that the [West Irian] plebiscite might be held.
Now the gloves are off and Australia, while continuing to hope for
the best, is preparing for the worst in her New Guinea territories.64
Commenting that the territory had been given the status of a “full military
command,” the journalist explained that the aim was to provide a basis for rapid
expansion in the event of all-out attack when British and US support would be
expected. But in the case of “Borneo style” infiltration by small bands of guerrillas
“headed by some renegade native,” defence would be largely in the hands of the local
Pacific Islands Regiment, numbering less than 3,000 men.65

Papuan

nationalists

who

hoped

to

benefit

from

deteriorating

Australian/Indonesian relations were disappointed. In October 1963, Australian
missions were instructed to avoid official contact with Jouwe and his colleagues.
Along with Markus Kaisiepo, Jouwe was the most prominent exiled Papuan
nationalist at the time. The missions were also told not to issue them entry visas
without reference to Canberra. As the British High Commission in Canberra observed
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at the time “they do not want to see them in Canberra and it seems likely that they
will impose considerable administrative delays on any applications for visas.”66 In the
event Canberra did more than simply delay the applications. An Australian
Department of External Affairs paper from 1968 reveals:
Australian contact with nationalists abroad has been kept to the
unavoidable minimum. Correspondence from nationalists has not
been acknowledged and their applications to visit Australia and
TPNG [east New Guinea] have been consistantly refused.67
Even after the end of Confrontation, West Irian remained an uncomfortable
issue for Canberra. A British diplomat in Jakarta wrote in October 1967:
It may be worth recording that [Australia’s] attitude [on West Irian]
in Djakarta is one of extreme caution verging on embarrassment.
Their main concern is ‘not to get involved’, since this is the one
issue which could seriously jeopardize Indonesian/Australian
relations as 1969 approaches. Already some Indonesian officials
suspect Australia of backing the O.P.M. because political refugees
from West Irian have crossed into Papua/New Guinea on many
occasions and the Australians feel they cannot send them all back.
In addition there was the demonstration against the Indonesian
Ambassador, Kosasih, at Port Moresby in April; it is also true that
many of the letters between Holland and the Papuan nationalists are
smuggled out via Papua/New Guinea.68
Australian policy makers were well aware there was no international interest
in challenging Indonesian activities in West Irian, and that it was “alone in its serious
continuing concern over what happens” in the territory.69 In particular, they came to
the assessment in 1965 that:
On the information available the United States does not wish to
engage itself further in the question. West New Guinea was a major
irritant in American-Indonesian relations and the State Department
also hoped that after acquiring the territory...Indonesia would
develop greater stability. Although these hopes were not fulfilled,
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there is no disposition on the part of the Americans to reopen the
policy issues.70
Furthermore, a “strong stand” by Canberra on the implementation of Papuan
self-determination, could, it was felt, “produce awkward complications” for them
with regard to the West Papuans. Such a move would encourage Papuans to expect a
“more liberal policy” towards refugees and jeopardise the existing policy of “keeping
them to their side of the border and not allowing a tradition of asylum to grow.”71
There were also concerns that if Indonesia refused to hold an act of selfdetermination, a “strong stand” on the issue would result in Canberra being unable
for domestic political reasons to then recognise Jakarta’s sovereignty of West Irian
once the 1969 deadline had passed. This it was felt, could create tensions over the
border which would then be exploited by its “unstable and possibily aggressive
neighbour.”72 For this reason, Australia shared the UN’s favoured option of
persuading Indonesia to permit an appearance of Papuan self-determination to take
place. This could then produce the inevitable result in favour of remaining within the
Republic, the Agreement would be legitimately fulfilled, and an important potential
cause of instability in Canberra’s relations with Jakarta would be removed.

The only situation where Australia could see an independent West Papua, or
one linked to PNG, as feasible was, according to the 1965 paper, one in which
Indonesia were to fragment following a loss of control of its territories by the central
Government. Finally, the paper also speculated that Australian policy towards Papuan
nationalists could change, but only in the event of a PKI (Communist Party) takeover
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in Jakarta “In these circumstances resistance in the outer provinces to accepting the
rule of this kind of government in Java could be to Australia’s advantage.”73

It is also worth noting that the importance some Australian diplomats and
politicans attached to placating Indonesia, expressed itself in their attitudes towards
other areas of potential dispute. Evidence of this appears in British documents from
early 1963 on the military threat posed by Indonesia to Portuguese Timor. One dated
4 January 1963, warns “our intelligence shows that the Indonesians are undoubtedly
plotting some action against Portuguese Timor, though we still can not predict how or
when they might act.”74 While the British were not prepared to provide military
assistance to Portugal in the event of an attack (despite having a treaty obligation
since 1707 to do so), a Foreign Office official advised; “we cannot go as far in the
opposite direction as the Australians who want the Portuguese out and are studying
the idea of some form of U.N. trusteeship for Timor.”75 While such a solution could
have facilitated de-colonisation and eventual self-determination, at least one senior
Australian diplomat appeared to view it as an opportunity for a settlement along the
lines of that adopted for West Irian. Mention of this is made in an internal
communication by the British Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in January 1963:
It may be that Timor is an anomaly. But in my judgement the sort of
charade suggested by the Australian Ambassador in Djakarta, i.e. of
arranging a play as a result of which the Indonesians ended up with
Timor in their possession, is full of danger.76
Following the failure of the alleged PKI-backed coup of September 1965 and
the right-wing military backlash, political power in Indonesia moved from Sukarno to
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General Suharto. Although Suharto did not formally become President until March
1968, his pro-Western policies took effect much sooner. Confrontation ended in 1966
and in September of that year Foreign Minister Malik travelled to the UN in New
York to arrange Indonesia’s re-entry to the organisation. He also announced on 30
September that Jakarta would permit an act of self-determination in West Irian,
something which Sukarno had ruled out as recently as May 1965.77 It was a
controversial statement domestically and Malik had to repeat his assurance on 12
December to counter an assertion by Rahmat, the Home Affairs Minister, that it
would not take place.78

With the prospect of a Papuan act of free choice back on the agenda, Jakarta
had some renewed interest in the ongoing issues in West Irian of economic neglect
and anti-Indonesian sentiment. In March 1967, during a session of the Indonesian
Provisional Peoples’ Consultative Congress (MPRS), Karubuy, a West Papuan
member, made an impromptu speech accusing the authorities of bombing the Papuans
and treating them like enemies. He added that the people were in a state of revolt
because of economic neglect. Although soon afterwards he retracted his statement in
front of the press, the Government was concerned enough to reply publicly to the
accusations.79 At a press conference on 15 March, Malik described Karubuy’s
accusations as exaggerated. Nonetheless, he admitted an unpleasant state of affairs
existed in West Irian and pledged that every effort was being made to improve the
economic situation.80
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However, British reports from February 1967 state that, while economic relief
was getting to West Irian, most of Indonesia’s available economic resources were still
being devoted to Java for “political reasons” and Sumatra for longer-term economic
ones.81 In addition, information from the US and Canadian Embassies in Jakarta
suggested that Papuan dissatisfaction with Jakarta was still widespread and growing.
Government officials, particularly the Javanese, were distrusted and economic
development was at a virtual standstill.82

Eight months later, the British predicted that the biggest hope for investment
in West Irian in the near future was the US$30 million provided by the Dutch under
FUNDWI. This aid had become available again following Jakarta’s re-entry into the
UN. But, quoting Powers, the fund’s American administrator, the prospects for the
money being well spent were very poor: “his gloom about the future appears to be
justified by a recent report that, of the 3 Otter aircraft already bought under the Fund,
one has already been commandeered by the Military.”83

As 1968 began, the prospects of economic and political stability in West Irian
were not favourable. Furthermore, with no Indonesian or international interest in a
genuine act of self-determination, it was clear that the UN’s return to the territory
would be unlikely to fulfil the nationalist aspirations of thousands of Papuans, or
safeguard the political and human rights of the population as a whole.
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CHAPTER SIX
WEST IRIAN 1968 Part 1

The Economic, Political and Security Situation
In the last years of Dutch rule, $A30 million was spent annually on
subsidising jobs and economic development in the West New Guinea. By the late
1960s, the Australians were spending over $A120 annually on subsidising the
economy of Eastern New Guinea. In West Irian, up until 1968, the annual
Indonesian allocation of funds was $US4 million. This shortfall in development
funding had been greatly magnified by Indonesia’s withdrawal from the UN in
1965 causing the territory to lose annual UN funding of up to $US30 million. In
1968, UN funding resumed and $US30 million was again made available to West
Irian. However, in the words of one US Embassy official who toured the territory
in March:
...it will disappear like a snowball in Hell. A hundred times this
sum would probably go the same way, not because of corruption,
although this does exist on quite a large scale, but because of the
enormity of the problem…The sort of sum required for a proper
development of the country is, and will remain, completely
beyond Indonesia’s means.1

The economic problems in West Irian were also highlighted by Peter
Hastings, despite his firm support for continued Indonesian rule in the territory. In
August 1968, in the first of a series of articles on the subject he wrote:
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The simple fact is that, since the Dutch departure, the Indonesian
Government has done little or nothing until this year to develop
the country or to give the Papuans any substantial economic
development projects or any real degree of political participation.
Papuan feeling is high.2

Significantly, Hastings also briefed an official at the Australian Embassy in
Jakarta on his arrival back from West Irian, informing him that the territory’s basic
problem was political, not economic and that the Papuans felt that they had been
“sold down the river” by the Indonesians and actively disliked them as a result. He
also remarked that the OPM (Free Papuan Movement guerrilla organisation) was
well financed and stronger than he had expected with possible connections in
Australian New Guinea.3

Hastings’ assessment of the OPM’s strength was also shared by Reynders,
the US consular official who visited West Irian in March 1968. Described by
Morgan of the British Embassy as “a reasonable person, not given to flights of
fancy”,4 Reynders concluded that security was a major problem, particularly in the
north west where the Arfaks were determined to drive the Indonesians out. He
estimated that a conservative figure for the number of armed Arfak insurgents was
400, but in the whole territory he believed that up to 50,000 dissidents could “take
to the hills and jungles” at any time. He also suspected, perhaps unrealistically, that
the rebels could, if necessary, obtain arms from Communist China via the large
Papuan community in Japan. But for the present, he believed that they were
adequately supplied with captured weapons and homemade explosives. Reynders
reported that there were in total around one hundred Indonesian Army garrisons
dotted throughout West Irian and supplied by air. However, these garrisons were
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small and their influence only extended “within tough walking distance of the
camps.” Reynders concluded:
The Indonesians have tried everything from bombing them with
[US supplied] B-26’s, to shelling and mortaring them, but a
continuous state of semi-rebellion persists. Brutalities are
undoubtedly perpetrated from time to time in a fruitless attempt
at repression...With the text book ration of 10:1 for overcoming
guerrillas, with the present commitment in West Kalimantan and
with the terrain of West Irian being what it is, it would be beyond
the capacity of the Indonesian army, let alone its financial
resources, to eradicate them. 5

It is important to qualify Reynders’ opinions by bearing in mind the limited
foreign access to accurate information on West Irian at this time. This was despite
US use of informants in the territory, including Indonesian Army personnel and
possibly employees of the UN development programme for West Irian, FUNDWI.6
Nonetheless, to an extent these assessments of rebel strength were also shared by
the Indonesians themselves, although not publicly at that time. An official
Indonesian military history of West Irian up to August 1969 describes the security
threat still posed by the OPM in 1967 and 1968 following a major military
operation to destroy them:
The basic force of the enemy was not paralysed at all. Many
remnants roamed the forests, attacking our posts and patrols,
then vanished into the forests. Their actions intensified even
further at the start of 1968 and they were able to employ the
principles and tactics of guerrilla warfare to great effect: the
tactics of appearing-and-vanishing, of laying mines…of having
their agents close to our own positions and waging psychological
warfare so as to fuel tension.7
This armed resistance to Indonesia was to continue throughout the whole period
leading up to the Act, despite intensive Indonesian military activity including
airstrikes against positions that had come under OPM control. 8
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In addition to the OPM’s armed resistance, there was widespread hostility
towards the Indonesians from the small group of educated Papuan elite. Following
a conversation about FUNDWI in January 1968 with Dr Ali Gritly, the UN
Representative in Jakarta, a British Embassy official reported:
...some provision was also made for sending students on courses
overseas, but Dr Gritly said that he was beginning to despair of
this part of the UN’s programme as almost all those sent on
previous courses had failed to return. The only result had been
the establishment in Holland of a number of restaurants serving
Papuan dishes.9

There was also anti-Indonesian feeling among those Papuan students who
remained in the country. At the Cendrawasih State University of West Irian, a 26year old Papuan law student called Jacob Prai was actively involved in covertly
maintaining links with other anti-Indonesian youths in the provincial capital
Sukarnapura. As the son of a tribal ‘big man’ from the border region, and founder
of the Papuan Youth Movement in 1962, he was already known to the
Indonesians.10 In 1968 he was arrested before escaping and becoming a senior
figure in the OPM.

Established by the Indonesians in November 1962 during the UNTEA
administration, Cendrawasih State University was a politically important project
for Jakarta. Its primary aim, according to the Hull academic MA Jaspan writing in
1964, had been to demonstrate, within the first few years, Indonesia’s ability to
provide quality education for the Papuans. He also inferred that, as a result, by
1969 Jakarta hoped that an indigenous educated elite would exist who would
support them and provide leadership for the population during the act of self
determination.11 From the beginning, it was clear that Cendrawasih University
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would not tolerate ideas that did not fit in with this goal. At an address given
during the University’s inauguration, the Jakarta-based academic Professor
Soegarda warned against “unlimited freedom and liberal democracy.”12

An Indonesian ministerial delegation’s visit to the territory in May 1968
reinforced Jakarta’s concerns about the general situation in West Irian. This
delegation was led by the Sultan of Yogyakarta and included the Ministers of
Home Affairs, Finance, Mines and Trade as well as the Attorney-General. The
Indonesian press reported on the delegation’s “success” at resolving the various
problems that had arisen in West Irian, but Sutherland of the British Embassy in
Jakarta noted:
...the visit was chiefly significant in providing members of the
Cabinet with a first hand account of the immensity of the
economic problems and a demonstration of the unpopularity of
the military and civil authorities which rule the territory.
Members of the mission have told me that they were appalled to
find that there was very little co-operation or, indeed, contact
between the authorities and the local Papuans and that the
administration was generally corrupt or apathetic.13

No Mention of a Plebiscite
Indonesia’s widespread unpopularity in West Irian was a problem for both
Jakarta and the UN. References in the Agreement to “ascertaining the freely
expressed will of the population” and to the opportunity to “exercise freedom of
choice” would be difficult to ignore if there was any international interest in the
Agreement’s proper fulfilment. Nonetheless, the absence of the critical words
“plebiscite” or “referendum” was important.14 This point was aknowledged by
Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik at a Jakarta press conference in early June 1968
when he commented that “one advantage for Indonesia” was the absence of any
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mention in the agreement of a one man one vote system. 15 At the same time, the
wording was such that the Dutch felt able to claim that, by signing it, they were
still safeguarding the Papuans’ right to decide their own future. In defence of his
Government’s position, Dutch Foreign Minister Luns conceded that the wording
on self-determination was “somewhat vague”. But, at a press conference in late
June 1968, he remarked that the Indonesian negotiators in 1962 “would not accept
any other wording”.16

The significance of the deliberately vague terminology meant that there was
no encouragement by Indonesia or the UN to define what self-determination would
actually entail. Perhaps unaware of this, Abdoh must have caused some
embarrassment to Indonesia and the Secretariat when he commented on the issue
during a UN press conference in Jakarta in November 1962. Shortly before
departing for West New Guinea to become UNTEA’s Administrator, Abdoh had
explained in reply to a journalist’s question:
...that the clause in the Indonesian-Netherlands Agreement on the
question of self-determination did not specify the word
‘plebiscite.’ However, he said that he knew of no other
machinery for self-determination, other than the plebiscite, which
is a normal means of ascertaining the wishes of the people. He
reminded the press that on two occasions he had been
responsible for supervising plebiscites in the Cameroons in recent
years.17

Nonetheless, Abdoh’s interpretation of the Agreement may have been
prompted by Article XVIII, which stated that all adults from the territory were to
be eligible to participate in the act of self-determination, “to be carried out in
accordance with international practice.”18 Although, importantly, it did not define
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what was meant by this phrase, it remains relevant when considering whether or
not the terms of the New York Agreement were ever legitimately fulfilled.

International Attitudes
Crucially, there was no significant international governmental opposition to
Indonesia’s objective of retaining control of West Irian. This point was accurately
and prophetically made in April 1968 by the Jakarta-based British diplomat IJM.
Sutherland:
The strength of the Indonesian position lies in the fact that...they
must know that, even if there are protests about the way they go
through the motions of consultation, no other power is likely to
conceive it as being in their interests to intervene. There will be
protests from the Papuan exiles in Holland, Japan and at the
United Nations. I understand that the exiles may find some
support in the Australian press. But I cannot imagine the US,
Japanese, Dutch or Australian Governments putting at risk their
economic and political relations with Indonesia on a matter of
principle involving a relatively small number of very primitive
people.19

Despite reading the reports of Hastings and Reynders, Sutherland seemed
more dismissive than the Indonesians themselves of the threat posed to them by
Papuan rebels. In the same letter he concluded that there was not even an
embryonic liberation movement for the Soviet Union to support against Suharto’s
anti-Communist New Order regime. As far as the British position was concerned:
In view of HMG’s own interests. but more importantly because
we are in no position to assist or offer any alternative solution to
the inhabitants, I would not see any advantage in our taking the
initiative in a quixotic defence.20

Sutherland’s conclusions were echoed by the Foreign Office in London. In
July D. Murray of the South East Asian Department stated bluntly:
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The plain fact is that there is no other solution than for Indonesia
to keep West Irian; no one is thinking in different terms; and no
responsible Government is likely to complain so long as the
decencies are carried out. This is confirmed in the letter of 24
May from Canberra, which clearly demonstrates that this is the
Australian view.21

The letter to which Murray referred was sent by D.J. Wyatt of the British
High Commission in Canberra. In outlining Canberra’s acceptance that West
Irian’s only future was with Indonesia, he added that from Australia’s point of
view, “the more quietly the act of self-determination passes off next year the
better.”22

Of particular concern for Australia at this time was the issue of refugees
from West Irian crossing the border into the half of the island which they
administered. In 1967, 866 were reported to have arrived and by April 1968, a
further 200 to 300 had followed.23 As far as possible, Australian policy was to
disperse the refugees throughout TPNG to facilitate assimilation. Although some
of the OPM members who crossed over were able to provide the authorities with
useful intelligence, in general this influx of political refugees was an
embarrassment.24 A visiting British colonial official at the time observed that, in
view of the relatively good relations between Canberra and Jakarta, the TPNG
administration was coming under fairly strong pressure from the Australian
Government not to do anything on the border that would unduly strain this
relationship.25

Canberra also agreed with the British assessment that no Western
government would risk damaging its improved relations with Indonesia on the
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issue of Papuan self-determination. This was also felt to be the case with Japan,
despite evidence that Japanese business had been providing some financial
assistance to exiled Papuan leaders.26

Nonetheless, Papuan nationalists may have hoped for some support for
their campaign from the Netherlands. Dutch public interest on the issue during this
period was such that, by March 1969, a planned visit by Suharto had to be
postponed because of fears in the Hague over the level of public hostility towards
the Indonesian President.27 But as far as the Dutch government was concerned, the
issue of West Irian belonged in the past. At a press conference in Jakarta in July
1968, Luns expressed his government’s concern for the Papuans’ well-being, but
made it clear that the Hague “now had no political interest in West Irian”, He also
added that even if the Indonesians adopted “unreasonable” methods in carrying out
the Act the Netherlands was in no position to protest: “international interest in
West Irian,” he concluded “is insignificant”.28

Hastings’ Articles in The Australian
Without the support of Western powers, Papuan nationalists still received
some foreign assistance and Hastings speculated on its origins in a series of articles
for The Australian in August 1968. Commenting on the strength of the rebellion in
the Arfak region, he estimated that it was holding down between 4000 and 5000
Indonesian troops. This level of operation, combined with the OPM’s overseas
political lobbying campaign by Kaisiepo and Jouwe required considerable finance.
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He concluded that most of this finance came from powerful right-wing religious,
political and business organisations in the Netherlands who still felt guilty and
bitter at the loss of West Irian. However, Indonesian officials with whom he spoke
believed that most of the money originated from Communist China. Despite
acknowledging the Suharto Government’s pre-occupation with the Communist
threat, Hastings agreed that this was not an unreasonable possibility:
Pro-Peking communist parties anywhere in the World...would
certainly have a strong vested interest in sabotaging the
Indonesian Government’s belated but genuine efforts to redress
the sins of the past by seeking administrative reform and a new
and more genuine deal for Papuans in West New Guinea.29

Hastings’ speculations on possible Communist motivation for supporting
the OPM also demonstrate his own views on Indonesia generally. Although there
was considerable sympathy in the Australian press for West Papuan nationalism,
many Western commentators at the time saw the New Order as a very welcome,
and long overdue, change of direction for Indonesia away from the irresponsible
anti-Western adventurism of the Sukarno years. In Hastings’ case, sympathy
towards the new regime seems to have been translated into an assumption that
because, from a Western perspective, the Suharto Government appeared more
economically and politically responsible, this would somehow mark a positive
change in Indonesian policy towards West Irian. It is not clear what the basis of
this belief was because at no point did Hastings provide any explanation for it.

Like most Western supporters of the Indonesian takeover, Hastings’
priority was regional stability rather than the welfare of the West Papuans. So it is
probable that, rather than being reasoned assessment, his optimistic assessment of
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Jakarta’s plans for the territory were motivated more by his desire to move
sceptical Australian public opinion into line with Canberra’s position.

Hastings certainly had little sympathy for Papuan nationalist aspirations
which he dismissed as “pathetically naive” while chiding the Papuans for not
comprehending the “magnitude of the present Indonesian effort” to help West Irian
or understanding, ‘just how explosive an issue’ the territory could be in Indonesia’s
domestic policies.30

If West Irian was to remain with Indonesia, Hastings accepted that a
solution to Papuan discontent had to be found. In his opinion the underlying cause
of the unrest was a lack of economic development:
If West Papuan political discontent can be damped down by
Australian and other foreign economic aid then for heaven’s sake
let us find a way of giving aid. With the establishment of the UN
West Irian Fund organisation, FUNDWI, we have a perfect
vehicle for aid disbursement.31

This conclusion that Papuan dissent could be bought off by improved
economic conditions was to be a familiar argument in the years following the Act.
In 1970, paratroop officer Sarwo Edhie Wibowo, West Irian’s Military
Commander, published an article claiming that all Papuan opposition to Indonesia
stemmed from under-development.32 In 1979, Indonesian Foreign Minister
Mochtar announced that more development would be initiated in Irian Jaya to
remedy the problem of illegal border crossers entering PNG.33 In 1984, an
Indonesian military document also commented that anti-Indonesian sentiments
were prompted by better economic conditions over the border, while no mention
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was made of Papuan nationalism.34 UN officials in PNG during the mid 1980s also
emphasised this argument, following the arrival of around 9000 West Papuan
refugees in 1984. Writing on the subject in 1989, Beverley Blaskett states:
Despite the acknowledged existence of an undetermined number
of ‘political refugees’ who had crossed to PNG in 1984 and
1985, [UNDP PNG Representative] Subbaraman’s letter [to the
UNHCR in Geneva] implied the paramountcy of economic
motives behind any border crossings into PNG...With his letter,
Subbaraman enclosed press clippings referring to proposals made
by [Indonesian] General Kahpi to implement faster and more
extensive development in Irian Jaya to resolve the issue of OPM
dissidence.35

While economic stagnation was certainly a factor, the fundamental flaw in
Hastings’ public position and the arguments of those who echoed him in the years
that followed was that they ignored or gravely underestimated, the importance of
nationalism as a factor in Papuan resistance to Indonesian rule. Jakarta’s position
had always been that the Papuans wanted to be part of Indonesia and that any
expression of Papuan nationalism was simply a Dutch-created invention with no
basis in reality. This standpoint, however, did not originate from any genuine
consideration of events in West Irian. Instead, it arose as a necessity borne out of
internal Indonesian politics and the inherent instability of a multi-ethnic Javanesedominated unitary state. Consequently, it was this Indonesian denial of Papuan
national identity, rather than anything else, that ignored reality.

Hastings’ belief that development would help win Papuan opinion over to
the Indonesian side was indicative of a general underestimation at the time of the
potential strength of Papuan nationalism. It can be argued that nationalism is only
properly expressed in more developed nations. However, it can also be argued that
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West Papuan villagers in 1968 did not need to be politically sophisticated or
possess some developed sense of Melanesian nationalism to recognise that they
had little in common, culturally or otherwise, with the 12,000 to 13,000,
Indonesian officials, mainly military, who administered the territory and violently
suppressed any expression of dissent. Even in these early years of Indonesian rule
many Papuans who had experienced the new administration would have begun to
recognise that passive acceptance of the political situation condemned them to the
status of second-class citizen with little or no significant role in their own country’s
future.

Ortiz Sanz and General Sarwo Edhie Wibowo
This was the situation that faced the fifty-three year old Bolivian diplomat
Ortiz Sanz when he was appointed United Nations Representative for West Irian
(UNRWI) by UN Secretary-General U Thant on 1 April 1968. Fluent in four
languages including English (but not Indonesian), Sanz was a man with an
impressive background. As well as being his country’s Permanent Representative
at the UN since 1964, he had worked as a lawyer, journalist, MP, academic,
award-winning novelist and poet, and also served for a time as Bolivia’s UnderSecretary of State for Foreign Affairs.36 He was not, therefore, an individual who
was likely to be fooled or misled by the Indonesians or the Papuans as to the reality
of the situation in West Irian in 1968 and 1969. Despite this, an Australian
diplomat who met him in New York shortly after his appointment, sent a
cablegram to Canberra that portrayed him as a rather naive character:
Roeslan Abdulgani, who was with us, give him promise of
Indonesian Governments support, which encouraged Ortiz Sanz
perhaps more than it should. Dutch Ambassador Middelburg
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impressed on Ortiz Sanz the need for communication with the
people of West Irian through capable independent interpreters.
Ortiz Sanz is a man of goodwill and integrity but I am not sure
that he has much conception of the sort of environment in which
he will find himself working in West Irian.37

Under the terms of the Agreement, Ortiz Sanz’s responsibility was to
“advise, assist and participate in arrangements” for the Act.38 To help him in this
task, he was to be accompanied by an indeterminate number of UN experts, some
of whom should have been in the territory already as part of a UN presence which
was supposed to have remained following UNTEA’s withdrawal. Under the
Agreement, their function was to “advise and assist” in general preparations for
self-determination throughout the period leading up to 1969.39 Such experts, with
several years experience in the territory, would have been an invaluable asset to
Ortiz Sanz on his arrival. Unfortunately for him, since this part of the Agreement
never took place, he was left to appoint staff who like himself had no experience
of the conditions in Indonesian West Irian. This point was bluntly made by Ortiz
Sanz himself in his subsequent report to the UN General Assembly in November
1969:
I had to begin with the collection of basic information about the
territory and its population, trying to fulfil in a few months...the
important and complex functions which under article XVI of the
Agreement should have been carried out during the preceding
five years by a number of experts.40

Despite reporting to U Thant that he was ready to travel to the territory as
soon as he was appointed, his departure was postponed at the official request of
the Indonesian Government. He did not arrive in Indonesia until 12 August and
eventually got to West Irian on 23 August.41 Ortiz Sanz’s report to the UNGA did
not explain why Jakarta had delayed his arrival. The official Indonesian explanation
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was that it was due to the need for further “technical and administrative
preparations.”42

The real reason, according to a Western journalist in West Irian, was that
the Indonesians were still attempting to deal with the ongoing revolts in Arfak and
other areas, and wanted to end them before allowing the UN in.43 In July, the
Indonesian press even debated whether the Act should be postponed until
“conditions returned to normal”. At the same time, reports in the Dutch press,
denied by Jakarta, claimed that Indonesia had unsuccessfully tried to persuade U
Thant to agree to a delay of the whole exercise.44 In response to the security
situation, West Irian’s Military Commander requested additional troops to counter
the insurgency45 and a special combat task force was transferred from Menado,
North Celebes, to the territory in late May 1968.46 In addition, Indonesian Army
Headquarters sent six major-generals to West Irian in early June to report on the
military situation there.47

One result of this visit was the despatch in mid-June of another Indonesian
combat force to West Irian, this time from South Celebes. At the same time, an
army spokesman was quoted in the Indonesian press appealing to Papuan leaders
to “persuade your wayward brothers to return from the jungle...The time factor is
critical. We must complete security operations by the end of this year.”48

Another result of the major-generals’ visit was the replacement on 29 June
of the incumbent West Irian Military Commander by Brigadier-General Sarwo
Edhie.49 The Brigadier General was a paratroop commander with a reputation for
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ruthlessness in the suppression of those considered opponents of Suharto’s New
Order. He had first come to prominence while still a colonel, following the alleged
attempted left-wing coup in October 1965. In the following two months he played
a leading role in the killing of alleged communists in Central and East Java before
being transferred to Bali in December to continue the campaign.50 On 11 March
1966, it was Sarwo Edhie Paratroopers who had surrounded Sukarno’s
Presidential Palace in Jakarta, prompting him to flee by helicopter to Bogor where
he had been forced to sign an order effectively giving control of the country to
Suharto.51 A pro-Suharto journalist lauded his activities at this time, describing him
as an “officer with an almost legendary reputation for his success in rounding up
political fugitives.” The same journalist also described how the populations of
several villages in Bali, including women and children, were halved because of the
mass killings.52 Another writer commenting on his activities in Java described how
Sarwo Edhie “acquitted himself with great distinction by unleashing a campaign of
terror and extermination against all elements traditionally opposed to the central
government in Jakarta.”53

The transfer to West Irian of an officer with such a reputation was a
demonstration by Jakarta of its determination to prevent any form of Papuan
nationalism being expressed during the build-up to the Act. Foreign Minister Malik
made this position clear when he announced that Sarwo Edhie’s task would be to
ensure that West Irian gave a clear verdict in favour of permanently joining
Indonesia. Asked to elaborate, he commented that his appointment would
contribute to gaining “the desired results.”54 This position was well understood by
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the Western diplomatic community in Jakarta. At the British Embassy, Sutherland
commented:
In West Irian [Sarwo Edhie’s] undoubted ability and his flair for
publicity will be harnessed to the monumental task of maintaining
law and order, of improving communications and ensuring that
no untoward incidents mar the proceeding in 1969. The
Government can be confident that he will have no sympathy
towards any local aspirations towards independence.55

Sarwo Edhie acted quickly with his customery speed and ruthlessness and
in June 1968 launched a new pacification campaign against Papuan rebels,
particularly the Arfak tribesmen. This particular Arfak uprising had started in May
1967 and was led by two brothers, Lodewijk and Barens Mandatjan, who deployed
their forces in the area of the Bird’s Head Peninsula, in the far west of the territory.
As Sarwo Edhie began his attacks, he would have been aware of Indonesia’s 7
June joint memorandum with the UN stating that Ortiz Sanz could depart for
Jakarta in early August.56 Although no date was mentioned for his arrival in West
Irian, a prolonged delay in Jakarta would have embarrassed both the UN and
Indonesia. It is reasonable then to surmise that the brigadier’s instructions were to
complete most of his pacification by mid- August at the latest.

Internal Pressures on Suharto and Third World Attitudes Towards West
Irian
Suharto’s desire to minimise the disruption caused by the Act was
reinforced by domestic political considerations. Any perceived threat in the country
to Indonesia’s possession of West Irian, Sukarno’s great victory, could be of
potential use to those hostile to the New Order. Van der Kroef comments that in
addition to opponents from the Left, relations between a number of major,
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particularly Muslim, parties and Suharto had, for various reasons, become strained
in the years immediately following Sukarno’s downfall.57 Consequently, on 23 May
1968, in an apparent attempt to embarrass the government, the executive board of
the influential political party, Nahdatul Ulama (Renaissance of the Ulama),
declared that the holding of the Act would be “an act of treason to the
proclamation of Indonesia’s independence.” They further stated that under
international law a nation already exercising de facto and de jure control over a
certain region could not be subjected to “foreign intervention.”58

Suharto’s reaction to critics of his decision to allow an ‘act of free choice,’
was to produce a variety of West Irian ‘leaders’ who publicly declared their loyalty
to Indonesia, a familiar tactic, much used by Sukarno during the UNTEA period.59
This strategy, according to Van der Kroef, succeeded in undermining the efforts of
the New Order’s domestic opponents and allowed the government to “have its
cake and eat it.” Suharto could be seen to abide by the Agreement, while
reassuring critics at home that West Irian’s leaders would obediently vote to stay
with Indonesia in whatever form of ‘free choice’ was decided upon.60 Those
leaders who questioned the role set out for them were unlikely to be tolerated for
long. In 1968, it was reported that thirty out of the fifty-four members of the
territory’s Provincial Council were dismissed by Jakarta because they wanted to
debate preparations for the Act of Free Choice.61 Senior members of this council
have since alleged that the vast majority favoured “one person one vote” for the
Act and as a result many were intimidated by the authorities.62 The dismissal of the
thirty members would have probably taken place during the early summer when
Indonesia reorganised the Provincial Council and representative councils in
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preparation for the consultation process, that they were required to undertake in
accordance with the Agreement.63 On this subject, Indonesian Ambassador
Sudjarwo Tjondronegoro had informed the UN in New York that:
the representative councils and the Provincial Council had
recently been reorganised and had a larger membership than
before. He added that the members of those councils had been
appointed by the Government of Indonesia in accordance with
the practice of Indonesian democratic methods.64
Inevitably, these “Indonesian democratic methods” ensured that the new
councillors would follow Jakarta’s instructions more closely than those who had
been dismissed.

In the weeks shortly before and after Ortiz Sanz’s arrival in West Irian,
Indonesian leaders reiterated that the process of Papuan ‘self-determination’ would
take place only on their terms. On several occasions Malik declared that the one
man one vote system was not suitable for West Irian and the primitive conditions
of the people.65 In the West, there were some feelings of uneasiness in government
circles at Jakarta’s open stance on this issue, but only in so far as it affected other
issues outside West Irian. In late June, a British Foreign Office document noted:
...the principal point of concern is whether tacit acceptance of
what may well be rather less than a ‘one man one vote’ plebiscite
could create difficulties for us; either with public opinion at home
or through establishing an awkward precedent in a UN context.
It is difficult to draw any conclusions at this stage, until we see
how it the situation develops, but this a point we shall need to
watch.66

Setting a potentially awkward precedent was also an issue for those, often
newly independent, states in Africa and elsewhere who called for selfdetermination in Europe’s remaining colonies, whilst supporting Indonesia in West
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Irian. Inferring that it was legitimate to ignore the Papuans’ rights, these countries
were quick to point out at the UN that the West Irian issue before the Assembly
was not one of self-determination, rather it was “an affirmation of the national
unity and territorial integrity” of Indonesia.67 This, however, was an inaccurate
statement, since the UN’s consideration of West Irian in 1969 was governed by the
terms of the New York Agreement, which specifically addressed the issue of
Papuan self-determination, rather than Indonesian “national unity or territorial
integrity.”

Lest another similar “act of free choice” be proposed elsewhere, India
declared at the UN General Assembly in November 1969, that West Irian was a
special case:
the method used for the act of free choice there could not be
considered under any circumstances a precedent for cases of selfdetermination in territories still under colonial domination.68
The reason for this was clear. India was well aware that the method adopted in
West Irian did not result in an accurate reflection of public opinion in the territory.
Consequently, while this unrepresentative conclusion was acceptable for West
Irian, it would not be appropriate in those territories where a genuine exercise of
self-determination was demanded. In these cases, only a system incorporating at
least some form of direct voting was acceptable.

At the UN in 1969, protesting at Chinese and Pakistani occupation of parts
of Kashmir, Delhi had reasserted its claim of sovereignty over the whole territory.
This was no doubt an important factor in its support of Indonesia’s claim on West
Irian, which, like India’s, rejected the redrawing of old colonial borders. It is also
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the case that like India, many developing countries felt able to ignore what some
would describe as ‘Brown on Black’ colonialism, with an ease that would have
been inconceivable had the scenario been the more familiar and emotive “white on
black.”
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CHAPTER SEVEN
WEST IRIAN 1968 Part 2

Ortiz Sanz’s Arrival and First Tour of West Irian
In the second half of 1968, Antara reported uprisings in the southern
border area around Merauke, with people fleeing over the border into Australian
New Guinea.1 In Bird’s Head it was reported:
Near Sorong the death of fourteen soldiers in an OPM ambush
was followed by shelling from the sea. Villages named Sausapor
and Makbon suffered many casualties. Then marines were put
ashore.2

There were also reports given by Papuans to UN officials of attacks on
villages in Biak by Indonesian troops:
On 29 July 1968 the village Arwan in North Biak was burned
down by troops; the village Manganjapur/Manbumbo in North
Biak was burned down and the village Workrar in North Biak
was burned down. North Biak was mortared 7 times.3
However, on 12 August, after a special cabinet meeting to discuss security,
the Indonesian government announced that recent operations against the rebels had
resulted in 162 being killed and 3,200 surrendering. Nonetheless, although the
Arfak rebellion had been virtually crushed, some of the rebels remained active,
including the two leaders, the Mandatjan brothers.4

The day of the government announcement was also the day that Ortiz Sanz
arrived in Jakarta from New York. Three days later he was invited to attend an
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address of State delivered by President Suharto who took the opportunity to
express his views on West Irian. He described the new educational opportunities
available in the territory and asserted that governmental positions were now open
to the Irianese. On the subject of the Act, Suharto reaffirmed that Indonesia would
implement the agreement, although he stated that the Papuans had already made
clear their strong desire to remain with Indonesia.5

Referring to Ortiz Sanz, he added that the UNRWI’s role would be to cooperate and help Indonesia in deciding how best to implement the final phase of the
Agreement.6 In private, Suharto informed Ortiz Sanz that he could count on his
personal support and co-operation in carrying out his responsibilities. In turn, Ortiz
Sanz informed U Thant that he believed Indonesia intended to act in good faith in
implementing the Act.7

Overall, Ortiz Sanz and his team found the Indonesian hospitality in Jakarta
generous in marked contrast to what he was to experience in West Irian. This was
in fact part of an Indonesian campaign to pressure the UN into basing itself in
Jakarta, while limiting as far as possible its presence in West Irian, a tactic which
Western diplomats were well aware of8 as was Ortiz Sanz.9

On 23 August, the UNRWI arrived in Sukarnapura to begin his first visit to
West Irian. Three days later he and three of his staff left the capital on a ten-day,
3000-mile tour by air of the territory. Accompanying them throughout the trip
were Sudjarwo, and around eight Indonesian officials. The whole journey was
planned and directed by the Indonesians, for which Ortiz Sanz was grateful,
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although he was aware that their presence ensured he was only shown “one side of
the coin.”10 Nonetheless, he appeared to have been genuinely impressed with what
he considered to be Indonesian achievements:
...if what we saw and heard could be indications of the success of
Indonesian efforts in the Territory since its takeover, the
Government must be given credit for progress in elementary
education, the process of assimilation through use of a common
language, school integration and apparent efforts at
fraternization.11
These observations were remarkable in that they demonstrate Ortiz Sanz’s
apparent readiness to accept much of the Indonesian version of events, while
ignoring evidence clandestinely passed to him by Papuans. Even Hastings did not
attempt to defend Jakarta’s record, and writing in August 1968, declared that
Indonesia’s administration of the territory had been “nothing short of
calamitous.”12

It seems surprising that while Ortiz Sanz’s first report to U Thant referred
to Papuan opposition to Indonesia, it made no mention of the rebellions and
repression, or the economic and political stagnation described by other observers.
While he was very unlikely to have witnessed any of this on his Indonesian-guided
tour, he would have been aware of these allegations. In addition, although he had
had little opportunity to talk to ordinary Papuans, he did receive various reports
and petitions during his visit. If accurate, one in particular sheds some light on
Indonesia’s orchestration of the visit:
[The petitioners] request the UN Representative to visit all
prisons and free many Papuans who were...arrested on 23
August 1968 when they tried to demonstrate on the occasion of
the arrival of the UN Representative in the territory. 13
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Any accurate report on the situation in the territory by such a senior UN official
should have given at least some consideration of this evidence.

Nonetheless, Ortiz Sanz did report to the Secretary-General that the
Papuans had not been given any information by Indonesia about the Act, and he
stated that on his return to Jakarta, he would strongly recommend that an
“enlightenment campaign” be initiated in the territory.14 On the central issue of the
method to be adopted for the Act, Ortiz Sanz indicated that he was well aware of
Indonesia’s intentions. His comments also reiterated the UN’s acceptance that a
plebiscite was not an option for West Irian:
We know in advance that the ideal principle of ‘one-man-onevote’ cannot be applied in all areas of the Territory, both on
account of the terrain and the lack of sophistication of vast
segments of the population. This being the case, we may have no
choice but to try to consult, in a collective way, the largest
possible number of inhabitants of the Territory. We also know
that the Indonesian Government, which seems not to be very sure
about the results of the consultation, will try, by all means at its
disposal, to reduce the number of individuals, representatives and
institutions to be consulted.15

On this issue, Ortiz Sanz accurately predicted that the main contention between the
Indonesians and himself in the coming months would centre around this Indonesian
objective:
...they will be trying to hold for the smallest and possibly the
most hand-picked group of individuals or bodies to be involved
in the process of consultation, while I will be asking all the time
for the enlargement of the councils and other representative
bodies in order to be able to prove, that we did indeed try to
provide as democratic a basis as was possible to ascertain the real
will of the population.16
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Although the UNRWI appeared genuinely appreciative of Indonesian
assistance during his first tour, he was aware that too close an association could
leave him open to accusations that his presence simply bestowed credibility on the
proceedings while failing to have any influence. With this in mind, he thanked
Sudjarwo on 5 September for his invaluable help during the first tour and described
it as a complete success.17 At the same time, he concluded by expressing his desire
to conduct future tours of the territory without the benefit of an Indonesian
escort.18

Papuan Opinion and Eye Witness Accounts.
The final matter to which Ortiz Sanz drew U Thant’s attention in his report
was the petitions and complaints that he had received from Papuans during his
tour. He described these as expressing either opposition to the Indonesian
Government, or the New York Agreement itself:
Regrettably, we, the United Nations, have not been given any
executive authority by the Agreement to deal with these
grievances under such circumstances. All that we can do is to
communicate the complaints to the Government without
mentioning, of course, the names of the authors, and suggesting
to them to find sensible ways of dealing with this problem. As
this is one of the major issues with which I am faced, I would like
to have the benefit of your views.19

In fact, by the time he drafted his report to U Thant on 6 September, Ortiz
Sanz had recorded receiving a total of 36 “political communications” from various
local individuals or groups. Eight were from pro-Indonesian either tribal chiefs, or
political parties or organisations. Their submissions were almost identical, referring
to the unity of Indonesia “from Sabang to Merauke”, as proclaimed in August
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1945, and rejecting the need for the Act. The other 26 were anti-Indonesian, apart
from which simply requested a meeting with Ortiz Sanz.

These anti-Indonesian petitions, reports, resolutions and statements were
similar in many respects. Virtually all of them called for the Act to be conducted on
a ‘one man one vote’ basis rather than through the Representative Councils. This
they said, was because the councils were appointed by Indonesia and forbidden
from criticising the administration. The point was also made that ‘one man one
vote’ was the most democratic method to use. Another frequent appeal was for the
replacement of the Indonesian administration by the UN until the Act had taken
place. Most also wanted the Indonesian military to be replaced by a UN security
force in order to ensure political freedom.

Many communications also called for the release of all political prisoners
estimated by one individual to number up to 900 detained around the territory.
They also called for exiled Papuans to be allowed back to take part in the Act. The
anti-Indonesian communications dismissed the pro-Indonesian petitions as the
result of Indonesian coercion of various tribal chiefs and councillors. Accusations
of Indonesian brutality and oppression were another frequent feature. In addition,
quite a few of the communications offered particularly detailed assessments of the
situation and made suggestions concerning the Act and West Irian’s future
generally. One typical example from ‘a civic group’ proposed:
1) In order to achieve a climate of peace in West Irian before the
1969 ‘election,’ most of Indonesia’s military forces should be
withdrawn and UN security forces should be sent to the territory.
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2) The UN and the Indonesian Government should guarantee
freedom of thought, assembly, press and the right of the people
to organise political parties;
3) All political prisoners should be released, and those who are in
exile in Java should be allowed to return to the territory so that
they may participate in the elections.
4) The ‘plebiscite’ should be based on the principle of ‘one-manone-vote’ and not on the vote of the representative councils
because they do not represent the people but the Government of
Indonesia and do not conform to the stipulations regarding the
formation of the councils.20

Other comments and suggestions received by Ortiz Sanz included one
simply stating that the Papuans did not want to be part of Indonesia “with its
chaotic economy which will only bring famine.” There were also calls for proper
information and radio broadcasts on the Act and the establishment of a “National
Papuan Army,” under the control of a UN administration. One organisation
suggested that two political parties should be established, one for, and one against
retaining ties with Indonesia. They would then be permitted to campaign freely in
advance of a general election. There were also complaints that Indonesian
immigrants came only to “steal the wealth” of the territory rather than develop it.
One letter accepted the need for some indirect method of voting, but only in a few
isolated areas, such as parts of the highlands. Another petitioner stated that
Papuans were historically, ethnically and culturally different from the Indonesians,
adding that the New York Agreement had bought peace for the signatories but
made victims of the Papuans.21

No one would seriously argue that the wishes of the Papuan people could
be accurately assessed from these 36 communications. But an experienced
diplomat and politician like Ortiz Sanz would have been left in no doubt after his
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first visit that significant sections of the more politically aware population were
prepared to risk the displeasure of the authorities to offer him a variety of
suggestions on how best to guarantee genuine self-determination.

Ortiz Sanz’s visit was not the only opportunity that dissatisfied Papuans
had during August to alert the international community to their grievances. On 10
August, a Reuters correspondent arrived and spent two weeks in the territory. On
his return he informed an Australian diplomat that every one of the 30 or so
Papuans to whom he spoke was discontented with Jakarta, with the administration
in West Irian, and with the absence of Papuan participation in the political and
administrative process in the territory. 22

Ten days later, Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik began a four-day visit to
West Irian accompanied by Justice Minister Senoadji, Manpower Minister
Mursalin and 62 journalists, 32 of whom were from foreign agencies or
newspapers. The purpose of this visit, according to Malik, was to show the world
that Indonesia had nothing to hide in West Irian. Official statements emphasised
that the journalists were able to talk freely with West Irian community leaders.23
According to the journalists, however, there was almost no time to seek contacts
of their own, and that when they did they were accompanied or soon found by
Indonesian soldiers.24

Commenting upon Malik’s dialogue with the West Irian ‘leaders’ and
coverage of this in the official reports, the Australian Ambassador to Indonesia
noted:
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Malik also emphasised that the implementation of the act of free
choice did not mean giving freedom to the West Irian people
because the West Irian people had been set free together with
their brothers in the other parts of Indonesia when independence
was proclaimed on 17 August 1945.25

Official reports then went on to describe how the Foreign Minister was
given two pro-Indonesian resolutions by the “Movement to Maintain the August
17 Proclamation of National Independence,” and the “Sukarnapura chapter of the
1945 Generation.” Both pledged loyalty to Indonesia and described the Act as
unnecessary. These reports however, coincided with claims made by an Australian
missionary that the army “with their rifles at the ready” had “persuaded” the
Papuans to sign these petitions.26

Also questioning Indonesia’s official statements on West Irian were the
foreign journalists who were present at the meetings with Malik. They reported
that he was subjected to some bitter complaints and hard questioning, especially at
a meeting with West Irianese members of the Provincial Legislative Assembly
(DPRD), religious heads and other community leaders. Despite being hand-picked
by the Indonesians, these leaders seemed encouraged by the presence of the press:
The Indonesians were charged with actively discouraging,
sometimes by force, discussion of the issue among West Irianese,
and fears were expressed about the Army’s attitude at the time of
the act and especially if the vote went against Indonesia.
Complaints were made about arbitrary arrests, the attitude of the
Indonesian local authorities to freedom of assembly by West
Irianese, Indonesian civil servants…, and the absence of any
Papuan representatives when the New York agreement was
being negotiated...After giving general assurances about arrests
and freedom of assembly [Malik] said that he was ‘responsible
before God’ that West Irian remain part of Indonesia. It was
God’s will that West Irian stay within the Republic and all had to
work together to ensure that this was so.27
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One correspondent present at a meeting in Biak added that Papuans, “who
tentatively sought contact” with the journalists present, stated that the vast
majority of the population were in favour of independence, but claimed that it was
impossible to express themselves freely.28

In late September 1968, Ian Morgan, Third Secretary at the British
Embassy in Jakarta, also paid a visit to the territory. It was the first recorded visit
of a British diplomat to West Irian and Morgan wrote a detailed report of the trip.
Although he did not consider the Papuan rebels to be a serious threat to Indonesian
rule, he made clear that their aspirations were shared by the bulk of the politically
aware population:
Speaking to exactly 100 working-class Papuans in Sukarnapura
[Jayapura] and Biak it became evident that the indigenous
population is overwhelmingly unaware of the issues at stake and
overwhelmingly in favour of independence from Indonesia probably in that order. We were approached by one or two
Papuans, notably the mayor of Biak, Yappo (phon.) and his
assistant who made it clear that they all wanted ‘freedom’. This
was confirmed by every single Papuan who was questioned on
the roads and in the market places. We understand from a
Norwegian journalist, Mr. Eric Sandberg who writes for the Oslo
magazine ‘Na’ and Picture Post and who has been allowed to
travel around the Central Highlands that the feeling there is very
much the same...The fact is that, as most of them see it, it would
not matter if independence would mean a total collapse of such
an economy as West Irian has since the vast majority of them live
on a subsistance level anyway, and its benefits are largely reaped
by the Indonesians. ‘Freedom’ for many of them just means no
more Javanese to push them about and tell them what to do.29

He also spoke to Stein Rooerd, the Norwegian FUNDWI official, Roeerd
discussed investment opportunities in the territory and lamented the failure of
British industry to involve itself in this. Significantly he also revealed that the huge
American corporation Freeport Sulphur was deliberately underestimating the value
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of the mineral wealth it was uncovering at Ertsberg mountain in the Western
Highlands. In what appears on the face of it to be a description of insider dealing,
Morgan writes:
In strictest confidence Mr. ROOERD told me that Freeport
Sulphur have really ‘struck it rich’ in the Ertsberg. After
investing [US]$3 million in drilling operations, they disclosed
samples of 2.5% copper omitting to mention that this was the
mean content whereas the thick top level contains 4.6% copper.
The same samples have 40% iron, 0.3% silver and 0.02 ounces
of gold per ton. Over the past few months they have gloomily
suspended operations which has caused their shares to drop on
Wall Street. This is exactly what was expected and intended.
These shares were then mysteriously bought by a person or
persons unknown. Mr. ROOERD said that they are now ready to
invest U.S.$.100,000,000 in one of the biggest operations this
decade....The contract involves a complete tax holiday for 5
years, a further slightly penalised holiday for 15 years before
paying full royalties. Profits are expected to be enormous and I
have heard several stories and seen a sample which indicate that
the gold content may be very much higher than has been stated in
the Bechtel-Pomeroy Mining Consultants’ Report.30

Freeport Sulphur was the first foreign company to invest in Indonesia after
Suharto lifted restrictions in 1967. In 1970 the company constructed a 110
kilometre pipeline from the coast to Tembagapura, a new town built to service the
mine. By 1973 the mine was in full operation and in the first seven years alone,
U.S. Japanese and West German investors were receiving returns of 12.9 per cent.
By 1990 an estimated US$125,000,000 in profits were leaving the territory every
year, in addition to the five per cent in tax paid to Jakarta.31 As a FUNDWI
official, Rooerd’s complicity with Freeport’s deceit was at the very least
questionable. One can also deduce that Freeport’s lucrative agreement with the
Jakarta regime was a factor in the willingness of Western governments to accept
whatever policy Indonesia chose to adopt with regard to Papuan selfdetermination.
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Morgan believed that it was probably better that West Irian should remain
with Indonesia which, with UN assistance, “may be able to make something of it.”
He also added:
We have after all only just finished fighting a very expensive war
to prevent the same chauvinistic nation grabbing two or three
other small and defenceless countries. Besides it is simply no
business of ours.32
To conclude, the British diplomat reflected:
It is regrettable, of course, that the Indonesians have already
made it clear that they do not propose to honour Article 18 (D)
stipulating the eligibility of all adults to take part in the
deliberations and that they have already broken Article 22 (I)
which stipulates freedom of assembly. But then both articles
were absurd anyway and both parties to the agreement must have
known that they could not possibly be carried out.
Naturally one sympathises with the natives but colonialism is not
always such a bad thing, indeed it is often beneficial and it may
be that in the fullness of time, many years hence, Indonesia will
feel that West Irian is ready to go it alone supported by the
wealth beneath and above her soil, perhaps in partnership with
her eastern neighbour, and forget the delusions of grandeur
which she can ill afford. It may be but I doubt it.33

Accomodation Problems for the UN.
Following his return to Jakarta on 13 September, the UNRWI raised the
subject of an acute shortage of accommodation and office space for himself and his
team in Sukarnapura. Indonesia’s approach to providing accommodation in the
territory contrasted sharply with the extravagance shown in Jakarta. In reply,
Sudjarwo claimed that sufficient accommodation was very difficult to provide in
Sukarnapura.34
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Ortiz Sanz wrote back to the Indonesians on 7 October and made clear the
importance that he attached to the issue. Declaring that he needed three houses
immediately, he dismissed an earlier Indonesian offer of two rooms for office space
as, “not at all conducive to an efficient operation of even the present small number
of the members of the mission.”35 Outlining further housing and office space
requirements over the coming three months, Ortiz Sanz concluded by emphasising
the reasonableness of his requests, while at the same time reasserting his intentions
to spend the majority of his time in West Irian. He also reminded Sudjarwo that
accommodation had not been a problem for 130 UN staff and the Pakistani UNSF
during the UNTEA administration.36

Three weeks later Ortiz Sanz was again obliged to bring the subject up.
Referring to the arrival in November of two more of his officials in West Irian, he
informed Sudjarwo that the UN mission’s housing need had become even more
acute.37

In December, Ortiz Sanz also briefed Rolz-Bennett in New York on the
ongoing housing problems. Commenting on the ample time that he had given
Indonesia to solve this issue he stated:
...the difficulties in this regard are not due to a lack of coordination between the [Indonesian] Government and myself, but
simply because the former has not taken either our needs, or my
intention to establish myself in the territory, too seriously...thus
putting tremendous strain on myself and the members of my
staff.38

In New York, the Indonesian Ambassador to the UN invited Rolz-Bennett
to lunch in order to complain about Ortiz Sanz. He accused him of treating West
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Irian as a “colonial matter” and protested at the “inconvenience” caused by his
desire to spend time in the territory. Relaying the substance of the conversation to
Ortiz Sanz, Rolz-Bennett wrote:
while the Indonesian Government understood your desire to be
in West Irian as much as possible, it also felt that you should
spend sufficient time in Djakarta for consultations with several
high officials who were involved in the West Irian question. The
method of discussing matters through Ambassador Sudjarwo
who had to travel frequently for this purpose between West Irian
and Djakarta, was not entirely satisfactory. While Sudjarwo, he
said, was a very able man, he was only one of the many officials
who dealt with the West Irian question and therefore the
Indonesian Government very much hoped that you would find it
possible to spend ‘sufficient time’ in Djakarta.39
Finally, the Indonesians objected to the UN’s presence in the territory on the
grounds that it served as a focus of attraction for those who were “dissatisfied”
with the Indonesian Administration. This then created a “certain excitement” which
obstructed the smooth running of the administration in West Irian.40

Ortiz Sanz continued to defend his position on this, and the issue of
UNRWI staff numbers, but on the latter in particular, Indonesia to a large extent
succeeded in its aims. In his final UNGA report, he cited financial and
accommodation problems as the reason for his final staff total being reduced from
an intended figure of fifty, to twenty-five and finally sixteen.41

It seems incredible that the UN agreed to this token staff presence. By way
of comparison, in June 1999 the UN and Indonesia agreed to the deployment of
approximately 1000 UN officials to organise and oversee the East Timorese
referendum of August that year. This included 270 police, 50 military liaison
officers and hundreds of electoral officials and administrators.42 Although the
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UNRWI team’s role was more limited, the sixteen officials were still supposed to
“advise, assist and participate,” with the Act in a territory many times the size of
East Timor. Both territories were engaged in an exercise of self-determination, but
the comparison illustrates the immense difference between a genuine attempt and
one that was not.

Ortiz Sanz’s Suggestions for the Act of Free Choice
Apart from accommodation and staff numbers, Ortiz Sanz spent the last
three months of 1968 dealing with two main issues. The first concerned the actual
method to be adopted for the Act, and the second dealt with his efforts to persuade
Jakarta to improve the political freedoms and the human rights situation in West
Irian in the period leading up to the Act.

With regard to the first issue, Sudjarwo sent the UNRWI a working paper
on 1 October entitled, “Some Preliminary Thoughts Regarding the Method of the
Act of Free Choice - 1969.” This paper contained proposals for the implementation
of the Act through a body of around 200 representatives, including 60 new
members from the Provincial Council, 80 from the eight representative councils
and 60 appointed tribal chiefs. In Ortiz Sanz’s opinion, this method was a
departure from the terms of the New York Agreement, in that it seemed to by-pass
the requirement in Article XVIII (a) to hold consultations with the Representative
Councils as to the appropriate methods to be followed for the Act.43 Instead, it
appeared as if Indonesia alone was making that decision. The UNRWI outlined his
concerns in a rather delayed response to Sudjarwo on 4 November.
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On 14 November the two men met to discuss the matter. At the meeting,
Sudjarwo assured Ortiz Sanz that there had been a misunderstanding and that
Indonesia intended to abide by Article XVIII (a). The UNRWI was pleased with
this response and appeared to take a conciliatory stance when discussing other
proposals for implementing the Act. He informed Sudjarwo that, in his capacity as
UN representative, he could suggest no other process except “the democratic,
orthodox and universally accepted method known as ‘one-man, one-vote.’”
However, having observed the “geographical and human realities” of the territory,
he conceded that this method would only be appropriate in urban areas. Other
areas could rely on “collective consultations.”44 In support of his argument, Ortiz
Sanz stated that this ‘mixed’ system would have the merit of being nearest to
perfection:
It would also have the practical value of enabling the Indonesian
Government, as well as the United Nations, to declare
unequivocally that the orthodox and perfect method ‘one-man,
one-vote’ was used in the act of free choice to the maximum
extent, compatible with reality...if we are in a practical position
to say in the final report to the General Assembly that the perfect
method was used where ever practicable, your Government
would not only be shielding the final results from any future
criticisms by the interested parties, but it would also be satisfying
the demands of the newly independent nations for the use of the
perfect system of ‘one-man, one-vote’.45

To conclude, Ortiz Sanz reminded Sudjarwo that he was prepared to take
his share of responsibility for adopting a system which involved a “slight
departure” from the Agreement’s stipulation that the Act should be conducted, “in
accordance with international practice.” He went on to say that “It is then up to
you to ‘meet me half way’ by agreeing that my preliminary suggestion represents
the minimum requirement to satisfy world public opinion.”46
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Whether or not it was appropriate for a UN official to endorse a method
which broke the terms of the Agreement, and by his own admission only satisfied
the “minimum requirements of international opinion,” is a matter for debate.
Furthermore, if Ortiz Sanz really believed that Jakarta was likely to “meet him half
way” on his proposal, it was a clear expression of the political naivety which the
Australian diplomat had noted in him seven months previously. Further evidence
that he underestimated Indonesian determination to win the Act, comes from an
Australian Embassy report of a reception given for Ortiz Sanz on 28 September by
a government minister in Jakarta:
...on several occasions I heard [Ortiz Sanz] telling Indonesians
and others that if it transpired, that the people of West Irian
preferred to leave Indonesia it would be in Indonesia’s own
interest to let them go rather than trying to create a result that
kept them in Indonesia. Understandably this fell very flat
although no one took him on in my presence...In another
conversation General Alaxjah [possibly correctly spelt
Alamsyah], who is against any ascertainment [Act of Free
Choice], commented to me that Ortiz Sanz had been very U.N.ish when he arrived but ‘was coming around’.47

It is also possible that, as the reception was attended by members of the
diplomatic community in Jakarta, Ortiz Sanz simply wished to give the appearance
of impartiality with regard to the Act. Whether he actually believed what he said is
another matter.

More importantly, if Ortiz Sanz’s ‘mixed method’ system was a serious
proposal, it perhaps suggests that there was a lack of adequate communication
between the Secretary-General and his West Irian representative. Otherwise, Ortiz
Sanz would have been aware that Narasimhan, Rolz-Bennett and the Dutch had
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already suggested to Jakarta five years previously that the Act could be decided by
a small group of ‘representatives’ without any direct voting on the issue by the
general population.48 Alternatively, it is also feasible that the UNRWI did know
about this, but felt, possibly with U Thant’s backing, that it was in his and the
UN’s interests to be seen to be advocating a more democratic method, even if
privately this had been rejected from the outset.

Either way, it is understandable that the Indonesians were unimpressed with
the UNRWI’s offer. There is also evidence that Sudjarwo was angered by it to the
extent that it soured relations between the two. A letter from the British Embassy
in Jakarta to London in July 1969 reports:
Relations between Ortiz Sanz and Mr. Sudjarwo...have been far
from good, and the dispute has been aired in the local press.
According to the Indonesian Observer the difference began when
Sudjarwo learned that Ortiz Sanz’s suggestion for a one man one
vote plebiscite for the coastal areas was his own and had not
originated in New York.49

Following his meeting with Sudjarwo, Ortiz Sanz immediately dispatched a
report to U Thant outlining the practical difficulties involved in implementing the
Act in accordance with “international practices.”50 He also cabled Rolz-Bennett
suggesting that both Indonesia and the Netherlands be requested to release
statements, in the form of official UN documents, to the effect that they recognised
that conditions in West Irian prevented the adoption of these “international
practices.” In support of this suggestion he ended by claiming:
was told by Sudjarwo that the Dutch were prepared to exchange
reversal notes with Indonesia, expressing agreement re any
realistic methods chosen to ascertain wishes of population. If this
indeed is the case, I am confident that
Sec Gen and parties
would find my ideas worthy of consideration.51
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This move by Ortiz Sanz was an understandable attempt to get the two
signatories of the Agreement, particularly the Dutch, to condone officially his own
position that this fundamental breach was both acceptable and the best practical
solution. Again, it is reasonable to ask whether it was appropriate for the UNRWI
to lobby, privately or otherwise, for a change to the Agreement which would
inevitably undermine further, the Papuans right to genuine self-determination. One
might , of course, argue that he was at least advocating a system which gave a far
greater opportunity for genuine Papuan participation than the methods agreed to
by his superiors five years previously. This prior private acceptance by the
Secretariat to dispense with any direct voting suggests that the Secretary-General’s
November 1969 report to the UNGA on the Act gave a less than honest account of
the UN’s responsibility for the eventual method adopted. Today, Ortiz Sanz
defends the system adopted as, “the most democratic possibility there was.”52

Political Freedoms and Human Rights
With regard to political freedoms and the human rights situation, Ortiz
Sanz had concerns on a number of issues. The lack of information about the Act
which he had noticed on his first tour led him to write to Sudjarwo on 11 October
requesting that Indonesia produce an information paper outlining, in simple terms,
what the Act would entail and what it would mean.53 In Sudjarwo’s response,
which came just over a month later, he stated that Indonesia was also concerned
about this issue, but needed to proceed with care because the Act was a source of
conflict and controversy among politically minded-Papuans.54 Ortiz Sanz reassured
him that he was not suggesting anything which might endanger internal security.
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He simply believed that, for the Act to be meaningful, the people needed to be
given adequate information and sufficient time to consider it.55

In his final report to the UNGA, the UNRWI gave a reasonably accurate
account of these exchanges with Sudjarwo.56 What was not included in the report,
however, was the final section of his second letter which commented upon the
numerous anti-Indonesian statements which he had received. In what appears to be
an effort to persuade Jakarta that an information campaign would be in their
interests, he exhorted them to make clear to the Papuans that the UN was in no
position to deal with their appeals for help.57

Efforts by the UNRWI to press Jakarta on the subject of basic rights and
freedoms were initiated in a letter that he sent Sudjarwo on 5 November. In it, he
reminded the Ambassador of Indonesia’s obligations under the Agreement to
“guarantee fully the rights, including the rights of free speech, freedom of
movement and of assembly, of the inhabitants of the area.”58 Commenting upon the
numerous complaints which he had received from Papuans on this subject, he
reminded Sudjarwo that, without these rights and freedoms, the international
community would not be satisfied that a “fair and truly democratic judgement” had
been made by the people.59 Nine days later, the two men met and Ortiz Sanz
handed Sudjarwo a list of 49 ‘politicial communications’ which he had received
between 12 August and 12 November, with a summary of each. Of these, eight
supported Jakarta’s policies, one was neutral and the rest were anti-Indonesian,
mostly calling for genuine self-determination and complaining about various human
rights abuses. Writing to Sudjarwo shortly afterwards, Ortiz Sanz explained that,
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having no authority to act on these petitions, he intended to forward a summary of
each to him. In turn, he proposed that the authorities then inform him of their
reaction which he would then forward to the petitioners:
This way they will know that the United Nations is doing all it
can to remedy the situation and that the Indonesian Government,
much to its credit, is acting in a democratic spirit towards
establishing basic freedoms for the population of the territory. 60

In the same communication, Ortiz Sanz also broached the subject of
political prisoners, suggesting that, because of the 10 December anniversary of the
“Declaration of Human Rights” and because Christmas was approaching, Jakarta
might consider releasing some as a personal favour to him. However, he was quick
to point out, as he had already done in his 5 November letter, that he was not
questioning Indonesia’s right to arrest such people “the sovereign Republic of
Indonesia has the absolute right to take all the measures it deems necessary to
maintain internal order.”61

Again, it is arguable that it was at the very least inappropriate for the
UNRWI to make such a statement. Under the terms of the Agreement, Indonesia
did not have the absolute right to take any measures it saw fit to maintain order, if
by doing so, it undermined the rights and freedoms that it had agreed to guarantee.
Jakarta must therefore have been gratified to receive the UNRWI’s acceptance that
their security record in the territory since 1963 was in effect nobody’s business but
their own. Sudjarwo specifically referred to this important point in his letters to the
UNRWI of 21 and 22 November, commenting in the latter:
I am very appreciative of the fact that you don’t wish to question
the sovereign rights of my Government to adopt whatever
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measures it deems necessary for the maintenance of internal
security and peace.62

From the correspondence, it seems that while Ortiz Sanz recognised the
realities of the situation, he was simply trying to use his diplomatic skills to extract
whatever concessions he could from Sudjarwo. As in the case of UNTEA, the
UNRWI was in a fundamentally weak position and relied upon Jakarta’s
willingness to co-operate. When it did not, his reaction echoed that of UNTEA. In
the vast majority of cases he compromised, regardless of whether or not it broke
the terms of the Agreement, or the UN’s own declarations on human rights and
political freedoms. While this reaction was conducive to the UN’s priority of
concluding its involvement in the territory with the minimum of international
reaction, it also involved abandoning its responsibilities to the Papuans.

Sudjarwo’s detailed response of 21 November defended Indonesia’s record
in these areas:
These rights and freedoms are not only guaranteed in the New
York Agreement but for the whole country by the Indonesian
State Constitution itself. It means that it applies also to the
people in the West Irian Province.63
Putting forward ‘Asian values’ arguments that would be echoed years later by
politicians and analysts from the region, such as Singapore Prime Minister Lee
Kuan Yew, Sudjarwo then sought to deflect criticism of his country’s record in
these areas:
The applications of these ‘rights and freedoms’ are guided by the
policy of the Government of the day, which may differ from
country to country. As to Indonesia, our system of Government
is not that of the Western democracies; no liberal (free-fight)
democracy exists here…it is not the same as what is known as
the liberal system of democracy in Western countries. This is due
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to the specific condition, the internal social complexion and
tradition of society, and the level of advancement added to the
philosophy of life of our people, all of which are quite different
from those in Western countries.64
Outlining what was meant by these special conditions, Sudjarwo went on to
describe how the turbulent recent history of his country had undoubtedly had an
effect upon the “thoughts, psychology and conduct of our security forces and
indeed on the mind and policy of our Government.”65 Added to this, he referred to
the propaganda material of the “so-called Free Papua movement” whose
“falsehoods” and incitement to rebellion had been produced abroad, and then
spread subversively within the territory through, vicious whispers, letters and little
leaflets:
The difficult economic situation of the country is unfortunately a
fertile ground for this kind of propaganda and agitation,
especially for those whose capacity for intelligent judgement
about many things is still very limited...Many simple-minded
people get easily effected by this kind of cheap propaganda and
incitement.66

With regard to Papuan allegations of military brutality, Sudjarwo conceded
that in suppressing the armed rebellions, “errors” may have been made, but these
had subsequently been corrected, and he emphasised that a humane policy was
applied in the territory. “This policy of clemency and leniency, wherever possible,
will be continued.”67

To conclude, the Ambassador returned to the issue of rights and freedoms,
explaining that:
There is freedom of speech to the extent of immunity from
prosecution in all the representative councils in West Irian for all
deputies...Organisations, political or otherwise, have been
allowed to be formed within the law of the
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country...[but]...freedom should go hand in hand with
responsibility. The question of rights and freedoms of the people
in West Irian, and for that matter of whole Indonesia, should be
looked upon in this context.68

Continuing Security Problems
Meanwhile, the armed Papuan rebellions continued, despite continued
Indonesian claims to the contrary. Van der Kroef writes that in September 1968,
Jakarta had reported the surrender of thousands of rebels, while one of their
leaders, Lodewijk Mandatjan, was attempting to negotiate an amnesty offer.69 In
December, however, with the rebellion continuing, General Sarwo Edhie ended a
visit to Australian New Guinea by announcing a new drive against the rebels
involving around 6000 Indonesian troops, supported by fighter planes. Faced with
this, many rebels looked for an end to the conflict.

On 1 November, Sarwo Edhie released copies of a leaflet entitled, “To our
Brothers of the Arfaks Tribe who are still in the Jungles,” which was distributed in
the Manokwari region and other areas with rebel activity. 70 The leaflet was an
appeal to the rebels to return to their villages in peace with a guarantee that they
would not be punished. Specifically, it mentioned some of the rebel leaders,
including the Awom and Mandatjan brothers, guaranteeing their safety once they
returned, and claiming, in the case of the latter, that their children were in
Manokwari waiting for news from them. 71 Included in the leaflet, was a deadline:
...report to the nearest military post at the latest on the 30th
November (the sooner the better)... THIS IS MY LAST
APPEAL. Please keep the deadline of 30th November 1968 in
mind when coming down.72
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Although no mention was made of what would happen after this date, it
was linked with the launch of the December military offensive. In an attempt to get
Ortiz Sanz directly involved in any negotiated end to the fighting, OPM activist
Jacob Prai wrote to him on 22 November. In his letter he referred to Sarwo
Edhie’s leaflet, particularly the 30 November deadline, and mentioned a visit by
General Nasution on 10 and 11 November during which he too had referred to a
30 November deadline. Prai also claimed to have information of Sarwo Edhie’s
intentions after this date:
If they [the rebels] do not obey this ultimatum of the 17th
Military Commander the Indonesian Armed Forces are ready to
launch an Offensive Attack by air using bombs with tear gas.
This information we got from the Police Commander of
Sukarnapura Regency, Mr. Karpono, on November 16.73

Prai described rebel concerns that those who had already surrendered had
been imprisoned in West Irian, or sent to concentration camps in Java where they
were unable to take part in the forthcoming Act. To prevent this from re-occurring,
he suggested that Ortiz Sanz should involve himself in any surrender process.74

He concluded by making clear that the rebels were aware of the limitations
of the UNRWI’s responsibilities, and that his role was merely to advise and assist
Jakarta, but “the presence of your Excellency among the Papuans in West Irian will
make this sombre and gloomy situation a better and clearer one.”75

Although in his own words, this was just “one of the many” petitions that
he had received in the past month, Ortiz Sanz asked for an urgent meeting with
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Sudjarwo on the subject and also wrote him a “special unofficial letter,” in which
he stated that:
...there are two elements which impel me to give this petition a
special and urgent treatment. First, that it is in the interest of the
Indonesian Government to put a quick end to the rebellion in the
Manokwari area; and second, that it is everyone’s duty to do
whatever is necessary to avoid the risk of bloodshed.76

As a solution, Ortiz Sanz offered to go personally to the rebel areas to
witness the surrender of the rebel leaders, provided that Jakarta made an official
request to him in writing and reaffirmed Sarwo Edhie’s guarantees made in the
leaflet of 1 November.77 In his meeting with the UNRWI, Sudjarwo denied that the
rebels had been threatened with bombing. He also denied that Papuans were
interned in Javanese “concentration camps,” although he conceded that some had
“been put to work” on plantations in Java. Ortiz Sanz warned him that people in
Europe and elsewhere had “misconceptions” about events in Manokwari, and
believed Papuan propaganda about bombings and suppression by the Indonesian
military.78

The next day, at the request of Sarwo Edhie, the UNRWI visited him at his
residence where he found the general waiting with Sudjarwo. Sarwo Edhie briefed
Ortiz Sanz on the military situation, stating that so far 1400 rebels had returned to
their villages and denying that there were plans to bomb those that refused. He also
informed Ortiz Sanz that total troop strength in the territory was 6000, which was
2000 more than the figure Ortiz Sanz had reported to U Thant. Sarwo Edhie
assured the UNRWI that the rebellions were over and that there would be no more
shooting. Instead, the army would begin a campaign of providing clothing, food
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and transport for the returned rebels who, Sudjarwo added, would be allowed to
keep their weapons. The general concluded by inviting Ortiz Sanz to visit the
Manokwari area after 30 November, so he could witness that the area was
peaceful. The UNRWI reiterated that he would not accept without an official
invitation. Sudjarwo’s response was not recorded, but no official invitation was
ever given and Ortiz Sanz did not visit. In conclusion, Ortiz Sanz declared that a
peaceful settlement was both “nicer and quieter” and that pacification was
important for the Act. He also expressed confidence that the general, being a
“good commander, a professional soldier and a man of wisdom and conscience,”
would ensure that the rebels were treated humanely. 79

Ortiz Sanz’s decision not to visit Manokwari in December meant that he
did not witness the new military campaign which succeeded, temporarily, in ending
the rebellion. On 1 January, the Mandatjan brothers surrendered. The journalist
Brian May described how the Indonesians gradually wore the rebels down
“bombing them, cutting them into isolated groups and starving them from their
hiding places...[Lodewijk] Mandatjan became ill and could scarcely walk.”80

Ortiz Sanz’s Second Tour of West Irian
At the end of 1968, Ortiz Sanz reported to New York that he and members
of his team had completed a second “extensive” tour of the territory, lasting from
18 November until 14 December. Splitting into three groups, they had visited
different areas of the territory for several days at a time. The UNRWI seemed
pleased with the tour noting “I believe that I have firmly established our presence
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in West Irian which I consider to be an essential foundation for the activities
ahead.”81

Nonetheless, he informed Rolz-Bennett that their presence was still viewed
with suspicion and uneasiness by the Indonesian officials who “shadow us
wherever we go. Consequently, the members of my staff and myself find it difficult
to have free contacts with the population.”82 Despite this, he confirmed the
existence of anti-Indonesian feelings among the population but qualified this by a
rather dismissive comment:
Of course, when the moment arrives, it would be very difficult,
indeed, to assess the real importance of such [anti-Indonesian]
feelings since, as you are very well aware, only a very
insignificant percentage of the population is capable of or has
interest in engaging in any political actions or even thoughts.83
This view may have been prompted by his desire to justify the UN’s acceptance of
Jakarta’s intended manipulation of the Act. In conclusion he wrote:
The tour has confirmed my initial impressions which I reported
to the Secretary-General in my report of 12 November, namely
that the implementation of the provisions of the New York
Agreement relating to self-determination ‘in accordance with
international practice is, indeed, impossible.84

In his reply, Rolz-Bennett remarked that he was not surprised at this
confirmation, “for the level of development of the population in the various areas
of the territory - or the lack thereof - stands out all too clearly.” He also informed
the UNRWI that he had requested an interpretation from the UN legal office of the
phrase “in accordance with international practice.”85

Conclusions on 1968
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Jakarta would have been aware by this stage of the UN’s position. To
satisfy the Secretariat, it was only necessary for the Act to appear to include some
element of genuine participation by the general population. This could then be
presented to the international community to inspect, concur with and then forget.

Despite this, it was clear by the end of 1968 that this was not going to be a
simple matter for Ortiz Sanz or his superiors in New York. While the rebellions
appeared to have ended, human rights abuses and the denial of basic political
freedoms continued. These fundamental breaches of the Agreement threatened to
undermine the whole process.

Furthermore, the Indonesians did not share the UN’s view of the
importance of Jakarta maintaining the appearance of impartiality with regard to the
Act. Rolz-Bennett had tried to address this issue in his 3 December meeting with
Indonesian diplomats in New York. On being told by Ambassador Sani that
Indonesia could not be impartial to the Act, the Under-Secretary suggested
diplomatically that what he in fact meant was that Indonesia could not be
‘disinterested,’ but would remain impartial. In reply, the Indonesian, repeated that
Indonesia could not be impartial. 86 When informed of this, Ortiz Sanz replied to
Rolz-Bennett:
My views coincide with yours that Indonesia cannot be,
understandably, ‘disinterested’ in or remain ‘indifferent’ to the
act of free choice. Being aware of the stakes involved in this act
as far as this Republic is concerned, we are trying to work out
methods and procedures which will create respect for and
confidence in the final exercise on the part of those nations who
know so little about the territory and its problems and who will
be watching the exercise with a critical eye. Indonesians must be
able to see, in their own national interest, that while being
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‘interested’ in the act of free choice might be understood and
sympathised with, no-one would excuse their country for being
‘partial’ in that exercise.87

Events would show that the UNRWI over-estimated the international
community’s interest in West Irian. But in the following months, his attempts to
maintain some appearance of legitimacy for the Act would be consistently
undermined by overt Indonesian manipulation of the exercise. The eventual extent
of this manipulation was such that one can question whether the UN should have
remained associated with the result. That the UNRWI’s role would in reality bear
little relation to that laid out in the Agreement was clearly understood by the
international community. Writing in December 1968, a British diplomat observed:
Tactically, his aim is to contrive a formula whereby the Act of
Free Choice will result in affirmation of Indonesia’s sovereignty
but will also represent a fair reflection of the peoples’ wishes and
stand the test of international opinion. This is clearly going to be
no easy task.88

The fact was, as the British and other UN member states knew only too
well, any “fair reflection” of the peoples’ wishes would certainly not result in a
decision to remain with Jakarta. But with no significant interest in the issue from
the international community, this inconvenient reality would be simply ignored by
Jakarta and the UN.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
1969 JANUARY TO MAY

UN/Indonesian Talks Continue: Jakarta Rejects the ‘Mixed Method.’
The year 1969 began well for Indonesia. Following the surrender of the
Papuan rebel leaders Lodewijk and Barens Mandatjan on 1 January, the security
situation in the Bird’s Head Peninsula appeared under control. On the island of
Biak, which had been “troubled by terrorists,” the situation had also improved,
although there was still local resentment at the recent burning down of houses by
the army, during its Operation “Sadar.”1 As a goodwill gesture, Suharto sent the
Biak tribal leaders a New Year’s gift of 250 pigs and 200 fowl. 2

On 7 January, the Mandatjan brothers were flown to Jakarta, with
Lodewijk arriving dressed in an Indonesian major’s uniform. Accompanying them
was West Irian’s former Governor, Eliezer Bonay, who had recently been released
after serving two years in prison as a political dissident. On arrival, the brothers
pledged allegiance to the Indonesian Republic before being driven away in a jeep.3
A week later Suharto announced that he regarded the Mandatjan brothers’
rebellion as a ‘misunderstanding’ rather than ‘treachery.’4

By mid-January, however, rebellion in the peninsula erupted again as
around 2000 Arfak tribesmen rose up under the leadership of Frits Awom. 5 Awom
had received his military training as a sergeant in the Papuan Volunteer Corps
before being dismissed by UNTEA for leading the anti-Indonesian mutiny of
February 1963. In response to the new uprising, Jakarta was forced to transfer two
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additional infantry battalions to the region from Makassar, South Sulawesi.
According to their commander, the army’s job was now to “win the forthcoming
act of self-determination in West Irian.”6

In an analysis of the situation in late January, the British Embassy in Jakarta
noted:
Most independent observers are convinced that, given a free
choice, the majority of the local inhabitants would not vote for
continued incorporation in Indonesia. This is certainly the view
of Mr. Peter Metcalfe, a British Programme Officer [with
FUNDWI] who was in Djakarta last week. Mr. Metcalfe told us
of a belief held by many of the Papuans that the UN would
protect them against injustice and ensure, by force if necessary,
that their rights are not overlooked...But it is clear that they are
going to be disillusioned when the Act of Free Choice leaves the
territory, as it inevitably will, an integral part of Indonesia.7

Ortiz Sanz began the year by flying to Jakarta with his wife on the same
flight that had brought Bonay and the Mandatjan brothers. Once in Jakarta, he
would not return to the territory for another two and a half months, spending his
time instead exchanging letters with Sudjawo, and attending meetings with him,
and other Government officials.

In Jakarta, Ortiz Sanz’s concerns were UN staffing and the return of exiles.
He reiterated that his total of eleven UN staff would need to be increased to
twenty-one over the next five months. As he reminded Sudjarwo “I will be
working at the peak of the operation with less than one half of the fifty personnel
originally intended for my mission.”8 In fact, six extra observers that he had
requested for June were cancelled, due to “housing and budgetary restrictions,”9
and the total UN presence never exceeded sixteen.
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On the issue of exiles, Ortiz Sanz acknowledged Sudjarwo’s argument that
Indonesia was not obliged under the Agreement to invite exiles to return for the
Act. He suggested, though, that this would be “the best answer” to accusations by
exile groups that Indonesia was suppressing the basic rights of the population.10

The two men also corresponded concerning the summaries prepared by the
UNRWI of political communications from Papuans that he had forwarded to
Sudjarwo. Sudjarwo dismissed the numerous allegations of military brutality,
reiterating that Indonesia would take whatever measures it saw fit, “in the
framework of law and order” to combat “terrorism and rebellion” and restore
peace and order.11 Ortiz Sanz responded by making clear that he only attached a
“preliminary informative” value to the petitions and did not take them into account
when submitting proposals to Jakarta.12

The conciliatory nature of Ortiz Sanz’s approach was noted by Sudjarwo,
who in late January told the Australians that the UNRWI had been “difficult but
now had a better understanding.”13

Throughout the rest of January, Ortiz Sanz wrote frequently to Sudjarwo,
and on 28 January he sent him three letters on the issues of political prisoners,
disseminating information and the methods to be adopted for the Act. At all times
his tone was, as one would expect from an experienced diplomat, courteous and
restrained. Nonetheless, there was now a growing sense of urgency in Ortiz Sanz’s
communications as he tried to persuade Sudjarwo to adopt at least some of his
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proposals. On political prisoners he emphasised the importance of completing the
release process before the Act, although he made clear “I am not at all suggesting
the release of those detainees with background of anti-State activities.”14

On the central issue of the procedure for the Act itself, Ortiz Sanz wrote in
his report to the UNGA that he had learned from Sudjarwo his “mixed system”
proposal had been rejected on 10 February. 15 In fact he received a letter from RolzBennett dated 30 January, which made clear that Jakarta had already informed the
Secretary-General of its decision the previous week.16 This letter also described a
meeting between U Thant and Sudjarwo in which the latter seemed concerned
about possible international reaction to Indonesia’s decision. Rolz-Bennett noted
that it was clear that Sudjarwo wanted to obtain the Secretary-General’s
concurrence with the method chosen by Jakarta for the Act. But U Thant, “made
no repeat no commitment one way or the other.”17 U Thant’s reported reluctance
on this may well have surprised Sudjarwo, since as previously mentioned, Jakarta
had been privately told by the UN in 1964 and possibly earlier, that a decision
solely by “representative” councils on behalf of the population was an acceptable
method. In view of this, Indonesia’s seemed justified in asserting in its report to the
UNGA, that U Thant had considered their proposals “not unreasonable in the light
of conditions existing in the territory.”18

As well as seeking official UN support for the abandonment of any direct
voting in the final Act, Sudjarwo was also anxious to prevent international
discussion of the Secretary-General’s report on the matter. In his Government’s
view, he explained, “the Assembly was not called upon to discuss or pass
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judgement on the report but merely take note of it.” U Thant responded that
member states could not be prevented from commenting if they so wished.19

Nonetheless, Indonesia’s concern over potential international reaction was,
according to Sudjarwo, selective. In talks with the Australian mission to the UN in
January he declared:
If the representative of Malta or, for example, one of the
Caribbean countries wanted to raise the West Irian issue,
Indonesia would take no notice of them. They were not
important. On the other hand if the United States or Australia
had queries to raise this would be important.20

Discussions in Jakarta continued the following month. On 10 February,
Ortiz Sanz and three of his officials met with Sudjarwo at the Foreign Ministry.
Accompanying Sudjarwo were four senior officials from the Foreign Ministry, the
Ministry of Information and the Armed Forces. Over the next three days, both
sides discussed the method and timing of the Act, and Ortiz Sanz again returned to
the issues of political prisoners, exiles, information, and general rights and
freedoms. At the same time, Sudjarwo reminded the UN team of his continuing
concerns at the proposal to increase their number.21
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At the meetings, the UN team were informed that the Government intended
to consult the nine “Representative” councils of West Irian in order to obtain their
approval for implementing the Act through the method recommended by Jakarta.
These councils had been set up in 1963 after UNTEA’s departure and replaced the
Regional councils, originally established by the Dutch. Whereas the original
councils had been partially, and in some cases wholly, elected by universal suffrage,
the ‘Representative’ councils were appointed by the Indonesian authorities.

Jakarta’s recommended method was for these existing councils to be
enlarged to form eight regional ‘Assemblies’ (merging two of the nine councils).
These would then each reach a collective decision on the questions posed in the
final Act. Sudjarwo did not elaborate at the meeting on how the additional
members would be selected, but in his earlier talks with U Thant he had ‘intimated’
that universal suffrage might be allowed.22 The establishment of these assemblies
was to be the responsibility of the corresponding ‘Representative’ Council
chairman in each area. To assist them, the chairmen would appoint committees for
the tasks of organising, confirming and installing the members of the Regional
Assemblies.23
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In response, Ortiz Sanz stated that he did not have the authority to object,
even less reject, the method proposed. At the same time, neither did he have the
authority to express agreement or endorse Jakarta’s decision. Consequently, he
would participate in the procedure, but not share in the Government’s
responsibility for choosing this particular method.24 This position was also made
clear in his November 1969 report to the UNGA. 25 Privately, he also asked the
Indonesians for the names of all existing ‘Representative’ council members, along
with details of their background and the segment of population that they were
supposed to represent. Sudjarwo agreed to this, but the information was never
handed over.

On the other issues discussed in the February meetings, Sudjarwo informed
Ortiz Sanz that Papuan exiles were to be given until 15 April to apply to return
home for the Act. There was no mention of immunity and, in the end, only one
Papuan family ever accepted the offer. Nonetheless, Ortiz Sanz later referred to it
as one of the “concrete measures” adopted by Jakarta on his advice that would
“provide the act of free choice with some essential democratic prerequisite.”26

Although the UNRWI emphasised the importance of releasing all political
prisoners before the Act, he again accepted Indonesia’s right to deal with those
accused with “anti-state” activities separately. He even offered some advice on the
subject. “It was better to move them out of the territory, if their retention was
necessary, before the Act of Free Choice.”27 Presumably, removing these political
prisoners to some other part of Indonesia would make their incarceration less of a
threat to the smooth running of the Act.
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Yet again, however, one must question whether it was in any way
appropriate for the UN Representative to make such a suggestion. Although
neither side defined the precise meaning of “anti-state” activities, open opposition
to the Indonesian presence in West Irian was a freedom protected under the
Agreement’s Article XXII, which guaranteed the right to free speech. By
suggesting the removal of these prisoners from West Irian, he was not only
condoning this breach of the Agreement, he was also advocating a policy which
would result in the prisoners being held possibly thousands of miles away from
their family and friends. It was a solution that would have been familiar to older
Indonesian nationalists, many of whom had themselves been exiled by the Dutch
colonial authorities in what was then Dutch New Guinea.

Ortiz Sanz’s final suggestion was for Jakarta to issue a special decree
regulating the rights and freedoms of the Papuans so that this central feature of the
Agreement could be fulfilled. Sudjarwo replied that his government might consider
the suggestion, but no such decree was ever issued.28

Apart from responding to the issues raised by Ortiz Sanz, Sudjarwo’s main
concern in the February talks related to the number of UN officials planned for the
UNRWI’s team, though, it is not clear why Indonesia was so uncomfortable with
such a negligible UN presence. At this stage Ortiz Sanz resisted Sudjarwo’s
pressure on the issue.29
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Soon after the meetings, Sudjarwo wrote to Ortiz Sanz to reaffirm his
government’s decision as to the method they would adopt for the Act. He also
gave more details regarding the selection process for the additional members of the
“consultative assemblies.”

One group would be chosen by existing officially-

approved political, social and cultural organisations. A second group would consist
of “traditional” tribal chiefs selected by the existing local councils, and a third
group was to be elected by the people themselves in each district. Importantly, the
percentage of members from each group would be decided by the local existing
councils.30

Consequently, the only potential opportunity for genuine popular
participation lay in the election of the third group. In practice, this method of
choosing additional members meant that the Indonesian authorities, and the
existing appointed councils would have tight control of the whole selection process
for the consultative assembly. They would choose which tribal chiefs could take
part and only permitted the involvement of government-approved organisations.
As Ortiz Sanz confirmed in his UNGA report, Sudjarwo informed him in May that
“those few people - possibly existing - not in favour of retaining ties with the
Republic of Indonesia, are...not organised in legally existing political groups or
parties in West Irian.”31

Papuan Petitions
If Ortiz Sanz needed confirmation of the political loyalties of these existing
councils and official organisations, Sudjarwo’s letter provided it:
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...we have to take into account the many resolutions submitted to
the Government up till now, both from the local councils as well
as from organisations in West Irian which contest the holding of
the act of free choice as being unnecessary or uncalled for,
simply because West Irian is an integral part of the territory of
the Republic of Indonesia and that in their opinion no
opportunity for a separatist act should be given. The reasoning of
these resolutions has the support of a great part of public opinion
in this country. I believe you are not unaware of this situation.32

This claim that the majority of Papuan resolutions and petitions favoured
the pro-Indonesian position was an important part of Jakarta’s campaign to
legitimise the Act. In their November 1969 report to the UNGA they repeated this
assertion, stating that while the “simple illiterate” people of the interior had little
understanding of the issue, Papuan leaders in more advanced areas had informed
Ortiz Sanz that the Act was unnecessary. Furthermore, they claimed:
Since 1963, the Indonesian Government had received hundreds
of statements of this kind from all layers or groups of West Irian
people. For the Indonesian Government the implementation of
the act of free choice in West Irian was indeed a political
proposition without much political support of the people, in West
Irian as well as in the whole of Indonesia .33

In private, however, Sudjarwo complained to the Secretary-General
personally about the anti-Indonesia petitions which Ortiz Sanz was forwarding on
to him. They were, it appeared, even beginning to upset the Indonesian army. 34

At the same meeting, Sudjarwo also seemed to complain, albeit indirectly, about
the amount of time he was having to spend dealing with Ortiz Sanz. Rolz-Bennett
noted how he informed U Thant, “half jokingly” about the intense correspondence
between himself and the UNRWI, which he said, was keeping him very busy.35
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Despite passing on anti-Indonesian petitions to Sudjarwo, Ortiz Sanz
seemed prepared to support the Indonesian position on the issue when it mattered
most. In his report to the UNGA, he referred to the petitions, stating that in total
he had received 179 during his time in the territory, and adding that:
Broadly speaking, the petitions may be divided into two groups:
(a) those expressing views in favour of the retention of ties with
Indonesia (a little more than half of the petitions received were in
this group); and (b) those in favour of severing ties with
Indonesia.36

With regard to the first group, he recorded that most came from the
Representative Councils and the various legal organisations including students.
These petitioners he described as “politically minded and politically educated” and,
“better educated and aware of the issues.” At no point did he question the validity
of their submissions. He also, rather curiously, reinforced these observations by
stating them twice in two virtually identical paragraphs, one before and one after
his comments on the second group.37

In contrast, his description to the UNGA of the anti-Indonesian petitions
was clearly designed to undermine their importance:
As regards the second group of petitions, it should be noted that
some of them were unintelligible, some were anonymous or
merely initialled, a few contained many alleged signatures all
written by the same hand, and almost all had no return address
other than the town or place from which they were sent .38

It could be argued that he might have acknowledged that the anonymity
and less than professional condition of the anti-Indonesian petitions may have been
at least partly due to their authors’ fear of discovery by the authorities, and their
need to prepare them clandestinely. As to their illegibility, surviving UN records
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show that they were certainly all legible enough to be transcribed into a printed
format by UNRWI staff.

Far more important, however, is Ortiz Sanz’s assertion in his UNGA report
that over half the petitions he received were pro-Indonesian. One has to question
why he wrote this because it was simply untrue. In the UN archives, descriptions
of 156 of the 179 petitions survive, recording all those received up until 30 April
1969. Of these, 95 can be described as anti-Indonesian, 59 are pro-Indonesian and
two are neutral. Even if the missing 23 petitions were all pro-Indonesian, over half
the total would still be in favour of severing ties with Jakarta. Realistically,
however, one can conclude that a significant proportion of the missing 23 were
anti-Indonesian, since Ortiz Sanz acknowledged in the same report that “nationalist
feelings were expressed more forcibly” in the petitions received during the last
weeks of his mission.39 If one assumes therefore that even 10 of the 23 opposed
Indonesia, then as a conservative estimate, just over sixty percent of the total 179
petitions received by Ortiz Sanz fell into this anti-Indonesian category. 40

It is possible that Ortiz Sanz simply miscalculated, but this is highly unlikely
since the UN’s own list summarising the petitions is both clearly typed and
numbered. Furthermore, petitions on both sides are all unambiguous in their
wording, leaving no room for misinterpretation of their particular positions.
Consequently, either Ortiz Sanz himself chose to deliberately mislead the UNGA
or he was told to by his superiors in New York. Whoever was responsible, it is a
clear illustration of the UN leadership’s collaboration with Indonesia to legitimise
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their take-over of West Irian at the expense of the political rights of the Papuans,
guaranteed in the Agreement.

East New Guinea, Australian and Dutch Reactions
While Ortiz Sanz continued his meetings with Indonesian officials, on 3
February Suharto told Peter Job, the departing Reuters correspondent, that he
would regard any decision by the Papuans to leave the Republic as “treason.”41
According to Brian May, this statement caused some embarrassment for Western
diplomats, and attempts were made to explain it away as an error in the translation
into English. May also claimed that British and American diplomats “advised” and
“warned” the new Reuters correspondent to “be more careful” than his
predecessor who had reported Suharto’s threat.42

Australian concerns at the disruption caused by the Act increased
throughout 1969. Although numbers of Papuans fleeing into TPNG had grown in
1968, in 1969 official figures recorded a total 1695 crossing the border. This
compared with a total of 2230 for the years 1963-1968.43 In April and May,
Indonesian troops in pursuit of fleeing Papuans crossed into Australian territory,
killing two of them.44 Furthermore, according to official Indonesian military
accounts, in April two-thirds of the population of the Erambo/Kalimaro region,
north-east of Merauke near the border, was found to have fled across into
Australian territory. The account gives no reason for this, but states that army
officers involved in “clean up operations” were attacked and killed.45
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Meanwhile, the opposition Australian Labor Party passed a resolution in
1969 supporting the Papuans’ right to self-determination and condemning
Indonesian actions to prevent this.46 In TPNG, there was also support for the West
Papuans. In April, John Guise, Speaker of the Territory’s House of Assembly in
Port Moresby revealed in an interview that:
...in his personal campaigns for the Legislative Council and the
House of Assembly during the past decade he has advocated the
political union of the island of New Guinea, and continues to
support the idea.47

Two months later, on 28 June, the TPNG Assembly adopted a resolution
criticising both Indonesia and the UN for neglecting political and human rights in
West Irian. Furthermore, Michael Somare, the future first Prime Minister of an
independent PNG, accused Australia of running ‘concentration camps’ for refugees
along the border, and in a statement to the Assembly said:
We often hear the UN condemning European colonialism but it
never thinks of condemning Asiatic colonialism, and this is what
is happening now on our border and it is colonialism on the part
of Indonesians.48

This resolution embarrassed the Australian Department for External
Affairs. Unfortunately for them, although the Papuan Assembly was not supposed
to deal with foreign affairs, a precedent had already been set in 1968 when
Canberra passed on a TPNG Assembly resolution to the Soviets condemning their
aggression in Czechoslovakia.49 In the end Canberra did pass the resolution
regarding West Irian on to U Thant, but added a note making clear that Australia
did not agree with it. In addition, the Department of External Affairs instructed the
Australian Mission to the UN to “add orally when handing the communication to
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the United Nations Secretariat that you are not asking for the resolution to be
circulated to members of the United Nations.”50

The rising anger against Indonesia among the political elite of Australian
New Guinea led Peter Hastings to suggest the following year that future contacts
between East and West New Guineans “should be, so far as possible, limited.”51
Hastings, however, need not have been so concerned. As TPNG moved towards
independence in the early 1970’s, its political elite would prove itself to be as eager
to maintain good relations with Jakarta as Australia was. In early 1974, soon after
self-government was granted, Albert Kiki, PNG’s Minister for Defence, Foreign
Relations and Trade, wrote a confidential letter to Les Johnson, the Australian
Administrator of the territory. In it, he expressed concern at the OPM’s influence
in the border area and declared that he and Chief Minister Somare were determined
to strengthen security and weed out officials “including police, who may in any
way be sympathetic to the dissident movement.”52

Somare himself would go on to become a firm supporter of Indonesian
policy in Irian Jaya following PNG’s independence in 1975. As the historian Ian
Downs wrote on the TPNG Assembly’s 1969 resolution:
While acknowledging
which this House of
doubtful if the same
expressed if PNG
protection.53

the sincerity of the emotions and fears
Assembly Resolution represented, it is
views would have been so forthrightly
had been independent of Australian

Despite these protests, the Liberal Government in Canberra remained
supportive of Indonesian policy in West Irian. In particular, in February 1969
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during his first speech as External Affairs Minister, Gordon Freeth emphasised
Australia’s need to maintain close relations with Indonesia and stressed the
difficulties Jakarta would face with a ‘one-man-one-vote’ plebiscite in West Irian.
Furthermore, he indicated that Australia would accept polling of 1000
representatives as suggested by the Indonesians. In response, the Sydney Morning
Herald commented that it was wrong for him to set himself up as an apologist for
Indonesia, adding that “his plea for understanding leaves a very unpleasant taste of
hypocrisy.” The paper also criticised the UN, saying that it was directly responsible
and had no excuse for not protesting.54 Undeterred by such accusations, Freeth
declared on another occasion that it was immoral for outsiders to incite the
Papuans to resist when there would be no outside help available for them. 55

Commenting on the Australian position on West Irian, Neilson of the
British High Commission in Canberra informed London in May:
As you know the Australians are very interested in maintaining
their good relations with Indonesia and are quite willing to close
their eyes to evidence which might cause them to doubt
Indonesia’s good faith. You may for example be interested to
know that the Prime Minister’s Department declined to read Alan
Mason’s letter of 3 April to Le Breton on the grounds that it
‘might embarrass them’ (this privately of course).56

The letter referred to by Neilson was from the British Embassy in Jakarta.
It gave a highly highly critical account of Indonesian rule in West Irian, describing
military brutality, Papuan loathing for the Indonesians and their overwhelming
desire for freedom. 57
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In an effort to diffuse tensions, particularly over the issue of refugees and
Indonesian military border incursions, Indonesian and Australian officials met in
Jayapura on 10 and 11 June. They discussed recent incidents and
‘misunderstandings,’ and looked at ways of minimizing the likelihood of more
occurring. As a result, it was agreed that liaison was to be maintained between
border stations in the respective territories. In TPNG, the border stations of
Wutung, Imonda and Weam were chosen to liaise with their Indonesian
counterparts at Tami, Waris and Sotar. In addition, it was agreed that radio contact
was to be maintained between Jayapura and Vanimo in Australian New Guinea.
Furthermore, meetings were to be arranged between senior representatives of the
two administrations when the need arose.58

At the same time, contact was maintained between Australian and
Indonesian survey authorities engaged in determining the position of the border.
There was also cooperation from both sides on public health and animal quarantine
matters.59

Claims of a higher level of co-operation, never officially acknowledged by
Australia, appeared in an Indonesian press report in June. According to this,
Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik had claimed that Indonesia already had a border
agreement with Australia, part of which included an Australian undertaking to
return every border crosser to West Irian.60 Although this report was inaccurate,
Canberra’s cooperation certainly went beyond the areas outlined by the
Department of External Affairs at the time. Australia sent scores of refugees to
Manus island, 300 kilometres north east of Australian New Guinea in order to
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prevent them engaging in any political activity.61 In one case, two Papuans, one of
whom, Willem Zonggonao, had been a member of the West Irian Assembly,
crossed the border shortly before the Act took place and were arrested by the
Australians, apparently at the request of the Indonesian authorities. The two men
had smuggled out numerous testimonies from West Papuan leaders calling for
independence and for the UN to abandon the Act. They had intended to present
these to the UN in New York, instead, Australian officials sent them to Manus
island.62

Canberra also secretly worked closely with Indonesian security forces in
combating the OPM. According to the journalist Anthony Balmain:
Australia maintained a secret military and intelligence relationship
with Indonesia, aimed at eliminating armed pro-independence
dissent. Telexes sharing information on the movement of the
West Papuan armed resistance were sent over the border
between Australian administered New Guinea and West Irian.
The documents were dated before and during the act of selfdetermination. One cable sent on July 15, 1969, from Indonesian
officers in Jayapura to Australian officers in Vanimo New
Guinea, said, ‘We inform you that some west Irianese have
deserted to your country under the leadership of Bernadus
Warry...armed with four weapons. Would you like to help us
investigate?...The document indicated Australia assisted.
‘Djajapura is being informed that the matter is being
investigated’.63

On 18 March, Ortiz Sanz issued a press release in which he referred to
Indonesia’s decision to rely solely on ‘consultative assemblies’ for the Act. For
this to be acceptable, he made clear that three prerequisites should be taken into
consideration:
(1) The ‘consultative assemblies’ should have sufficiently large
membership.
(2) They should represent all sectors of the population.
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(3) The new members should be clearly elected by the people.
The United Nations Representative has, subsequently, received
official assurances that these essential prerequisites will be
complied with by the Government.64

On the same day, he received a cable from Rolz-Bennett concerning a
meeting between Dutch Ambassador Middelburg and U Thant. The Ambassador
had informed the Secretary-General that there was growing concern in his country
about the situation in West Irian, particularly as a result of recent Indonesian
Government statements which, he claimed, seemed to indicate that Jakarta might
“resort to methods and to pressures which would make a mockery of the whole
exercise.”65 For this reason, Middelburg relayed a request from Dutch Foreign
Minister Luns:
Would the Secretary-General consider the sending of a United
Nations ‘expeditionary force’ to West Irian for the purpose of
guaranteeing that the Indonesian military would not threaten or
otherwise coerce the West Irianese to vote in the sense desired
by the Indonesian Government? Would the Secretary-General
consider himself authorised to send such a force by the provision
of Article XVII of the Agreement stating, inter alia, that ‘such
additional staff as the United Nations Representative might feel
necessary will be determined by the Secretary-General after
consultations with Indonesia’.66

In reply, U Thant had made clear that in his opinion, Article XVII did not
confer on him the right to send such a force to West Irian. If the Dutch
Government required a fuller response based on the interpretation of this article,
the Secretary-General requested that they ask for it in writing. Middelburg said
that they would, although there is no evidence in the UN documents that such a
written request was ever made.67
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Ortiz Sanz replied to Rolz-Bennett that he fully agreed with the view that
Article XVIII did not give U Thant the right to despatch an “expeditionary force,”
and he added that such a proposal would be totally unacceptable to the Indonesians
anyway. Furthermore, he suspected, correctly, that the Dutch were as aware of this
as he was and concluded that “they are endevouring to screen themselves from
future responsibilities” by being able to claim if necessary that they had urged U
Thant to protect the Papuans.68

Papuan Acceptance and Dissent, and United Nations Concerns
On 26 March, four days after Indonesia initiated the first of the regional
council consultations, Bakri Abdulgani Tianlean, Secretary of the pro-Indonesian
“United West Irian Students and Youth organisation” gave a press conference in
Jakarta. Surprisingly, Bakri announced that the general situation in West Irian was
deteriorating with no freedom in the country. He added that a citizen risked arrest
as an OPM agent if he talked about the need for economic improvement.69

Such dissent was not reflected in official UN and Indonesian accounts of
the eight regional councils’ meetings which took place between 22 March and 11
April to discuss Jakarta’s proposals for the Act.70 The UNRWI’s report to the
UNGA noted that during the UN monitored meetings, which were organised by a
team led by Sudjarwo, one-third of the speakers rejected the whole exercise as a
legacy of Dutch colonial policy. The majority of other speakers emphasised that
the result of the Act should not favour separation from Indonesia. The only
evidence of dissent Ortiz Sanz recorded was in the Jayapura regency where four
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members supported a “one-man-vote” system and in the Paniai Council where one
member, “expressed dissent from the Government’s proposal.”71

An eyewitness account, which contrasts sharply with the UN and
Indonesian reports of the ‘consultations,’ was given to A. K. Mason of the British
Embassy in April 1969 by Garth Alexander, a British journalist. Judged by Mason
as being “reasonably objective,” Alexander described witnessing the first regional
council meeting at Merauke on 22 March. He confirmed that there was strong
opposition to the governments’s plans to hold the Act, but for reasons that were
the complete opposite of those given in the UN and Indonesian accounts:
Alexander reports that Sudjarwo had a rather tough time with the
assembly who are vigorously opposed to the Government’s plans
and see in them no chance of revealing to the world the true
wishes of the Papuans. It is for that reason that they oppose the
Act of Free Choice - the Antara version is a rather neat reversal
of motives.72

It is possible that due to language difficulties, either Alexander or the U.N.
had badly misunderstood the council’s deliberations. The other possibility is that
Ortiz Sanz, members of his team, or the UN Secretariat, deliberately chose to
remain silent about a significant incident of Papuan protest at Indonesian
manipulation of the Act.

What is certain is that Ortiz Sanz’s report to the UNGA concluded that the
councils adopted by musjawarah (reaching a consensus) resolutions stating that,
although they believed the Act to be unnecessary, they accepted the Government’s
proposal to implement the Act through musjawarah with consultative assemblies
specifically established for the purpose.73 These conclusions were then endorsed by
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the Provincial Council of West Irian (DPRD - the Regional Assembly) on 24 April,
which also expressed thanks to Sudjawo’s team of organisers. Finally, they called
on the authorities to take firm action against any disturbances which might
jeopardise the Act or the recently announced five year development plan.74 In a
further measure to create the “right conditions” in the territory, the authorities also
sent over in early April several hundred Indonesian “teachers of history, technical
services and politics” to work among the Papuans. According to a Government
spokesman their purpose was to “help make a success” of the Act. This campaign
was the responsibility of Brigadier-General Ali Murtopo, in his capacity as
Commander of the Army’s OPSUS (Special Operations Section). Murtopo himself,
described as Suharto’s “trouble-shooter” by one British official, had arrived in the
territory on 20 February 1969 to “speak to the West Irianese and their leaders
about the Act.”75

Despite the undeniable efficiency of Indonesian control over the regional
councils, they could not completely prevent unofficial expressions of dissent, even
in the provincial capital. At 06:00 on the 11 April, the day when the last council
consultation took place in Jayapura, a nationalist demonstration occurred in front
of the residence of Ortiz Sanz. As might be expected, there are conflicting
accounts of the event. Robin Osborne, in his book on nationalist resistance in Irian
Jaya, claims that 2000 Papuans took part.76 Moses Werror, an eye-witness and
now an OPM leader based in PNG, gives a figure of around 5000.77 Van der Kroef
estimated 20078 while Eliezer Bonay, the ex-Governor of West Irian described it as
the largest demonstration which had ever taken place in the capital. 79 Ortiz Sanz
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however, reported to Rolz-Bennett the next day that only around 150 people were
involved.80

According to D Kafier, one of the organisers, the intention had been to
march from Ortiz Sanz’s residence to the Regional Assembly building and demand
the adoption of ‘one man one vote’ for the Act. In the end, this never took place
and the demonstrators were dispersed by troops and armoured vehicles shortly
after delivering a petition to the UNRWI.81 In Ortiz Sanz’s account to RolzBennett he described how he gave a short talk to the peaceful demonstrators:
I told them briefly that I was aware of their sentiments which I
would convey to the Sec-Gen, that to prevent bloodshed or other
unpleasant developments for the population they should return to
their homes and work places in an orderly and peaceful manner,
and that UNATIONS would continue trying to insure the rights
and freedoms to which they are entitled.82

Twenty minutes after the demonstrators left, Ortiz Sanz was informed that
they had been surrounded by police and troops in a nearby street. He told RolzBennett that he immediately visited Sudjarwo and two senior military officers to
ask for the troops to be withdrawn. Following his warnings that military reprisals
would seriously damage Indonesia’s international prestige, Ortiz Sanz described
how a Brigadier General Brotosewojo promised to order the immediate withdrawal
of the troops. The UNRWI’s confidential conclusions on this incident could be
described as, at the very least, over-optimistic:
The outcome of this incident has shown for the first time in West
Irian the possibility of peaceful democratic demonstrations by the
population and evident good-will on the part of high ranking
Indonesian military commanders. Everything is now quiet.83
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Papuans involved in the event give very different accounts. Moses Werror
claimed that the army started shooting and arresting the demonstrators, particularly
the leaders including himself.84 Kafier also spoke of the leaders being arrested.85
Another of the organisers described his arrest at the demonstration and subsequent
treatment:
I was arrested and held at the prison of the Navy Department in
Hamadi. I was beaten and given electric shocks at night while I
was being interrogated, and my lips were burnt with a lighted
cigarette...I was released after a few months of this.86

It is important to remember that the Papuans who gave these accounts
were all OPM supporters when interviewed. Nonetheless, their accounts are not
atypical of Indonesian military behaviour, either then or in the years since.
Furthermore, although Werror later on became a senior figure in the OPM (which
Western sources believed was involved in the march), at the time he had just
returned to West Irian after spending five years as an Indonesian diplomat at the
Canberra Embassy. His motive for joining the peaceful demonstration was, he said,
simply to ask for a free vote.87 In this context, Ortiz Sanz’s conclusions on the
incident appear naive, misleading or both.

An insight into how the Papuans were viewed by one of the key
Indonesians in West Irian is revealed in a report from March 1969 of a discussion
between a Jakarta-based British official and General Sarwo Edhie. The General,
who was perhaps irritated by on-going Papuan resistance to Jakarta, replied to a
query about his opinion of the local people by stating that:
they badly needed civilizing, half of them were completely naked
(which seemed to shock him) and they were very lazy. He had a
feeling that the Dutch had spoiled them...[but] properly treated
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by an honourable administration, they should settle down
happily.88

It was an assessment that could have just as easily been made by a
nineteenth century Dutch colonial officer about the Javanese, and it goes someway
to explaining why the Indonesians were so resented.

Papuan concerns over the way the Act was to be organised were also
shared to an extent by the UN leadership in New York. By mid-April, RolzBennett had been informed by Ortiz Sanz that Jakarta was now planning to have
the additional representatives of the assemblies “suggested” by ad hoc committees.
It was an embarrassing situation for the UN, since Ortiz Sanz’s press release of 18
March had declared that these additional members should be clearly elected by the
people if the Act was to be acceptable. It had also stated that Indonesia agreed to
comply with this.89 In response, Rolz-Bennett cabled Ortiz Sanz:
Our initial reaction is that Indonesia may be going too far
particularly by decision to have the additional representatives
‘suggested’ (which means in fact appointed) by an ad hoc
committee of each representative council. Our Indonesian friends
should realise, as you have told them so many times, that the
method for the act of free choice, while consonant with the
realities of the territory, should not depart so radically from
generally accepted norms of political representation. It is surely
not beyond human ingenuity to devise a method whereby the
additional representatives would be elected or selected by their
respective communities, thus giving an opportunity to the general
population to be involved in the act of free choice.90

Ortiz Sanz’s response was to send Sudjarwo several notes, “expressing
certain concern and observations regarding Ad Hoc Committees and in general the
procedures for the democratic election of members of the Consultative
Assemblies.” In reply, at the end of April, Sudjarwo merely informed the UNRWI
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that his government would send him an official report “in the next few days”
regarding the results of preliminary consultations with the councils about the
method to be adopted.91

The UN leadership’s reaction to Indonesia’s change of position may be
seen as further evidence that, while it was content to see Jakarta manipulate the
whole exercise, it was increasingly concerned at the absence of some appearance of
genuine Papuan participation. While both sides wished to avoid controversy, it was
less of a priority for Indonesia than it was for the UN which, as the supposed
defender of human and political rights, was potentially more vulnerable to
international criticism.

Indonesia’s on-going opposition to involvement by the general population
in the Act is understandable in the context of the journalist Alexander’s eye-witness
account of his three week visit to the territory in March 1969. In his description of
the journalist’s comments, Mason at the Jakarta British Embassy wrote:
...the majority of West Irianese...are very far from wishing to
become integrated with the Republic of Indonesia. Of all the
people he spoke to, and he met between 300 and 400, none was
in favour of such a solution. The impression he has is that the
Papuans loathe the Indonesians, perhaps in the same degree and
as a direct consequence of the way in which the Indonesians have
despised and belittled the Papuans.92

Following the 11 April demonstration, Indonesian security forces were
keen to prevent any more attempts by Papuans to contact the UNRWI at his
residence. Five days later, five armed Indonesian soldiers forced their way into the
residence and began shouting in Indonesian at Marshal Williams, the Mission’s
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American Chief Administrative Officer. Eventually, through an interpreter, it was
established that the soldiers thought that Williams, who was black, was a Papuan
and they intended to remove him from the building. Once the soldiers were
persuaded to leave, Williams attempted to inform Sudjarwo of the incident, but
“had no opportunity to do so.”93 The UNRWI had meanwhile already returned to
Jakarta.

A week later Ortiz Sanz wrote to Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik
complaining about the incident and reminding him that, under the terms of the
Agreement, UN premises were inviolable. It was therefore a violation of the
Agreement to enter them without the express permission of himself, or U Thant:
I do not wish, in view of the high regard I have for you and
mindful of the delicate stage in our negotiations, to present on
this occasion an official protest which might give rise to press
comments unfavourable to Indonesia. On the other hand, I
cannot ignore the offence committed against the SecretaryGeneral...nor can I expose my Mission to the risk of a repetition
of such a disagreeable incident. I have decided therefore, to
address myself to you in a personal manner within the spirit of
friendliness and co-operation which exists in our relations.94

The matter was kept out of the press and not mentioned again. It is
possible, however, that this intimidation was not accidential. According to Brian
May, Indonesian Army intelligence had at one point “trumped up” a charge against
Williams, and he was only saved from being declared persona non grata by “the
good sense of the Foreign Ministry.”95

After leaving the territory at the end of the mission, Williams himself
seemed reasonably unconcerned about his treatment, although he remarked to
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relatives that things “dragged along” at times, due to “small difficulties.” He also
commented that the few Papuan leaders there were “yearned and hoped” for
independence, and that generally, “self-determination was much desired by the
West Irianese.”96 These views though, were not unique to Williams. According to
a 1969 document by the US Embassy in Jakarta; “Personal political views of the
UN team are...95 per cent of Irianese support the independence movement and that
the Act of Free Choice is a mockery.”97 Therefore, if the Indonesians had particular
objections to Williams, it was unlikely to be because he was any more sympathetic
than his colleagues to the plight of the local people. Perhaps it was simply that the
military felt uncomfortable having someone black like the Papuans in such a senior
UN position.

Rebellion
Shortly before the first ad hoc committees began selecting additional
members for the Assembly, Indonesia and the UN faced perhaps their most serious
threat to the successful completion of the Act. In mid-April, large scale armed
rebellions erupted in and around Enarotali in the Paniai region of the Western
Central Highlands.

According to the Indonesian military, the catalyst for the unrest was local
opposition to the appointment by the authorities in February of an Indonesian as
district head of Paniai. 98 On 14 April, the missionary airstrip at the village of
Moanemani was made unusable by locals erecting barricades. At the same time,
non-Papuan government officials were advised by rebels to leave the area. The
next day in Wagete, similar warnings were given to non-Papuans including
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teachers, and a week later the local airstrip was “demolished.”99 By 23 April, the
unrest had escalated into an organised rebellion led by around 90 well-armed,
Papuan policemen who mutined and joined up with the OPM.100 As the rebellion
rapidly spread among the 30,000 local Kapakau (Ekari) people, Franz Kaisiepo,
the Governor of West Irian, issued a press statement acknowledging that the revolt
was supported by all the Kapakau leadership. He also conceded that tribal
groupings which had been enemies for years were united in their hostility to
Indonesia.101

The rebels’ first move was to round up local Indonesian teachers and
government officials and evacuate them unharmed from the area, mostly to the
army headquarters at Nabire 100 kilometres to the northwest. Local Protestant and
Catholic missionaries were also removed, as was a small detachment of fourteen
Indonesian soldiers from the garrison at Waghete. Those Indonesians who were
not forced to leave fled anyway. 102

On 26 April, the OPM took over a Catholic Mission wireless and broadcast
a message to the army headquarters, and to General Sarwo Edhie personally. The
message was a request for all Indonesian troops to leave the area so that the local
people could exercise the “right of free choice” without pressure. They also asked
for the UN to assist by despatching planes for the evacuation.103 When it became
clear that this request would be ignored, the rebels dug up the airstrips at Enarotali,
Waghete, Epoty, Nononanie and Paniai making them unusuable. On 27 April, a
plane carrying police and soldiers, including General Sarwo Edhie, was shot at by
the OPM as it flew over Enarotali, possibly trying to land. Two of the passengers
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including a police inspector, were wounded and the plane returned to Nabire.104
Meanwhile, with the Indonesian authorities gone, the Papuan ‘Morning Star’ flag
was openingly flown in Enarotali and other towns under rebel control.

General Sarwo Edhie’s response was to order in aircraft to strafe areas of
suspected rebel activity. 105 Following this, paratroopers were dropped into the area
on 30 April, with others following on 4 May. Shortly before being dropped, the
troops, who had been based in Bandung West Java, were addressed personally by
President Suharto who told them:
The return of West Irian into the fold of the motherland is not at
all a gift from outside, not just the result of cleverness at the
negotiating table. It is supported by real military achievements
and intensive preparations by the whole people of Indonesia.106

As fighting broke out between Indonesian troops and Papuan rebels,
around 14,000 people living in Enarotali and the surrounding area fled into the
bush.107 The Indonesian military soon re-occupied Enarotali, Wagete and other
sub-district centres, but found stiff resistance in Muanemani “from large numbers
of people.” According to an official Indonesian military history of the rebellion:
More troops were drafted into the area and for a few weeks, it
seemed that the army had re-established its authority, but in June,
army units were again attacked by ‘thousands of people.’ The
most serious attack, according to the Indonesian account, took
place in Pasir Putih Kumopa when eleven soldiers were killed,
dozens more wounded, many weapons captured, and surviving
troops were forced to retreat.108

With most of the population gone, incidents of looting by the military
occurred and in one reported case, a Dutch missionary’s house boy was shot dead
by soldiers as he attempted to row his sister to safety across one of the lakes. The
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missionary himself, Father Tetro, was assaulted by troops after he complained that
looting Indonesian troops were as bad as the mutinying police. Sarwo Edhie later
apologised to the missionary for the assault, but not apparantly, for the killing of
his house boy.109

Unless the people returned, Indonesia and the UN were concerned that the
Act could not take place in the area. To persuade them back, Sarwo Edhie had
leaflets distributed in early May assuring the rebels that their families and property
would be unharmed, if they accepted an amnesty and returned. Another reported
tactic was to parachute a Papuan into the bush where the people had fled. Once
there, this individual informed them that he had seen “large Dutch cargoes waiting
to be shipped to them,” but not until the Act had been completed.110

The following month, another leaflet was distributed citing the New
Testament to entice the rebel policemen back:
Through your love of merciful Jesus Christ you should remember
what is written in St. Luke’s Gospel about the prodigal
son…Have you not pity for your wives and children, who are
suffering because you left them?111

Brian May speculated that the military had had help in preparing the leaflets
from American Protestant missionaries. According to him:
They had already co-operated by passing on information given in
confidence by Papuans that there would be serious trouble over
the Act of Free Choice in the Enarotali area, but the army
assured them there was only a trifling, local problem. Dutch
Catholics also knew of the Papuans’ plans to demand that all
Indonesians leave, but they agreed to keep silent on obtaining a
promise from tribal leaders that there would be no physical
attack112
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Elsewhere, incidents were reported in Arso, near the northern part of the
border, where UN officials estimated that around 500 Papuans demonstrated on 1
May and raised the ‘Morning Star’ flag. In response, at least two of the
demonstrators were shot.113 On 27 April, Muju tribesmen raided an Indonesian
army camp near Merauke hacking three soldiers to death with axes.114 In May, in
the northern region of Dubu/Ubrub, the military discovered that Papuan youths
were being given military training by rebels. Troops sent to capture the organiser
were trapped and killed. Another army unit was then sent in and found all the
villages in the area deserted.115 Meanwhile, on the Bird’s Head Peninsula, the
Arfak rebellion led by Awom continued, with 2000 rebels reportedly tying down
three to four Indonesian battalions.116

At the time though, Sarwo Edhie assured journalists that the situation was
under control. In a statement in mid-May, he explained that the paratroopers had
been dropped into the Enarotali area to “inspire confidence among the people” and
that the soldiers were welcomed “by cheering crowds who helped to repair the
damaged airstrips.”117

Back in Jakarta, Ortiz Sanz’s initial reaction was to instruct his staff to
“refrain from involvement.” He was also concerned at growing international press
interest over the unrest, and predicted that “certain sections” of it would start
calling for some form of UN intervention. To counter this he cabled Rolz-Bennett
on 6 May:
I suggest you be ready at UNations Headquarters to clarify the
stand of the Unations in West Irian as exclusively related to the
act of free choice underscoring the fact that this is a political
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problem for Indonesia who has since one May 1963 ‘full
administrative responsibility.’118

Rolz-Bennett’s reply suggests that he considered Ortiz Sanz was being too
cautious in his dealings with the Indonesians:
While it is correct, as you have stated, that matters pertaining to
the administration of the territory, including the maintenance of
law and order, fall outside your mandate, we believe you are
entitled to request full information from the Indonesian
Government about these developments, insofar as they may have
a relation to or may affect the act of free choice. We therefore
suggest that you approach the appropriate Indonesian authorities
and request an official account of the incidents in West Irian. It
would be useful also to request the Indonesian authorities to
keep you informed of any further developments concerning these
incidents.119

But by the time this cable reached Ortiz Sanz, he had already issued a
statement to the press that; “it is completely beyond the terms of reference of the
United Nations Representative to make any investigation regarding matters that fall
within the jurisdiction of the administrative power.”120

In New York, Indonesian Ambassador Abdulgani requested a meeting with
U Thant on 9 May to discuss on-going preparations for the Act. At the same time,
he also claimed that the unrest was simply the result of inter-tribal rivalry. He also
denied any knowledge of the attack on Sarwo Edhie’s plane, or unrest
elsewhere.121 This account differed radically from that given to Ortiz Sanz by
Sudjarwo two weeks later. According to Sudjarwo, members of the “so-called
Free Papua” movement had used economic/administrative “difficulties” to organise
demonstrations against Indonesia and the Act. Preparations for this had begun the
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previous December, and Sudjarwo referred to captured OPM “High Command”
documents which he said spoke of plans to carry out:
...sabotage in every field to harm the Government, which should
culminate on 1 May. As you may know, they have chosen their
Victory-Day on 1 May. They have also ‘instructed’ their
followers to kidnap West-Irianese who are loyal to the
Indonesian Government and to make use of force whenever
possible.122

Sudjarwo also named a number of anti-Indonesian ringleaders including
Louis Zonggonao, a local Council member, describing him as, “a brother of Wim
Zonggonao, probably known to you too.”123 Wim Zonggonao was the ex-West
Irian Assembly member arrested by the Australians after crossing into PNG with a
nationalist petition a few weeks before the Act.124

On 12 May, in response to the unrest, Ortiz Sanz flew to West Irian from
Jakarta for a seven day inspection of the territory. On his return to Jakarta on 19
May, he informed the waiting press that he had been assured by Sarwo Edhie that
the army would continue to use restraint. He also claimed that everything was now
quiet but tense, that the previous press reports had been grossly exaggerated, and
that there was no cause for alarm about the future.125 The actual death toll among
the Papuans during this time will never be known, but large scale killings and abuse
by Indonesian troops certainly took place while Ortiz Sanz’s mission was in the
territory. Although information on such incidences was difficult to obtain,
confidential Australian military information from late August 1969 reported:
Our previous information on rapes committed by Indonesian
soldiers has been confirmed in a number of cases. The Bobol and
Tamus people are quite definite on this score and...in particular
one girl from Bobol, I think, was raped by a number of soldiers
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when she was 11, several years later again and again when she
was 16 and then married.126

While some press reports may have been exaggerated, it is doubtful
whether Ortiz Sanz was in a position to judge for himself. Although he visited
Enarotali, Jayapura, Wagete, Nabire and Biak, Brian May claims that in Enarotali,
he failed even to leave the airstrip.127 Furthermore, he appears to have decided
before he left Jakarta on what his assessment of the situation would be. On 12
May, just prior to departing for West Irian, he sent a cable to Rolz-Bennett which
included a draft of a letter that he intended to send to Sudjarwo following his
return from the territory:
I am pleased to inform you that, as far as I have been able to
assess the situation, the occurrence of violence has ceased. The
administrative and military authorities have been able to restore
order acting with restraint…The general situation has improved;
life of the population in the affected areas is being normalised and
I have the impression that if all those concerned keep acting with
restraint there is no cause for alarm. 128

The fact that this draft was essentially identical to his 19 May press
statement, is clear evidence that he had no intention of acknowledging publicly
anything which might have been damaging to Jakarta or the UN. As with the
Papuan petitions, the UNRWI was quite prepared to give out misleading and
incorrect information with the aim of concealing the extent of Papuan opposition
to continued Indonesian rule.

Privately, though, Ortiz Sanz informed Rolz-Bennett that he wished to ask
Indonesia to delay the Act “by three or four months in order to provide us with a
last opportunity for improving the democratic conditions for the implementation of
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the act of free choice.”129 In support of this, Ortiz Sanz suggested to the Under
Secretary-General that he would contact Sudjarwo to say that the recent arrests
and restrictions on free movement and assembly made it:
...difficult to envisage a full and free participation of the people in
the act of free choice. Therefore, our common efforts to provide
the population of the territory with proper democratic guarantees
and freedoms for the act of free choice have suffered a set back
and I think that, under the present circumstances of restrictions,
it should be difficult, if not impossible, to carry out an act of free
choice in accordance with the letter and spirit of the New York
agreement.130

Ortiz Sanz ended by urging Rolz-Bennett to permit him to transmit this
request to the Indonesians. It is clear, however, that there was no support from the
UN Secretariat for any plans to prolong the organisation’s involvement in West
Irian. Where Ortiz Sanz had written about postponing the Act for “three to four
months,” the copy of the cable received in New York had the word “?weeks?”
handwritten over it, possibly because Rolz-Bennett doubted that Ortiz Sanz
seriously meant to delay the Act for such a significant period.131 In his reply, he
was diplomatic, but expressed no enthusiasm for Ortiz Sanz’s request:
We find it very difficult to comment on your intention to propose
to the Indonesian Government the postponement of the act of
free choice by three or four months until we have a personal
evaluation from you as to the actual situation prevailing in West
Irian. [Only in the light of this]...will we have a basis to decide
whether a request for postponement...is the proper course of
action. We are sure you will also give us your considered views
as to whether it would in fact be possible to change significantly
the conditions in the territory during the period of a suggested
postponement.132

Rolz-Bennett would have been well aware of the answer to his query. As
long as Indonesia remained solely responsible for security and for organising the
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Act, genuine Papuan self-determination could not take place. In these
circumstances, a delay of any length would be largely irrelevant.

In his “personal evaluation” of the situation following his return from West Irian,
Ortiz Sanz repeated his assertion to the Under Secretary-General that military
operations had been “grossly exaggerated” by the press. Contradicting Brian May’s
report, he also claimed to have walked round Enarotali “without incident”.133
Nonetheless, he added :
These incidents can be attributed in part to the desire of the
population to hold an act of free choice without interference
from the military. Another contributing factor is the local
discontent with the Javanese authorities. If the situation is not
normalised it is difficult to envisage how further steps for the act
of free choice can be taken in the deserted villages of the
important and densely populated regency of Paniai.134

He ended by saying that his intention was to release the information contained in
the cable, to the press “with the exception of the political comments”.135 In this
context his definition of ‘political’ referred to those sections of the cable which
referred to significant oppositon to Indonesian rule.
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CHAPTER NINE
MAY TO JULY 1969

Indonesian/UN Discussions on Rights, Freedoms and Preparations for Assembly
Member Elections.
While rebellion continued in West Irian, in New York the UN tried to focus
more on its concerns over Indonesian preparations for the Act. On 9 May, U Thant
responded to a briefing on the subject from the Indonesian Ambassador by reemphasising the importance he attached to the process of selecting the additional
members for the assemblies:
Turning to the methods for the election of the enlarged councils, the
Secretary-General emphasised the importance of electing the
additional councillors in a way that would ensure that the new
councillors would truly represent the people of their constituencies.
This would be the touchstone in the judgement about the fairness
and validity of the whole exercise which would be made by Member
States of the United Nations.1

At the same time in Jakarta, Ortiz Sanz and Sudjarwo continued to hold
meetings and exchange letters through out May. On 9 May, Sudjarwo repeated his
assertion that many Papuans “vigorously” opposed to the Act taking place.
Nonetheless, he added that the government had to “guard” the people from
“misinformation from certain quarters.” He also thanked Ortiz Sanz for his “constant”
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advice about the Act, and for his suggestions regarding greater political freedoms.
Sudjarwo reminded him that this issue was already covered by the Indonesian
constitution:
If in your opinion the rights and freedoms in West Irian are ‘limited’,
I must state that the rights and freedoms in West Irian are not less
than those existing in other areas of Indonesia. We might have a
slight difference in the interpretation of Democracy and especially
what kind of democracy Indonesia pursues which is not a liberal
(western) democracy but a kind of social democracy with an
emphasis on social and national responsibilities.2

In the same letter, Sudjarwo also discussed the issue of Papuan nationalism,
explaining that Indonesians considered such political activities as inseparable from
their ‘historical’ background. By this he meant that Dutch colonial policies in the
territory had ‘incited’ the Papuans against Indonesia, as part of a wider campaign
against the Republic. As a consequence, Papuan nationalist aspirations could not only
be dismissed as a cynical colonial creation, they were also a threat to genuine
Indonesian nationalism. Therefore, they were not to be tolerated:
it is indeed impossible for the Indonesian Government or for that
matter, for any Indonesian to look at this so called ‘free Papua
movement’ innocently separated from its historical background. One
should understand the political history regarding West Irian and the
inherent Indonesian fight for freedom to understand this Indonesian
attitude.3

Sudjarwo’s argument is in many ways correct, but it needs some further
consideration. It was true that the Dutch did encourage the growth of Papuan
nationalism in the last years before their departure and, by definition, this nationalism
was opposed to the idea of integration with Indonesia. However, as long as the Dutch
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believed that they could one day grant independence to their colony, it would have
been irresponsible not to have encouraged and assisted a political nationalist elite to
form. This was a practice common, with varying degrees of success, in other European
colonies being prepared at that time for independence. Where the Netherlands failed
the Papuans most was in not encouraging this earlier.

These belated Dutch efforts to prepare West New Guinea for independence
may indeed have been largely spurred on by their hostility to Sukarno. But Indonesia’s
dismissal of Papuan nationalism was arrogant and characteristically self-obsessed. To
label one people’s nationalism as legitimate and another’s not is a common enough
tactic whenever a state is threatened by separatism. West Irian’s significance to Jakarta
lay always in terms of how the issue affected Indonesia’s own national interest.
Whether it was their national pride, political stability or economic requirements, it was
never anything to do with the interests of the Papuans themselves. This, then, is
perhaps a more accurate ‘historical background’ against which the Papuan nationalist
issue should be viewed.

The following day, Sudjarwo returned to the issue of the regional council
consultations. In a letter dated 10 May, he rebuffed assertions by Ortiz Sanz that
Government decrees for the determination of the method for the Act had been taken
without the U.N.’s due participation. In support of this, Sudjarwo argued that a draft
of these decrees was passed to senior UNRWI adviser Ali Nekunam well before the
consultations commenced:
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...so that your Mission was given ample opportunity to have a close
look at these drafts for possible comments or advices, even if
privately or unofficially. Such comments or advices were not
submitted at that time.4

He then reminded Ortiz Sanz that UN officials had been present throughout all
the consultations and had at no point questioned the proceedings. It was unfortunate,
he added, that Ortiz Sanz himself had not been present. Turning to the next stage in
the preparations, Sudjarwo assured the UNRWI that the organisers of the ad hoc
committees had been told that the UN were entitled to “participate” in the
arrangements for the election of representatives for the final Consultative Assemblies:
Due to specific circumstances in the region, these ad-hoc committees
have to make their own schedule or plan of operation. So please
inform your staff in Djajapura to contact the Bupatis if and when
they wish to ‘participate’ in the arrangements of the projected
elections...be assured again, Mr. Ambassador, that the Indonesian
Government and the local administrators in West Irian - despite the
inadequacies - are doing their utmost to implement properly what
has been decided by the Government in consultations with the local
councils in West Irian pursuant to the provisions of the New York
Agreement.5

Their disagreements over the ad hoc committees became public after
Sudjarwo, then Ortiz Sanz, leaked details to the press. In early May, Dutch newspaper
reports on the issue caused some anxiety at the Hague. One official noted they were
“by no means confident that Parliamentary pressures could not develop again” over
the issue in the Netherlands. 6 In Jakarta, Australian diplomats were concerned that
Sudjarwo had “been letting his irritation become apparant to journalists.”7 This
followed a series of confidential briefings which he gave to Indonesian journalists
revealing that “bad feeling” existed between himself and Ortiz Sanz.8 They therefore
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urged him to avoid giving “the impression publicly that there was any substantial
differences between Indonesia and Ortiz Sanz.”9 But on 20 May, the UNRWI
responded to Sudjarwo’s comments by giving a series of individual ‘off the record’
briefings to foreign journalists in which he revealed his concerns that the government’s
selection of additional members for the assemblies would be “less than satisfactory.”
He added, incorrectly, that under his mandate he had no authority to participate in the
Act.10

Elections for the Assembies and UN Protests
Meanwhile, the process for electing additional assembly members had already
commenced the previous month, without any U.N. involvement.11 From Jakarta, Ortiz
Sanz informed Rolz-Bennett on 23 May that, in order to participate, he had asked
Sudjarwo on 1 May to provide a detailed timetable for the elections. This had not yet
been provided, “with the result that we find ourselves in a difficult position to perform
our duties.”12 Importantly, Ortiz Sanz also alleged to Rolz-Bennett that he had
evidence of a deliberate policy by Indonesia to prevent UN involvement in this crucial
stage of the Act:
...recently we had the occasion to read certain official instructions
which indicated that the participation of the United Nations should
be avoided with the explanation that the elections had already taken
place.13

The Indonesians, however, informed U Thant that difficulties with obtaining
timetables for the elections stemmed from their being decided by the various ad hoc
committees themselves:
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Due to the poor means of communications between the regencies in
West Irian and Djakarta, it was not possible to have these timetables in Djakarta soon. That’s why it was not possible for Mr
Sudjarwo to provide these time-tables to Mr Ortiz Sanz in Djakarta,
when the former was asked for at the end of April and beginning of
May. 14

At a press conference in Jakarta on 20 May, Ortiz Sanz stated that he had
informed the Indonesians again that the assemblies would only be democratic if they
were sufficiently large, represented all sections of the population and were clearly
elected by the people. He added that his staff were still waiting to observe and
participate in these elections. 15

In a letter to Ortiz Sanz on 23 May, Sudjarwo conceded that some elections
were already being carried out without UN participation. He assured the UNRWI,
though, that government officials had been instructed that it was their duty to
cooperate fully and effectively with the UN in this process. He also stated that his
representative in the territory, Joost Rotty, had been ordered to “discuss the problem
with the local authorities and needless to say also with Mr. Nekunam in Djajapura.”16

At this stage, Ortiz Sanz appeared to have serious concerns that if Indonesia
by-passed the UN on this issue, his position and that of his mission would be in danger
of becoming untenable. On 23 May he wrote to Rolz-Bennett:
The only means to ensure ‘the eligibility of all adults, male and
female...to participate in the act of self-determination to be carried
out in accordance with international practice,’ is, as I have
repeatedly urged the Indonesian Government, to have the
representatives to the consultative assemblies clearly and
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democratically elected by the people. To this effect the participation
of the United Nations is of utmost importance. Therefore, I would
like to suggest that the Secretary-General avail himself of this last
opportunity given to him by the Agreement to express his views and
comments in a personal memorandum addressed to Foreign
Minister, Adam Malik, stressing the two points mentioned above.17

In his cable to Rolz-Bennett the same day he repeated this plea, urging U
Thant personally to advise Jakarta that failure to elect the assembly members
democratically in the presence of UNRWI officials, might result in the whole process
being questioned in the future.18 U Thant had in fact already held a meeting with
Indonesian Ambassador Abdulgani on 23 May, re-emphasising the importance of
democratic elections witnessed by UNRWI staff.

Continuing the UN pressure on Jakarta, Ortiz Sanz met Sudjarwo in Jakarta on
24 May. In their discussion, he referred to a joint statement issued by Dutch Foreign
Minister Luns and his Indonesian counterpart Malik, following a meeting held in Rome
on 21 May. Although uncontroversial in its content, Ortiz Sanz seized upon one part
which included a public re-affirmation by Malik that Jakarta would fully implement the
provisions of the Agreement.19 This pledge, in such a public document would, Ortiz
Sanz argued, be “very helpful in the proper implementation of the provisions of the
Agreement.” Full implementation of the Agreement, he pointed out, meant democratic
elections for the Assemblies in the presence of the UN.20 It also meant guaranteeing
the rights and freedoms of the population which, he informed Sudjarwo, still needed
to be dealt with:
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...because, I am sorry to say, up to now no concrete measures have
been adopted by the Government in this respect. On the contrary,
the situation with regard to rights and freedoms has deteriorated.
There is a growing number of petitions and complaints of new
arrests, and I will have to make an assessment of them. Should it be
necessary I will seek an audience with his Excellency the President
of the Republic.21

To conclude, Ortiz Sanz made a further appeal to the Indonesians at the
meeting to re-consider their policy towards implementing the Act:
I stress the importance of a properly implemented Act of Free
Choice because I believe Indonesia wishes a final, and not a
temporary, solution to the problem of West Irian. The Indonesian
Government should take a calculated risk and allow the opposition
the opportunity to express its views. This is the moment for the
Indonesian authorities to adopt courageous and generous
measures.22

This strong appeal was followed up the next day in New York by a similar
confidential message from U Thant to Jakarta. U Thant’s aide-memoire reminded the
Indonesians of their previous assurances to him of democratic elections, and the
crucial importance of this issue in assessing Jakarta’s fulfilment of its responsibilities
under the Agreement. The Secretary-General also urged Indonesia to give Ortiz Sanz
sufficient warning of the election timetable, although by this time U Thant would have
been aware that the elections were already well under way.23

Ortiz Sanz eventually left for West Irian on 2 June. Before leaving Jakarta, he
met Malik and emphasised once more the importance of democratic elections and
political freedoms. Yet again he was given assurances on these issues.24 In Canberra,
Neilson of the British High Commission remarked, “there is a feeling abroad that
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Indonesia is pulling a fast one in the Act of Free Choice and that Australia is leaning
over backwards not to notice (and so it is!).”25

Although the UN mission only received an election timetable on 30 May, on
the same day, Wiesber Loeis, of the Indonesian Foreign Ministry, told Brian May that
the UN had already been informed that elections would begin on 7 May (in fact they
began on 20 April) and end on 6 June. Loeis remarked that he did not know why the
UN had not turned up to any, but he claimed that officials in Biak were still delaying
the election in anticipation of their arrival.26

According to May, the international release of this news story was a blow to
the UN in Jakarta. He described them as being thrown ‘into confusion’ and claimed
that the story precipitated Ortiz Sanz’s departure to West Irian. With Ortiz Sanz’s
arrival, May comments that the UN then began a desperate search for air transport.
They had none of their own, and despite Sudjarwo’s 23 May pledge of “full and
effective cooperation,” Indonesia did not appear to be providing any:
Without planes the mission had no hope of observing this stage of
the Act of Free Choice. Even if it had organized missionary transport
well in advance, and it failed to take even this obvious precaution, it
would not have been able to keep up with the elections improvised
in remote and mountainous areas devoid of roads. Without
interpreters, the observers, or whatever they were, could make little
contact with villagers who might seize a chance for a few words
with them. No real participation of any kind was possible in these
circumstances and this must have been clear from the beginning.27
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Rotty, Sudjarwo’s representative in Jayapura, maintained that the UN knew
the elections were being held and added that there was nothing to stop them from
going anywhere they wished. Any problems he said, had been merely the result of
misunderstandings.28 Sudjarwo described to May how the UN had tried and failed to
charter a plane to observe elections fifteen minutes flight time from Jayapura: “It is
very hard for them. To get to some of the elections would take a three-day walk and a
boat trip. I don’t think it’s quite their line.” May got the impression that some
Indonesians were simply laughing at the “UN pantomime.”29

The UN finally witnessed an election on 4 June, six weeks after the process
had commenced. The election took place in Biak. Also in attendance, were Stuart
Harris of The Times and Watson, a diplomat at the Australian Embassy in Jakarta.
Afterwards, Harris visited the U.S. Embassy in Jakarta (but not the British) and spoke
to a diplomat there called La Porta. During the conversation, Harris gave a “glowing
picture” of the meeting at Biak in which he described the freedom of the people to
decide who to represent them. 30 Harris’ positive assessment was welcomed by
Western officials who were quick to refer to it as evidence that some form of genuine
Papuan participation was being permitted.

Within days of speaking to Harris, La Porta, who had also visited West Irian,
briefed the British Embassy in Jakarta. Despite not having witnessed the Biak vote
himself, he described it as “reasonably democratic” and claimed that a secret ballot had
been used. He also stated that reports of violence and rebellion were exaggerated. In
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particular, he said Indonesian troops had acted with restraint during the recent unrest.
Nonetheless, he had warned U.S. citizens living in West Irian (almost all missionaries)
to “keep very quiet and to avoid any involvement” in the Act. In his report to London
of the conversation, the British diplomat Mason noted that La Porta’s information
“cleared up some of the points raised in the 1 June 1969 Observer article.” This
referred to an anti-Indonesian piece by ‘Michael Donald’ under the heading “Tribes
Wiped Out in Secret War.”

Finally, La Porta also revealed that the Dutch and Australians had been
privately urging the U.S., as mediators in the 1962 talks on the territory, to “concern
themselves rather more closely” in the on-going situation in West Irian. The
Americans though, declined the offer.31 The US policy of non-involvement in the Act
was also noted by the British Embassy in Washington. On 3 June it informed London
that, despite some criticism in the Senate, the Americans saw little merit in getting
involved in “the niceties of ascertainment” because they “might lose goodwill [in
Jakarta] to no advantage.”32

Two days later on 12 June, Goronwy Roberts, British Minister of State for
Foreign Affairs, mentioned the description of the Biak vote in a meeting with sceptical
members of the British United Nations Association. The UNA had asked for the
meeting to discuss serious concerns that they were having about events in the territory.
He informed them that, in at least some elections, “conventional democratic methods
were used with a large proportion of the population taking part,” and made a specific
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reference to the use of a secret ballot in Biak.33 Four days after that, the M.P. Tam
Dalyell asked Roberts in the House of Commons:
May we have an assurance that the Foreign Office will resist
following the lead of the press in jumping to the conclusion that the
West Irian rebels are in the right and that the Indonesian
Government in Djakarta are necessarily wrong?34

A week later, on 24 June, the British Embassy in Jakarta was finally able to
hear a first hand account of the Biak vote when officials spoke to the Australian
diplomat Watson. He gave a very different version of events, informing them that he
was convinced that the vote:
...was ‘rigged’, and that this was the only selection that the U.N.
team witnessed, and they were taken especially to see it! The team
were not invited to witness any of the selection processes
elsewhere... Difficulties were put in their way in every case except
Biak.35

As with many allegations concerning West Irian under Indonesian rule, it is
difficult to determine their accuracy. Nonetheless, in contrast to Harris’ version of
events, Watson’s account of Biak was, unsurprisingly, not publicised by Britain or
Australia.

A few days after the Biak vote, Ortiz Sanz had to inform Rolz-Bennett that his
team had witnessed barely thirty percent of the elections. 36 This must have been an
embarrassment to the UNRWI, particularly after both he and U Thant had repeatedly
made clear to the Indonesians the vital importance of UN involvement in this stage of
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the process. Furthermore, it was hard not to conclude that Jakarta had made Ortiz
Sanz appear foolish and outwitted, both to the international press and to U Thant.

This conclusion was also reached by Watson who told the British that Ortiz
Sanz had been “out-manoeuvred” by the Indonesians, particularly Sudjarwo.
Significantly, there was also evidence of the UNRWI’s growing isolation within his
own mission. In their description of the Australian’s assessment, the Embassy relayed
to London:
[Ortiz Sanz’s] weak position has come about mainly as a result of
lack of support from U.N. H.Q. Sudjarwo went to The Hague in
January. Convinced by what he heard there that the Dutch
Government would not cause difficulties in West Irian, he went on to
New York, where he found in the U.N. Secretariat a similar attitude.
Armed with this knowledge he has managed to render Ortiz Sanz
virtually impotent. This is borne out by what a British
UNESCO/FUNDWI expert resident in Jayapura reported to us last
week when he was in Jakarta namely that the rest of the political
mission now have little faith in Ortiz Sanz.37

Reports of other elections also suggest that the procedures had been far from
democratic. One foreign diplomat informed an Indonesian official, in front of Brian
May, that many Papuans had been terrorised by the authorities “to fall in line”:
He cited an incident at Mulia, in the Central Highlands: a council
member asked what would happen to him if he opted for
independence; the reply was that he would be shot.38

The authorities appeared little concerned about reports of such intimidation.
On 24 May, the officially-controlled Jayapura newspaper Tjenderawasih reported that
a Major Soewondo addressed 200 village chiefs in the Lake Sentani area on the
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subject of the representatives’ elections. Before ordering them to bring back villagers
who had fled during the ongoing uprising he warned:
I am drawing the line frankly and clearly. I say I will protect and
guarantee the safety of everyone who is for Indonesia. I will shoot
dead anyone who is against us - and all his followers.39

May himself witnessed the election of assembly members in Jayapura town on
9 June. He described how only nine candidates were nominated for the nine seats. The
nominations were chosen by approximately 100 elders who had been brought in by the
authorities to approve them. There was no way of knowing, however, whether these
men were genuine representatives of the 15,000 local inhabitants:
The UN men did not speak Indonesian and had no means of asking
the delegates questions or of understanding anything they might have
wanted to say. I asked one of them, Marshall Williams, if he had
been able to find out previously if those voting in fact represented
the townspeople. He replied: ‘We came in at this point’. 40

Agreement to Hold Fresh Elections
In the meantime, Ortiz Sanz wrote to Sudjarwo requesting a meeting with
President Suharto to discuss his concerns.41 In New York, as soon as the UN
leadership learned of the situation from Ortiz Sanz, they immediately sent a cable back
making clear that, on this issue at least, Jakarta’s behaviour was unacceptable:
Failure of the Indonesian Government to inform you about the timetables for elections to consultative assembly is most regrettable. The
fact that about 70 per cent of the elections took place without the
presence of Unations observers will cast a serious doubt about the
validity of such elections and will damage the Indonesian
Government and the United Nations as well…these elections were
the corner-stone of the whole exercise and the account of what
happened in your report to the Secretary-General will jeopardize the
outcome of the Act of Free Choice when the matter is taken up by
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the General Assembly. In the circumstances, we strongly suggest
that you approach the appropriate Indonesian authorities and urge
them to conduct fresh elections in all the places where no Unations
observers were present, for the purpose of these fresh elections
being observed by members of your staff. We are prepared to make
a similar demarche at this end through Ambassador Abdulgani. May
we have your urgent comments please.42

Like U Thant, Ortiz Sanz had consistently emphasised to the Indonesians the
importance of these elections. But now that his advice had again been ignored by
Sudjarwo, he appeared reluctant to pursue the issue, despite U Thant’s clear directive.
It was as if after ten months in the job, Ortiz Sanz had little confidence in his ability to
deflect Jakarta from its chosen path. In his reply to Under Secretary-General
Narasimhan, he wrote that he would ask Indonesia to conduct fresh elections “in at
least some of the places where more numerous representatives were elected without
our participation.”43 This though, contrasted with Rolz-Bennett’s “strong suggestion”
for fresh elections in all the relevant places. Ortiz Sanz then added:
There is no doubt that the answer of the Government will be in the
negative because lack of time and the complexity of the operation a
view that I cannot reasonably object to because of the enormous
practical difficulties involved.44

There is evidence that the decision by Ortiz Sanz to ask for fresh elections in
only some, and not all, of the places where the UN had not been present, was viewed
with some irritation by Narasimhan. At the side of the cable Ortiz Sanz sent to UN
Head Quarters was hand-written “Why not request in all of the places?”
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Eventually, Ortiz Sanz wrote to Sudjarwo on 13 June to suggest that “despite
the difficulties involved,” his Government give “serious consideration to the
possibility” of holding fresh elections “at least in some of the localities where the
largest number of representatives were elected before 30 May.” By doing this, he
added, Jakarta would demonstrate its “fairness in regard to this matter” to the
international community.45

At this point, Jakarta finally seemed to realise that holding these elections
without any UN presence was considered an unacceptable departure from the terms of
the Agreement by both Ortiz Sanz, and more importantly, U Thant. In retrospect, it is
clear that this was the one occasion during the entire UNRWI mission in which the UN
adopted a firm position. Since Indonesia’s veto of Ortiz Sanz’s suggestion for any
direct voting in the Act, the UN had repeatedly emphasised that the elections of
Assembly representatives would need to include some evidence of participation by
ordinary Papuans, witnessed by UNRWI staff. By ignoring these appeals, Jakarta was
making it virtually impossible for U Thant to bestow UN legitimacy on the final result,
something which both sides wanted.

As on previous occasions, Indonesia was simply using its dominant position to
push for as many concessions as it could. On the one hand, this was an understandable
tactic because, in the majority of cases, the UN gave way. At the same time, Jakarta
knew that U Thant had no more interest than itself in seeing a genuine exercise of
Papuan self-determination. It seems probable, then, that their systematic efforts to
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sideline the UNRWI simply reflected Indonesian resentment of the whole process
which expressed itself in a sometimes illogical reluctance to assist the UN in delivering
final international acceptance of West Irian as part of the Republic.

On 14 June, Sudjarwo replied to Ortiz Sanz saying that he himself would have
no objection to fresh elections being held “in a few places - if that would still be
feasible - only to meet your wishes.”46 Since Ortiz Sanz had expected a wholly
negative response, this must have been somewhat of a surprise. Nonetheless, Sudjarwo
qualified his position by maintaining “this of course is a matter for the local ad hoc
committees with whom one should discuss these possibilities. It can not be decided in
Djakarta.”47

Furthermore, Sudjarwo alleged that UNRWI’s Ali Nekunam had previously
informed him that it would be sufficient for the UN to attend merely a sample of the
elections for each part of the territory. Sudjarwo therefore questioned the need for
fresh elections in regencies, such as Jayapura, where there had been a UN presence in
some of the original elections. Whether Nekunam ever said this cannot be confirmed,
but handwritten annotations in the margin of Rolz-Bennett’s copy indicate that he
found such a concession surprising at the very least.48 In his reply to Ortiz Sanz, RolzBennett expressed some satisfaction with the Indonesian response, while at the same
time returning to this issue:
[Sudjarwo] speaks of fresh elections ‘in a few places’ and also leaves
the matter to discussions with local ad-hoc committees.
Notwithstanding such limitations, we are sure you will make every
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effort to have the largest possible number of elections repeated in
presence of Unations observers. 49
Despite this appeal from Rolz-Bennett, Ortiz Sanz appeared to feel that Sudjarwo had
already moved further than expected and he made no further appeals to the
Indonesians on the issue.

On 23 June, the Indonesians sent the UNRWI a timetable for fresh elections.
The choice had been made following “consultations with the Ministry of Home Affairs
and the local authorities in the territory.” In all, Jakarta listed nine such elections which
were spread throughout the territory, beginning on 26 June in Merauke and ending in
Biak on 5 July. In the end, however, despite another Indonesian pledge to ensure that
the UN could attend, UNRWI staff only managed to witness six fresh elections. 50 At
the same time, they also attended a further four elections in Balim, Paniai and
Manokwari, areas which had not previously voted. Nonetheless, in all, Ortiz Sanz
reported that the UN only witnessed the election of 195 out of the 1026 Assembly
Representatives who were eventually selected to take part in the Act.

In his final report to the UNGA, although he lists the number witnessed by
UNRWI staff, Ortiz Sanz gives no description of the actual conduct of the original or
fresh elections for the Assembly Representatives. However, a number were witnessed
by foreign journalists, and their reports give some idea of the procedures employed. In
Biak, Hugh Lunn described how, despite being followed everywhere by Indonesian
security officials, locals still managed to pass him notes alleging that the Indonesians
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were killing Papuans suspected of favouring independence. On 5 July, Lunn and Otto
Kuyk, a Dutch colleague, visited the Biak village of Bosnik where they watched fresh
elections of six Assembly Representatives in the presence of four UN observers and
around 500 villagers. His account also gives further credence to suggestions of
disquiet amongst the UNRWI’s team:
A group of Indonesians walked into the crowd ‘to ask who they
want’, and emerged with six men who stood and looked grimly at
the ground. Then there was a huge cheer. From out of the bush
came two men and a boy carrying a sign saying the candidates were
‘not representative of the will of the people’ and that a new wave of
arrests was under way...The three sat in front of the crowd and stuck
their little signs in the ground, catching unawares the Indonesian
soldiers in civilian clothes. I rushed forward to get the names of the
three...before they were marched off by men with guns...Kuyk
appealed to...Ortiz Sanz...but he said the UN was there only as an
observer...In the next three days, all three UN observers under Ortiz
Sanz came to me individually, distraught. They said there would be
no free choice. They’d received a constant stream of pleading letters.
I asked each for an on-the-record interview. If a UN official spoke
out, the World would listen. Jim [Lewis], an elderly American, said
he would lose his pension. Michel [Pelletier], a young Frenchman,
said he earned three times as much with the UN as back home and
Peter [Jennings] a young Indonesian speaking American said his
future was tied to Indonesia.51

This “election” was also witnessed by Link van Bruggen who confirms Lunn’s
description, although he estimated a much larger crowd of 2-3000.52

Another election was witnessed by Bob Hawkins, editor of Pacific Islands
Monthly. It took place on 24 June in a meeting hall in the highland town of Wamena in
the Balim valley. Hawkins commented that his most vivid recollection of the process
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was that of an Indonesian officer using a thick cane to prod the local Ndani people into
position, so that they could vote unanimously for the Indonesian choice.53

Furthermore, there is evidence that in May 1969, the military commander for
Merauke sent instructions regarding the selection process to a senior governmental
official in the area. Assembly members, he stated, had to be chosen on the basis of
their loyalty to Indonesia. If a “delegate” was not loyal then “one has to have the
courage to use improper methods to remove the delegates concerned.”54

When one considers the importance attached by the UN to these elections, as
the ‘touchstone’ on which the democratic credentials of whole Act would be judged, it
is hard not to conclude that their efforts with Jakarta on this issue were completely
unsuccessful. In the few elections witnessed by UNRWI observers, it was obvious that
genuine democracy had no perceivable part to play in the exercise. Sutherland of the
British Embassy in Jakarta dismissed them as “rather laughable” repeat performances
with predictable results. 55

Faced with such an obvious failure, it was understandable that in his final
report, Ortiz Sanz chose to emphasise his success in having some elections repeated,
while omitting to give any description of the elections themselves. In the end, this
isolated example of UN assertiveness in West Irian resulted in no more than a token,
and ultimately meaningless, gesture by Jakarta. It did nothing to conceal the reality of
the situation from those who chose to notice. With the failure of his final attempt to
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create an appearance of democracy, Ortiz Sanz was to spend the remainder of his time
in the territory collaborating with U Thant and Jakarta in their efforts to resolve the
issue of West Irian with as little controversy as the situation allowed.

UN and Dutch Cooperation with Indonesia
The importance attached to this task, and the extent to which it, rather than the
rights of the Papuans, guided UN policy, particularly in the last weeks of the UNRWI
mission, is clearly illustrated in a 14 June letter from Ortiz Sanz to Rolz-Bennett. In
this letter, Ortiz Sanz outlined a number of issues which he wanted the UN Secretariat
to be aware of during a series of meetings planned with Sudjarwo in late June. Ortiz
Sanz began by asking that it be made “crystal clear” again to Sudjarwo that he had
never given his blessing to the chosen Indonesian method of holding the Act, “as it has
been at times asserted by the Indonesian and Dutch sides and elsewhere.”

He also repeated that political rights and freedoms in West Irian had continued
to deteriorate, and that the Government had yet to adopt any concrete measures to
address the problem. In particular, he expressed regret that Jakarta had ignored his
request for them to issue a special statute granting the people basic rights and
freedoms in line with the 1962 Agreement:
The argument that the situation in West Irian is the same as in the
rest of Indonesia is untenable. In the Territory there are still many
political prisoners, the number of which has never been made known
to the United Nations. 56
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As evidence of these detainees, he referred to the peaceful Papuan
demonstration which had occurred in front of his Jayapura residence on 11 April. 57 At
the time, he had described to the Under Secretary-General how this incident had
shown “for the first time” that peaceful demonstrations could take place in West Irian.
He had also commented upon “the evident goodwill” of high-ranking Indonesian
military officers with regard to this.58 Now he informed Rolz-Bennett that on the day
following the demonstration, 43 people had been arrested, and of these, 37 were
finally released on 11 June, while the remaining six remained in detention.59

This report by Ortiz Sanz illustrates how senior Indonesian military personnel
lied to him on issues specifically covered by the Agreement such as political freedoms.
It also illustrates Ortiz Sanz’s surprising willingness to believe them, despite receiving
regular petitions and communications from Papuans alleging oppression. In a recent
interview, he still holds to the position that while there were political prisoners, they
were not subjected to the “sort of pressure and threatening of police action of which
there are are so many examples in our civilized Europe. They [the Papuans] were
treated civilly, not barbarically.”60

Despite admitting that Indonesian treatment of the Papuans was actually
getting worse, it is clear from the rest of his letter that such issues were only relevant
insofar as they posed a threat to the efficient conclusion of the Act. Turning to recent
discussions with Sudjarwo, Ortiz Sanz revealed that Indonesia was “not only
concerned but worried” about two particular points. The first was the attitude of the
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Netherlands Government towards Indonesia’s chosen method and preparations for the
Act. The second was the UNRWI’s final report to the Secretary-General. With regard
to the former, Ortiz Sanz declared:
I advised him privately though emphatically that his Government
should try to obtain assurances that the Netherlands’ Government
would not cast any doubt on, or challenge, the Act of Free Choice.
This would prevent a heated debate in the General Assembly. I
would be most grateful for any information regarding the
Indonesian-Netherlands relations in this respect.61

On the subject of his final report, Ortiz Sanz revealed that “as an expression of
my continued cooperation” with the Indonesians “I offered to show him, on a personal
basis, those parts of the report that might be controversial or create discrepancies with
the Government’s report.”62

Ortiz Sanz concluded by predicting that Sudjarwo would spend some time in
New York attempting to assess the influence of the Free Papua lobby, and the attitude
of UN Member States towards Indonesian policies in West Irian. It was also possible,
he suggested, that Indonesia would seek U Thant’s help in avoiding a discussion on
the issue in the General Assembly.

This is a significant letter for two reasons. First of all, it reveals a level of
Indonesian sensitivity to world opinion which seems surprising when compared to its
open determination to strip the Act of any meaningful democratic content. It would
have been a simple matter for Jakarta to permit some token expression of Papuan
dissent, thereby demonstrating its “democratic credentials.” But such a convenient
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solution would perhaps have posed too great a threat to the Indonesian myth of
Papuan loyalty to be an option.

More important, this letter provides further unambiguous evidence of Ortiz
Sanz behaving, with U Thant’s consent, in a manner totally incompatible with his
official role. The situation in West Irian, as relayed by Ortiz Sanz to the UN
leadership, was clearly one in which there could be no act of self-determination as laid
down in the Agreement. In these circumstances, it is reasonable to argue that his
responsibility should have been to highlight this fact, particularly in his final report.
Instead, the letter shows his preoccupation was to ensure that Jakarta took measures
to minimise the impact of any international protest at the fundamental breaches of the
Agreement. While this may be the level of duplicity and cynicism expected of a State
in pursuit of its perceived “national interest,” for a Representative of the UN
Secretary-General, it is indefensible.

On 21 June, immediately following the New York meetings between an
Indonesian team led by Sudjarwo and the UN leadership, Rolz-Bennett wrote to Ortiz
Sanz outlining their content. The discussions concentrated on Indonesian concerns
over the procedure to be followed in the General Assembly regarding the Act. Under
the terms of the Agreement, Indonesia and the UNRWI had to submit final reports to
the Secretary-General, who would then report to the UNGA on the conduct and
results of the Act.63 As in his earlier talks with the UNRWI, it was evident in the
meetings that Sudjarwo was genuinely worried about what Ortiz Sanz might include in
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his report. The Indonesians therefore “expressed the hope” that the final reports of
Ortiz Sanz and Indonesia would not contain conflicting views. They also hoped that
Ortiz Sanz’s report would not contain controversial statements “which may make the
handling of the issue in the General Assembly more difficult.” U Thant tried to
reassure Sudjarwo, commenting that, as both reports would be mainly factual and
descriptive, the possibility of conflicting views was limited.64

It was also clear from the meetings that Indonesia wanted U Thant to deal with
the matter in such a way that member states would have little or no opportunity to
comment. Firstly, Sudjarwo and Sani informed the Secretary-General that they did not
feel it necessary to inscribe a special item in the agenda of the next session of the
UNGA. Instead they felt that the requirement for him to report on the Act could be
accommodated simply as an inclusion in his Annual Report to the Assembly. Secondly,
they stated that this inclusion alone would be sufficient, and there would be no need to
circulate either Ortiz Sanz’s or their own reports on the issue to the General
Assembly. Finally, they impressed upon the Secretary-General their belief that the
UNGA was not entitled to pass any substantial resolution on the conduct and results
of the Act.65

U Thant’s response to the Indonesians made clear that it would not be possible
for him to manipulate the Assembly’s reaction in the way they wished. He pointed out
that the terms of the Agreement obliged him to request inclusion of an item on the Act
in the agenda of the Assembly. Furthermore, his latest Annual Report covered the
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period June 1968 to June 1969, and therefore could not include a description of the
planned events in West Irian for July and August. He also felt “duty bound” to
circulate the UNRWI and Indonesian reports to member States who, he felt, could not
be prevented from passing comment. Overt breaches of the Agreement in New York
could not, it seems, be accepted by the Secretariat with the same degree of
complacency as those committed in West Irian.

Echoing the advice of Ortiz Sanz, U Thant then made clear that the main
responsibility for dissuading member states from speaking out on West Irian lay with
Jakarta:
The Indonesian Government would have to consult very diligently
with the Members of the General Assembly for the purpose of
preventing the submission of a draft resolution touching on the
substance of the West Irian matter.66
Again one must question whether, being fully briefed on the widespread denial of
political and human rights in West Irian, it was proper for the Secretary-General to
apparantly condone a policy of encouraging member states to remain silent on the
issue.

Despite Jakarta’s anxieties over possible Dutch reaction to the Act, they must
have been encouraged by the support they were now receiving from their old
adversary on West Irian, Dutch Foreign Minister Luns. Following his May meeting
with Malik, Luns publicly expressed support for Indonesian policies on several
occasions. In early June, as uprisings continued and controversy over the council
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elections grew, Luns informed the Dutch Parliament that press reports giving an
unfavourable picture of Indonesian policy in the territory were greatly exaggerated.67
A month later he addressed Parliament again, this time expressing his support for
Jakarta’s chosen method for the Act.68

Luns’ statements seemed to have been a direct reaction to articles on West
Irian appearing in Dutch newspapers. On 11 July, Quarles of the Dutch Mission to the
UN commented to Rolz-Bennett that there had been a renewal of press interest in the
Netherlands as the climax of the Act approached. This, he said, was partly due to the
presence in the territory of the Dutch journalist Otto Kuyk. Kuyk, who with Hugh
Lunn had witnessed the Papuan protest at the council elections in Bosnik, was
described by Quarles as “a balanced and calm journalist, but who writes for the largest
mass circulation newspaper in the Netherlands [De Telegraaf].”69 Kuyk’s reports from
West Irian had included one on the arrest of the Bosnik protesters which began by
stating “I call them heroes.”70

Unsurprisingly, this criticism in the Dutch press did not go unnoticed by
Jakarta. Generally uncomfortable with the small foreign media presence, Indonesia had
banned them following the April rebellions, although some like Brian May had ignored
the order and stayed.71 With the approach of the final stage of the Act, Jakarta began
letting some back in, but not apparently those considered to be particularly hostile. In
one example of this, Ortiz Sanz received a cable on 2 July from Vanbeek of the Dutch
Press Association, complaining that Jakarta had officially refused to issue an entry
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permit for West Irian to Henk Kolb, a widely read Dutch political correspondent.
Vanbeek alleged that this was due to articles which Kolb had written a few months
previously, critical of Indonesia. As evidence, he revealed that an Indonesian Embassy
spokesman had told the Press Association that they were welcome to send any other
journalist instead. This behaviour, Vanbeek declared, was contrary to the principles of
the Agreement and was discrimination “based upon Indonesian effort to present Act of
Free Choice as favourably as possible.”72

Ortiz Sanz passed on the complaint to Sudjarwo, recommending that; “further
consideration be given to the request...so that world opinion might be informed of the
fairness with which the Act of Free Choice was carried out.”73 Despite this, Kolb
remained excluded.

In the end, faced with official restrictions, only a small number of nonIndonesian journalists was present during the last weeks of the exercise. Those that
came required special entry permits to cover the Act and according to official figures,
a total of twenty were issued to the foreign press. 74 But another factor may have been
the presence in Jakarta of President Nixon, who was on a tour of Southeast Asian
capitals in late July and early August. Nixon’s visit drew away many foreign
correspondents who might otherwise have been in West Irian, something which must
have pleased Indonesia. Hugh Lunn even suggests that the timing was deliberate to
coincide with the Act.75 Describing this absence of foreign coverage during the final
‘Consultative Assembly’ meetings he wrote:
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There were no press photographers, so I took pictures. There was
no television either: although once I bumped into a Japanese TV
crew, it turned out to be making a documentary on Japanese war
dead.76

Indonesia’s satisfaction at the small number of foreign journalists present was
probably shared by Ortiz Sanz, despite his official encouragement of their presence.
Overwhelmingly, they were highly critical of the Act, and their reports reflected this.
Responding to a journalist who asked to interview him in Jayapura on 3 June he
replied “I do not propose to meet the press. They have been very unkind lately.”77

Meanwhile, in the Indonesian press, government officials stressed Indonesia’s
peaceful intentions but warned that “if they [the Papuans] rebel against us with arms
we have to meet them with arms.” They also argued that democratic principles were a
“violation of Papuan traditions.”78

‘OPM Plot’ Against Ortis Sanz and Final Indonesian/UN Discussions on the
‘Act’.
In mid-June, Indonesian officials claimed to have seized “certain documents”
proving the existence of an OPM plot to assassinate Ortiz Sanz and Sarwo Edhie.
Furthermore, they alleged that Reiff, a Dutch UNESCO official working on a
FUNDWI educational project, was involved. Ortiz Sanz wrote to Foreign Minister
Malik requesting details so that they could be passed on to U Thant, but it is not clear
whether he obliged.79 No more appears to have been said about the allegation,
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although the foreign press were aware that Reiff was implicated by Jakarta in some
way with the OPM. As a consequence, he was expelled from the Territory.

The accuracy of Indonesia’s allegation is hard to assess, but it would have been
an uncharacteristic operation by the OPM. May comments that it was an absurd
accusation prompted by Indonesia’s dislike of Reiff’s overt sympathy for the
Papuans. 80 Nonetheless, the American diplomat La Porta concluded that Reiff “had
certainly had knowledge of a rebel training camp in the Sentani area,” although he
discounted other reports that the UNESCO official had misappropriated FUNDWI
funds.81 More recently, a key OPM figure at the time has said that he was astonished
by the allegation of a plot to kill Ortiz Sanz, and strongly denied it.82 True or not, it
would have distracted Ortiz Sanz during this final part of his mission, and at the same
time it gave Jakarta the excuse to remove an official they viewed as hostile. In
contrast, it did nothing for the OPM cause.

At the end of June, Ortiz Sanz wrote to Sudjarwo on a number of issues he
considered still pending. Sudjarwo had yet to respond to his request for details and
background information on the Assembly members selected by the ad hoc committees.
In particular, the UNRWI wished to know which segment of the population each
member was supposed to represent. It was, he emphasised, very important for his
mission to receive this information before the Act.83 Despite this appeal, Ortiz Sanz
has since confirmed that he never received any of these details.84
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The UNRWI also repeated his request of 10 June that Sudjarwo arrange for
him to meet Suharto.85 As he had informed Rolz-Bennett on 1 June, he wished to
meet the President “in a last attempt at improving the democratic conditions in the
territory before the act.”86 Despite the importance which Ortiz Sanz attached to this
request, in his report to the UNGA, he was forced to concede:
Owing to his heavy schedule of work, the President could not
receive me before 12 August, ten days after the completion of the
act of free choice, so I did not have the opportunity of making my
appeal regarding the implementation of the basic rights and freedoms
of the population of West Irian to the highest office of the
Republic.87

Unable to meet the President, Ortiz Sanz spent the last days before the
Assemblies commenced in further correspondence with Sudjarwo. But it is hard to
imagine he could have believed that his endeavours had any relevance to the unfolding
situation.

On 28 June, Ortiz Sanz received from Sudjarwo a draft “Decision regarding
the Standing Orders of the Session of the Consultative Assembly for the Act of Free
Choice.” In his response to it on 2 July, he sought a few clarifications and made a
number of suggestions. Sudjarwo was asked to confirm that the questions to be put to
the Assemblies would conform with the stipulations of the Agreement.88 The
Ambassador duly assured Ortiz Sanz that the representatives would be asked to
consider whether they wished to remain part of Indonesia, or to sever their ties with
the Republic.89 Ortiz Sanz also questioned Jakarta’s assertion that the Act was
essentially a consultation between the Government of Indonesia and the “people of
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West Irian.” As he correctly informed Sudjarwo, the Act was an opportunity for the
Papuans to decide freely whether or not wished to remain with Indonesia. It was not a
consultation between the Papuan people and Jakarta.90

He then reminded Sudjarwo that the Agreement specified the right of every
member of the Assembly to express their views actively and freely:
...in this connection, I am sure that the Government will apply the
universal principles of parliamentarian immunity for members of the
assemblies regarding the views expressed in the performance of their
functions.91

Finally, he requested that he be provided with a clarification of these points,
bearing in mind the statutory UN participation in the Act which, he noted, had not
been mentioned at all in Sudjarwo’s draft.92 There does not appear to be any mention
in the UN records of the UNRWI receiving any such clarifications.

More Rebellions, Political Prisoners and Australian Cooperation with Indonesia.
While Ortiz Sanz sought clarifications, rebellion again erupted in a number of
areas, but particularly in the Western Central Highlands around the village of
Moanamani, close to where the Enarotali rebellion had occurred three months
previously. On 1 July, local Ekari tribesmen armed with bows and arrows joined forces
with mutinous Papuan policemen and attacked Indonesian troops, killing up to
twenty.93 Forty kilometres to the north east, other groups of Ekari reportedly wiped
out an entire fifteen-strong Indonesian army patrol and killed eleven other soldiers
during an attack on a motor-boat on the Ara river, close to where it flows into Lake
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Paniai. 94 The seriousness of the rebellion is hard to estimate accurately due to the
absence of UN or any other outside observers. However, reports reaching the foreign
press seem to be corroborated by later official Indonesian military accounts. These
describe how troops faced bitter opposition from thousands of armed locals as they
tried to re-enter the area on 9 July, supported by additional forces airlifted from Biak.
Five days later, the same military history describes how eight hundred Papuans
attacked the neighbouring Indonesian held town of Wagete from three directions:
Repeated attacks were launched against our troops every day from
14 July 1969 and the numbers involved grew, reaching many
thousands of people. It was not until 18 July, when their food had
run out and they had suffered numerous casualties that the spirit to
resist began to flag.95

But, at the time, the authorities denied that another rebellion had broken out,
claiming instead that reports of the fighting referred to the previous unrest in April.
Furthermore, foreign correspondents were barred from visiting the area to
investigate.96

On the issue of political prisoners, Jakarta informed Ortiz Sanz of the release
of thirty six on 1 July, bringing the official total since the previous December to 195.
They also assured him that the remaining seventy-six would be put on trial. However,
ten days later they told him that all the remaining Papuan political prisoners had been
released “and put to work in agricultural estates in West Java.” This, they claimed,
meant that there would be no political detainees in West Irian during the Act.97
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Jakarta, it seems, had taken the advice given by Ortiz Sanz six months
previously, and transferred many “anti-state” Papuans to Java before the Act. Even if
their claim that no political prisoners remained in West Irian was correct, removing
them to a work camp in Java was a more serious breach of their human rights than
keeping them in detention in their home territory. On this point, it is useful to reemphasise that Ortiz Sanz’s private encouragement of this was an indefensible act for
a senior UN official in his position.

Papuan sources though, claim that there were in fact many more political
prisoners than the official figure, and in Jayapura alone up to 250 were still being held
during the Act. Many of these prisoners were apparently students who had been
arrested shortly before as a precaution in case they attempted to disrupt the event.98
Similar arrests also seemingly took place in Biak, but according to Robin Osborne,
many detainees were then freed during a raid on Biak gaol by the OPM, just before the
Act.99 One of those who escaped during the raid, Mathew Meyer, would later allege
that many prisoners had died during their incarceration due to the cramped conditions
and ill-treatment.100 Elsewhere in Biak, the Dutch journalist Link van Bruggen,
reported that 200 political prisoners at a navy camp rioted on 30 July following the
arrival of ten Ekari rebel prisoners, captured during the recent fighting in the
Highlands.101

As rebellion and arrests continued within West Irian, Indonesia took steps to
ensure that West Papuans outside the territory would not draw attention to this
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instability and thereby create problems for Jakarta at in New York. On 24 June,
Australian Ambassador Gordon Jockel reported to Canberra from Jakarta that Foreign
Minister Adam Malik was concerned about two West Papuan nationalists who had
recently arrived in PNG. The men, Zonggonao and Runawery, had been sent to Manus
island by the authorities, but were still determined to travel on to New York to deliver
a petition calling for independence. According to Jockel:
...immediate concern of Indonesia is that early arrival of these 2
West Irianese at UN could stimulate defiance and seriously upset the
management of conduct of Act of Free Choice within West
Irian...Malik said he hoped that we’d keep the 2 refugees on Manus
island over next few weeks as a satisfactory way of dealing with the
problem. 102

Canberra obliged and orders were sent to the authorities on Manus island to
arrest the two men if they attempted to leave, since “we have information that they
have [plane] tickets.” As a consequence, the authorities ordered Zonggonao and
Runawery off a plane just as they were about to depart on the next leg of their
intended journey to New York. Detained by Australia, they were to remain on Manus
island until after the Act had been completed, as Malik had requested.103
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CHAPTER TEN
THE ACT OF FREE CHOICE AND AFTERMATH

Final Indonesian Preparations for the ‘Act’
Indonesia’s final preparations for the assembly meetings have been described
by several people, including assembly members. They allege that members were
isolated beforehand in camps for several weeks. Forbidden to contact friends and
relatives and often under armed guard, they were then subjected to a series of threats
and bribes by the authorities to do exactly as they were told.1 A few weeks after the
Act, Reverend Hokujoku, one of the members for Jayapura described to a Dutch
journalist how Brigadier-General Ali Murtopo, the commander of OPSUS (the
special operations command with tasked with making “a success” of the Act) visited
him and his colleagues during their period of isolation:
The man who totally destroyed my self-respect was BrigadierGeneral Ali Murtopo, publicly acknowledged as being the chief
brain washer. For two hours, this special envoy of President Suharto
spoke to us. He destroyed any will we may have had to vote against
integrating with Indonesia. He began by pointing out that Indonesia,
as the strongest military power in South-east Asia, is able to strike
fear into any country. Jakarta was not interested in us as Papuans
but in West Irian as a territory. If we want to be independent, he
said, laughing scornfully, we had better ask God if He could find us
an island in the Pacific where we could emigrate.2
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Hokujoku also described how Murtopo jokingly suggested that they could ask
America for a piece of the moon to move to. On a more serious note, Murtopo
warned that after fighting for West Irian for so many years, Indonesia would not
tolerate any Papuan vote against them. Those that did would have their “accursed
tongues” torn out and be shot. To some historians such as Benedict Anderson, the Act
was entirely an “Ali show.”3 Although this conclusion neglects and underestimates
the role played by Sudjarwo and Sarwo Edhie, Murtopo’s power and influence over
the Papuan representatives was clear. In a more recent interview, Hokujoku also
claimed those members selected to speak at the Assembly were given a piece of paper
with exact instructions on what to say. They were then made to rehearse their speech
in front of officials. One who refused, was allegedly taken away and killed.4

With such overt manipulation of every detail of the process, an American
journalist wrote on 7 July:
Jakarta’s diplomatic community insists and members of the
Indonesian government frankly admit in private that the entire
process is a meaningless formality.5
Stuart Harris, the Times journalist who had witnessed the Biak vote, reported that the
army did not want foreign press in the territory, unlike Sudjarwo who believed that
some must be there to witness the Act.6 Commenting on his brief visit, Harris added:
Sudjarwo is contemptuous of the Ortiz Sanz mission. Privately he
has instructed his staff to cooperate with it as little as possible. The
United Nations team is doing its best but their brief is a sham and
they know it. Unhappily most of the people of West Irian do not
understand this...No government in Jakarta would allow West Irian
to secede and it is sad to see men dying in West Irian today because
they cannot believe this proposition because they are encouraged by
the useless presence of the United Nations observers and foreign
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journalists and by sincere leading articles in the foreign press to
believe that their people have a choice.7
Harris believed that, as the Papuans had no alternative to Jakarta’s rule, the
sooner they settled down under it the better. In the end, he predicted, all would be
well for the Indonesian province of West Irian. It is true that, in 1969, the Papuans
had not been given any choice but to remain with Indonesia, but his optimism for
their future did not appear to be based upon any evidence. Furthermore, his criticism
of other journalists was a little unfair since none of the ‘sincere articles’ claimed that
the Papuans had any choice. On the contrary, it was the lack of choice, despite the
UN’s misleading presence, which provoked much of their ire. In one example, the
Sydney Morning Herald editorial of 14 July 1969 declared:
Under the patronage of the United Nations, approved by the United
States to the extent of a coincidental Presidential visit, warmly
endorsed by the Australian Minister for External Affairs,
acquiesced in without a murmur of protest by the Communist and
Afro-Asian champions of colonial emancipation, the last stage in
the betrayal of the people of West New Guinea is scheduled to
begin today…Where else in today’s world would the dictum be
accepted that a people was too primitive to ever be free?8
In New York, as the first Assemblies gathered in West Irian, Tony Parsons of
the United Kingdom’s UN Mission gave an assessment to London on the attitudes of
member states:
Our strong impression is that the great majority of United Nations
members want to see this question cleared out of the way with the
minimum of fuss as soon as possible. It is true that some of the
Africans here are unhappy that the ascertainments should not be
based on the principle of one man one vote, both in this particular
case and also...because of possible precedent regarding Rhodesia.9
The Indonesians have been working hard on them...If Ortiz Sanz’s
report should prove critical there could well be difficulties, more we
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gather from Tanzania and Zambia than from the francophone
Africans, but assuming that it will not be, I think that the African
Group as a whole will be content to acquiesce. The Group are
anxious in any case for Asian support on southern African issues
and would be very reluctant to see a confrontation with Indonesia.
The other regional groups are most unlikely to want to upset the
apple cart. The Arabs and the other Moslem states would certainly
support Indonesia strongly.10
Parsons also informed London that the Dutch believed even the “moralistic
Scandinavians” recognised that there was no practical alternative to Indonesian rule.
“Finally the Secretariat, whose influence could be important, appear only too anxious
to get shot of the problem as quickly and smoothly as possible.” As for the British
position, the letter ended with the comment; “We take it that, unless there is some
unexpected development between now and the presentation of Ortiz Sanz’s report,
our own attitude will be on the lines of ‘least said, soonest mended.’”11

The Act of Free Choice 14 July to 2 August 1969
The Act finally began on 14 July, starting with a meeting of the 175
‘Consultative Assembly’ members for Merauke. In addition to Ortiz Sanz and his
team, a large group of senior Indonesian politicians and soldiers were present. Also
there, were the Ambassadors of Australia, the Netherlands and Thailand,
accompanied by members of the Indonesian press and a small number of foreign
journalists.12

In Merauke and elsewhere, the Assembly members were expected to arrive at
some form of collective decision using the vaguely-defined Indonesian method for
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reaching consensus, known as musjawarah. What this meant in practice was that a
number of senior Indonesian officials addressed the members, telling them that, for a
variety of reasons, they should remain with Indonesia. Then, Ortiz Sanz made a brief
statement about the importance of their task, and reminded them that they were
speaking not only for themselves, but for all Papuans. “Your answer,” he said, “must
express the true desire of the population. Do not hesitate to speak the truth and be
loyal to the wishes of your own people.”

Following these speeches, twenty of the Assembly members stood up one
after the other and made a series of almost identical statements, all strongly in favour
of Indonesia.13 Describing the event, the official Indonesian report to the UN General
Assembly declared:
Cheers went up when the speakers declared their adherence to the
Republic of Indonesia…The first speaker, Mr John Somar,
representing the Aghats [sic] area, in a moving statement asked why
the question should have been put at all. He continued...Our
beloved country is Indonesia, our sacred flag is the Red and White;
we will defend and safeguard them till the end of time...These
declarations were made to the cheers and applause of the members
present, many even very enthusiastic. Towards the end of the
speaker’s list, the mood of the session became really jubilant and
full of cheering.14
After these statements the Chairman, an Indonesian Government official, told
the other 155 assembly members to stand up if they agreed with their colleagues’
position. All of them then stood up. To sum up, the Chairman announced; “on behalf
of the people of Merauke, we declare unanimously that West Irian is an integral part
of Indonesia and do not want to be separated from the Republic of
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Indonesia

stretching from Sabang to Merauke.” The Indonesia Minister of Home Affairs then
promised that West Irian would be given autonomy in organising, co-ordinating and
carrying out this task.15 A Dutch journalist afterwards described the proceedings as an
elaborately stage-managed affair with pressure from Indonesian officials and military
much in evidence.16

According to the Indonesian report, the outcome of this first assembly
provoked an impressive outburst of Papuan celebration:
Members of the consultative assembly, joined by the people and
school children outside, sang joyous songs. Enthusiastic shouts like
‘Long live the Republic! Long live Indonesia!’ were heard...The
town of Merauke, festively decorated, celebrated the happy
occasion with parades, music and dance, and a people’s evening
fair…A happy feast in a happy Merauke!17
Unfortunately for some of the Merauke members, there were reports that the
celebrations were not as universal as Jakarta claimed. According to Brian May, the
journalist Link van Bruggen later wrote that news reached Jayapura, “presumably
through missionaries, that six of the unfortunate twenty had been killed by angry
followers.”18

The following day, Ortiz Sanz gave a press conference in which he defended
the Indonesian musyawarah system as “practical.” Shortly afterwards he also argued
that the option of national independence for West Irian would not be feasible.19
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Two days later, the next assembly went ahead in Wamena and followed a
similiar pattern to Merauke. Ortiz Sanz’s report gives little description of the
Wamena meeting, but the Indonesian version goes into some detail:
The spirit and mood of the consultative assembly session in
Wamena, after the known success of Merauke, appeared to be
hopeful and imbued with confidence of similar success. One
speaker after the other, using his own language or dialect, declared
in various fashion the desire of the people he represented, to remain
within the Republic of Indonesia. As in Merauke, on the wall of the
Assembly Hall, a big map of Indonesia was hanging, behind the
seat of the chair, face to face with all members of the consultative
assembly, showing clearly the vast territory of the Republic of
Indonesia from Sabang to Merauke, and to Wamena. Many
members spoke very eloquently and with a candid spirit (many
West Irianese turned out to be eloquent orators in their own right
and fashion of expression!).20
If the assembly members needed reminding of the size and power of
Indonesia, then the conspicuously large map of the Republic would have no doubt
provided it. The report’s account of the Wamena assembly ends by stating that
various festivities followed the unanimous decision to remain with Indonesia. It has
been alleged however, that, in Wamena at least, some of the assembly speakers were
critical of Indonesian rule. But with four different dialects being used, the official
interpreters made sure that none of these criticisms were expressed in their
translations into the Indonesian language.21 After the Merauke and Wamena results
were announced, the Melbourne Herald commented “even Hitler was satisfied with
less than one hundred per cent in plebiscites.”22

The third assembly meeting took place on July 19th in Nabire in the Western
Central Highlands region. This vote could have been problematic for Indonesia
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because throughout July another major rebellion had erupted in the region with up to
50 Indonesian soldiers killed. Despite the fact that Jakarta banned foreign press from
the area, reports were getting out that 60,000 people had abandoned their villages and
moved into the mountains from where they launched attacks on the Government
troops.23 According to an official army report, thousands of tribesmen were involved
in these attacks, which only subsided towards the end of the month following an
Indonesian counter-attack.24

Brian May has written that so few local people were left in the area that the
Indonesians had to ship in Papuans from other regions to play the part of assembly
members.25 Even so, another journalist, Hugh Lunn, reported that one member
managed to contact him to ask whether he could guarantee that there would be no
reprisals if 100 members spoke out against Indonesia at the meeting. Lunn replied
that he could not give such a pledge. Another member then slipped him a note to say
that the assembly had all been bribed. At the same time, a third member attempted to
pass a note to the UN team, but according to Lunn, they refused to accept it.26 Despite
all this, Ortiz Sanz’s official report made no mention of the rebellions or allegations
of bribery. Instead, he gave a short description that was almost identical to those of
the previous two meetings.

The Indonesian report on Nabire stated that the “troubles” in the area a few
months previously had had no effect on the spirit of the session. Nonetheless, in a
rare hint of controversy, it noted that several members reminded the Government to
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make greater endeavours to improve the economic and social welfare of the area. At
the same time however, Papuan speakers were described dismissing the “troubles” as
being “not a peoples rebellion.”27 Again, the unanimous result was to remain with the
Republic.28 The same day, Jakarta declared that the results so far meant that West
Irian had already chosen to stay with Indonesia. The remaining meetings would
therefore be nothing more than a confirmation of this.29

Following this, Ambassador Scheltema of the Netherlands returned to Jakarta
and did not witness any of the remaining five assembly votes. While he conceded that
there was “plenty of moral pressure”, he informed the Dutch Foreign Ministry that
during his visit, he had seen no signs of violent pressure on the Papuans by the
Indonesians.30 This was apparantly a view also shared by Australian Ambassador
Jockell when he and Scheltema, met with the journalists Hugh Lunn and Otto Kuyk
during their visit to West Irian. According to Lunn, in an informal discussion, Jockell
questioned their allegations of Indonesian brutality remarking “You blokes are
causing problems for us. Where are the petitions? Where are the bloodsoaked
letters?”31

In Fak Fak, the proceedings at the assembly on 23 July mirrored those
elsewhere. Seventeen members spoke, reaffirming their loyalty to Jakarta and
questioning the necessity of the Act.32 Declaring unanimously that West Irian was an
integral part of the Republic, the Fak Fak assembly added that the people of the
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region “are determined to thwart every attempt - if there are any - aimed at separating
the people and territory of West Irian from the unitary Republic of Indonesia”.33

Three days later, the assembly at Sorong declared its unanimous support for
Indonesia. One speaker, a clergyman, was quoted by the Indonesians as saying “We
are convinced that our Indonesian State and Indonesian Government are a State and
Government which have been blessed by the Lord and given to us.”34

On 29 July, it was Manokwari’s turn. Indonesia reported the speeches of a
number of Assembly members, including Miss Jockbeth Momogin, described as
being a representative of women’s organisations. Interestingly, Lodewijk Mandatjan,
the rebel leader who had surrendered seven months previously, also appeared as an
assembly member. Since ending his rebellion, he had apparently radically
reconsidered his position and declared:
the people in the interior do not want to be dissociated from the
Indonesian Government. Do not try to separate us from Indonesia.
In fact, this act of free choice is not necessary.Long live
Indonesia.35
One can assume that Indonesia was pleased with this public spectacle of Mandatjan’s
prodigal return. But whether the international observers found it any more
unconvincing then the rest of the exercise is debatable. In his official report, Ortiz
Sanz merely said “it may be noted that Mr. L Mandatjan, one of the former leaders of
the opposition to Indonesian rule in Manokwari...spoke in favour of maintaining ties
with Indonesia.”36
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Also present at the Manokwari assembly was Hugh Lunn. He described
witnessing Papuan demonstrations and subsequent arrests outside the assembly hall
which were not mentioned in either the UNRWI’s or the Indonesian official accounts:
In Manokwari, no less than eight security agents in sunglasses and
pointy-toed shoes followed me. When I told them eight was
ridiculous one said: ‘We were expecting 17 foreign journalists but
you are the only one who came.’ Outside the voting hall young
Papuans yelled ‘sendiri, sendiri’ (alone, alone) and Indonesians
threw them into the back of trucks and took them away. As I
snapped a photo, a plain-clothes man ripped open his jacket to show
me his revolver. I ran into the hall and told Ortiz Sanz. But he said:
‘Our job is to see what happens inside.’ Later Ortiz Sanz told me he
would love to see a US base in Manokwari harbour. Like the
Americans, he feared a communist takeover. ‘West Irian is like a
cancerous growth on the side of the UN and my job is to surgically
remove it,’ he said.37
If Lunn’s allegations are correct, then the UNRWI’s refusal to intervene in this
violent public Indonesian attack on the protesters was an inexcusible decision, even
by the standards of behaviour already set by his mission.

On 31 July, the penultimate assembly took place on the island of Biak. It
differed little from previous meetings, except perhaps in some of the ‘theatricals’
allegedly adopted by the speakers. The Indonesian account describes how, Stephanus
Rumbewas, one of the twenty-four chosen to speak pulled out:
...a small red and white flag from his pocket, requested a fellow
member, the old veteran fro Biak, Mr Lukas Rumkorem, to join him
in sanctifying the flag, and while sprinkling the flag with perfumed
water, he prayed, ‘may this flag fly in Indonesia - from Sabang to
Merauke - till the end of time! Halliluyah, Halliluyah in Heaven!38
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The result was a unanimous decision to remain with Indonesia, indicated by
all 130 members standing up on command. At Biak, as in all other assembly venues,
the result was followed, according to Jakarta by “festivities of the people.”

Finally, on Saturday 2 August 1969, the last assembly met in Jayapura, the
province’s capital. In attendance, along with various senior Indonesian officials and
UNRWI staff, were the Ambassadors of Australia, Burma and the Federal Republic
of Germany. Of the 109 assembly members, twenty-six had been selected to speak.
Again, all spoke passionately in favour of remaining with Indonesia. One, Jacob
Daimoi, replied to allegations that the members had been bribed by Jakarta:
If the Government gives a shovel or a saw or an axe or any other
agricultural tool to the people, that is because a father has to love
his children, and moreover, such a useful gift is entirely
commensurate with the present endeavour for development of this
territory.39
Ignoring allegations of bribery, Ortiz Sanz simply noted in his report of the meeting
that all the speakers strongly expressed their desire to remain with Indonesia. Brian
May however, alleges that other types of gifts were given to the members, including
clothes, radios and promises of money.40

Jacob Prai also makes similar allegations, although as a senior OPM activist
and fugitive at the time, he was obviously not a direct witness. Commenting on the
internment of all assembly members before the Act he says that, in addition to gifts,
some were promoted to Kepala Desa (Head of Village) with a monthly salary of
150,000 rupiahs.41
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Although Ortiz Sanz never received official information about the
backgrounds of the assembly members, information on the appointed speakers in
Jayapura was sent to him shortly after the final vote. This information was contained
in a report on the Act supplied to the UN by the West Papuan nationalist Thomas
Wainggai. He alleged that Indonesian officials carried out interviews with all the
1026 assembly members during their ‘internment’ in the weeks before the Act.
Having completed this task, Wainggai claims that the authorities then decided that
only 175 were deemed reliable enough to express pro-Indonesian views at the
assemblies. As an example, he provided the UN with details of each of the twenty-six
speakers at the Jayapura assembly. Of these, twelve were members of the Indonesian
‘Red-white’ flag movement. A further two were non-Papuan Indonesians, and the
rest, like Hokujoku, were simply appointed members.42

Once the Jayapura assembly had made its unanimous decision, the customary
evening festivities were witnessed, by among others, Brian May:
The Indonesians, who are masters of anything theatrical, thoroughly
rehearsed the Papuans in singing, dancing, cheering and voting. It
was reported on the eve of the Act that the Papuans had practised
carrying Indonesian leaders shoulder-high; and certainly, on the
day, there were no slips when Sarwo Edhie, the weighty MajorGeneral...Amir Machmud, Minister for the Interior, and Sudjarwo
were jubilantly hoisted.43
With the final result, Mahmud issued a statement that the wishes of the entire
people of West Irian was to “remain united within the Republic of Indonesia and
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reject separation.” He also thanked Ortiz Sanz and his mission for their “well done
task” and declared the result official and legal.44

Aftermath
On the day of the final result, General Edhie Sarwo publicly warned that there
were still problems in West Irian which would have to be settled by military force. 45
Three days later at a specially convened meeting of the Provincial House of
Representatives in Jayapura, Mahmud reiterated that the result was legal and final.
He also appealed to “those few West Irianese” living abroad to “honour the peoples’
decision.”46

In the conclusion to its UNGA report, Indonesia remarked that West Irian was
one of the most primitive and undeveloped communities in the world. “To measure
the method and conduct of the act of free choice in such a community against purely
western democratic methods and procedures, would indeed be erroneous and
unrealistic.” As to the “impressive” result, Jakarta explained those who knew about
the political background of the West Irian dispute would understand why it would
have been difficult “politically and psychologically.” for anyone to contradict the
assemblies’ overwhelming decision.47

Commenting upon the unanimous result, Ortiz Sanz stated in his official
report:
As far as we were able to observe, the meetings of the consultative
assemblies were conducted in an orderly manner. Members of the
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assemblies were able to express their views and often signified
vehemently their wish to remain with Indonesia. The meetings were
open and in some places the general public gathered inside and
outside the buildings where the meetings were being held and
enthusiastically supported the decision reached.48
He made no mention of any demonstrations against the assembly decisions. In his
closing remarks however, Ortiz Sanz did concede that anti-Indonesian petitions,
“cases of unrest,” the flight of some Papuans to Australian territory and the existence
of political detainees, did:
show that without doubt certain elements of the population of West
Irian held firm convictions in favour of independence. Nevertheless,
the answer given by the consultative assemblies to the questions put
to them was a unanimous consensus in favour of remaining with
Indonesia.49
An obvious conclusion to draw from this statement is that the unanimous
consensus of the assemblies could not be seen to be representative, since it did not
reflect the “certain elements of the population” who favoured independence.
Nonetheless, Ortiz Sanz has recently reaffirmed his satifaction with the legitimacy of
the result saying, “Indonesian officials exerted pressure on one or two of these
occasions, but apologies were offered for that. For the rest the procedure was
absolutely clean.”50

Jakarta could of course have permitted a token expression of dissent at the
assemblies. It would not have threatened their possession of West Irian; indeed, it
would have given the Act a modicum of reality. At one point, Rolz-Bennett had
apparently confidentially urged Jakarta to record some negative votes, “to give the
outcome the appearance of legitimacy.”51 But the myth created by Jakarta, of total
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Papuan loyalty to the Republic, was not sophisticated enough to accommodate any
expression of Papuan dissent. Consequently no such opposition was permitted.

Despite the indefensible unanimity of the Act’s result, Ortiz Sanz’s report
avoided, where possible, passing comment upon anything which might have
conflicted with the Indonesian report. One notable exception was his admission that
Article XXII of the agreement, relating to the rights and freedoms of the population,
was not fully implemented, despite his “constant efforts.” Furthermore, “the
Administration exercised at all times a tight political control over the population.”52 It
was a significant, if isolated, criticism, although it might have been more accurate to
state that the article was not implemented at all.

Nonetheless, Ortiz Sanz chose to end his report by saying:
Finally, on the basis of the facts presented in this report and the
documents referred to, it can be stated that, with the limitations
imposed by the geographical characteristics of the territory and the
general political situation in the area, an act of free choice has taken
place in West Irian in accordance with Indonesian practice, in
which the representatives of the population have expressed their
wish to remain with Indonesia.53
It was a carefully worded conclusion, which deliberately avoided addressing a
fundamental issue. Article XVIII (d) of the agreement stipulates that the Act had to
be carried out in “accordance with international practice.” The UN’s failure to
persuade Jakarta to introduce any recognisable democratic content into the exercise
meant that Ortiz Sanz could not claim that this had been fulfilled. Instead, he chose to
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omit any mention of the requirement, referring only to an even vaguer term,
“Indonesian practice.”

Soon after the end of the Act, Ortiz Sanz returned to Jakarta and, on 12
August, he was finally granted an audience with President Suharto. By this time,
though, he saw little point in raising the issues of political and human rights. As the
Indonesian report of the meeting perceptively stated, it was simply an opportunity for
Suharto to thank Ortiz Sanz “for the valuable assistance he and his Mission had
rendered to the Indonesian Government regarding the implementation of the last
phase of the New York Agreement.”54

On 16 August, Suharto spoke of the result of the Act in a speech to
parliament:
This success of the act of free choice has really strengthened the
unity of our country and our people...It was most important that the
principle of territorial and sovereign integrity of a free independent
nation had been duly recognised and appreciated.55
The next day, Ortiz Sanz attended celebrations in Jakarta to mark the twentyfourth anniversary of the 1945 proclamation of Indonesian independence. Then, with
his mission over, he finally left Indonesia on 18 August.

The Western press generally agreed that the Papuans had not been allowed to
exercise anything approaching genuine self-determination. The only matter for debate
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was the motivation which had led various governments and the UN to collaborate
with Indonesia on the matter. In London, The Daily Telegraph asked on 5 August
Where does United Nations idealism begin and end? What part
should be given to the principles of the Charter and how much
should hard political facts be taken into consideration...should a
distinction be made between white and yellow colonialism?56
Peter Agnew, writing a letter to The Times on 1 August, drew attention to the many
differences between Asian Indonesians and Melanesian Papuans. He also reminded
readers of the phrase “international practice” in the Agreement. In conclusion, he
asked; “Who will face the greater condemnation at the bar of history: the perpetrators
of this outrage, or those other Governments who will have done nothing to stop it?”57

The U.S. magazine Time commented on 22 August:
Indonesia, once a bastion of noisy self-righteous anti-colonialism,
last week formally took over a remote, primitive piece of real estate
that can hardly be considered anything but a colony...‘Many of us
didn’t agree to Indonesian control, but we were afraid,’ one of the
delegates told Time correspondent David Greenway, who visited
West Irian last week.58
Berlin’s Die Welt on 5 August noted that “A chapter of Western colonial
policy is coming to an end - a chapter of Asiatic colonial policy begins...the Papuans
have the same relationship with the Indonesians as the Eskimos with the Basques.”59
In the Swiss paper Der Bund, the 12 August edition remarked “An odd decision of
the people without the people deciding.”60 Amsterdam’s Het Parool echoed the
Dutch press generally by describing the Act as a “humiliating show” with nothing to
do with free choice.61 In The Australian, Peter Hastings also did not claim widespread
Papuan enthusiasm for the result. But, almost uniquely among the foreign press, he
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still managed to find evidence in some areas of strong Papuan support for Jakarta,
while at the same time expressing surprise at anti-Indonesian sentiment elsewhere.62

It was not just the press which condemned the Act. In Britain, the United
Nations Association still had serious concerns, despite the assurances given to them
in June by the Foreign Secretary. The July 1969 issue of the UNA news sheet
included a piece by P. Szudek of the pro-Papuan “Anglo-Melanesian Aid
Committee.” It was entitled “Crisis in West Papua” and described the Papuans’ desire
for freedom “in the face of Indonesian intimidation and terror,” concluding that:
Ortiz Sanz’s reported acceptance of the Indonesian formula [for the
Act] means a total abandonment and setting aside of the New York
Agreement. An extraordinary situation is thus created: the U.N.
mission originally sent to West Papua to ‘advise, assist and
participate’ in carrying out the law of the U.N. has ended up by
actively working against it...It may be better for the U.N. mission to
withdraw rather than to sanction the illegal proceedure...Otherwise
an extremely dangerous precedent may be created by the U.N.63
Meanwhile, Humphry Berkeley, the association’s chairman, wrote several
letters to the Foreign Office during the summer expressing these reservations and
urging the government to “investigate” whether or not genuine self-determination
was taking place. Although the UNA was not directly linked with the UN, it had
consultative status through its membership of the World Federation of UNA’s, and
was generally considered to be a well respected non-governmental organisation with
all three main British political party leaders as honorary presidents.
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This criticism of the Act was not welcomed by the Foreign Office, and Aiers,
an official in the South-West Pacific Department, expressed irritation at Berkeley’s
persistance. On 24 July, he recommended that in their response to his latest
communication “it is perhaps time to point out to Mr. Berkeley the harm he may do
by launching a campaign which must reflect badly on the Secretary-General and his
representative.”64

On 29 July, Lord Shepherd replied to Berkeley on behalf of the Foreign
Secretary suggesting “I am sure you do not intend any implication against the
impartiality and integrity of the U.N. Secretariat.” He also tried to persuade Berkeley
that the Government was not unconcerned about the handling of the Act. It was
simply, he explained, that the Foreign Office believed the best time to raise any
concerns would be after U Thant had submitted his UNGA report. Shepherd
concluded reassuringly, “it seems to me that the difference between us is largely one
of timing.”65 In reality, numerous internal communications make plain that the
Foreign Office had no intention whatsoever of raising any concerns about the Act,
either before or after the Secretary-General’s report.

Although he also met with officials at the Indonesian Embassy in London,
Berkeley remained unconvinced. In his reply to Lord Shepherd on 4 August, he
denied questioning the behaviour of the UN Secretariat, but stated:
...quite frankly we are not satisfied about the Act of Free Choice
since there are so many representatives who are tribal chiefs who
would certainly not be impartial in such an Act of selfdetermination in Rhodesia or any other former British territory that
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I know of...We have come to the view rather reluctantly that it
would be better for the U.N. to withdraw [from West Irian] rather
than to be associated with an Act of Free Choice which we believe
will be rigged.66
Despite these criticisms, with the Act over, all that remained was for the
Secretary-General to “report to the General Assembly on the conduct of the act of
self-determination and the results thereof.”67 In preparation, C. Stavropoulos, the UN
legal Counsel, sent a memorandum to Rolz-Bennett on 17 July containing
suggestions on how U Thant might present his report. Aware of the potential for
controversy, he recommended that the Secretary-General present the two reports by
Ortiz Sanz and Indonesia in toto, along with a brief note by himself. To only
summarise, them he warned:
would not only be difficult, but also invidious, as it might give rise
to complaints that the Secretary-General was seeking to suppress
information, or to support one side or other in the act of selfdetermination, or to cover up the truth.68
With regard to U Thant’s requirement to report on the conduct of the exercise,
Stavropoulos asked “Does this, however, mean that the Secretary-General must
submit his own comments on the conduct of the act? I believe that this question need
not be answered in the affirmitive.”69 To bypass this politically awkward
requirement, Stavropoulos suggested that merely presenting the two reports by
Indonesia and the UNRWI would suffice:
...member States may then reach their own conclusions on how the
act of self-determination was conducted, without the SecretaryGeneral having to make comments of his own. As you are aware,
whether justified or not, there have been wide-spread doubts as to
whether a really genuine opportunity is being provided for a free
expression of the popular will in the present case, and the Secretary354

General should therefore avoid the impression that any evidence or
material provided to him is being suppressed or altered.70
Stavropoulos did not, though, favour the inclusion of an item on the Act in the
agenda of the UNGA since it would:
...imply that some form of action is called for from the General
Assembly. However, there is no mention of any such action in the
Agreement, which requires only the supplying of information to the
Assembly...It is difficult, in any circumstances, to see what useful
action the General Assembly could be called upon to take if an item
were placed on the agenda. The Agreement is one between
Indonesia and the Netherlands, and the United Nations is in no way
party to it…Such an item might well result in sterile and
acrimonious debate, leading to no useful conclusion.71
Stavropoulos’ cynical advice contrasts with his own conclusions seven years
previously that the Papuans had a strong case for genuine self-determination. In a
report to U Thant in July 1962 he had written:
Our study has revealed that the subject of self-determination is a
complex one, presenting many facets. However, at least since
President Wilson enunciated the principle of self-determination in
1918, there appears to emerge a strong presumption in favour of
self-determination in situations such as that of Western New Guinea
on the basis of the wishes of the peoples of the territory concerned,
irrespective of the legal stands or interests of other parties to the
question. While other factors may also be taken into account, there
seems to be a growing practice of recognising that the wishes of the
local population should be paramount, and should thus be
ascertained before a final disposition is made of any particular
territory.72
In the weeks before U Thant’s report to the UNGA, senior UN officials and
other interested parties expressed cautious optimism that their efforts to curtail the
opportunity for debate on the issue would succeed. On 4 September, Australia’s
Ambassador to the UN, Sir Patrick Shaw cabled Canberra to report:
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Netherlands Ambassador Middleburg hopes that the handling of the
item in the Assembly will go quietly with only two statements, from
the Netherlands and from the Indonesians. He expressed some
apprehensions however about the effects of lobbying by West
Irianese in New York...Under-Secretary General for special
political affairs Rolz-Bennett continues to be cautiously optimistic
that the item will not give rise to much discussion.73
Meanwhile, Indonesia, backed by Australia and the Netherlands, continued to
lobby countries, “including Malta and several West African nations not to question
the legitimacy of the self-determination process.”74 As part of this, Malik went on a
tour of African countries to put Jakarta’s case and to rebut the arguments of Free
Papua spokesman Nicolaas Jouwe. Jouwe had travelled widely in Africa, campaiging
for black solidarity with the Papuans. Indonesia also sent an official ‘goodwill
delegation’ to several Latin Americans to encourage support for its position.75

In late October, Jouwe spoke to the Australian Mission at the UN in New
York. He told them that some of the African representatives he had spoken to
believed the Act to be fraudulent and could constitute a harmful precedent. The
Australians promptly informed the Indonesians, who reassured them that they
believed no African state held particularly strong views on the matter. Nonetheless,
Maramis added that he, and the rest of the Indonesian UN Mission, “were carrying
out as complete a canvass of delegations as they could in the period before the item
came up for discussion.”76

Although Communist countries had firmly supported Sukarno in his dispute
with the Dutch over West Irian, the new pro-Western Suharto regime was certainly
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not a natural ally. It did, though, remain formally non-aligned and Malik maintained
notably close links with Moscow. Addressing the Eastern bloc reaction, Australia’s
UN Ambassador Sir Patrick Shaw wrote in September 1969:
We are not able to give a firm assessment of the likely attitude of
Communist delegations. On the one hand they regard the Suharto
regime as right-wing and as responsible for the deaths of hundreds
of thousands of Indonesian Communists but on the other hand they
have the chance of developing relations of a fairly satisfactory
[nature?] with the Suharto regime. We would expect this prospect to
inhibit Communist criticism of Indonesia on the West Irian
question. The USSR moreover could not go too far in criticising the
results of the 1962 Agreement when they themselves were at least
partly responsible for that agreement because of the arms and
support which they gave to Indonesia at that time.77
Although Australia seemed confident that there would be little international
reaction to the Act, domestic hostility to Canberra’s position continued. With this in
mind, Ambassador Gordon Jockell in Jakarta advised Canberra against requiring him
to write a public report on the Act:
I doubt whether the Australian public would be much impressed by
any report from an Australian Ambassador on this subject. It seems
to me for Australia a matter of going through the present period
without much to say and then starting to turn the focus of attention
politically to positive and practical areas of what can be done for
welfare and stability in West Irian. I think we can find a useful part
to play which need not be too expensive nor get us too involved.78
Furthermore, Australia had its own problems in East New Guinea during this
period, specifically in Bougainville, one of the Solomon Islands administered from
Port Moresby. On 5 August, police used tear gas and baton charged villagers
protesting at the compulsory takeover of land for a big copper mining project at
Rorovana.79 Although not relevant to West Irian at the time, in the years to come, this
dispute would develop into an armed separatist movement against the independent
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PNG state, and would temper any support PNG politicians had for separatism
generally.

Meanwhile, on 1 September, in an indictation of continuing unrest in West
Irian, Army chief General Maraden Panggabean rejected a call by a pro-government
Papuan politician for troops to be withdrawn, warning that they would “still have to
stay for a long time to come.”80 Further evidence of unrest came from Papuans
fleeing to PNG in early September. According to Van der Kroef, these refugees
“indictated that systematic and coordinated attacks on Indonesian civil and military
posts were occuring on the island of Biak, as well as in the vicinity of Djayapura.”81
Although the Australian administration had little sympathy for these people, it would
continue to rely on them to a certain extent for information on the situation in West
Irian. Tom Unwin, head of the UN Development Programme in PNG from 1973 to
1981, states that in the early 1970’s, Australian Intelligence obtained information
from OPM leader Seth Rumkorem during meetings that took place just over the
border in PNG. 82

On 10 September, the UK delegation to the UNGA received a briefing from
the Foreign Office in preparation for the General Assembly’s consideration of the
Secretary-General’s report. The briefing reminded the delegation that the official
British attitude was, first of all, to “steer clear of the problem, in which we have no
involvement.” It also made clear that the British should stick firmly to the legal
position that the Agreement was between the Dutch and the Indonesians and did not
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confer any responsibility on any other Government. And finally, it was for the
Secretary-General in the first instance to decide whether the Act had been properly
fulfilled, and no action by member states was required, or would be appropriate, prior
to the submission of his report to the UNGA. The briefing then added:
Privately, however, we recognise that the people of West Irian have
no desire to be ruled by the Indonesians who are of an alien
(Javanese) race, and that the process of consultation did not allow a
genuinely free choice to be made. On the other hand, no country
seems prepared to antagonise Indonesia by criticising the conduct
of the Act, and it is impossible to see any practicable alternatives at
the
present time to West Irian remaining under Indonesian control,
since the territory is not a viable unit and no other Government is
prepared to accept any responsibility for it.83
To conclude, the delegation was instructed to avoid taking part in any debate
on the item. “We expect the Secretary-General’s report to put the best face on the
completion of the Act, and to avoid criticism of Indonesia.”84 In Jakarta, Mason at the
British Embassy added, “I suspect that an indication by us that we would not be
raising any awkward questions [over West Irian] would help to gain us Indonesian
support over Ireland.”85

The Report of the Secretary General and the UNGA Debate November 1969
Finally, on 6 November, the Secretary-General presented his report to the
UNGA. As suggested by Stavropoulos, it consisted of a short summary by himself
along with the two reports by Indonesia and the UNRWI. In his summary, U Thant
noted Ortiz Sanz’s ‘reservations’ with regard to the rights and freedoms of the
Papuans. He also reminded the UNGA that Article XVI of the Agreement concerning
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the presence of UN ‘experts’ in the territory after 1963 had not been implemented.86
Nevertheless, U Thant did not question his representative’s conclusions that, “in
accordance with Indonesian practice” the representatives of the population “have
expressed their wish to remain with Indonesia.”87 Following this, in a series of
plenary meetings held between 13 and 19 November, the UNGA discussed the
Secretary-General’s report.

In the days before the final vote, Indonesia became increasingly concerned
that it might face some hostile criticism, particularly from the African states. On 7
November, Malik asked the British whether they:
...could promote a better understanding of the result of the Act of
Free Choice in Africa, particularly Botswana, Lesotho and
Swaziland. Malik said these were small countries which found it
difficult to evaluate the position of West Irian.88
In spite of its own instruction to “steer clear of the problem,” the Foreign
Office responded to Malik’s request by informing the UK Mission at the UN that they
had agreed with him:
...it might be possible for you to give delegations of countries
mentioned some background information and advice about the Act
and its outcome...If asked our advice would be that in our view Act
could be taken as final, and that it was impossible to see any other
viable future for West Irian except as part of Indonesia.89
Jakarta’s anxiety over the ‘African vote’ was well founded. On the eve of the
final UNGA vote, the UK UN Mission telegrammed London:
Situation still confused. Indonesian Permanent Representative
asked to address the African group this morning. However, after
two or three hours of discussion amongst themselves, the Africans
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decided not to receive him. Akwei (Ghana) has told us that the
meeting of the group was fairly stormy, with much talk of the
African origins of the West Irianese, of Moslem imperialism and
Asian racialism and of the need to ensure full self-determination of
the people...the Africans felt that they were being rail-roaded by the
Indonesians and the Netherlands90
The member states’ discussion centred around the draft resolution sponsored
by Belgium, Indonesia, Luxembourg, Malaysia, the Netherlands and Thailand. This
resolution took note of the report before the UNGA and noted “with appreciation the
fulfilment by the Secretary-General and his Representative of the tasks entrusted to
them under the 1962 Agreement.”91 The draft resolution then expressed appreciation
of any financial assistance to Indonesia “in its efforts to promote the economic and
social development of West Irian.”92 The draft was introduced to the UNGA on 19
November by Indonesian Foreign Minister Malik.93

Luns, the Netherlands Foreign Minister, then added that “the interests of the
people of West Irian had been the paramount concern of the Netherlands,” and his
country would continue to translate that concern into concrete action “that would
reflect the modified circumstances.” Although expressing reservations, Luns
concluded that his government was prepared to “recognise and abide by the outcome
of the act of self-determination.”94 (As the Minister who, seven years previously, had
most fervently resisted Indonesia’s demands for West New Guinea, this was an
impressive shift of position).
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In contrast, several African states ignored last minute appeals from Indonesia
and spoke out against the Act. Part of their motivation was no doubt a fear that its
acceptance by the UN might give encouragement to the remaining colonial rulers in
Africa. If the UN allowed Indonesia to manipulate the exercise of Papuan selfdetermination so completely, then perhaps the European colonialists could attempt
similiar ‘Acts’ in Africa, thereby delaying or preventing de-colonialisation.

As previously discussed, other states such as India combated this argument by
ignoring the terms of the Agreement and declaring the West Irian issue an affirmation
of Indonesian national unity, rather than one of self-determination.95 The African
states were not convinced by this tenuous argument and the Zambian Ambassador
declared:
My delegation has so far been unable to find out why it was
considered acceptable to the Secretary-General’s Representative in
West Irian to agree to a formula of free choice on the basis of
musyawarah...something that was not stipulated in the original
agreement.96
Rebuffing Jakarta’s arguments regarding Papuan undevelopment, the
Ambassador for Togo quoted from the UNGA’s resolution 1514 (XV) of 1960. This,
he reminded the Assembly, stated that the inadequacy of political, economic, social
or educational preparedness should never serve as a pretext for delaying
independence in any country.97 In support, Nicol of Sierra Leone added that no
society in the modern world could be said to be so primitive and no terrain so
geographically difficult that it would justify indefinitely denying its peoples the vital
exercise of democratic government. He also deplored the fact that the UNRWI only
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advised and assisted, but did not participate in the Act. “The methods used laid open
the way for South Africa, Portugal and Rhodesia to adopt similar tactics.”98

The Ghanian Ambassador then spoke:
We are not convinced by the argument that the principle of
musyawarah was the only political method which could be
understood by the people...Indeed, we are told that under the
Netherlands Administration a type of democratic system known as
the ‘whispering vote’ had been sucessfully used. Further, in
Australian Papua New Guinea, which is characterised by the same
so-called undeveloped peoples, the principle of ‘one man one vote’
is being successfully used, and a somewhat enlightened policy is
being applied in leading the peoples towards eventual self-rule.99
This comparison with the eastern half of the island is particularly poignant.
Australian New Guinea was recognised in the UN as a non-self-governing territory
and Canberra had an obligation to keep the UN briefed about its administration of the
territory. In marked contrast with its attitude towards West Irian, UNGA’s resolutions
regarding self-determination for the eastern half of the island were an impressive
example of vigilance. In 1966 and 1967, the UNGA adopted resolutions accusing
Australia of condoning discriminatory practices in TPNG and called for the holding
of elections with a view to transferring power to the people, and for a fixed early date
for independence.100 In December 1968 the UNGA passed another resolution which
included calls for Australia to:
(a) fix an early date for self-determination and independence in
accordance with the freely expressed wishes of the people of the
territories;
(b) hold free elections under United Nations supervision on the
basis of universal suffrage in order to transfer effective power to the
representatives of the people of the territories [of Papua and New
Guinea].101
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Jakarta though did not consider West Irian to be a non self-governing
territory. But more importantly, it was not challenged on this in the UN, although
West Irian was not a recognised part of Indonesia before the Act. As one official in
the British Foreign Office UN (Political) Department noted in August 1969:
West Irian has been a plenary item since its inscription by Indonesia
in 1954 although listed as a non-self governing territory until
UNTEA took over in 1962. It is not clear why, when Indonesia took
over the administration of West Irian in 1963 she was not required
to submit transmissions under article 73e of the Charter or, for that
matter, why West Irian did not, once again, appear on the list of
non-self governing territories to be considered by the Committee of
24.102
Eventually, on 19 November, the UNGA rejected an move by Dahomey for
an adjournment for futher consultations (by 58 to 31 with 24 abstentions). Then it
voted on a Ghanian amendment which stated:
Bearing in mind the interests and welfare of the people of West
Irian as stated in the preamble of the Agreement.Further bearing in
mind article VXIII of the Agreement which, inter alia, calls for an
act of free choice in accordance with international practice...Takes
note on the report of the Secretary-General and his representative on
their efforts to fulfil their responsibilities under the
Agreement...Decides that the people of West Irian should be given a
further opportunity, by the end of 1975, to carry out the act of free
choice envisaged in the Agreement.103
The amendment was rejected by 60 to 15 with 39 abstentions. Interestingly,
while Australia, Asia, the US and the Communist countries voted against this
amendment, the Dutch abstained. This was despite informing the British beforehand
that they were determined to keep in step with the Indonesians.104 Possibly it was a
token gesture aimed at domestic public opinion. The British, who also abstained on
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the amendment (and the Dahomeian proposal), privately explained their motives as
being determined:
...partly by a desire to stick with the Dutch, partly because the
amendments were based on the right of peaceful self-determination
of all peoples and it was necessary to be consistant with our
position on Gibraltar, Apartheid etc.105
In the end the Dutch, British and eighty-two other states voted to adopt the
original resolution taking note of the Act’s result and acknowledging the fulfilment
by the UN of its responsibilities under the Agreement. There were thirty abstentions,
but no votes against. This resolution was then recorded as Document A/L.576 in the
official records of the UNGA.106 The Assembly moved on to Agenda item 99
concerning the Korean question, and with that the UN ended its interest in the right of
the people of West Irian to self-determination.

In a report by the British Embassy in Jakarta to Le Breton at the Foreign
Office shortly afterwards, the mood of the Indonesian Government was described as
one of great relief: “The number of abstentions disconcerted somewhat; but at least
there were no votes against.”107 Thirty years later, Le Breton acknowledges that it
was “shameful” that the West “didn’t do more,” but confirms that nothing was said
because Suharto was seen as a “brave new upstanding general” who had defeated the
PKI. Washington and London were therefore anxious to support and encourage
stability for the new regime after so much chaos under Sukarno.108
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The reaction of the Indonesian press was interesting in that it focussed upon
what it believed were criticisms of Indonesia in Ortiz Sanz’s UNGA report.
Summarising the comments, the Embassy report stated:
Many of the old complaints about his manner of conducting his
mission - his poor links with New York, his obvious sympathy with
the dissident groups, his prolonged absences from West Irian - all
these, justified or not, have been resurrected. Djakarta Times leader
on 13 November talked of ‘his peculiar attitude towards Indonesia,
her government, her press and her people’, condemned his lack of
realism, and concluded with regrets for his having succumbed to the
blandishments of the OPM in New York.109
Accused of being an anti-Indonesian OPM sympathiser on the one hand, he
was also criticised by Mason at the British Jakarta Embassy of being too cautious in
carrying out his responsibilities. On the ‘questionable’ methods used by Jakarta for
the Act, Mason commented that one might have expected the UNRWI to speak out
against them more strongly:
The feeling remains...that it might have been possible for him to play a more
active role in the proceedings, despite the fact that Sudjarwo...seems to have
out-manoeuvred him on several occasions. And one does not know what
degree of support he believed he could count on from the Secretary-General in
the event of a major disagreement with the Indonesians.110
Referring to the “touching faith” which the Papuans had had in the UN, Mason added
that impartial observers “feel that the United Nations’ part has done nothing to
enhance its standing.”111

In his defence, these criticisms could be described as examples of great
ingratitude by Jakarta and the West. The desired solution was achieved, and this was
made possible because the UN was prepared to expose itself to serious accusations
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regarding its integrity and reputation as a defender of human and political rights. As
the UNRWI, Ortiz Sanz’s role in this was central and for that reason at least, his
Indonesian and Foreign Office critics might have offered him some thanks.

Now in his late eighties, Fernando Ortiz Sanz is long-retired and living in
Sucre, Bolivia. Recently interviewed on the Act, he defended the result but suggested
that it need not be an irrevocable decision. “The Papuans [in 1969] did not have the
level of civilization needed to determine their own fate.” Nonetheless he asserted:
The final result was wise and sensible. I was able to acquire the greatest
possible autonomy for them. But this does not make me rule out that, in the
future, the population of West Irian should again have the opportunity to
decide their own fate. I told them: be patient. The moment will come, do not
fear. Go to school, learn everything there is to know about the principles of
democracy and the road will be open to you. That was a healthy attitude, I
think.112
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
CONCLUSIONS

Some Arguments For and Against Papuan Self-Determination
The purpose of this thesis has been to provide a detailed examination of how
the 1962 New York Agreement was put into practice, with a particular emphasis on
the role of the United Nations.

Some academics, while acknowledging that the human and political rights of
the Papuans - “a relatively small number of people” - were denied, emphasise the
Agreement’s achievement of preventing of a war that would not have been in the
West’s interests.1 It has also been argued that genuine Papuan self-determination
might have “set in train the dissolution of innumerable ethnically complex states
whose main claim to unity derives from the colonial mandate. The consequences of
this for the stability of the international system could be incaluable.”2 Also on this
issue, May and de Silva wrote:
Separatism could be and is a powerful destabilizing force. It has
generally been held at bay by that even more powerful force - Asian
nationalism embodied in the post-colonial state system of Asia.
Separatist movements in the Third World, in general, find that the
great obstruction they face is a widespread hostility to disturbing
the status quo. Because practically everyone is vulnerable to the
pull of indigenous - and often, external - separatist forces, it is seen
to be in everyone’s interest to help existing post-colonial nation376

states resist threats to their integrity from indigenous as well as
external separatist force.3
Furthermore, one can question how genuine a force was “Papuan nationalism”
among the traditional tribal societies that predominated in West New Guinea during
the 1960’s. Benedict Anderson argues that the 1969 Papuan rebellions were “ethnic”
and “local,” not clear manifestations of Papuan nationalism. “Being anti-Indonesian
doesn’t automatically mean being ‘nationalist.’”4

For other commentators, the relevant issue was that the Agreement, and its
relatively peaceful implementation, was an example of a successful UN intervention
which could serve as a model for future operations, particularly those involving the
temporary administration of a territory.5 The dispute and its settlement have also been
studied as an example of effective conflict resolution.6

On the other hand, in an argument which I believe is relevant to the case of
the West Papuans under Indonesian rule, Mullerson asserts that, while there is no
right to secession in international law:
when a minority is denied its rights and is oppressed and
discriminated against, it is thereby rejected by the majority. The
majority rejects and alienates the minority leaving it outside the
society. Thereby the minority becomes not simply ethnically or
religiously distinct,...but also socially, economically and politically
different from the majority. We can say that the minority, due to the
policy of the majority which does not permit the minority to fully
develop its identity, acquires characteristics similiar to those of
colonial peoples. It can survive as a distinct group only
independently of the majority. Therefore, the principle of the selfdetermination of peoples becomes directly relevant to such
minorities.7
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One can also argue that, as a result of Jakarta’s deliberate policy (initiated in
the 1960s) of settling hundreds of thousands of non-Papuans in the territory, the
indigenous population’s situation may soon be comparable with that of the aborigines
of Australia and the native Americans. On the issue of such peoples, a delegate at the
first session of the UN Working Group on Indigenous Populations in 1982, declared :
Those peoples we call indigenous peoples are nothing more than
colonial peoples who were missed by the great wave of global decolonisation following the Second World War, particularly where
independence was granted, not to the oppressed inhabitants of a
territory but to an intrusive and alien group newly arrived.8
As previously noted, on the specific issue of West Papuan self-determination,
Constantin Stavropoulos, the UN legal counsel, advised U Thant in June 1962 that
there was a “strong presumption” in favour of self-determination for the West
Papuans, “irrespective of the legal stands or interests of other parties to the
question.”9

Supporters of this position often refer to the 1960 UNGA resolution on the
granting of independence to colonial peoples. In particular they cite article 5 which
calls for immediate steps to be taken:
...in Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other
territories which have not yet attained independence, to transfer all
powers to the peoples of those territories, without any conditions or
reservations, in accordance with their freely expressed will and
desire.....in order to enable them to enjoy complete independence
and freedom.10
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However, one can counter this by pointing out that the resolution was only
intended to address the issue of European colonialism. This is made clear in article 6
which is a deliberate rejection of separatism:
Any attempt aimed at the partial or total disruption of national unity
and the territorial integrity of a country is incompatible with the
purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations.11
I would contend, though, that since West New Guinea was recognised by the
UN in 1960 as a Non-Self-Governing Territory, article 5 was directly applicable to its
case, while article 6 was irrelevant. As a consequence, this resolution remains a key
factor in the case for West Papuan self-determination.

Implementation of the New York Agreement
Important as all these arguments are, the purpose of this thesis has not been to
assess the legitimacy of the West Papuans’ right to self-determination, because this
right had already been explicitly acknowledged and guaranteed by The Netherlands
and Indonesia when they signed the New York Agreement. Furthermore, by agreeing
to play a central role in the implementation of this Agreement, the UN Secretariat
undertook a responsibility to ensure that it was properly fulfilled.

Specifically, under this Agreement, The Netherlands, Indonesia and the UN
had an obligation to protect the political rights and freedoms of the Papuans, and to
ensure that self-determination took place freely in accordance with international
practice. On both these points, the three parties failed, and they did so deliberately
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because genuine Papuan self-determination was never considered as a serious option
by any of them once the Agreement had been signed.

On the UN’s role in the Agreement’s implementation, it is clear that the
Secretariat’s priority throughout was to ensure that the territory became a recognised
part of Indonesia with the minimum of controversy and disruption. This was a role
that had been assigned to the UN by Washington in 1962 and U Thant saw no reason
to deviate from it. This was “big power” Cold War politics in which the rights of the
Papuans counted for nothing. Indeed it would have been almost inconceivable for it
to be otherwise.

Discussing the attitude of the Secretariat following the signing, Markin notes:
As Jakarta then established proceedures [for the Act] to ensure the
outcome it wanted, it found that the pressure it had encountered
during the talks for a meaningful exercise had abated significantly.
The Americans, who had repeatedly assured the Netherlands during
that time that they would ‘stand accountable by our principles’ by
insisting on a self-determination process that was a ‘reality and not
a mockery’, began shortly after the signing ceremony to argue that
the responsibility for ensuring a fair exercise really lay with the UN
and the Netherlands. Around the same time, the Dutch were losing
much of their will to press this issue as the topic of West New
Guinea faded from the Netherlands political scene with the renewal
of economic and political relations with Indonesia. And with neither
the US nor the Netherlands pressing the issue, the UN had little
incentive to do so.12

To fulfil its role adequately, the UN tolerated Indonesian interference and
intimidation of the Papuans and itself throughout the UNTEA period. A specific
example of this was the banning in December 1962 of the planned Papuan nationalist
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march. Although UNTEA claimed the organisers had called it off, it was in fact
banned by UNTEA as a direct result of a threat by the Indonesian Government to U
Thant that its armed forces could react violently if the march was not prohibited.13

The UN Secretariat also lied publicly as part of a policy of collaboration with
Jakarta during UNTEA. Specifically, Narasimhan stated in February 1963 that the
UN’s decision to withdraw from West New Guinea on 1 May was in response to the
wishes of the Papuan population. In fact confidential reports from senior UNTEA
officials, and the UN Secretariat, clearly demonstrate that they believed the majority
of Papuans did not want to be ruled by Indonesia. These senior officials also
concluded that expressions of pro-Indonesian Papuan sentiment were the result of
deliberate manipulation by Jakarta. But the same reports made clear that the UN
wished to depart no later than 1 May (and debated pulling out as early as February),
because it assessed, accurately, that growing Indonesian dominance of the territory’s
security and administration meant that even the appearance of UN authority could not
be sustained beyond this point. Furthermore, the 1 May handover date seems to have
already been agreed by the Dutch and Indonesians before the signing of the
Agreement.14

Following UNTEA’s withdrawal, the Agreement states that a number UN
‘experts’ were to remain to assist and participate in preparations for the Act. But
when Indonesia ignored U Thant’s initial approach on the issue, the Secretary-
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General made no effort to press them further, and the matter was effectively dropped
until its mention in the UNGA report of November 1969.

Significantly, there is evidence that the UN Secretariat and the Dutch had
already privately agreed with Jakarta in 1963 that they would not object to the
eventual Act being carried out solely via a number of ‘representative’ councils,
without any direct voting on the issue by the population. This agreement to deny a
direct vote even in the urban areas, was a fundamental abrogation of responsibility by
both the Netherlands and the UN, and cannot be justified on the grounds of West
Papuan ‘primitiveness.’ To demonstrate this, one need only look at the organisation’s
treatment of political developments over the border.

In 1962, following a visit to Australian New Guinea, the UN’s Trusteeship
Council (which included members from India, China and the USSR) produced a
report noting that a Legislative Council, with the first elected representatives, had
already been established. It then concluded that it was now possible:
...to plan for a Parliament of Papua and New Guinea of about a
hundred members elected on the basis of direct election and by
adult suffrage under a system of single member constituencies. It
proposed that all preparations for elections on this basis should be
put in hand immediately and completed not later than the end of
1963.15
Two years later a House of Assembly was formed in the territory with 44 of
the 64 members directly elected by the population. The stark contrast in the UN’s
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treatment of self-determination between East and West New Guinea demonstrates a
cynical degree of hypocrisy by both the Secretariat and involved member states.

The UN and the Act
When a UN team returned in 1968, it was only sixteen in number and its head,
Ortiz Sanz, spent at least half his time in Jakarta. Furthermore, it is clear that the task
given it by U Thant was not, as laid down in the Agreement, to ‘advise, assist and
participate’ in arrangements for an act of Papuan self-determination. Instead its role,
in conjunction with the Secretariat, was to see that the final part of the Agreement
could be completed with the minimum of controversy in such a way that Indonesian
sovereignty over West New Guinea would be confirmed and the UN’s
responsibilities for the territory discharged. To facilitate this, the UN endeavoured to
persuade Indonesia that a sufficient level of genuine Papuan participation should be
included in the Act to minimise the opportunity for potential critics to question its
validity.

An example of this was the UN’s genuine attempt to ensure some Papuan
participation in the process devised by Jakarta for selecting members of the special
assemblies. Both U Thant and Ortiz Sanz emphasised privately and publicly the
importance that they attached to there being some democratic dimension to these
selections. In the Secretary-General’s final report, much was made of Jakarta’s
agreement to hold fresh elections in some areas where UN officials had not been
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present. In reality, though, this was a token gesture, and one can conclude that there
was no genuine free participation by the people in the selection process.

Another possible example of UN efforts to involve the Papuans in the Act was
Ortiz Sanz’s suggestion of a “mixed method.” Although open to manipulation, one
can argue that it took into account different levels of political development around the
territory, and could have produced at least an indication of public feeling.

But any method which permitted some genuine Papuan opinion to emerge was
intolerable to Jakarta, and the reason is clear when one considers the evidence from
non-Indonesian eyewitnesses of Papuan opinion throughout the 1960’s. Effectively
all of them, including foreign and UN officials as well as journalists, privately (or
publicly in the case of journalists) acknowledged the overwhelming unpopularity of
Indonesia in the eyes of those Papuans who had some experience of their
administration.

Whether the Secretariat ever genuinely supported this method is unlikely,
particularly in view of its possible prior private acceptance to omit all direct voting in
the Act. While Rolz-Bennett may have urged Indonesia to “record some negative
votes” to provide the appearance of legitimacy, a free and direct vote in the towns
would have given too accurate a picture of Jakarta’s deep unpopularity. While the
final result could still have been manipulated to show a majority in favour of
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Indonesia, the UN’s objective of confirming Indonesian sovereignty with a minimum
of controversy would not have been achieved.

Ortiz Sanz may, as Sudjarwo suspected, have proposed this method without
proper consultation with New York. In the first months following his appointment,
there is certainly evidence, albeit indirect from Australian diplomats, that he favoured
a greater degree of free Papuan participation than the Secretariat. His
communications to Sudjarwo and New York on the mixed method seem genuine
enough.

Nonetheless, with no realistic possibility that Jakarta would have accepted any
direct voting, it is probable that this option was raised simply as a public
demonstration of UN concern for the political rights of the Papuans.

Although the UN’s efforts to provide ‘the appearance of legitimacy’ failed,
one can argue that the lack of significant international interest in the Act made this
largely irrelevant at the time.

Having failed on this issue, U Thant and Ortiz Sanz focussed their attention
instead on collaborating with Jakarta in its efforts to prevent any international
criticism of the Act emerging. In this effort they were assisted by other states
including the Netherlands, Australia and the UK who all privately lobbied those
countries, particularly in Africa, which it was feared might condemn the result.
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As part of this campaign, Ortiz Sanz deliberately misrepresented the extent of
Papuan hostility to Indonesian rule. This was clearly illustrated in the false assertion
contained in his report to the UNGA that the majority of petitions he received during
his time in West Irian were pro-Indonesian.

For such an apparently experienced politician and diplomat, Ortiz Sanz was
remarkably naive in his dealings with Sudjarwo, and was often out-maneouvred by
him and other Indonesian officials and military officers. Nonetheless, as with
UNTEA, he could not have been confident of support from the Secretariat in any
significant disagreements with Jakarta. This might explain his reluctance, particularly
in the final months, to confront the Indonesians over their systematic denial of
political and human rights in the territory. In the end, though, he was a man with
traditional views towards the treatment of ‘primitive peoples,’ and seems to have
found little difficulty in justifying his part in the UN’s involvement.

When the New York Agreement was signed, none of those who had been
involved were under any illusion that it would permit Papuan self-determination. But
despite this, the Agreement guaranteed the Papuans political and human rights. It also
guaranteed them the right to self-determination. In the event, these rights were
effectively discarded by Indonesia and legitimised by the UN’s involvement and
support. This was the case with UNTEA, but it was particularly evident in the year
leading up to the ironically titled “Act of Free Choice.” If the UN’s motive in 1962
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was to prevent a damaging Dutch/Indonesian war, there was no such justification in
1969. However, with no significant international pressure to protect the Papuans, U
Thant evidently saw no reason to undermine the West’s policy of encouraging and
supporting the anti-communist President Suharto.

In 1997, Prime Minister Julius Chan of PNG commented:
It would certainly help some of us to really understand the
procedures used in the West Irian case so as to avoid a similar
situation in these other Pacific countries [such as New Caladonia]
still seeking independence from colonial powers.16
Despite this, neither PNG, or any other state has so far been prepared to
challenge the legitimacy of Jakarta’s ownership. Even newly-liberated East Timor is
unlikely to champion the Papuan cause.17 Furthermore, with nearly half the
population now non-Papuan,18 even recognition by Jakarta that the Act was
unrepresentative, would not necessarily move the resource-rich territory closer
towards the independence now openly demanded by many of its people. But it would,
perhaps, mark the beginning of a more honest relationship between Indonesia and its
reluctant Papuan citizens.

More recently, in response to the Dutch Foreign Minister’s decision to
sanction a historical re-examination of the Act, Van Middelkoop the (GPV) MP who
initiated the proposal responded “At last we can look the Papuans straight in the
eyes.”19 It remains to be seen whether the UN Secretariat wishes to join them in
returning to an issue it so deliberated washed its hands of thirty years ago.
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